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INTRODUCTION

David Butler
Chairman, Butler Cox & Partners Limited
BUTLER: Let me welcome you to this Management
Conference of the Butler Cox Foundation. I should like to
extend a particular welcometo those organisations which have
become members of the Foundation since our last Management Conference, in the spring of this year. I am glad to say

thatit is quite a lengthy list of organisations: BICC,British
Leyland, the Burton Group, Cadbury Schweppes, Courage,

Debenhams, the Mars Group, Midland Bank, Samuel Montagu,

and Shell UK.A particular welcome to those new members.

I wonderif I might ask a favour of someof the old members.
If you cast back your minds to your first Management
Conference, I think that you will remember that it took a

little bit of time and effort to understand how the conferences
work, to get into the swing of things, and to develop what we
call the club atmosphere within the Foundation. I and my
staff will be doing everything that we can to help the new
members to get aboard this moving carousel as fast as possible.
We should be grateful for the help of those of you who do

know howthese conferences work in extending a friendly

and helpful welcome to a rather substantial number of new
members.

The theme of the Conference is ManagementPriorities for

the 1980s , and we have deliberately chosen the subjects to
cover a wide range of areas of interest. Over the next two
days we shall cover problems and opportunities which are
predominantly technical in nature as well as those which are
fundamentally concerned with human values and the way that
people respondto the kinds of technology that we want to
study.
I do not want to take any more time than is essential at
the beginning of the Conference, but there is one thing that

I should like to mention before we moveintothefirst session
becauseit will be an interesting event and something of a
first ? so far as we are concerned. After consultation with the

members of the Foundation, it has been agreed that the next
Management Conference, next spring, will take place in the

USA. There are more complex arrangements to be made

and more thought given by the members to the amount

oftime necessary to attend such a Conference, and possibly
to combine it with other business activities in the USA,
but wefeel also that it will provide us with an improved
opportunity to get to understand someof the manyinterest-

ing things that people in the States are trying to do. As the
administrative details for that Conference are finalised,
obviously all members will be kept informed.

So to this Conference. Clearly, the kinds of technology with

which we are concerned
computer systems, telecommunications, office products
have their own economic and
social impact on thefabric of society. Indeed, I believe that
at the present time the potential impact of those technologies
in social and economic termsis less than well understood
and often widely misinterpreted. Nevertheless, the fact that
they will have this impact is, to some extent anyway,
recognised.
Perhaps whatis less clearly recognised, certainly by many of
us working, welike to think, near to the technological sharp
end , is that these activities also take place in a social and
economic context which has its own reality and its own
significance, and which envelops and surroundseverything
that we maytry to do.

I believe that it is easy for us to slip into lazy habits of

thinking that what has goneon for as long as we can remember

is likely to go on foras long as weshall care. It is in an effort

to focus attention on someofthetruly significant and almost
alarming economic and social changes which we have
witnessed in the past few years, and to look ahead to the
future, that we have invited ourfirst speaker to take part

in the Conference.

Ihave heard him speak once before, and I knowthathe will
not take it amiss if I say that what impressed me most about

him was that, in contrast to many economists, he did not

seem to be peddling a pet theory to which the facts must
somehow be squeezed to fit, but rather looking practically
and pragmatically at what has happened in the world in the
past few years and what the consequences of that might

be for the future.

AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FORECAST
FOR THE EARLY 1980s
F. Blackaby
National Institute of Economic and Social Research
Frank Blacka

by read economics at Cambridge; worked in the Treasu
National Institute of Economic and Social Research since 1958 (apar ry for seven years; has been at the
t from three years in Stockholm at the

Stockholm International Peace Research Institute). He is
the author or editor of books on economic policy,
on

incomes policy, and (outside the field of economics) on armame
nts, disarmament and the arms trade.

BUTLER: Gentlemen,a distinguished economist,editor,
author andlecturer Frank Blackaby.

BLACKABY: Itis true that my concern is with the future,
butbefore onestarts looking at the future it is important
to extractall the information that one can from the past
and the present. To adaptslightly a phrase of Aneurin Bevan s:
There is no pointin looking in the crystal until you ve read
the book.

There are now trends and changes in trendsin the world
economy

and thatis what I will be talking about

that

set the questions for the future. I wantto start by dealing
with some ofthe past facts. What I propose to dois to set

out some ofthe things that have happened
and things
have happenedin the world economy
particularly in the
pastfive years and,after presenting these facts to conside
r

someof thealternative possibilities for whatis going to
happenin the nextfive or ten years.

WORLD ECONOMIC GROWTH
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I wantto start with whatI think is probably the main

problem: what has happened to world economic growth,

Particularly since 1973? WhenI say world economic

growth , strictly speakingthis is for the Western industr
ial
countries, the members of OECD. They drive the world
economy.If their growth goes ahead, the world follows
. They
are in the driving seat of what happens.

Right back in1960 the OECD produced what was
then a

very ambitious forecast or projection for growth in the
West,
of 4.1% a year. Thatis the dashedline. Thesolid line is
what
happened. Youwill see that the West beat that projection;
we hadin the West in general a 4.5% growth rate. That
is the
first proposition. The secondis that although that line
wobbles

a bit from timeto time there are really no substan
tial kinks at

all, there are nosignificant deviations. If one had been
giving
this lecture at any time in the 1960s and one had been
asked
what the world growth rate was likely to be, one would
havesaid, It s on a 4% to 5% growth path. There is
no
significantshift. It seemslikely to stay there, and
one would

have been right.

|

In 1965, given what had already happened, they
shifted up
their projection to 4.6% and they were more orless
bang
ontarget. Here again, the second part of the 60s,
no

|

significant deviation. Coming to 1970, they
putthe figure

up. They set their projection for 70 to 80 at
5.1%, and
up to °73 this time theactual is a bit below this
projection
but not by very much. So here you have 13
years in which
there was nosignificant slip in world econom
icgrowth.
It was down bit one year, up a bit another,
but at any
time, if this lecture had been given in that
time, it would

to some extent have been a rather boring
lecture, becaus

e
one would havesaid, Here we are. We re cruisi
ng along at
4% to 5%. This is a formidable rate of growth
. It has no

|
|

Then in 1973 we get the break; in
74 norise in output; in

|

precedent in world economic history.
There seems absolutely

no reason whyit shouldn t go on forever.

1975 a dip. 1976 was not a bad year, but
that did notset
off anything like the 5% trend and the gap
between the actual
and this 5% trendis widening. If anything,
we are on 3%
growth this year; somethingof the same order
nextyear.

Here then we pose a question. Wher
eas in the previous 13
years it seemed moreorless foreorda
ined that world economic

growth would chug along at a satisfacto
ry 4% to 5% rate,

now
wehavehadineffect five years in
which the average is about
half that; 73 to °78 is 2% to 214%.

So that poses the question: is this
a new trend? Do we now

start projecting for the future at 2% to 242%? Or do were-

establish 5%? Or do we get back onto theold trendline?
There are large numbers of question marks now about what
happens to world economic growth. These are questions
which do makea difference; the difference between 212%

and 4% growthis the kind of difference which will percolate
down all through the economies of the Western world. So
that is the first change in thesituation which sets the question
for the future. We do not, as yet, have to start peering into
the future, we know from what has happened that we have
here a problem. The Western industrial system which

functioned so remarkably well in the post-war period is
beginning to showsignsof difficulty. So that is the first fact
about thepast.
Unemployment and consumerprice records, 1959-1978 oftheseven

me
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Now two morefacts. All these facts are interconnected.

Strictly speaking,this secondset of figures are just for the
seven main industrial countries, but again they form such
a large part of the output of the industrial world thatit
would really be very much the sameif one threw in the
smaller countries such as Denmark, Greece and so on. The

first statement aboutthe past is linked to the one that we
have seen in thefirst chart. Right through the "60s the
industrial world ran with an unemploymentrate of between
2A% and 314%.It ran with full employment by any reasonable
measure. Of course, that was linked with the fact that they
hadthis rapid rate of growth. It was a rate of growth fast
enough to absorbthe increasein the labour supply. Indeed,

in Continental Europe it brought in a lot of labour from
Southern Europeas well, from Yugoslavia, Turkey and
Greece. Then with this kink in the growth rate from 73,
the unemploymentfigure bumped up from 3% to 5%, higher

in some countries, and has stayed there. So again we have had
a shift away from oneofthe mainclaimsof the success of
the Western industrial world, that is established full

employment. That record has been broken.

The second main proposition about what has happenedis
one in which the change in trend is not so particularly marked

at 73; it is one where there has been a gradual upward shift.
This is perhaps one of the predominantandcertainly one of

the most interesting questions for the future.

Youcouldstill say, however, that in the period from 59
to 69 there was a gradual upward creepin prices, but you
were in the 2% to 4% region. This is the average increase
in consumerpricesin the seven main industrial countries.
It is true that in that time people were very much more

worried about a 3% or 4% pricerise than they are now.If we
were to get back to a 3% or 4% price rise, we would think that
we had moreorless dealt with the problem ofinflation,

whereas back in the 60s the figure of 3% or 4% was one that
madepeople extremely nervous. But particularly from 69
these figures have gone on up, slightly bumpily. There was

the vast figure as a consequence of the OPECpricerise in 73.
But the main point to makeis that, inspite of the slow rate
of growth andin spite of the rise in unemployment, which
means that the demandforlabourhas eased, the rate of
inflation in the industrial world has only come downto

something around 8%. Here is a change in trend which

poses a problem for the future. We havea figure ofinflation
which has not been licked simply by a deflationary stance
on the part of the industrial world in general. Five years
of slow growth andtheshift up in unemployment nearly
12 million in the industrial world
andstill here we are
with an average rate ofprice increase in the industrial world

of 8%, So there again the questions for the future are set by
the trends in the past. Clearly what happens to unemploymentwill depend on whether one does or does not recover

the old growth rate of 4% to 5%.

Here one has to ask oneself what the determinants are
of this long upward trend in prices, and whether or not
one should start accommodating oneself to an 8% or 10%
price rise forever
and we are a very long way from
accommodating ourselves to it
or whetheror notthis is
a problem which the main countries in the Westwill solve.

I think that in many waysthe question of inflation and the

future of inflation is one of the more fascinating questions.

It is certainly one of the questions where social issues as
well as economicissues comein. It is becomingincreasingly
clear that the problem ofinflation in the West is not a
technical, economic problem,it is a problem of developments in those societies. So there again, more trends from

the past which set the questionsfor the future.
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I wantto present two more facts about the past which also

present problemsfor the future. This is again a statement

about a world problem. This chart presents a set of figures
for the balance of payments of the mainareas of the world

since 73. On the plus side you have the surplus in the

current balance, and on the minussidethe deficit in current

balance. In 73 you had a pattern of surpluses anddeficits
which was fairly normal. The OECD, theindustrial world,
had a bit of a surplus; so did other developed countries. I

20

SJ
Japan

countries, apart from theoil exporters, had a deficit, which is

Germany

what one would expect.

that, from then, the world paymentsystem has
been saddled
with the problem of coping with this oil produce
rs surplus.

It has dwindled a bit. On the 78 forecast it was
down

to $25billion. But when any area has a surplus, someb
ody
else has to have deficit. It is a zero sum game.I
t is the
same statement as saying that each transaction
is both
a credit and a debit. The problem has been to find
any
countries which were prepared to carry the deficit
which

was the opposite of the OPEC countries surplus;
because
countries are not particularly keen on running deficits
for a long time and wehave had quite a lot of passin
g the
parcel as individual countries struggle to get out
ofdeficit
andin effect pass this deficit on to some other countr
y.

Up to 1976, Italy and Britain had big defici
ts. From °77

onwards the United States has carried
a lot of the deficit;
but a good part ofit has goneto the devel
oping countries

which consequently are building up very large
debts. They
are debts mainly to private banks which
are, as it were,
turning over the petro-dollars that come
in; but this is
building up a formidable debt problem for the
Third World.
I suppose that the main thing to say about this
pattern is

thatit is not the sort of pattern that you
can run for any

length of time. In a world Payments system
you more
or less have to have somealternation of surplu
ses and
deficits. It is rather like a poker game. If one
particular
person collects all the chips and keeps them, that
is the
endof the game. Weare stuck therefore until the
OPEC.

surplus comes down

whether it will

andthere is a question mark as to

with the problem of accommodating

in the world payments system a very big surplu
sarea.

Thatis not the only problem that we have in the
balance
of payments, because within this OECD total there
is also
a problem.It is a problem whose consequences
you read
about daily in the press: the problem of the
very large

US deficit and the very large Japanese surplus. Thatis the

last fact about the past and present whichsets the
question

for the future.
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would hold in the long run. Then we had the fourfol
d

tise in oil prices and the main development was a huge
surplusfor the oil exporters, and initially a very large deficit
for the industrial countries. You can see from the
lines

&

Germany

very formidable, only $7 billion. The other developing

transfer of resources from the developed countries to the
developing countries. The kind of paymentsystem which

Current balance, in bn.S0ks
1s
Wea
2s

yan =
france
=

should say thatall these figures are strictly speaking in
billion SDRs, which is the IMF international currency,
but you can count them as being near enough in billion
dollars. The oil exporters had a bit of a surplus, but nothing

This was a viable pattern of world payments. Someca
pital

PATTERN OF BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

4A
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UK

This takes the last three years. In looking at these number
s,

it is the sameissue as the issue which arose on the previou
s
chart. Where you have very large persistent surplusesorlarge
persistent deficits in the world balance of payments, this
sets

a problem. This is not a viable arrangementin the
long run.

In 1976there wasnot all that much. The US had a
small
deficit, Japan had a small surplus, France had a small
deficit.
The main thing about France is that althoughit quite
often
runs deficits which are larger than the UK, it does not
fuss

about them in the same way as we do.It
surprised me,

whenI did this chart, to notice that in both these
years
France was performing much worse than the UK,
but for
some reason they don t blether about it. Germa
ny has
a surplus; Italy a deficit; the UK a deficit.

Well, this is notall that happy. Nonetheless,
it was not in
any sense cataclysmic. But now we go to °77
and 77 8, and
here the dominantthings are the huge US
deficits of over
$15 billion, SDRs they would be rather bigger
in dollars

than SDRs

and the very big Japanese surplus.

So we have Japan moving into an enor
mous surplus and

the USA running an enormous defici
t; whereas partly
because of the huge US deficit, Germ
any, Italy, the UK

the UK has just moved into a small surpl
us in these last

two years, nothing very significant.
Indeed, one of the

disturbing things when one comes to
think about the UK
is that in spite of the fact that we are half
way into the North
Sea oil period, we havestill only just manag
edto creep into

a balance of payments surplus.

The conclusion therefore of that presentati
on, which has the
advan
tage that it is a Presentation of fact
rather than

one
of speculation,is that the Western indus
trial world which
ran so
well not just from 60 to °73 but
from 50 to 73
has problems. It has moved into a
period offive years of

relatively slow growth. It has shifted up
its unemployment
percentagesignificantly. It has a very
formidable problem

on its hands with the problem of infla
tion. The balance
of payments structure is in a state
of fairly considerable
confusion,

NowI wantto turn from fact to speculation. Please note

the point of transfer. Up to now thethings that I have
said I can validate. I can give sources for the numbers and,

although one can quibble aboutthestatistics, I don t think
that anybody would seriously dispute that the bars which
have been shown represent what has happened. From now
on when onestarts peering into the future, that certainty
disappears. I suppose that it is a slight exaggeration to
say that anything can happen, but the record of medium
to long term forecasting, particularly when oneisin this kind
of position of change, is not all that good. So oneis in
the area of assessing alternative possibilities and trying to

stick probabilities on them. That, as anybody who has

engaged in betting on the horses knows,is a highly chancy
business.

I wantfirst to turn to this question of inflation because

I think that in many ways the key question for the West
and for the UK is whether ornotit licks this problem;
because 8% inflation, which means doubling prices every six
to seven years, is something to which weare really not

adjusted. Westill cling to the view that money is something
to hold. Our pension systems are inadequately adjusted
to it. It has produced in this period remarkable changes in
relative income. In many ways you could say that over this
period it has been a system by which the able-bodied have
robbed the old
at least the old who stuck their money
in building societies or in National Savings. Put crudely,
to run a society with an 8% rate of inflation is a pretty
poor way of runningit.

We must rememberall the time that the West
as we knew
very well in the 30s and have tended to forget in the

60s

is in competition with alternative economic systems.

These alternative economic systems in the Socialist bloc
have immense deficiencies in things like product development, and they have immense deficiencies in individual
freedom. However, they can legitimately claim that they do
not havesignificant unemploymentonthis scale, and they
certainly do not have 8% ratesofinflation.
Behind this trend in inflation in the West you have not
simply economic forces, you have other forces as well.
The kind of forces that I am talking about are best illustrated
by pointing out the contrast between those countries, which
are relatively few, which have somesolution to these
problems, and those which have not. The great successful

country in dealing with inflation is of course Germany.
Here we have 8% for the West; it is roughly 8% for the UK
as well; the Germanfigure at the momentis 2.7%. For that

matter, Japan as well has succeededin bringing her rate down

to 4%, The Japanesebotherless aboutinflation than we do.

Both those are pretty deferential kinds of societies. They
are societies in which people accepttheir relative status to
a greater degree than they do in other countries, where
the struggle for relative status or relative incomeis less
intense.

I think that in this general developmentofinflation you have
had among manyother forces
andthere are a multiplicity
of forces
someoftheintensified battle between individual
groups.It is not so much a class war because everybodyis
in it. For those who may havestudied Latin a long way back,
it is the bellum omnium contra omnes,it is the battle of
all against all. The airline pilots are in it, the surgeons are
in it. Everybody is trying to question and improve their
relative status andrelative income.

Given that picture of the main driving force behind
inflation
andit is certainly very clear to me in the UK
that essentially it is a wage-driven inflation
there is no

question that we havelived in a period from 66 in which

the share of profits and national income has been trending

downandit is quite clearly a wage and salary problem. Given
that picture of the main driving force behindinflation, I
think the question is whether we do or do not devise some
social institutions to cope with the procedures which are
driving these numbers up, which essentially are procedures

ofthe collective bargaining system which wehave. The big

advantage of the German system is that they have 12 or 13
unions. These unions are strong; they are centralised; they

haverelatively little plant bargaining. Ever since "67 they

have had regular meetings with the Government, the Central

Bank, and employers, in which they talk about the economic
situation.

Whenyoudothat sort of thing, when youarefifteen people
in one room together, discussing the kind of orders of
magnitude of wage increases that makesense, in that kind

of situation you do not turn up with daft figures like 20%
or 40%. It becomes transparent that when outputis

increasing by 5%, if you then pay the producers of that

increased 5% twenty percent more money, the difference

will turn up in the rise in prices. They have a system in
which the results of your wage negotiationsare clear. I
think that is the main institutional advantage. It is the
main direction which other countries are groping towards,

to find some kind ofsocial contract

the social contract

term was essentially a German invention. The question
mark over inflation is whether or not the countries which
are still wrestling with it, which are virtually all the countries
bar Germanyand Switzerland, do or do not get some kind
ofinstitutional solution.
So in making yourforecast, it is in many waysa political

forecast. Do we solve this problem or do wenot? It is not

a question of inexorable economic forces, it is a question
of predicting whether we make sense out of what is
essentially an irrational social situation.

I will leave the question of inflation there. I want briefly
to look at the other trend question. I think this is in many
ways the key one, simply because of the feedback from
inflation on to growth. I should like to consider briefly

some of the factors in the growth forecast and in the
problemsof the world s balance of payments.

Thebig issue here is this: behind this deviation are there
what one might call structural factors or was it government
policies? Was this governments reacting to the oil price,
reacting to the deficits that OPEC created, andreacting to
inflation, so that they did it? Oris there something which

has shifted what has been labelled the productive capacity
of Western industry?

People have put forward various suggestions for the kind

of things that might have dented this line more permanently,

regardless of government action. Research and development
expenditures in many countries, particularly in the United

States, have been reduced. That is partly because in this
period there has been in many countriesa significant profits
squeeze. There has been the suggestion that there is a shift
away from goods to services. Of course, the scope for
increasing productivity in many areas of services
hotels

is a good example

tends to be a good deal less than the

productive potential in manufacturing.

All I can sayis that I do not find any of these propositions
very convincing. I certainly do notfind it convincing to

suggest that in some ways the world has run out of
inventions. This is a rather bizarre suggestion, and very
curious when youlook atall the things that are lying around
on the horizon. If behind this line the productive potential

(thatis the productivity possibilities) are much the same as

they were then the main consequence will be continuous,

rising unemployment. Therule from 60 to °73 was that
you needed in the West a 4% to 5% growth rate to keep
unemploymentwhere it was.If thatstill holds, then either
we get back to the old growth rate and we hold

unemployment where it is
indeed, in order to bringit
down weneedto go a bit above the trend rate
or we

continue on this low path and unemployment goes trending

up. That has social consequences, too. We already have

with us the social consequences of the higher rates of
unemployment in significant areas of disillusioned youth.
Because unemployment turns up first among the young,

work forces close up; they say, OK,if you're reducing
the work force, don t recruit. Take it in natural wastage.
Hence youget these very high figures of youth unemploy-

ment,

If we continue on this kind of trend, I think that the
probability is that we would shift to higher levels of

unemployment.

The astonishing thing is the amount of social unrest the
shift to unemployment has not caused: the dog that didn
t
bark. If anybody ten years ago had said that in the UK

we could run 1% million unemployed without any equival
ent
of the Jarrow marches,I think that they would have been
dismissed as being hopelessly optimistic. But we have
not
had it. Of course, at some point one would. One has
coped
with 5% unemployment, 6%; I think thatit is very doubtfu
l

whether one could cope with 10% or 12%. So here again
behind this growth trendthere is a question, in my view:
if we do notget back, then weare faced with the probability
of that 5% figure going on up and whatare the explosive
possibilities if that occurs?

So those are two of the main trend questions on the rate
of inflation and economic growth. Finally, and very briefly,
on the problemsof the world s balance of payments, one
of
the consequences of the payments disarray andalso of
the
relatively slow growth of world trade since 73 is that free
trade has come underincreasing question. Here is also
another question mark for the future. We have had a really

rather remarkable period in which trade has been release
d
both from tariffs and quota restrictions, and most
multi-

nationals now function in pretty free tradingkind of world,

in which they consider that they can plan their product
ion
on the basis of buying subsidiaries elsewhere, on the
basis

that they will be able to shift their goods from country

to country without majorrestraints.

This certainly poses problems for individual countries,

because a complete free trading world in a sense presupposes

something which we do not have, whichis any kind of
centralised economic policy between the main industri
al
countries. You see this in the Common Market where already
very big problems are turning up and where the economic
integration has already surpassed the state of political

integration. We haveall kinds of administrative decisions

being taken in Brussels with a pretty remote kind of political

check on them.

I think that one of the problemsofa totalfree trading
world is what it might do to less successful industrialised

countries. I think this is relevant to the UK, because I fear

that we fall basically into that category. There is no
particular reason why the bulk of the world s manufactured
products should not be produced in a small collection of

countries, with Korea, Taiwan, Singapore producing the low

technology goods, and Japan, Germany and the United
States the high technology goods; and various other people
falling betweenthegrid.

On the wholeit is unlikely that governments would cheerfully accept that prospect of relative de-industrialisation.
That means that we must brood onthe future as to whether
ornot one will not find somereaction against a free trade

epoch which we have hadover the past 25 years. It is
not

only governments that dislike the phenomenon that
suddenly, overnight, one discovered that the industry for
producing cutlery has disappeared to South Korea, it
is
the people who engaged in that process in this country
who also dislike it strongly. There comes a point, particularly when other employment possibilities are limited,
when governments say, If we have a choice between
moving
towards a muchless industrialised economy orinterferin
g
with free trade, then it s the sanctity of free trade that
has to go.

Those are the questionsthat I pose for the future. They
are
all questions arising from the trends which we have.
They

are questions primarily about whether we cope
with this 8%

inflation rate which we have been left with, in spite
offive
years of slow growth. They are the questions about
whethe

r

we get back to that old growth trend and
whathappensto
unemployment if we do not; because I put
the tentative view
thatif we do notget back to it, then that unemp
loyment

figure goes creeping up. There is the question
of whether
or not we are on the edge ofa reaction against
the long

movement towards freeing trade betwee
n the industrial
countries, and between the industrial
countries and the
Third World, as People getless andles
s inclined to tolerate
the disappearance ofindustries and more
and more attracted,

therefore, to the idea of some measure of
protection in
which you keepsuchindustry as you have.

I think that those are three of the economic
trends with
which weshall be Particularly concernedi
n the next five
to ten years.

BUTLER: I m not sure whetherthe air
conditioning in
this room is workinga little too well, or
if it was Frank s
words that made me shiver once or twice.
If it is the former
wewill get it fixed during the break;if not,
it may take a
little longer!
We nowhavetime for a few questions.

QUESTION: Given that we have the prob
lem that governments

and people will tend to resist the
further erosion oftheir
markets by sacrificing free trade,
what is likely to happen

in complex, technologically based indus
tries where the
complexity and distribution of the indus
try is already
difficult enough to handle?

BLACKABY: I think there is a separate question about

what a government can do in a successful trading country

where technology reducesjobs.If it is trading successfully,

then in my view governments can act to create jobs
elsewhere. We do notlive in a world in which wants are
satisfied. We have very large areas wherethere is still work to
be done. The experience over the long period in which
productivity has risen and the share of employment in
manufacturing has tended to trend downis that, if you
do not have a balance of paymentsconstraint, it is possible
to create jobs elsewhere. Either you can create them in the
service sector because if you give people more money they
will still spend it on something; or you can create them in
the public sector.
The difficulty arises in those countries which are not
substituting new technology for old, and consequently

constraints on this shift. We already have very big areas
of world trade which have shifted into the managed
category: the whole oftextiles, steel, shipbuilding,large
slices of Japanese exports. They areall in this category where
tactic limits are put on trade. I would expect, certainly so
long as we continue with an under-trend growthrate, that
that would go on.
QUESTION: Is the country in effect consuming its seed
corn? As result ofhigh inflation is our capital investment
being eroded? Far from being expanded,is it not even being
maintained? Is it being eroded? How muchlonger can one
go on running revenue-earning businesses from an eroding
capital base?

be done.

BLACKABY: think thatit is certainly true that many
companies were, in a sense, much slower to adjust to
inflation than their labour forces were; thatis, their labour
forces were perfectly ready to put in claims each time which
compensatedforpastrates of inflation plus a bit, whereas
the companies tended to announce enthusiastically that their
money profits this year were higher than last. There is no
doubt thateither the share of national incomeorthe retum
on capital has come downvery sharply. This must represent
a pricing policy which does not really look properly at
replacementcosts.

QUESTION: Would Mr. Blackaby agree that one of the
reasonsfor the decline in the growth rate of the developed
countries is that it is a result of their licensing of technology
to the underdeveloped countries and that if there is not a
re-think of that licensing from the developed countries
to the underdeveloped countries, that trend will continue
on an evengreater scale?

Onthe secondcapital stock consequences, certainly I think
that there is a significant risk that we do not maintain
what you might call an adequate manufacturing basein the
field of world industrial production, and indeed over a long
period we have not. Our manufacturing performance has
been one in which our share in world markets has fallen
and imports have increasingly invaded.

At the momentit seems to methat weare really increasing
the capacity in the manufacturing world, without raising
the demand in that area.

This has been partly the consequence of investment
decisions, possibly constrained by finance, which have been
excessively cautious compared to our competitors. It is
certainly a requirement for the UK thatpricing policies
should be such that they take account of the rate of
inflation. That really does mean that the companyprofit
share in the national incomeneedsnotonly to stopfalling
but to start recovering again. It is a bit hard to see how
that is going to come about.

find themselves with a falling share in world trade; and

then governments are incapable of taking any kind of action

to replace old jobs for new. So on a world scale I would
have thought that one could cope with the employment
consequences of new technology. The countries where
I think that it will be much more difficult are the less

successful countries, where the balance of payments

difficulties may prevent governments from doing what can

BLACKABY: One can do some quantification on this
by looking at the share which the newly industrialised
countries have obtained in world trade in manufactures.
Tt has risen over the past decade from about 8% to 11%.
You can certainly put it in as a factor, I do not think that
you can putit in as a major factor; that is, if that share

had stayed at 8% and you add backtheloss of trade to the

industrialised countries on to their total demand, you would
not makeall that difference to that slow growth trend.
Problemswill arise with the newly industrialised countries
once they begin to do a Japan , that is to export very

much morethan they import. Thatis the kind of thing that
will dislocate the world payments system in the way that

Japan is doing it now. So far, even of South Korea, that
is not true; South Korea still runs a deficit. It is still
importing from the industrialised countries more than it
exports to them.

Thetransfer of stable technologies to Third World countries
is the sort of thing that to some extent one coped with
in the period ofrelatively rapid growth, because of the
re-creation of alternative employment opportunities. It
becomes much more shattering in a period of slow growth.
I thinkthat this is one of thefields in which what we might
call protection or people politely nowcall managed trade
will begin to emerge, as it already does. There will be

BUTLER: In connection with the last question,
Frank, would you like to commentatall on the recent

CBI forecast for investment for next year which seems
fairly spectacular?
BLACKABY: Itis true that in the last two years manufacturing investment has behaved rather well, that is there

was a 14% volumerise in "77 and it looks as though 78

will be quite a good year. But this is from a pretty low
base of manufacturing investment. Secondly, it is
in a country where the share of total resources devoted
to manufacturing investment is much lower thanit is
in a country like Japan. Our manufacturing investment

is a mere 4% to 5% of total national productin this

country, whereas the Japaneselatest figure was of the order

of 13% to 14%.

All right, it is encouraging in that it is going up and not
down, butstill in orders of magnitude it is not the kind

offigure which puts us on a par with our major competitors.
BUTLER: Thank you very much. I know that there are

many other people who would like to ask questions, but
one of the things that wetry to do, at whatever cost, is
to run an on-timeconference, anditis time now forus to
take a break.

I should like on your behalf to thank Frank for the

extremely clear, somewhat daunting, and very stimulating
way in which he has attempted to summarise in such a
short time some of the principal economic problems of
the past few years and the ways in which they are likely
to develop and afflict us in the future. Thank you very
much, Frank.
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BUTLER: Earlier, we heard from Frank Blackaby repeated
references to the problem on a world economicscale of
increasing and sometimes uncontrollable manpowercosts. In
the next twosessions we are going to look at approaches to
the problems of manpowercosts in the areas of systems
development: two very different approaches but both with
the same aim, trying to increase the productivity and
effectiveness of the computer, the programmer,the analyst,
the system designer; trying to get more of what the
Americanscall clout for the buck out of our investment in
systems.
Manyof youwill know that for the past two or three years
my colleagues and I have been watching with great interest
the progress of a small computer manufacturer in the United
States called the Logical Machine Corporation, originally
founded by John Peers who is knownpersonally to many of
you. Manyof us have heard John s very impressive and
charming description of his company, its products and the
problemsthatit is seeking to resolve. But we have today for
the first time the opportunity to hear from a user of one of
those systems, to hear how much of the very ambitious
claims and aims that John Peers has described to us in the
past have now comeclose to fulfilment.
Unilever have been carrying out experiments with the
product of the Logical Machine Corporation. Here to tell
us about the results of those experiments and pilot trials
is Norman Fox:

FOX: Good morning, gentlemen. First, before we go any
further, I should explain to you that I am not a computer
expert as I am sure a lot of you are. So if I use words that
sounda little odd to you, just bear with me because I am
here to talk about the user experience; and I am certainly

a user.

First, some background. My job is that of Divisional
Secretary to Organisation Division in Unilever. Organisation
Division consists of two companies: UI Management

Consultants Limited and UI Management Consultants BV.

Oneis in London, the other in Holland. I am a kind of
companysecretary to both, which means that I run the
administration, choose the secretaries and other interesting
jobs like that.
Although it may soundirrelevant, what I am going to say
nowis really quite important when it comes to thinking

about the ADAM computer. First, Unilever is a very big

operation. Its turnover is £10,000 million; there are 300,000
people employed; and there are dozens and dozens of
computers, all over the place, and wespend a lot of money
on them.
So we have a lot of computer experience and people who
know a great deal about them. Of course, it would certainly
be possible for me or for my people to call on such
experience to help us when we get into problems or
difficulties with this particular machine. We have not done
so because weare trying to act as an independent, small
operation. It is sometimesrather difficult, but we are doing
ourbest.
My knowledge of computingis a bit limited. It stems from
taking the Open University course on Computing in my
spare time last year, so you can see that it is at a fairly
elementary level.
ADAM

andyouwill notice that I say

ADAM and not

the ADAM computer , which I think is a bit of John

Peers psychology
is used by us principally for an invoicing
operation, but has also been used for writing ad hoc, one-off
programs by membersof the staff. So we have two sorts
of things that we are doing with it. One is the ad hoc
programsfor solving a client s problems, and the otheris
the routine, ongoing job of carrying out our owninvoicing.
Our task, as is obvious from ourtitle, is that of management
consultants and wedothe sort of things that Urwick Orr and
hopefully McKinsey do
at lower fees, of course
for
Unilever companies; and little bit for outside, about 3%,
butin general we are an in-house operation.
How did we start with this business? First, the magnitude

of the task of invoicing is not enormous. We have 120

consultants, split between the two companies. We have 500
clients; they operate in 40 countries. We get one newassignmentper day, on average; and we have 600 to 700 ongoing
assignments or jobs. We have different rates for charging
clients depending on the countries. We do not have 40
different charging rates, but we do have about 15; and we
have many special instructions for different jobs. It is not
an enormous task. I am sure that it could easily be done
by pen and paper; but it does pose a certain number of
problems whentalking about computers.
Westarted the system that we are now using about ten
years ago, whenit wasfelt that our consultants
about 120

in those days

should atleast complete time sheets. At least

we would then find out what they were actually doing.

Sothey started filling in time sheets every month and the
analysis was carried out by secretaries. The amount of

information which suddenly became apparently necessary
to Unilever managementincreased enormously. One lesson

that I have learned is that you should never confess that

you have any data atall, otherwise people wantit analysed
in all kinds ofdifferent ways.

However, be that as it may, we hadtostart carryin
g out

analyses by the type ofactivity, the company, the country,
the type of consultants, the section andso on. It rapidly
got beyond the ability of the secretarial staff to cope,
so
we went to a computersystem. First we used our comput
er
operation in Holland
this was seven years ago. They said
to us, We ve gotjust the thing you want.It s an enginee
ring

maintenance package, but we can bendit a bit and
it will do

just what you need.

free access from Rotterdam and from Londontolink up with

the Honeywell system.

This wasall very fine and we started looking atalternatives.
I must say that I was very attracted to a visible record

computer. I am not a computer chap, I m just a poor
company

secretary, and it seemed to methat if you have things on
cards

out with the Greeks. So that was thrown outofthe
window
and mybeautiful visible record computer never materia
lised.

It became very clear after a couple of years that we
were
getting more and more confused with the inform
ation that
Was coming out, and so we abandonedit. We went
on from

Theysaid,

What you wantis something that you can progra
m

in BASIC because everybody understands BASIC.
All the

kids coming from school will know it. At that
time I had
started taking this course and I was using
BASIC, and I
thought that it was a wonderful language.
But in the end,
the whole thing was aborted because, at the
end of 1977, one
of our other companies in Unilever came
to us andsaid,
Please would you give us some advice becaus
e we are thinking

then to use Honeywell. This had one advantage,
using the
Honeywell timesharing system, in that we could
access
the system both from our Rotterdam office
and from our
London office. Data could be input from termin
als in either

office and output as well. So that was rather handy
.

We decided to use a freelance programmer to do
the

programming, having asked a number of
people for quotations
and found them all far too high. She did a
very good job

for us. She programmed this in FORTRAN. It
was very easy

to add new routines, which meant that we addeda
lot of
new routines; and eventually the whole syste
m became top
heavy. Westarted that about four years ago
andit operated

for two anda half years. At that timeall we were
using the

system to do was to record the information
from the time
sheets, convert it into money, and then analyse
it in different
ways. Wedid notactually send anybodyaninvoicea
tall, it
was all free; but weused to tell them whatit
would have cost

had they had to pay!

Two years ago, the Unilever board decided in their
wisdom
that it would notbe a badidea to actually send them
invoices.

So we were then converted into companies,legal
entities,
so that we couldactually charge ourclients. We
found that
we had to start getting invoice information from
this time
recording system.

of taking the agency in the UK fora computer
called ADAM.

One of the computer experts in the Divisio
n said, That s
marvellous. This is a wonderful new leap
forward into space.

We d like to lookat it, too.

So we got an ADAM computer, and we got
it primarily, I

should emphasise, to evaluate on behal
f of this companyof
ours. We ordered it at the beginning of
this year. It arrived
in March. Thenit got to London
Airport and somebody
droppedit. That delayed matters littl
e because we had to
replace various parts; in fact we had to
replacethe entire disc.
So we did not really start operating
with it until July. So
my user experience is fairly limited;
if we could have delayed
the conference for three or four month
s we would have
had little bit more. On the other
hand, we are right in
the middle of experience with it at
the moment, so I m hoping
that youwill all be able to tell mewh
at weare doing wrong.

Whenwegot it, we looked back at our speci
fication and we
said, Ah, we thought we should have
something with a
common language; this has a unique langu
age. It should

have some good maintenance facilities;
it was the only one
in the country. There should be spare
machines around; there
are only two others which are locke
d up somewherein the

Thefirst problem that we came up against was
when said
to the programmer, Daphne, you realise that we
ll have to
send credit notes occasionally, because just now
and then

Ah,

down a very good specification for this, which involved
things like it must have a very good, commonlanguage that
everybody knowsand understands; it has to have excellent
maintenance facilities, there have to be spare machines about
which you can use if yours goes wrong; and it must have

you could actually see them. But I was told by
our computer
experts that that was very old hat and that they
almost went

Well, you can imagine what happened.It did
not do quite
what we needed and, whatis more, we could never
get any
changes put in. It was a batch operation with
punch cards.

we might get things wrong?

We decided that we had better do somethingelse. By the
end of 1977 we were thoroughly convincedofthis, and also
the costs of using this timesharing system had escalated
and were running at £1,000 a month. I think thatis rather
high. We are only a small unit, although weare in this very
big organisation, and £12,000 a year was lot of money.
So westarted thinking about our own machine. We wrote

Midlands by the chap whoused to have
an agencyyears ago.

she said, that s

Can weaccess it from Rotterdam? Not
a chance. Soit really
did fill all the requirements of our speci
fication!

unfortunate because we can t put any negative numbe
rs into

the system. She had used somethingcalled packed binary
and apparently had not put in a sign. So there was a slight

Nevertheless, having decided to help our
company out
afterall, we were charging them fees for this
we thought

problem. So we hadtostart invoicing manually, just
using

information from the system. We rapidly ran into probl
ems

because we were having to do manual corrections
of computer
output, which I notice a lot of peoplestill seem to
have to

do. On the other hand,I did notfeel thatit was a very sensibl
e

way of using a computer.
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that we hadbetter try it out with somet
hingpractical, and
in fact do two things: first, allow our
consultants to use it

for their own problems when they are work
ing on behalf of

a client; and secondly, to put on it a pract
ical Operating
system like our invoicing system. In myign
orance, I thought

thatall we had to do was just to write some different code
for this. I was very soondisillusioned.

early negotiations. The only available training schemeis one
in Dutch, of course.
run by Roneo Vickers, in Holland
They do have a couple of chaps who speak very good English,
so they were able to translate into English for us. Roneo
Vickers are the Dutch agents and they have already sold over
40 ADAM computers in Holland.

Before I go any further I had better say what ADAM is,

because maybe you have seen it and maybe you havenot.
Whenyousendfor information youget a lovelylittle brochure
with the Chairman s secretary on the front; and it
the

machine
is a very attractive looking thing. It consists of
two desks at right angles, with a VDU and a printer and

They run (and I am told this is standard forall agents) a

one-week course, which is considered to be all that you

need if you know nothingat all about computers. If you
do know something about computers, I am tempted to say
that you need a two-week course, but that is not true, you
are given a two-day course. Soit is two days if you have
some computer experience, it is one week if you have none.

some dises stored away in it. I think that the name ADAM
is really quite a subtle, psychological ploy, because weall

refer to it as ADAM . We do notsay, The computer does
this, the computer calculates that, we say, ADAM
computes, or, ADAM calculates . It certainly does seem
to makeit more friendly, more comfortingat least.

First, we sent three people on the one-week course because
we thought that we ought totry it all out. They reported
that it really was rather long, and then we sentsix people
on the two-day course. So we have eight or nine people

There is also EVE, I should add. EVEstands for Entry and
Validation Equipment. There is TINA, which is Tiny Adam,
which is ADAM withoutrigid discs but with floppies; and

in fact now we have internally trained anotherfourorfive,

there is ABEL. ABEL is a multiple ADAM with five or six

so we have had well over a dozen people given the treatment.
Incidentally, Roneo Vickers say that they converted ADAM
to work in Dutch in two days. So it does not only work in
English, it works in any sort of language provided that it
is not Chinese. We found them very helpful and we found
indeed that two days was sufficient to get started.

VDUs. I was reading the other day about the APPLE

computer: I suppose we could give ADAM an APPLE.
Technically

I ve got all this from mytechnical colleagues

and I m sure it is right
it has a Centronics printer; there
are two 5.3 megabyte discs, one fixed and one removable.
It has 32K of memory, although I am told that 64K is
possible. It is what is known to them asa bit-slice machine
with a 16 bit word length. I am sure that is very important.

What about the ADAM language? Its advantage to me as a
user is that ADAM keeps giving you prompts.It is full of
prompts and error messages
usually error messages. The
fundamental thing aboutit is that after every entry you have
to press the GO key. Again, John Peers does notlike using
things like RETURN keys. He does not have RETURNkeys,
he has GO keys. There is another key which, when you want
to stop things, is not labelled STOP,it is labelled START.
But I am sure thattheselittle points are quite deliberate to
try to get you into the habit of thinking that ADAMis not
just an ordinary computer. The GO key, whichisreally the
old RETURN key, must be pressed after every entry.

It has an interactive language, an interpretive language, rather

like BASIC. It looks to me, knowing absolutely nothing

about computers, like the sort of things that I see in articles

on COBOL;it looks very similar. When you write for

information youget this little brochure, which starts off
by saying:

ADAMis the only computer you can program yourself
in English. It eliminates the need for professional
programmers.

For example, if I were to type in the word add which ADAM
would recognise as a standard expression, I would then have
to press the GO key. There would be a pause. I could then
type in 2 . Then I have to press the GO key again. ADAM

Perhaps we could just make a note of that remark. The second

thing yougetis this little book whichis
and it starts off by saying:

replies, To 2 . I can then type in another 2 and press the

How I compute ,

GO key, and absolutely nothing will happen, because
I then have to tell ADAM to print out the sum. So I would

have to type in PRINT , press GO, SUM , press GO, and
eventually end up with 4, which is a terribly tedious way
of adding 2 and 2. But you can see that, even to dothat, I

T am ADAM.I am tiny electronic man, created by
Lomac. I live inside a computer,

have had to press the GO keysix times. This is part of the

tedium of programming this machine. On the other hand,
it appears to be essential if you are going to be prompted
at the appropriate point.

and that sort of very helpful stuff.
Youalso get two other books. Oneis the programming manual
and the other is the technical manual.

Whenyou get an ADAM,apart from getting all this wonderful

Thefirst thing that we did on getting the machine and having
got it repaired was to find out whether we could get some
training. There was nobodyin this country who could doit.
Wecould send a chap to America. In fact we did have a chap
in the States, but this was mainly when wewere talking about

Please bear with me because the terminology of ADAM is
not like anything else. It does not use programs, subroutines, or instructions, it uses verbs, which mean the same
thing. It does not use variables, it uses nouns. So I am going
to talk about verbs and nouns.
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literature, it is fitted up with standard verbs and nouns.

STANDARD NOUNS

of this program it will then list for you all the nouns and
verbs that you have notyet defined. Sothis is another great
help. It is also a very great help if you are not very good
at spelling, because if you put gross pay and the nexttime
youspell it G-R-O-S instead of G-R-O-S-S, it will say, NEW

The following table lists the standard NOUNS and
their abbreviations. Note that there are no abbreviations
for the Nouns OBJECT and REF.

MOUN

$BBRE

DIF

NOUN

DF

FRAC

PD

QUOT

QT

NT

SUM

SM

HD

LENGTH

LT

OBJECT

owe.

Fe

HEAD

INTE

PROD

REF

TAIL

NOUN? andit does remind youthat you havenotspelled

it properly, which forour peopleis very helpful.

The standard verbs comein 42 different shapesandsizes,

but there are no scientific functions. ADAM is a business

machine, so if you want to do square roots, you have to

write a routine to do square roots, which is quite beyond
me. Fortunately we do not havethat sort of problem, butit
is entirely business oriented.

IL

It comes equipped with 12 standard nouns and 42 standa
rd
verbs. This slide shows standard nouns. SUM?is quite
clearly

the variable into which the result of an additio
n is always

put; and PRODUCT is the variable into which theresu
lt of

multiplication is put.

STANDARD VERBS

The following table lists the standard verbs and
their abbreviation

Verb

Aber.

ALTER

_Verb

Abbrev

Al

G0 10

GO

COMMENT

CM

cur

~ IFREF

CT

R

$INPUT

$N

DISPLAY

os

LABEL

LB

SAVE

LISTMOUNS
USTREFS

LN

START

LUST VERBS

LU

LD

SUBTRACT

ADD

BEGIN

CONTINUE
DELETE

DIVIDE

t

BG

CN

dL
/

EXCHANGE
XC
EXCHANGE ALL XA
FUE
fl
FIX

FORGET

FX

FG

GET

IF

INPUT

JOIN

USTFILES

LUST UNDEF

MOVE

_Verb

Abbrev.

GT

MULTIPLY

if

PRINT

PR

IN

RECAP ALL

BA

JN

REPEAT

LF

RR

Mv

TRACE
VERB

they gave us list of them. The argumentfo
r not having them

in the original documentation is a little weak.
Theysaid,
Well, of course, new, updated discs are coming
out every
three or four months and we occasionally add
a new one or
drop an old one, so we didn t want to confuse
you. I think

ke

RENAME

STATUS

of which is mentioned in the documentation,
so you have

or

RECAP

they just forgot to put it in.

aN

RP

To create a new verb and start Prog
rammingis very simpl

Sv
=

immediately was that the manual does not even mention

them,so we dohave little problem with documentation.
Theseutilities are extremely helpful. For example, a utility
verb called YN stands for ENTER A YES OR A NO .
It
has an entire sub-routine for deciding whether you have
entered a yes or a no. Another utility is DOFL, which
stands
for Display the Object on a Fresh Line. Having typed
in
somethingafter this, it will display it on a fresh line on
the
screen or the printer. That is very useful. In fact there
are
well over 100 utility verbs in the operating system,
none

to find out. Fortunately, when we went to RoneoV
ickers,

a

OUTPUT

SPUT

s

In addition to the standard verbs and nouns andthe fact
that you can create your own from then on, it has what
are called utility verbs and nouns. One thing that we found

e.
Wefoundthatall our people could rapid
ly get into this,
including some of oursecretaries who
m weare also teaching

SP

ST.

ADAM programming. All you havet
o dois to type in the
word

VERB and now we get the Prompt
system.

=

TR
ve

Defining a new verb

Standard verbs are these things. Again
, they are all very

VERB called CALCULATE Geos PAY

obvious, andthey are all little sub-routin
es which are part
of the operating system.

1 Does MULTIPLY REGULAR HouRS by HOUR
LYRATE
2 and MOVE PROD to REGULAR PAY

Clearly, having got these standard verbs
and nouns, you
are not going to get very far, so you can
make your own
verbs and nouns, A new noun, that is a varia
ble, can be up
to 24 characters long andit has no limit as
to content. This

3 and MULTIPLY OVERTIME HOURS by OVER
TIME RATE

is an advantage because you do not need
dimension statements
or anything similar, you can Just press
ahead and put into

this particular noun any length of content
that you want;
256Kis the limit, whichis fairly long.

5 and MULTIPLY DOUBLE TIME Hours by DOUB
LE

6. and MOVE PROD to DOUBLE TIME pay
a and ADD PROD to OVERTIME PAY

TIME RATE

8. and ADD SUM to REGULAR PAY

This is very good from an elementary progr
ammingpoint
of view because you do not haveto rememberh
owlongthese

wy

records or nouns are going to be. ADAM
also recognises
a new noun. If you are writing a program
orcreating a verb,

in the terminology, and you put down a new
noun, ADAM
will prompt you by saying, NEW NOUN? .
But at the end

4 and MOVE PROD to OVERTIME PAY

and MOVE SUM to GROSS PAY

I think that this is really quite
good. What happ
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ensis that,
having typed in the word VERB ,
ADAM Prompts you by

saying CALLED? and you havegottocall it something.
So youcall it CALCULATE GROSS PAY . Having pressed
the GO key once more, ADAM then says LINE 1 DOES
and waits for you to say whatit does. In this particular

instance

MULTIPLY REGULAR HOURS?is going to be

anotherverb, that is another-sub-routine. Having pressed the
GO keyat this point, you will then receive a prompt

as opposed to the STOP button. Nowthatis fine. File
handling in this simple manneris very easy indeed. Each
of these variables can be of any length; you have no need
to specify a variable length; ADAMtakescare of the whole
thing.

BY ;

The records are held on disc in whole numbers of units ,
A unit is 78 bytes, so if you wantto be terribly economical

having said MULTIPLY , whichis a standard verb, ADAM,
recognisingthis as a multiplication, will say BY something.

you couldstart calculating your record length and optimise
the file handling and the storage. But there does not seem
to be any point in it because we have somevery big discs
and weare very prodigal with space.

Having multiplied it you have the product in this standard
noun PROD , so you have to moveit again. There is a

standard verb MOVE and a noun PROD . ADAM thensays
TO? and you havegottotell it where to putit.
Thisis all nice and simple and foreachline of this program

Thatis fine as far as setting upthefile is concerned. Having

not to use more than between 10 and 20 lines per verb

verb called

produced file, you may wish to alter someoftherecords.

you get sufficient prompts, provided that you are using the
standard nounsandverbs, to makeit very simple indeed to
produce at least short programs. You are recommended

Youcan use this verb ALTER , or if you wantto getrid of
onealtogether, or evengetrid ofa file altogether, there is a

FORGET . This is absolutely marvellous, but

ADAM protects you against errors; and unfortunately, once
you have got data into a file you cannot alter anything or
forget anything. This is a good protection, of course, because
you might find somesilly programmer wanting to forget

which thinkis fairly reasonable but, as we will see in a
moment, that does cause some problems.
ADAMusesline numbers, as you can see. They are very

something that youare goingto use later on; but ADAM does
notlet you doit.

useful because you canalter programs using the verb ALTER
and specify the line numbers.

The only way that you can get rid ofa file is to emptyall
records
that is, write zeros into everything. Then you
are allowed to forget it, and that takes quite a long time.

Nowfiles. I must admit that I find files rather difficult. I

found them very difficult with BASIC. But with the ADAM

system thereis a simplification in file handling which is good,

Nevertheless, it is a very good protection for the small user,

and there is a problem whichis bad. To set up file you
simply type in the word FILE ,It is all nice and obvious and
straightforward, and ADAM responds with the word

because files simply cannot be deleted, nor can records.

Since you cannot use

ALTER , when youare setting up

a file you are always advised to put in a numberof other

CALLED . Again you have got to think of a nameandif

dummyrecords, like extra 1, 2, 3 and 4, which you can

you think of a name that you have used already, ADAM will

change later into whatever titles you need, because once
you have set up this file and you have data in it you will
not be able to do very much with it in the way of adding
new records. Soas a protectionit is very good.

tell you that you haveused it already and ask you whether

you really want touse it again.

There are another couple of protection items. Oneis the

verb called FIX , whichactually fixes something completely

Defining a FILE

solidly on the disc and you simply cannotget rid of it by

any means. RoneoVickers said, Well, it s there in the manual.
For God s sake don t use it. The other thingis a set of four

and PART COST

Saw

and COMMENTPARTNO ts the reference

Sw

security buttons, 1 to 4, which when typing in the name

PARTNO

KH

uses

Aw

A

FILE called INVENTORY INFORMATION

ofa file, noun or verb, you can add up to 24 characters long

with the security buttons in any order; and then you must
press the same things again to get the thing out. I said to

and PART DESCRIPTION
and

PART PRICE

and

PART ON ORDER QUANTITY

the Roneo Vickers chap, What happens if we forget? and
hesaid, You re in very great trouble! Because although
you can get a listing of all verbs and nouns and you can
see your verb there, when you cometo type it in and say

TRACE or RECAP or any of the other waysofgetting
it printed out, it will say, NOT KNOWN . Hesaid, The

and INVENTORY LABEL

and

only way is to send for us and we ll bring somelittle

magical machine, and we'll sit in the back of it and find
out what you ve done wrong. So we do notuse them. But

ele,

Tam sure they are very valuable.

The only thing about file handling which we have found

badis that there is no sort routine. ADAM doesnotbelieve

Here we are defining a file. ADAM says CALLED sowecall
it something. Then we get this prompt 1 LINE NUMBER

USES . Here is a noun, in other wordsa variable, and then we
can add comments if we want to. Then again further nouns.
At the end, when youhave definedthefile and you want to
complete the operation, you simply press the START button
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in sorting things; you should sort them properly first time.
So there is no questionof inverting a file on to some other
reference; yougive it a reference and thatis it. So the only
thing that you can dois to create cross-reference files. In
our invoicing we have about fourlots of cross-reference files.
Iam not sure aboutthis, but I do get the impression that it

makes things a bit slow. In fact I am in the process at the

moment of trying an experiment, using a two-file system, in

which we are creating two completely separate files during
the process offile creation rather than using a cross-reference.
Weare simply going to explore whether one methodis slower

or quicker than the other.

the sales results of about 5,000 shops. For some reason that
I really do not understand, the print out got slower and
slower and slower.It started off absolutely first class, but then

it slowed down. Whythis is I really do not know. Roneo
Vickers said that it is something to do with having only 32K.
You should have gone for 64K, they said.

But we will obviously have to find out the tricks in using

Of course, ADAM doestend to make you use a
lot of space for this machinefor this long programming problem, and put

files, because one tends to think, 5 megabytes. That
s an
awful lot of megabytes, There mustbe a lot of space
left on
the dise. In fact our invoicing systemfills up only
half a disc.
As we have six of them we feel that we can
have plenty

of space. I think that probably for a small man for
whom
ADAM is designed, after all thatis a perfectly reason
able

view to take. Thereis plenty of space. Just buy
another disc,

it s only £40. Of course, you do have other proble
msif you
have to go from oneto theother.

The maximumfile data is 3 megabytes. There
are two discs,

these tricks in simple language that non-computerpeople
can understand. Clearly there is a lot more toit than simply
reading the manual.

The actual invoicing system that weare using, I started to
program it in July. I found that I did not have enough time
so I asked someoneelse to do it, and he did not have enough
time. In the end, we brought in the professional freelance
programmer that we had used for doing our Honeywell
system. Wesaid to her, Daphne, all we want you to do, old
dear, is just to convert what you ve done on Honeywell.

each of 5.3, but they are duplicated. You get 3
megabytes

It mustbe very simple. Just go away and read the book, and
comeback and doit.

What have we found out? First, about
maintenance.
Interestingly enough, we have had only one
problem with

it is up and running. There are one or two small
points, but
we now have 250 verbs and 45 files to do what
I consider

file space, one for verbs, that is programs, and
1.3 is taken
up by the operating system.

maintenance since we started at the beginning of
July. After
about a week, we foundit overheating. Thing
s were getting

very hot and odd messages were comin
g up onthe screen.

So I rang up Roneo Vickers in Holland and said,
It s getting
very hot, and they said, Have you changed thea
irfilter?

This is really very interesting. The system
is virtually finished,

to be a remarkably simple operation,
except that the

complexity lies in the special charges andspe
cial rates per
assignment. I have the feeling that this machineis
not really

suitable for professional programmers.
First, she complains

bitterly about having to press this damned
GO key,and the
fact that you could not do all these little
dodges on
FORTRAN that she wasused to. Weren
t weusinga lot of
file space? Couldn t we doit in packed binar
y?

We hurriedly looked in the book andit does
not mention the

air filter. We said, No. Where is it? The chapsa
id, Well,
hold the phone in yourright hand andlie on your
back on
the floor under ADAM. So we did. He said,
Looking up
there, can yousee a white thing, just underneath
? We said,
Yes. Hesaid, Well, that s theair filter. Takei
t out, clean

it and it will be all right. And it was. I
must admit that

was the simplest bit of maintenancethat we ever
had.

We have no maintenancecontract because Roneo
Vickers said,
It s a terrible long way from Rotterdam. It s very
expensive.
Do youreally needit? If something goes wrong
, why not

just ring us up and we ll send somebodyover?
But it s hardly

worthwhile coming regularly. So it just goes on.

I said, Don t worry about that. We ve
bought the discs, old
dear, you just get on with it. So she
got on with it, but
we have a terribly complex system. Oneo
fourchapsis not

able to do a lot of travelling at the
moment and he has a
couple of months free, and I have
asked him to write the
Program himself as though he were
a complete non-user,
non-computer expert, and see what
the difference is. I suspect
that we shall find startling diffe
rences. I am not saying
anythingagainst our freelance prog
rammer, I am suresheis

an absolute expert; I am told that she
is by Honeywell. But
it is not

really a suitable machine, in my
view, for use by
somebody who knowsall the dodge
s.

Weare using it every day for four or five
hours and so far,
touch wood, it has notgiven us any troubl
e.

Incidentally, I think this is well
known by the agents, because
Ron

On the programming side it certainly has
beenattractive
to our people, initially purely as an exerci
se, for fun. They

eo Vickers tell us that they offer
20 days free advice
when anyone purchases an ADAM.
This 20 dayscan be taken

thoughtupall kinds of programsthat they wante
d to write

and they had a go, and one ortwo of them
have come back.
It has distinct problems in use as a machi
neto help our
consultants, because if you have a problem
fora clientit is
muchbetter if you can do the programmin
g onhis premises,

preferably using his machine so that it does not
cost anything;
or certainly using a terminal. We have portable Texas
terminals

that we take around and we hook up to Atkin
s or other people
and, using programsthat we have previously
prepared, we are
able to do a lot of work on the actual premi
ses. You cannot
do this with ADAM because itis non-ac
cessible on the
telephoneline, so it means coming back to
the office and
doingit. So it is of limited value to us in thatre
spect.
However, we did a quite large program recent
ly, analysing
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any way youlike. If you take
five daystrainingthat is five
out of the 20. They always say
to customers, When you ve
written your main program, just
let us come along and spruce

it up for you. In other words,there
are other things to learn
about the Programming which you
cannot get from the
manual and which anexpert can do.
I am thinkingof getting
them in to do something with ours
. But hopefully we will
doit ourselves, because ourtask initi
ally in getting an ADAM

machinewasto assess it for one
of our companies who want
to take the agency.

In ourview,it is indeed a very soun
d machinefor the small
user. It has been very difficult
for us to behave as small users
because, although we are a smal
l company, we do have a lot
of computer chaps milling arou
nd, who keep making

pertinent
and impertinent
comments about our use
ofit. But we plough on. Wesay, Never mind, we re trying
to behave as though we re a non-Unilever business.

The businesses that have taken ADAM machinesin Holland are
all in the small area. They are house builders, insurance
agencies Hollandis full of insurance agencies distributors
of vehicles, wholesalers, and accounting bureaux, strangely
enough.I found that rather unusual. Some standard programs

and standard packages have now been written by Roneo
Vickers, which seem to me to be entirely contrary to the
philosophy of ADAM.Nevertheless, they are apparently all

happyin its use. At least half of the 40 people have not taken

up the offer of the 20 days. They have hadfive or ten days

and they have just gone on. Roneo go round every three
months with a new disc and update the operating system, and
that is it; that is all they see of them. So clearly quite a

numberofpeopleare very satisfied with it.

Undoubtedly it has many advantages for non-computer

people. The programming is almost self-documenting. Not
entirely, but when you get a print out of a verb it prints
out all the line numbers and all the prompts. It is quite
simple just tedious to go through them and refer from
one verb to the next. It is much easier to read a program
than it is to read one in, for example, BASIC. I have no

experience of COBOL; I should imagine that a COBOL

program is very easy to read, too, if you know what you
are doing. But of course it in no way reducesthe necessity
of doing a proper systems analysis before you start. It
does encourage you, unfortunately, to sit down at the
keyboard and makea start. I do not know whetheror not
that is a good thing, but if the program is complicated
or the system is complicated you can get into some awful
messes. But because it is apparently such a simple machine
you dotend to sit down and fire away. Then eventually,
after an hour, you give up and start down a flow chart.

Rotterdam. For the time being we have abandonedall hope.
I am sure that it is possible, but clearly it is something
that Lomac themselvesare notinterested in at the moment.

They do notsee it as beingpart ofa distributed processing
system or a communications system in this way.

The other thing is the language. It is a unique language.

I supposethat if you could get one ADAM to communicate

with another ADAM they could talk to each other, but I
can t see that it will be very easy to use it in other systems
using more standard languages. As a stand-alone machine
I think that it has a lot of advantages. I am only sorry thatit
does not have this communication facility, which would
be very useful indeed to us.

QUESTION:

FOX: Yes. It cost us somethinglike £19,000; whichis not
cheap, I think, because you could get the samefacilities

for probably £14,000 or £15,000 justtalking about the
hardware bits
or maybeless. But of course you do get
a completely full operating system and your 42 standard
verbs and standard nouns. I think that what you are saving is
a lot of professional programming time. It sounds a laugh
since we are using our professional programmeronit, but
that wasreally because we did not have anybodyelse spare.

I must admit that £19,000is not a cheap amount. On the

other hand,it is not expensive for the small businessman

if, by buying it, he is going to avoid £5,000 at least paid

out to a programmerto put his particular systems on, or
buying a commercial package.

BUTLER:

FOX: Yes. At the same time we did not have any unskilled
programmers whodid not have anything to do. Undoubtedly

it takes a fair time to put systems up on ADAM.Roneo,

conclude by reminding you that ADAM played a

quoting their experience, say that a small user, a small
warehouse man, would probably take one month of
programming to get his accounting systems up and running.
That is not very long in programming terms, butit is a very
long time if he only has ten staff and they are all busy
pottering around the warehouse. Our problem was the same.
Tt soundsfine to say that you can program it yourself, but
you must have the time. You must have time continuously;
it is no good taking a day now anda half a day next week,
otherwise it will never get done.

fundamental part in Genesis, it does not nevertheless mean
the exodusof the programmers.

BUTLER: Thank you very much, Norman. I will refrain
from capping that last remark with any comment about

prophetsor kings orjudges for that matter. We have a few
minutesleft for questions. I am going to abuse myprivilege

as Chairman byasking thefirst question myself. Norman,
it is this: I guess that the reason why so many ofthe

companiesin this room showedan interest in ADAM andthe

Thisis a rather practical limitation. I really don t quite know
how you overcomeit, because the smaller the man the
fewerstaff he normally has available, sitting around waiting

Logical Machine Companyright from the start was because
it seemed to offer the opportunity for the development

of small, stand-alone applications within a large organisation,

in a way whichcould be cheap, brief, efficient and effective,

for somebody to buy him an ADAMto program.

but at the sametimeretain theability of those small systems
to communicate with large, corporate systems. Onthe basis
of what you have seen, do youthink that promiseis likely

BUTLER:

to be fulfilled or not?

Yes, exactly.

QUESTION: should like to make a commentand then
ask a question. The commentis that, yes, I think it was
expensive. Last year I knew of a project that went into
asmall company, a small business machine that had about

think there are two problems. First, there is

communications medium at the moment.It is a stand-alone

system. We have been looking into methods of modifying
it so that we can communicate via our ownlandlines to

Let mejust get this straight, Norman. You

are saying that you bought a £19,000 machineso thatit
could be used by an unskilled programmer, but you had a
skilled programmer whohad nothing to do, so she had to
workonit.

To sum it up, we think that it is a good machine. It has
advantages; it has many disadvantages. But it does seem to
be the forerunner of what may well be a new look in
computing, particularly for the small user. If I might

FOX:

Could youtell us something aboutthe cost?
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12 accountancy functions built into the system. The
question is: what s new? Sixteen years ago I had access

to a Pegasus machine which you could just walk in and
switch on.

the same message from ADAM I think that computer

people probably only introduce unnecessary complexity.
It is necessary with someofthebigger systemsin order to
get the throughput. Throughputis an area in which these
smaller systemsfall down. There is a lot of processing power
there, but it is utilised in keeping the computer methods
simplistic. I think that ADAM, Redifon and the others
seem to me to be bringing something new into the market
place, and something very laudable. To have prices coming
down the way they seem to be coming down, this is one
wayofutilising the process...

FOX: It could well be. As I mentioned earlier, Iam not
a computer man.If I in turn could just come back to you
and say: most of you here knowinfinitely more than I do

about computing, but are weright in assuming that this
is perhapsthefirst of a new generation of computers? Or

is it, as you are suggestingsir, just an old hat turnedinside
out?
QUESTION:

MayI elaborate a little on what I meant.

All the questions that you have aboutthe equipment, and

FOX:

your statementthat there is more to this language busines
s
than meets the eye, and why doesthe printer slow down

is one ofourproblemsin using this professional programmer,
that she feels the whole thingis dreadfully crude and she
is worried because 100 invoices take 20 minutes to print out
instead of five minutes, and it does not really matter. We
are taking a lot of short cuts. We are using a very advanced

all those sorts of questions have been with us since

computers werefirst provided. What you are saying is
that

the small computers that are offered more cheaply simply
present the old problems of computingto a new audienc
e.
FOX:

machineto do things in a very simple and crude way, which

Yes, that s very true. But at the same time, don t

must horrify people who have been used to the

you think that as computing becomes more widely
used

sophistication built into most modern computing
operations. But again, I think that it is a matter of

and computers fall rapidly in price, many small businesses
are going to use them. Whether welike it or not, they are
going to buy a small machine anduse it. What they wantis

economics. Doesit really matter thatit takes twice as long?

QUESTION: Have you considered employing
an office
junior to do any of the work on ADAM?

some machine whichis as simple as possible.

It appears that this particular machine has manysimple

FOX: Thatis an interesting point. We have thoug
ht about
it but we haven t doneit, because we haven
t gotan office

rules and devicesin it, but has not solved all the problems
by any means. I do not know whether one ever will, but at

junior. But we are now using oursecretar
ies to doall
inputting of data. We are getting them
interested in

least it does seem to have gone part of the wayto getting

over the problem. Because the points that you mentioned
are well known to computer people, but they are not known
to the garage around the corner,and heis the guy whowill
haveto solve the problem in thefuture.

programming and one of them has actually
started doing
simple programming. But they find it fascin
ating. We have
no problems with interest. They have
been doing it for

six weeks or so, and they find it enormously
interesting
to use the machine, mainly because of the
prompts built
in and thefact that, as one girl said, It
s almost human,
isn t it? I do not think that we shall have
any difficulty in
getting them to learn programming. Wheth
erwe should have
started off in thefirst place by using one,
I don t know.
It is a very interesting concept.

QUESTION: I shouldlike to. take issue with the
last

questioner. I don t know ADAM, but I have worked at

Redifon, which is the supplier of one ofthe other small

machines. I thought that the manufacturers had made a

conscious marketing decision which was most impressive

to keep the complexity of computer method design out of
their particular hardware. This seems to go for ADAM as
well. The computer method design and the computer people

BUTLER: Gentlemen, the time has come
to moveon to the
next session. I know that on your behal
f you would like
me to thank Normanforhis Presentation
which has been
clear and to the point and,if I maysay so,
invested with a

themselves have introduced a lot of complexity which really

has nothingto do with the user s problem.

As far as the Redifon approach is concerned

I quite agree. Weare really talking about a very

crude use of computing, compared with an expert. This

good deal of wit and wisdom. Norm
an, thank you very

much.

and I get
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGYA MANAGEMENT S CONCERN
Dr R Thurner
Sodecon
Dr Thurner, who is Austrian, studied electrical engineering and political economy prior to entering a con-

sultancy practice in Germany and Belgium. This consultancy work wasprincipally concerned with production,
distribution and retailing systems. Subsequently he studied Operations Research and Informatics, becoming a

lecturer in these subjects at Zurich University. He then becameactive in the utilisation of database applications
software, and since 1969 has been working in the area of methods andtools for system development. He has
successfully developed and marketed several systems, notably a decision table processor andlatterly the
DELTA preprocessor system.

BUTLER: Forthe past few years there has been growing
interest in tools designed to increase the productivity of
analysts and programmers. This interest is bound to increase
as labour costs grow and hardware costs decline. There are
a numberof well-known experiments in this area such as
ISDOS at Michigan University and Dr C B B Grindley s

Systematics. I am therefore pleased to introduce Dr Thurner
to present to us a new approach whichhe andhis colleagues
at Sodecon have developed.

"OWN"

COMPUTER

The question is: do we move with data processing in the
traditional way, into an elephant s grave? Is there a
completely new type of system and system development

coming along? Of course, I belong to this latter part, but
I think that the reason whythis discussion has come along
is because we are not able to really provide the software
service which is required by our users; and the hardware

has already reached a stage which is far ahead of our
possibilities to produce software.

Last week we had a conference in Frankfurt about Software
Management. There had been aninvestigation of about a
hundred companies about the main problems of data
processing. It was concerned about productivity andcosts,
and it turned out that this is not the main problem. A
managerclearly declared that the whole data processing costs

+gS

are about 2% ofthecosts, but they turn out to be 20% of
his problem. Hesaid, I don t bother aboutcosts, if it is 2%
or 1.8% it doesn t matter; but it should work. I should get

MANAGEMENT
DP

my results and I should get them faster. That is my
problem.

PROGRAMMERS

If we look at these figures we know that hardwareis going
down; software developmentis a rather stable percentage;
and the rest is built up with maintenance. So westart to
think about how maintenance can be improved and how we
can reduce thesort of software; and especially how we can
reduce the maintenancecosts.

THURNER: It is very simple for me to continue after the
speech of Mr Fox, because he said that he is notat all

qualified because heis just a user. I can continue because
Tamnotat all qualified to speak about data processing
management because I am not a manager but just a
programmer.I have found that data processing management
is sitting in between the existing hardware installation

100%

Percent |

of OP

andthe system developmenthierarchyorinstitution on one

MAINTENANCE

expend. +
thie ]

side; and on the otherside are the users who wanta certain
service, and they want to have that service fast.

There are some small computer companies coming along and
telling our users, who provide our jobs of course, that these
problems can be solved much moreeasily. So there are
two existing situations. On one side our traditional
installation becomes more and more complex, and on the
otherside there are the so-called own computers of user
departments which weas professional data processing people
regard as a type of sub-culture about which we do not even
like to talk.
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The question is: is this changein the structure of the costs
of the software budget notjust a fever curve ofthe disease
whichlies underthe things that we discuss, which goes
deeper than just the question of cost reduction and
productivity?

smaller and smaller, you are much more directly involve
d

with functional changes that the user requires.

In the old batch systems you had three months or so
to
implement a new function. But if you put a screen on

the desk of youruser, then he wants to have the function
fast, because heis directly in connection with a certain

service. The result is, of course, that he has new

requirements, requirements to build systems which are less
stable from the functional point ofview; requirements to

PLANNING E
CONTROL

Non-profitable

give a better service.

But there is an additional problem, which is that we
are
moving this data processing in such a way into user

INFORMATION
SYSTEM

departments that they become more and more
dependent

uponthe availability of the service. The damage wecan
do if
our systems do not run is so much higher than thepro
fit
that we can produce if they run, that users are
very

PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS

Professor Nolan has made a very interesting invest
igation.

Hesaid thatif you lookat all the computer
applications that

concemedif the systems are notreliable. Therefore,
I can
understand the priority given to reliability first; mainta
inability, which is maintenance not just to correct errors
but
the ability to insert and implement new functions, quickl
y
and efficiently. Only then comes the point of productivity
.

you can think of, you have this very well known
pyramid
which wecan sub-divide in three areas. Thefirst
area is the

so-called production system. These are the
systems that we

have produced, thefirst systems in data proces
sing, for

example, wages, book-keeping and so on.
In the next step
we have started the so-called integration
systems. We have

just put another system on topof these two ( wages
and
bookkeeping ) to link them together. We have
notreally
reconstructed the systems because we were notab
le to,

simply dueto the reasons of time and cost
of reconstructing

the software.

Then he made a comment. Hesaid that there
is a curve

FUNCTION

here. Beyondthis curve projects are feasib
le and profitable,
because we have improved hardware,
and also because we
have improved basic systems software. Thus,
this curveis
moving upwards. This means that the hardw
are suppliers
try to move these curves because thatis wheret
heirprofits
are, their turnover, and the users are pushi
ng the curves
as well, because they wantto have more
service. So we are

moving into a newarea of data processing which
is concerned

with information systems. Finally, Professor
Nolan said that
ontopare the systemsfor planning and contro
l.

Nowlet us talk about the structure of these
different
systems. Wecan easily find out aboutthestructur
e of these
systemsby thinking of the way in which we have
chosen a
system to be implemented. For example, welearnt
in the

If we discuss systems and data processing
systems, I think
we should try to define what a data Proce
ssing system is.
A data processing system first has a certain
function. The

very beginning that a system can be implementedi
fit is not
very complex; if it is not very complex in
respect of
function; not very complex in respect of data; and
not very

function is one dimension of the data
processing syste

m,
something we wantto reach with the syste
m. That is what
the user is concerned with. In order to fulfil
the function

complexin respect of process. We can implementa
system if
it is rather stable, especially in respect of function.

we have to implementcertain Processes.
We run processes
on processors. The last dimension is
the data.

So we just took outof the big basket those systems which
were stable, simple and not so complex, with the
immediate
result that what remains in the basket is always
more
complex andless stable. Another result of this moving
of

If you lookat the function of Processing all
data or imple-

the systems and the use of a new type of hardwa
re is that

it decreases the distance between users on oneside and
data
processing on the other. Because this distance become
s
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mentingall data processes which are
required for the whole
United Kingdom, you would think
that it is not possible
to put it on one data Processing
system. Therefore we
sub-divide the system into sub-system
s, and perhapsthis
sub-system here could be the sub-system
of one company,

with the result that a certain amountof controlis lost

and datais stored several times.

dust to give an example, if you have two companies, one
companysends an invoice and the other companypays, you

have to have this information stored twice and processed

twice. But of course on this level we are not interested
in central control, we are interested in the reduction of
complexity. Therefore it is better to implement a separate
system for each company. If we continue with this

replication of storage we end up with distributed systems,
but with the same immediate problem as in the ADAM

implementation, that we lose central control by fighting
complexity.

Just look at the ADAM computer from the point of view
of functional data processing. The ADAM computer does

a technology to produce bricks and this technology turns
out to be very helpful to producebricks, it is not true to
think that the same technology can also be used to produce
houses, just because houses are madeofbricks.
I think that in system development technology we are
really stuck, because the whole discussion of system developmenttechnology is a discussion among programmers, among
inventors of methods; and data processing management
does not participate in these discussions. What is missing
to break this circle is to put in management power to
combine the new technologies which are more orless
available but not used appropriately, because peoplein data
processing developmentare muchtooshortsighted to decide
whatreally should be done.

To give you a simple example, you know ofthe fight
between the so-called functionalists , for example, IBM

not have a datastructure atall. The files are simple because

whichis proposing its IPT and a functional approach; and,

they are self-descriptive. You do not have to bother about
language because the file and the data themselves know
the language and the implementation. This is very
expensive from the point of view of processing. You have
a very fast processor for comparatively not very much
implemented function. In addition, from the structural
point of view, you have a one-to-one relationship between
process and function. A function here is implemented
in a so-called verb in a one-to-onerelationship. What we
computer people do when we produce a complicated system
is that we restructure the function into processes so that we
can no longeridentify clearly, for the user especially, where
a certain user function is implemented in a certain process.
But we do it because we have not enough processing power
for certain applications just to be able to accessfreely all
data and to have this very simple one-to-one relationship
between function and process.

on the other hand, the so-called data approach, which is

proposed by Warnier and Jackson. Jackson argues that the
functional approach never leads to real programs, and the
functionalists outline that this data approach is just a
technical approach and does notlink systems to users. Then
you have the process approach of the structured
programming people. Everybody is looking at the whole
system just from oneside. I have never seen anybody who
was able to combinethese different aspects of a system, to
really build what we need
an overall system.
The production of a data processing system is based on four
elements. Thefirst elementis a proper organisation. The size
of the systems is so large that they can no longer be
produced by a numberofindividuals. We haveto set up an
organisational structure and allocate functions to people
in order to get cooperative system production. I do not want
to say anything aboutthis because it is not my subject.

It seems that the data processing systems that we produce
haveto search for an optimum conversion of the functional
structure into a technical structure. In general, we cannot
use these one-to-one relationships between function and
process, disregarding all optimisation problems in connection
with data. Of course, there are applications where you can
do it, for example, in a very small environment with a
computerthat is faster than necessary. This is the essence
of the ADAM implementation.

The next thing is that we have to have standard procedures.

If, each time westart a system, we have to invent what we

should do next, then each system will look different from
the previous one. We cannot move to a certain standardisation of the production process. Even this standardisation
of procedures and setting up and combining individual
tasks with people is one of the management problemsin
system development.

I think that this is the backgroundof the discussion about

how wecan implementfunctions forusers, faster and more
reliably, into processes in such a way that the system is
feasible. I do not think that the discussion is any longer
that the system is optimal from the point of view of
processing power.It shouldjust be feasible; it should just be
a reasonable solution
not more than that.

In order to achieve this goal I think that you must apply
appropriate methods and support these methods by tools.

Personally, I am a tool man. I am notlinked very much

to any method because I have not yet seen a method which
is able to cover the whole area, and I have implemented tools
to support methods.

We have started to develop systems to support system
development. I must say that I am a programmerand I have

developed systems of medium size

half a million COBOL

Oneof the messagesthat I wantto give is that you cannot

statements
andasa project leader the problem wasalways:
how can youget half a million COBOL statements working

that are maintainable? Oneof the difficult problemsis that

the production ofhalf a million COBOL statements is often
regarded as a purely technical problem. If we speak of
system development, then we speak immediately of analysts
and programmers. If you speak of producing software, then
you regard it purely as a problem for some technical people.
I think that programmers are able to produce programs
aroundthesize of 2,000 to 5,000 statements. If you have
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introduce standard procedures without methods which
enforce and standardise these procedures. You cannot
introduce methods without tools which enforce the standard
use of these methods. Just to give an example, if you talk
with people about decision tables or structured
programming, everybody understands something different.
But if you have introduced a tool which enforcesa certain
way of writing decision tables, which imposesa certain
syntax for structured programming, then you get a more
standardised way of using these methods.

TEXT PROG Doe
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TIME
SHARING
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you produce in a system development process, on tofile.

This means that you use yourlibraries like a warehouse
for intermediate products. We have all documentation,
all programs,andespecially macros on this system. The

result was not only an improvementin productivity, it was

kee

eae

svsren_)

Which are the elements of a system development
tool

concept? I think that thefirst element is the hardwa
re. If

we look at the way that users use the machin
e and
programmers use the machine, wewill find that
many more
Programmers work with punch cardsand in a
batchservice
than users. Users have very reliable software.
They work on a

screen. They are protected against errors; they cannot
just

delete a file. The structure of the problem ofa useris represented in the data structures of the datafiles that
the user

has. If you lookat the structure of our files, progra
ms and

projects, we have huge libraries, and librarie
s are not
protectedat all. The utilities that we have
to maintain our
files are so poor in comparison with the utilitie
s that the
users have.

About 18 months ago, westarted an experiment. In
our

group offive people, we bought a standalone computer
just for system development. It is a small machin
e, a PRIME
350, costing about £80,000. Weuse this compu
ter only for
the purpose of system development. We
have a library
structure which fits much better than a partiti
on data set
structure, because we can organise libraries
in hierarchies
like the project is organised. We haveall our
timesharing
service on our machine, all editing work, and even
the preProcessors are running on this stand-alone system
. This
system is linked by remote job entry to the batch
system,

to the mainframe. We are producing programs on
this

system andpassing through the written progra
ms to the
productive system;and there they are compiled
and finally
tested.

We found outthatin a classical timesharing
environment
about 80% of the TSO service is used only to
edit files,
to copyfiles, to update program files, So we
ended up
with this front end computer for programmin
g. The

experience is that the costs are much less
and the service
is much better in comparison with a timesharin
g on the host
computer.
Of course, you require someutilities. Beware that
there are
quite a lotof solutions of front end programmin
g computers

whichare not appropriate because they are too small.

The next very interesting object in this contex
t of using
a front end computer is to put everything,all produc
ts that

much more of an improvementin quality. The quality of the
programsand the quality of the documentation has greatly
improved because it gave people the possibility of really
improving the quality of the documentation. If you have

written the documentation by typewriter you can never

improve the documentation. It will be the first guess, and the
first guess is usually partially a bad guess. By theability
to restructure documentation, software and code using an
efficient timesharing service, we found that the quality
of the programs and thequality of the systems havegreatly

improved.

We speak of a system development library here. A system
development library consists of semi-finished product
s.

This could be file description or a report description,
a piece of code or documentation. The problem with
our
development workis that we have not yet found a
technique
to produce programs and system in parts, by
specialists

for certain parts, and by assembling these programsin
an

automatic way.

If you look at the way a houseis built you
can see that
the first thing they have doneis to put up
a framework.

The specialists come and put up a structure of
steel. The

next step will be to insert some walls, then
later come

the specialists for electricity and so on. The
telephone

man comes along, and everybody is insert
ing some function

or some hardwaretofulfil a certain function into
this overall
structure. If we built a house like we build
programs, first we
would build a cellar; then when everyt
hingis finished in

the cellar we would move onto build the
first floor

because we have not yet found a soluti
on to how to separate

program structure, like the structure of
a house, from

function code. We think of both things
as being one unit.
As long as we are not able to separa
te these different
functional elements of a program we
cannot separate the
writing of a program from one person.
It means that the

relationship of one programmer/one progr
am cannot be

broken as long as the Possibility of
subdividing a program
according to the production process
does not exist.

If we have one programmer/one program,
one programmer

can never appropriately write the
program; because if a
Programmer writes, say, 30 or 50 progr
ams a year, which

is already a lot, he makes 30 or 50 times
a year what we

call a program design . Program design
of a medium size
Program requires perhaps two hours.
If you do something

30 times a year, you do not have the abilit
y to do it very

well. Because we are not able to
Separate program design
from implementation of code, we have
no specialists for
Program design.

There is another aspect of the prob
lem. If you want
somebody to write a Program which
is an on-line program,
which requires a certain Program
design and has access
to a database, you must have educatio
n for this man which
is very high in comparison with whath
e is really producing,
because we cannot have a specialist
for database, a specialist
for on-line interface, and a specialist
for program design and,
finally, the one specialist the user requi
res to implement
the functions into a certain framewor
k. The concept of
what a system developer should knowi
s that of a man who

knows so many different things, who is precise in his words
and bright in design. He knows aboutapplications, he knows

about on-line systems. Just consider that we have to push
somebody into a three-month IMScoursejust to be able to
access a simple file to retrieve a customer s information.
The most interesting product that we have producedis a

type of macro processor which, besides the well-known

functions of macro processors, has two main instructions.
Oneinstruction is to define a nodein a structure; the other
is to allocate code to this structure. It means that we can
write empty structures which just process the input without
doing anything with the input, andlater allocate code to this
structure.
We have two different types of code: one which comes
from the function, the other which comes from the technical
side. For example, if you want to access a file as a master
file
we call it a reference file
you need file definition
somewhere. Somewhere the file must be opened and
somewherethe file must be read, and at another point the
file must be closed. That meansthat you require a certain
code in this structure in order to fulfil the requirement
of having a reference file. This codeis highly dependent on
the way that youaccess the file. The function is completely
independent. Whether you use an index sequential access
method, or IMS, orif it is a sequentialfile you have a certain
proceduralanddata interface to anotherfile system.
Of course, you can say, It s very simple. I have a copy
statement. Then I can copy the READstatement, then copy
the file description, then copy the OPEN and CLOSE.
But that is exactly the point. You would require such an
amountof copies in your program, and the knowledge to
determine where a copy is required is the problem.It is
not a problem ofsyntax,it is a problem of the knowledge
that at a certain point in the structure a certain codeis
required to fulfil a certain function. We have separated

this knowledge from this so-called macro processor .It is

actually not a macro processor,it is more of a language to
access a system development library; and to copy code
from the system developmentlibrary to assemble a program
and put codein different places
the places where the
codeis required. This becomesthe basis of the system that
we have developed.

What wecanseein the picture of the three dimensionsof
an overall system applies as well to a program. If you process
certain data Michael Jackson showsit with great brilliance
you can produce a process structure from a data structure.
If you have a certain data structure to processin a program,
the process will be more orless independentof the function
which shouldbe fulfilled in this program. Therefore the

first idea is to use, for example, Michael Jackson s method

to generate from the data structure a process structure.

This process structure does not contain any functional code,
it is just an empty framework containing nodes which have
names, to later allocate code to these nodes.
Let us look at a simple example where you havea file.
Thefile consists of several orders; and one order consists

of several items. If you wantto print the total of all items

per order, then of course you haveto specify somewhere a
data elemen: which is the total. You have toinitialise the

total at the beginning of the processing of the order with
zero. You add up whenprocessing the items that amountto
the total.

At the end of the order you can print out the total of the

order. At the beginning and at the end, when processing,
these are certain points in time of this program. Certain
points in time are certain nodes within a program structure.

We do not discuss whetherthis file here is an IMSfile which
is read in a certain way, or whetherit is a sequential file or

card reader. It does not matter. It only matters that if you

have sucha file structure you need apparently certain places
in the program
at the beginning and the end of each node,
two places, and at the end, when processing a record, one
place.
This structure allows youto allocate code forall the required
functions to this program. I hope that you can distinguish
between the examplethat I outline and therationale behind
our system. The reasonis not to have a new programming
language or a new function for the programmers,the reason
is to be able to separate the program designed, the
description of the program structure, on one side and the
allocation of function code on the otherside.
Just to give you another example, if you haveto print a
report in this environment, a report consists of lines. Each
line contains several elements. But we cannot just develop
a report as a separate entity, because thefulfilment of this
report requires the insertion of the code which is connected
with the reportat a lot of different places in the program.
But of course we are very interested in developing a report
as a separate entity, because reports are developed at a
different point in time in the program structure. A report
is developed at the very beginning where a userspecifies
that he wants to have someinformation printed. Therefore,
if we develop a certain convenient language for a systems
analyst to gather information about what shouldbe printed,
then we have a description of a report. This report
description, the different lines, can then be allocated to
the program structure, to the framework which is built above
this brickwork.
So finally we have a program text which is produced by
a text processing system, and assembled from different
elements which comefrom this system developmentlibrary.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY
.

SL=WORK77

77 STATOUT-#FI PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +0.
. IF-SB.CO.C
- ADD DC101,#FI/RECORDS SORTED, DX-#FI-C#P1
. SET-01=ADD 1 TO DX-#FI-C#P11.
. IFEND
. SL=FILE-ROUT
PUT-#FI.
. LOC=PUT
RELEASE #FI-REC. #01
PUT-#FI-EXIT. EXIT.
SDT

oor

. SL=WORK77
77 STATIN-#FI PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +2.
. SL=SD
. LOC=RD
. SL=FILE-ROUT
GET-#FI.
RETURN #FI
AT END MOVE EOF TO STATIN-#F1

.

GO TO GET-#FI-EXIT.
LOC=GET

GET-#FI-EXIT. EXIT.

INPUT

In order to support these functions we have implemented

a preprocessor which supports structured programmingin

COBOL. This is a print out ofthis processor. You can
see that there are some statements which are not COBOL,
for example, the DO statement and the IF END. We have
other statements, such as ADD and MOVE, which are
COBOL.

automatic program inversion.

Program inversion is one of the key words of Michae
l
Jackson. It is one of the most interesting concepts of
Jackso

n

Programs as pseudo-code routines, To do this
concept

manually wouldbevery difficult and it is a
big problem to

do it appropriately because the linking ofdifferent
processes

by interfacesis very dangerousif you have
any minorerrors.
Here we use again our library access method
which defines
the interfaces in such a way that they are once
and for all
correct.

We have some experience with this structured code
because

we have written the whole system ourselvesin
this structured
code. The result was not only an incredible
reduction in
costs, but the immediate result was that
in the whole system

in thelast release we have 72 errors. I think that
72 errors is
quite something in comparison to other system
sof this size.

EXAMPLE DECISION TABLE PROCESSOR
DETAB-PREM.----------------. :
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9.-..
* ATLEAST 1 YEAR WITH THE FIRM
IF YEARS EMPL) 0
Oo: -YYNYYYN* ATLEAST 3 YEARS WITH THE FIRM
IF YEARS EMPL) 2
02: -Y--YYN- "LESS THAN 22 DAYS ABSENT
IF DAYS ABSENT > 22
03:
~YYYYyyYyy
* LESS THAN 10 DAYS ABSENT
IF DAYS-ABSENT > 10
4:
-YYYNYYY
* LESS THAN 2 DAYS ABSENT
IF DAYS ABSENT >2
* PRODUCTIVITY INDEX GREATER THAN 14
IF PIN
ACTION.= =
=
* NO PREMIUM AWAR:
MOVE ZERO TO PPRES PYEARS PPROD EXPAY TOTP
COMPUTE PERC = SALARY~A / 100.
07; XXXXXXXX x
* AWARD 15
COMPUTE PYEARS = PERC * 15,
Ct 2 ee
* AWARD 20
* 10 OF SALARY)
COMPUTE PPRES = PERC * (20-2 * DAYS ABSENT).
0: =e Se
* AWARDE
COMPUTE PPRES = PERC * 6,
1 kee
* PRODUCTIVITY BONUS IS PRODUCTIVITY INDEX PERCENT
COMPUTE PPROD= P-INDEX * PERC.
* PRODUCTIVITY BONUSIS PRODUCTIVITY INDEX
MULTIPLIED BY 1/2%
COMPUTE PPROD= P-INDEX * PERC /2,
2 oe
7 PRODUCTIVITY BONUSIS (PRODUCTIVITY-INDEX 15)
* MULTIPLIED BY 2%

COMPUTE PPROD = PERC* (P-INDEX 15) * 2.
*_ EXTRA-PAYIS (PRODUCTIVITY INDEX 15)
COMPUTE EXPAY= PERC * (P-INDEX 15) * 4 * 4%
Preise
7a ee
Sr ee
TABLE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

COMPLETENESS ANALYSIS
IF YEARS-EMPL > 0
IF YEARS-EMPL > 2
IF DAYS ABSENT < 22
IF DAYS-ABSENT < 10
IF DAYS-ABSENT < 2
IFP-INDEX > 14

o1-NNY
o---N
ONY YY
4 -NYN
05
N 06

decision tables. Here is listing of a decision table process
or
function. Again, it is just an extension of COBOL. You use

decision tables within the COBOL program andthey
will be
translated and printed. Not only that, but in additio
n we

Thefirst thing we developed was the library access
language.
On top of COBOL wehave built a structured progr
amming
code which allows us to use Michael Jackson s
concept
and support it by automatic translation. This includes
not
only the translation of the pseudo-code, but at the same
time

because it allows us to break down one compl
ex program
into a lot of simple ones and interconnect
these simple

A function which we found very helpful was to
support

analyse the decision table to find out about the logical
interrelation oftherules, and at the end the processorprin
ts

the missing rules. For example, it specifies here
in the second

andthird rules that if years employed not greater than
zero
and days absent less than 22 butnot less than 10, the
processor foundthat this is a rule that is not specifi
ed in

this decision table.

Again, theideais to get this information about what
should
be done at the user s side to verify the decision table,
to

putthis decision table as specified by the user
into the
program andto add the appropriate COBOL
statement to

fulfil the function ofthe decision table.

We had long discussions betweenthe so-called
structured

programming and the decision table peopl
e. There was a

long fight over the question of what is better
: structured
programmingordecision tables. This fight is
just one of the

manyfights that we have in system devel
opment technology.

We have foundthe solution by saying that
the construction

of structured programming is, first, the seque
nce
the
sequence with the DO statement and then a
selection. You

have the one-to-one selection IF END,
the one-to-one
selection IF ELSE END; the one-to-N
selection, SELECT
CASE ELSE END; and N-to-N select
ion which is the decision
table. So all this discussion among decis
ion table people and
structured programming people has ended
because it is just

a part of structured programming. I think
that there are

quite a lot of discussions in this area
where people are
fighting for methods which are not
conflicting but rather
combinedin an appropriate Way.

But again, if you discuss structured programm
ing with IBM
then you get the proposal of pseudo-cod
e. If you discuss
structured programming with Michael
Jackson, you get a
completely different syntax. He has inven
ted his own syntax
which hecalls schematic logic. I canno
tsee why weshould
use two different syntactical conce
pts for the sameobjec

t.
MichaelJackson attacks very often this
so-called structured
progr

amming.I do notsee the reason
forit, because we can
merge the concept of pseudo-cod
e and structured pro-

gramming on the oneside, and Micha
el Jackson s concept

of generating a process structure
from a data structure on
the other.
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RULE05:
RULE07:
RULE 08:

x-> »--x
->->-x
=-->x
Lex
-x
<
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* IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FUNCTIONS

EXAMPLES

{IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE FUNCTIONS
implementation of the functions requiresthe allocation.
* The implementation of the functionsrequires theallocation 1+ The
of code to the locations of the program skeleton
* of code to the locationsofthe program skeleton

* (1) Count the records of the PREPART
Ausdrucken am Ende des Vorspanns.
print them at the end ofthe prepart
'SL=WORK77
77 APICSI6).
SL=0- PREPART
MOVE TOA.
SL=P-NOTT1
ADD 1 TOA.
SL=C-PREPART
DISPLAY NA OF RECORDSIN PREPART ' A.
* (2) Printthefirst T1-Record
SL*P- FIRSTTI
DISPLAY FIRST TI-RECORD * F-REC.
* (3) Prine thelast record (T2)
SL=P-12
DISPLAY *T2-RECORD * F REC.

* (4) Count the number of batches and print the number
at the end of the BA-PART
SL=WORK77
77 BPICS(S)
SL+0- BA-PART
MOVEOTOB.
SL=C-BATCH
ADD 1TO8.
SL=C-BA-PART
DISPLAY NROF BATCHES * 8,
* (5) Count the number of T1-Records andprint them
at the end of BA-PART
SL-WORK77
77 CPICSI6)
SL=0-BA-PART
MOVEOTOC.
Su-P-T1
ADD 1 TOC,
SL=C-BA-PART
DISPLAY NROFTI-RECORDS ' ©.

* (6) Count the number of T3-Batches and print the result
at the end of BA-PART
_SL-WORK77
77D PIC Sais).
SL=0- BA-PART
MOVEO TOD.
SL=C-T3-BATCH
ADD 1T0D.
SL=C-BA.PART
DISPLAY NROFT3-BATCHES * 0.

DELTA PROCESSOR
AeRRREEE

2.0/5 ON 23.09.78

AT

16:23

PAGE 1

DELTA)DELTA,IN CBATLOC
00000001 . PROG BATCHCNT
00000002 .SL=P PROG
00000003 .SPP CDIPT
ooc00004 0
GET F
00000005 0
-> LOC 0-CDIPT
0000006 0
DO PREPART.
00000007
1
->.
LOC 0 PREPART
oooo0008
1
DO NOTT1 WHILE RTYPE NOT = T1 .
ooo00009 2
>.
LOC P NOTT1
00000010 2
z
:
GET F
00000011
1
END NOTT1
00000012
1
->.
LOC C PREPART
00000013. 0
END PREPART
7
00000014. 0
> LOC P FIRSTT1
00000015 0
GET F
00000016 0
DO BA-PART.
00000017
1
=~->.
LOC 0 BA PART
00000018
1
:
DO BATCH WHILE RTYPE = T1 OR T3 .
00000019 2
->.
LOC 0 BATCH
00000020 2
F
SELECT.
00000021
3
E
CASE RTYPE = T1 .
oo000022 3
->.
LOC 0-T1 BATCH
00000023 3
DO T1 WHILE RTYPE = T1 .
00000024 4
->.
LOC P-T1
00000025 4
t
a
GET F
00000026 3
:
END T1
00000027 3
->.
.
LOC C T1 BATCH
00000028 3
R
CASE RTYPE = T3 ,
00000029 3
->.
LOC 0 T3 BATCH

+ (1) Count the records of the PREPART
Ausdrucken am Ende des Vorspanns.
print them at the end ofthe prepart
-SL=WORK77
77 PICO).
SL=0-PREPART
MOVED TOA.
SL*P-NOTTI.
ADD 1 TOA,
(SL=C-PREPART
|
DISPLAY NR OF RECORDS IN PREPART* A.
* (2) Print the first T1-Record
(SLP-FIRSTTI
DISPLAY FIRSTT1-RECORD F-REC.
* (3) Print the last record (T2)
DISPLAY 12-RECORD F-REC.
+ (4) Countthe number of batches and print the number
+
atthe end of the BA-PART
SL=WORK77
DISPLAY NR OF BATCHES * 8,
1 (6) Countthe number of T1-Records and print them
+
atthe end of BA-PART
SL-WORK77
7 CPIC9),
SL+0- BA-PART

DISPLAY NROFT1-RECORDS
c.
+ (6) Count the number of T3-Batches and print the result
at the end of BA-PART
SL=WORK77
77D PIC Sots),
SL=0- BA.PART
MOVE 0 TO D.
SL*C-T3-BATCH
ADD 170 D
SL=C-BA-PART
DISPLAY NROFT3-BATCHES * D.

I have tried to show how certain function

EXAMPLES

00000030

00000031
00000032
00000033
00000034
00000035
00000036
00000037
00000038
00000039
00000040
00000041
00000042
00000043.

here this

function is to count the numberof records in the PREPART
requires code within the program. The problem is thatif
you omitall these arrows and you read the text of the code,
and then you can find somewhere ADD 1 to C and you
wonder whetherit is in this program, because you no longer
have the link between the functional structure whichis
shown here and the procedure structure.

3

a

DO T3 WHILE RTYPE = T3 .

4
>.
4
:
:
3
5
END
3
>.
LOC
2
:
:
END
2
->.
,
LOC C BATCH
1
+.
|END BATCH
1
>.
LOC C BA PART
0
END BA PART
0 - »> LOC P-T2
O
GET F
0
- > LOC C CDIPT
.END
CDIPT

Loc P -T3
GET F
T3
C T3 BATCH

Apparently, if you look at this program, somecodeis lying
here in these lines which have no arrow. These lines are just
for the process. Then we have someotherlines which are to
fulfil a certain function. If we reorganise our code and we

put this MOVE ZERO to A and ADD 1 to A , and
DISPLAY NUMBER OF RECORDSIN PREPART A here
on top then we have a functional structure including the
COBOLstatements which are required to fulfil the function.
But we cannot use this structure because the COBOL
compiler would notlike such a structure.
Now we have a problem. Apparently if you look at the

program as a piece of data, a set of data, each line of this
program has two keys. One key is the key in column 1
through 6 of a COBOL program; that is the number which

a COBOL compiler requires I would say the source key on
process. Then you have another key
the source key on

function; why this statementis there and what this statement
is for. Because our program files are sorted in one way we
can look at our program from only one point of view. That
is not only true for a program but we can moveback for
asystem.

Tf we have a certain function in our system, usually this

function will require code in different programs. All our

maintenance problem is, if we have a change in function,

Continued

to find out in which program, whichlines of code are imple-

2B

mentedto fulfil this function. When we havefinally found

out this information, to change the program is very simple.

Perhaps onelast example whichis a description of a report,
consisting of a page head, another page head and some lines,
with the column position and the name which should be

All the errors that we make when we change programs
are because wedid notfind all statements which are related
to a certain function. We do notfind them because welose
the information that we have when we develop the system.
Therefore, instead of writing a program in such a way we

printed, and the format. This line here (number 0051)is
connected to a nodein our skeleton. The preprocessor reads
this report description, generates COBOL code, andallocates
the COBOLcode to this node, with the result that when

have replaced it here in a standard way byso-called location

definitions.

Whatdoesthis all mean for program organisation? It means

that you can completely separate the structure description

from the function implementation.If a certain function
does

not work, you have your functional structure
1, 2, 3 and
so on, and you can access in your program file your
functional structure.

DEPT

...10....5...20-...5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70

MONTHLY SALARIES
NAM

PAGE

PNAM PNR.

222z9

LK STD-L STD-LOHN ZULG-1 ZULG-2
XX. XXXXAXXXKAXK HHKK XXXXXXXKXXXX 9 229.99 22229.99 zzz9.99 22z9.99
XX KXXKAXAKKAKK XXX XXXXXXXXXXXK 9 229.99 22229.99 222999 2279.99
XX XXXXXAXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXAXXXKXX 9 zz9.99 22229.99 222999 72zz9.99
DEPARTMT XX TOTAL
2222999 2229.99 2229.99

mentis testing. In order to be able to test more efficiently
with the decision table processor and also the structured

programming, when generating the program weintr
oduced

sometest facilities.

2X XXX
XX XXXAKKKKAKK
XX XXKXXKAKKKAK
XX XXXXXXXXXXKX
2X XAKKKKAKAAAK
XX XXKXXXXXAKAK
2X XXXKAXXXARKK
XX XXXKAMAKKKKK
XX XXAAKAKKKKKK

This means that when a program runs actual
ly on the

machine,at the endof the program it will print how
many

times each rule was executed. Then you can find one
rule
or one branch of the program which was never execut
ed and
you know aboutthe quality of yourtest data.
00000051
00000052
00000053
00000054
00000055
00000056
00000057
00000058
00000059
00000060
00000061
00000062
00000063
00000064
00000065
0000066
00000067
00000068
00000069
00000070
00000071
00000072
00000073
00000074
00000075
00000076
00000077
00000078
00000079
00000080
00000081
00000082
00000083
00000084
00000085
00000086
00000087
00000088
oo000089
00000080
00000091
00000092
00000093
o00c00e4
00000095
Q0000096
00000087
00000098
oo0000s9
00000100
00000101
00000102
00000103
00000104
00000105

DELTA PROCESSOR 20/7 ON 28.10.78 AT 18:45 PAGE 3
V8

Oneof the main problems that we have in system
develop-

DELTA PROCESSOR 20/7 ON 28.10.78
AT 18:45

this node is passed, this line will be printed. But again in
order to be able to judge the report that you have specified
in advance, the preprocessorprints a pseudolist so that
you can find outif thatis really the report that you want.

XXKK_
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXX
XXX
XXXX
XXXK
XXX

AAAAXAXAXXXK
_AXXAXAXXXNXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXK
AXXXXARXXXXX
AXXXXXXXXKXX
_AAXAAXXXXNXX
AAXXXXXXXXXX
AXXXXXXXXKKX

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

279.99
27989
229.99
229.99
27989
279.99
22989
229.99
27989

2227999
2727999
27Zz9.99
2Z279.99
727Zz999
7272999
22Zz2999
ZZzZ79.99
2Z7z999

2279.99
7279.99
7779.99
272999
777999
277999
2779.99
227999
777999

DEPARTMT XX TOTAL
2222999 22zZ999
XX XXXKAXXXXKKK XXX XXXXXXXXXKXX 9 229.98 2277999 2279.99
YX XAXXXXAAXKAK XXXX XXXXXXKXXXXX 9 229.99 2ZzZ999
727999
DEPARTMT XX TOTAL
2222999 227999
STD RECORD MISSING FOR
XXXXXXXXXKXX
SEQUENCE ERROR STO-FILE
XXXXXKXKXXXX
INVALID NUMBER OF ZUL RECORDS
XXKKKXXXKXKK

PAGE 2

. FILE P, REPORT, PAGE-SIZE 50, LINE-SI
ZE 80,
.
PRINT
(1 2,3°3,4,8°3,4,2*3,4,5,6,7,8,99)
. +
* P1, PAGE HEAD
+
LINE 1 OF PAGE-HEAD
_____ *
10, MONTHLY SALARIES
68, PAGE
75,P PAGE COUNT,Z(4)9
L P2,PAGE-HEAD,A2,B2
DEPT NAM
18,'PNAM PNR
36, LK
39,'STD -L STD-LOHN ZULG-1 ZULG-2 TOTAL
*
L P3,R6
/TITLE (WZ DEPT,DEPT),Xx
5,PS NAME,X(12)
18,PS-VORNAME,X(4)
23,PS PERS,X(12)
37,PS LK,9
39,PS-STD-L,Zz9.99
P
MULTIPLY W STD TOT BY PS STD- L GIVING
STDLOHN.
w77
STDLOHN PIC S9(5)vg9 COMP.
46,STDLOHN,22zz9.99
55,WZ-ZUL1,2Zz9.99
63,WZ-ZUL2,2229.99
~w77
STOTAL PIC S9(5)V99 COMP.
P
ADD STOLOHN WZ ZUL1 WZ-ZUL2 GIVING STOTAL
72,STOTAL,22ZZ9.99
L P4,p
DEPT,B2,A2,GRU DEPT
+
= TOTAL FOR'DEPT
=*
/DEPARTMT
12,WZ DEPT,XX
15,'TOTAL
46,/TOTAL(STDLOHN,ADD P 1 PERS),z(4)9.99
55,/TOTAL(WZ ZUL1,ADD P 1 PERS),z(3)9.99
63,/TOTAL(WZ ZUL2,ADD P 1 PERS),z(3)9.99
72,/TOTAL(STOTAL ,ADD P 1 PERS),Z(4)9.99
L P5,P 1 FILE,A2
+ GRANDTOTAL
- -__________. .
GRAND TOTAL
46,/TOTAL(/DEPT STDLOHN),Z(4)9.99
5,/TOTAL(/DEPT WZ-ZUL1),2Z(3)9,99
63,/TOTAL(/DEPT -WZ-ZUL2),2(3)9.99
72,/TOTAL(/DEPT-STOTAL ),2(4)9.99
L Pé6
+
ERROR-MESSAGES
- - -________ .
,
) STD RECORD MISSING FOR
50,WZ -KEY,X(12)
L P7
s'
> SEQUENCE ERROR STD-FILE *
50,STD KEY,X(12)
L Ps
) INVALID NUMBER OF ZUL RECORDS'
50,WZ KEY,X(12)
LEND

227999
7zz999
2279.99
2279.99
222999
2279.99
722999
7279.99
727999

TOTAL

22229.99
2222999
22229,99

zzzz999

2zzz9.99
77779.00
72777999
7277999
7777990
2777090
77779.90
7777999
77779.00

2279.99 222z999

7277999 72779.90
272999 7777999

227999 2227999

Not only when the program is running, butin the very early
analysis stage when you specify your report.

Another very essential function is that all
preprocessor
functions produce documentation, because when you
specify
a report the processor knowsthat you needin
a certain line
ofa certain report a certain data element. This
information

is put onto a documentationfile and can beretrieved
and
processed, and can therefore support the definition
offiles.

I have shown youa small subset of the funct
ions which

are implemented in our preprocessor syste
m, but the most

interesting idea of the whole thingis that we shoul
d regard

the development of data processing syste
ms as a data

Processingprocess itself. We should look at progr
amsas files.
Weshouldprocess files and apply the power ofth
e computer
to develop systems. We should not intro
duce isolated

methods and function. In my opinion, it will
be one of the
major concerns of data processing manageme
nt to combine
the different elements which are available
to produce
systems; to see that the right mandoes the right
work at the
right point in time, applying the right methods
and using the
righttools. Thatis no longer a programmer s
problem, that
will be your problem forthe nextfive years.
BUTLER:

Thank you very much, Dr. Thurner. One thing

that I am notclear on at a very banal level. Could
you
explain breiefly from the point of view of the
individual
system designer how working with the prepro
cessor is
different from working withoutit?
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THURNER: Wetry to split up the work onto
different
system designers. For example, thereis someb
ody who

defines a report and when this report is defined it will

oriented programmer. The main problem that we have with

havethis relationship of one programmer/one program, but

a technical problem.

reside in the library. When the program finally is written

he will just call this report description. So we no longer

different people contribute to the different programs.

To give you an idea about what the system isfor, right now
we have 30 customers, from very small to very large ones.
Thefirst really big system which was implemented was
made by Univac
a banking system.It is about 300,000
lines of code, written in COBOL, using this report writer.

It was written for the 1930 series. It is 60% on-line programs
and 40% batch programs. It took them exactly one month

to move the whole system from the 1930 to the 1980

under a different operating system, because everything

which is machine dependentis on this developmentlibrary.
So theinfluence of the system on the system developeris
that he can forget about quite a lot of technical things
if he is an application programmer, becauseall these things

are taken from the library and are developed by technically

the system is that we do not yet have the management
people whoare able to control these people. It is no longer

BUTLER: Thank you very much, Dr. Thurner.I think
that we will have to break at that point. I should like on

yourbehalf to thank Dr. Thurnerfor his very comprehensive
explanation.I detect, from yourreaction, that the concept
which he has put forward is an interesting one to you in
principle, but that you have not been able to grasp fully
in the time that we gave him just how it affects the job of
systems development. That does not surprise me, because I
think that the concept that he has put forwardis a very allembracing one. We might perhaps think about how the
members of the Foundation might, at some later date,
have an opportunity to gain a more detailed understanding
of the possible impact of Dr. Thurner s system.
Thank you very much, Dr. Thurner.
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COMPUTERS, PRIVACY AND EMPLOYMENT

Patricia Hewitt has been Gener

P. Hewitt
J
National Council for Civil Liberties

al Secretary of the National Council for Civil Libert
ies since 1974. Prior to this
she was public relations officer for Age Conce
rn, and women s rights officer for NCCL.
She is the author of
Privacy:

the Information Gatherers , a survey of perso
nal information-gathering and the law in the Unite
d
Kingdom and abroad. Other publications inclu
de Rights for Women ; a guide to social secur
ity and tax for
pensioners; and a Penguin Special, the NCCL Civil
Liberty Guide .
COX: Welcometo this next session of our Confer
ence.
Tam George Cox, of Butler Cox.

Quite clearly, many of the technologies which concer
n us
will have quite profoundsocial effects, both within
our
organisations and within society in general. One of
the
clear effects thatit will have concerns storing data
on people.

I am planning to talk, first, about a definition of
privacy.
It is a widely used and sometimes abused term. I
will give
youa necessarily brief survey of the law on privac
y in this

country such as it is at the moment.I will
look more

technologies which we are aware ofhere to collect
data, store
it and analyse it, raises a number of problems; proble
ms not

specifically at privacy and employment, becau
se it is a
specific application of the kinds of principles
which are
involvedin a definition of privacy and whichw
ill be involved
in the privacy legislation whichis coming. I will
then turn
to the legislation on information which has been
introduced
in othercountries, Particularly in the United States
, Australia
and Sweden. Finally, I will look at the kind of law
which I
think will be here in the next couple of years
in the United
Kingdom.

The question of protection in this area, the quest
ion of
ensuringthe rights to privacy that we have tende
d to take
for granted, in the past have been largely prote
cted by

not simply talking about computers. Those of us
who are

The enormous power that we have now,
with the

just concerned with how much we knowabout
an individual,

but problems concerned with mass information on
the way
that people react, what they buy, how they behave
and
so on.

inefficiencies or inadequacies in the syste
m, becomesa real

consideration. One of the dangers in this areais
that because
the question of computers and privacy has
been around for
sometime, so far in most cases with very little
real impact

on us in our businesses and our systems,
wetend to think

of
it as a little bit of a non-subject. Itis impor
tant conceptually,

but does not have much in the way
ofpractical effects.

Treally do not think thatis the case. Someo
fthe legislation
that will be enacted and someofthe social
forces that are
likely to grow weneedto be aware of. So wear
e devoting
the next session of our Conference tothis
subject. I can

think of nobetter speaker to talk to
us about whatis

happening in this field than Patricia Hewit
t, who is the
Secretary of the National Council for Civil Libert
ies,

HEWITT:

It seems to me that the kind of organisati
ons

which you all represent, major organisati
ons, whether in the
public sector or the private, have at least
a dual responsibility
if not a threefold one for the developmen
tofindividual

Privacy in this country. As large employers,
you have a
responsibility to ensure that the privacy of your
employees
is respected. As businesses in a wide rangeoffiel
ds, you have
a duty to the differentsections of the public
with whom you
deal. If you are involved in manufacturing or desig
ning any
of the equipmentor systems which are used in
data

processing, then the decisions you make and
the advice you
give will have a most profoundeffect on the way
in which

information privacy developsin this country.

I want to makeit quite clear from the outset
that I am

concerned with individual privacy have
been presented by

the media as being simply concerned with compu
ters
being against computers. We are not. We have always

as
said

that although computers dramatically chang
e the scale of
the information privacy problem, they do notcre
ateit.

We were very strongly opposed to the terms of refere
nce
which the Government gave the Data Protection
Committee,

which as youall knowrestricted it to

computerised and

other mechanised systems , and which therefore
stopped
it looking at someof the mostsensitive collections
of data
in this country which arestill held manually. Those
terms
of reference are in striking contrast to the parameters
of
the United States legislation because that legisl
ation is
concemed we thinkcorrectly with informatio
n privacy

and not simply with computers.

PRIVACY

right to be let alone
freedom from surveillance

Jreedomnfrom intrusion into

private affairs
control overpublic disclosure of
privatefacts
Nghtfo controlpersonal information

|
|
|

If I can start with the definition of privacy, thefirst one
there therightto be let alone
derives from an American

judgment by Judge Cooley, in 1888, quite some time back
and only a few years before two American lawyers, Warren
and Brandyke, published a famous article which argued

that the American Constitution andBill of Rights, although

it did not specifically protect privacy, could in fact be used
to do so. They used what we would nowregard as a fairly
crude definition, simply your right to be let alone.

The next three, dealing with surveillance, freedom from
intrusion a somewhat broader context
and control over
public disclosure of private facts, are taken from the Nordic
Conference on Privacy in 1967 and from American

legislation which has developed since. I have selected only
three out of a very wide range of definitions of privacy
which have been particularly developed by that Nordic

Conference, just to give you an indication of how the

concept of privacy has developed since thatfirst, fairly
crude, conceptof the right to be let alone. Because what

has developed in the thinking about privacy over the last

decadeis theview thatit is all very well to be let alone, it is

all very well to have your homeas yourcastle and not to be

intruded upon; it is all very well to have some control over
what the Press publish about you; but none of that means
very muchif every intimate detail about your ownprivate
life is known by other people, used by other people to make
decisions about you, in a way which you cannotcontrol and

indeed may even have no knowledge of. Because of that

thinking, we came up with the final definition: the right
to control personal information, which was originally
formulated by Professor Alan Weston in Columbia, and
which has formed a very important basis for work on privacy

legislation in the United States. It is that right to control

personal information about ourselves that it seems to me
now formsthe heart of any thinking about privacy, even
though privacy goes so much further.It is this concept
which can be summed upas being information privacy.

English law on privacy
No legal right toprivacy
Law ofdefamation
Breach ofconfidence

Rehabilitation of Offenders Act
Official Secrets Act
Disclosure ofpersonal records
in other proceedings.

To look at the English law on privacy, first, there is none.

Thereis no legal right to privacy in this country. If your

privacy is invaded,if the Press publish facts about you which
you thoughtwere private, if your credit rating is damaged
because of inaccurate information, you cannot sue in the
civil courts for redress. You might, in a small number of
cases, be able to sue for trespass, breach of copyright, or for
nuisance, but any protectionfor privacy is quite peripheral
and accidental.
The law of defamation has been used, or people havetried

to use it, to protect information privacy, specifically as a
redress against inaccurate or irrelevant information. In my
viewit is not a particularly effective remedy, first, because
most communications of the kind that we are concerned
about attract qualified privilege. For instance, we dealt the
other day with the case of someone whose career was
extremely badly damaged by a wholly inaccurate reference.

References are covered by qualified privilege, so he could

not bring an action for defamation unless he could prove
malice; and in this particular case he could not do so, so he
had no redress under the law of defamation despite the
damage that undoubtedly had been doneto him.Since there
is no legal aid for a defamation action, there is in practice

very little for which you can use that law.

The third heading that I have put down is breach of
confidence and I also mention breach of contract. I think
thatthis is relevant to you in the sense that these are the

only laws at the moment that can beeffectively used to

protect trade secrets; they have very little relevance to
personal information as such. But I would mention the
Law Commission s recent report on breach of confidence
law. They are proposing a major overhaulofthis area of the
law. They are proposing a new civil action for breach of a
statutory duty of confidence. What this meansis thatif
oneof your organisationsis given confidential information
by an employeeor by a customer, and youthendisclose that
information in such a wayeither as to cause monetary loss
to the person whogaveit to you, or to cause him distress,
you will be able to be sued.It will also provide you in a sense
with a protection against third parties to whom you pass on
information which youoriginally received in confidence,
because if you pass on that information you can place the
third party to whom yougave it under a duty of confidence
and if they thendisclose the information you can sue them.
That development, although it has nothing to do with
computers, will be applicable to personal information stored
on computers, just as it is to information held in a manilla

file.

I mention the Official Secrets Act partly because at the
momentit covers all information held by government of
which they have not specifically authorised disclosure, but
more importantly because the White Paper on Section 2
of the Office Information Act, which was published about a
month ago, specifically proposes that it will be a criminal
offence for a Crown employee to disclose personal
information abouta citizen. I think that this stems very
much from the commitmentofthe present HomeSecretary
to ensuring that the confidencesof the citizen are protected,

butit is something that I suspect will be relevantat least to
someof you.

Rehabilitation ofOffenders Act

Spent convictions

do not have to be revealed injob
applications

cannot be used asgroundsfor dismissal
except in certainjobs ineluding
lawyers

chartered or certified accountants

some insurance and unit trust work

Let us take a slightly more detailed look at the
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act which provides some
protection for information privacy. Spent convictions do not
have to berevealed in job applications and cannot be used
as grounds fordismissal, with those few exemptions which
are provided for in detail by the regulations. The point
that needs to be mentioned here and one that we have come
up againstis that dismissal for a conviction which is not
spent isstill quite lawful. We had a case of someone who was
employed for 18 monthsby British Rail as a guard, quite
satisfactorily. But he lied whenhe gotthe job. He said that
he had noprevious convictions whenin fact he had a fairly

serious previous conviction, for an offence of dishonesty.

It was, however, quite some time ago, andbythe time that

that if someone who wasrefused a job and believes that they
have been discriminated against on grounds of sex orrace
decides to bring an action against you, they are not entitled
to confidential information about the other applicants or

about the successful applicant. Before that decision the

Employment Appeals Tribunal had been insisting that such
information should be given anonymously. Clearly this
created problems where it was a promotion that was at

issue rather than a mere application for a job, because the
unsuccessful candidate for promotion would probably
know

whothe other candidates were and would beable to identify

the informationevenif it was given in terms of A, B,C
and

so on. Thatis no longer required, and I think thatit will have

a fairly significant impact on the problems of the

it was discovered he had worked entirely to thesatisfaction

complainant in sex or race discriminationcases.

of his employers. They sacked him and the dismissal was
upheld. They also prosecuted him for obtaining pecuniary

In defamation cases you may occasionally get an order for
discovery, but there is an important point there, whichis

advantage by deception, thatis to say, for actually earning

that you have to have already seen the published infor-

his wages. He wasin fact convicted, although the sentence
was minimal. So we would regard that as a not entirely
satisfactory area of the law, particularly since the man in

mation on which you are bringing the defamation action

before you can get an order for further discovery. You
cannot use the disclosure provisions as a kind of fishing
expedition to see whether or not you have a basis for
defamation. But you can dothat in an action for personal

question, after-his dismissal had been upheld in the Employ-

ment Appeals Tribunal, was in fact taken on by British Rail
andre-trained for the job that he had originally done for
18 months.

injuries, because the Administration of Justice Act
1970

says that if you are likely to bring an action for Personal

There is a practical point of importance when you are

injuries or an action in respect of somebody s
death, then
even before you start the legal action you can
get any

reviewing employee records, that a conviction which is
not spent at the time that you hire somebody may
well
become spent at some point afterwards. That fact,
the
actual timeliness of the information, must be entered
on the
record, because if information later about a convict
ion

information which mightbe useful to yourcase from maybe
a previous employer,it may be the doctor or the hospital,

in order to see whether or not you have a legal
cause for

action. So medical records are open to disclosure,
whether

which has become spent is disclosed, say, in a reference
to

they are held by a hospital or by a company
doctor. The

House of Lords has recently ruled

a future employer, you may well find yourself
open to

an action for defamation.

with the law

quite clearly in line

that such disclosure must be directly to

the individual concerned and not simply to his legal
or his

Disclosure of employee records

medical adviser.

Theonepoint which I have not mentioned there
and which

by management decision/

I wantto say a bit about is the law

again suchas it is

on the actual collection of information. Some
of you
Probably rememberthat in 1969 the direct
ors of Tracing

agreement with union

actions for unfair dismissal/

Services Limited, which was a fairly large
credit reference
agency, were prosecuted and convicted and
received a fairly

redundancy

substantial fine, for conspiracyto effect a publi
c mischief.

They had employed people to go round
impersonating

actionsforsex/race discrimination

Inland Revenueofficials, DHSS inspectors,
gas inspectors
and so on, in order to get information for
their credit
reference files. TSL went bust soon after
that and it was

defamation proceedings

their files which NCCL bought for a Penny
early in 1975,
after the company who bought them
up decided to sell

personal injuries cases

them off. Whatis important there is that
conspiracy to
effect a public mischief was about the only
bit of the
criminal law which the Inland Revenue and
the authorities
generally could use against the directors
of that company,

Just to mention my final point there, disclosure of persona
l
records in other proceedings, which I plan to go into
in
slightly more detail. There are various ways in which
employeerecords, specifically here, may become known
to
the subject: clearly, if you yourself decide that part or
all of an employeerecordis to be openedor you negotiat
e

who had obtained information by clearl
y improper and
objectionable means.

Conspiracy to effect a public mischief does
not exist any
longer, because at the end of 1974 the Hous
e of Lords, in
its widsom, decided that it was not an offen
ce known to

such a decision with the union. Secondly, in actions for

unfair dismissal or redundancy, you may well find an
employee using provisions for disclosure of documents
to
obtain information which you originally thought was
confidential. Similarly, in actions for sex and race
discrimination; although there is a recent, extreme
ly

importantdecision by the Court of Appeal which now says
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law, despite the fact that it had been used
quite successfully
to prosecute people for the previous ten
years. They did
so in a case relating to a couple of private
detectives, Wither
Brothers, who had been using bugging devic
es in hotel
bedroomsto get evidence in divorcecase
s. They were clearly
rather better legally advised than the direc
tors of TSL; they

went up to the House of Lords and they were acquitted on
appeal. So conspiracy to effect a public mischief does not

exist any longer and, as far as wecansee, there is no effective
law, and certainly no law designed to deal with this problem

of shady, objectionable, dubious methods of collecting
information.

This is important, partly because although the Younger

Committee recommended that there should be such a law,
it has not yet been introduced; and partly because the Law

Commission has recommended a new civil offence of

misusing information that has been criminally obtained.
At the moment, there is virtually no way of obtaining

informationthatis in fact barred by the criminal law.

But it seems to me that, regardless of this hole in the criminal
law, large organisations such as yourselves have a

responsibility to look at the sources of your information and
to see whether those sources measure up to acceptable
standards. For instance, we were recently approached both

by the Post Office and by the Post Office Workers Union,
because of a proposal to use credit reference agencies. The

practice until very recently has been forsections of the Post
Office to black certain areas. If somebodyliving at a certain

address wants a telephone, they will have to pay a deposit,
quite regardless of their individual creditworthiness, simply
because a particular area is poor or has been foundto have a
large problem of debtors within it. Fairly obviously, we
are not happy about that method of credit control which

does not look at individual circumstances, but simply blacks
everybody because of a general characteristic of an area.
Wesaid to the Post Office and to the Union, We would be
much happier if you used a reputable credit reference

agency, that is, one whichgetsits information from public
sources such as the judgment debtors list which the Lord

Chancellor s Department produces and which keeps that

information up to date, and which of course is now bound
by theprovisions of the ConsumerCredit Act. Andthatis
what the Post Office has now done. Had they some years ago
taken the same stepin principle, but gone to an organisation
like Tracing Services Limited, we would have beenentirely
opposedto the decision.

Information on employees
may be :

secret

Inaccurate
irrelevant

out ofdate

I want to turn to employee records and references. This does

notjust apply to information on employees, it is a general

characteristic of personal information. These four points I
would regard as the core of the information privacy problem.
Many employee records, many employee references in
particular, are secret from the person they concern. For
instance, the chief executive of a local council was sacked
last year on thebasis of secret reports received from four

other senior managers within the department, three of whom
had beenafter his job and failed to get it. Not surprisingly,

he brought an action for unfair dismissal and claimed
disclosure of those confidential reports

what I would

regard certainly as a fairly clear case of injustice.

There is a problem with references here. We have had a
number of complaints
to give you one example
from a
security officer, who says that he resigned because he was
dissatisfied with the extent of petty theft inside the firm
and he had not been able to control it. He claimed that
he had been promised good references. He got another job

as a security officer, subject to the production of decent

references. About a month later, when the references came
through, he was sacked; and from there on he foundit

impossible to get a job within a security firm.

Now we do not knowtherights and wrongsofthat case.

It tummed out that the reference made a numberofallegations
about this man, noneof which, hesaid, had been put to him
whenhe wasat work and none of which had been mentioned
to him whenheresigned. In fact the employer wasclaiming
that, far from resigning, he had really been pushed into
sacking. The point that I am trying to makeis not that he
was necessarily the victim of an injustice at all, but that
there was no way of establishing whether there had been
any injustice. He had nolegal right to see the references.
He might have considered bringing a defamation action but
in practice, specifically because of the unavailability of legal
aid and the problem of qualified privilege, that was not
open to him either. There had been no unfair dismissal
action, so the allegations that were made abouthim after he
left were never tested and the evidence was never examined
anywhereelse.
One of the problems created by secrecy is not just actual
unfairness, but in a way more importantly, a real sense of
unfairness which may notnecessarily be justified. Secondly,
the records may well be inaccurate. We had a problem which

I mentioned earlier of a man who hadfairly recently left

college with quite good qualifications and tried for 94

different jobs before hefinally got an appointment. He got

fairly near to quite a large numberandhadnever succeeded
in getting one. He was getting fairly depressed by the time
that hefinally did get a job. He then received an extremely
oddly worded contract of employment which said, We
understand from your references that you have history

of mental illness and wewill wish to besatisfied that you

are entirely recovered before confirming your appointment
on a permanent basis.
Now that appeared quite fair. The problem wasthat the

man had no history whatsoever of mentalillness, andhis

professor and his tutor, who had given the reference, had
simply muddled him up. He had donea thesis on mental
illness because he was interested in the subject. He had

been depressed in the sense that most first-year students

get depressed, but he had never beentreated foror suffered
from mental illness in the sense in which that phrase was
meant.
The problem only cameto light because of a very odd
practice on the part of the employer, which wasto disclose
the contents of the reference in the actual job contract.
Most employers that I know would never have employed

him, and that was precisely what the other 94 had done.
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He was the one who was unable to get any redress for the
fact that quite clearly this reference had seriously damage
d
his job prospects, up until that 95th job thathe finally got.

Thirdly, information may beirrelevant. I should like to
throw in whatwill probably be a fairly controversial exampl
e

here, which also relates to mental illness. The Nationa
l
Association for Mental Health has recently brought a
case

on behalf of a Mr. O Brien, who was employed by Prudential
Assurance and worked for them for over a year, entirely
to their satisfaction. He had declared onhis application form
that he had no history of mental illness. He had suffere
d
from mental illness and it later came to light. He was
dismissed not because there was anything wrong with
his
work atall, but simply because he had a history of mental

illness and they were worried thatit mightrecur.

There are very large numbers of peoplein this countr
y who
have a history of mental illness, and certainly for an
un-

Finally, the information may be out ofdate.
I have
mentioned this problem already in relation to
old

convictions. It cameup in another case that
we dealt with,

where someone whohadstarted work was appro
ached a

couple of weeks later by thestore manager
whosaid,

knowall about you. She said, Really?

years ago, when you were a teenager, you had
a conviction

for shoplifting. Now a) that conviction was
spent, b) it was
a long time ago, c) it was not relevant, and d)
one wonders
where they got the information. Criminal record
s are

confidential to the police, and although
thereare certain
exceptions, for instance, for social worke
rs and people

working within the law wherethe informatio
n has to be

disclosed to the professional organisation
or the employer,
the job that this woman was doing did
notfall into that
category.

Employee privacy:

Good ManagementPractice

qualified person, which it was in this case, to
make a
judgment about somebody s employment prospe
cts on the
basis that at some time in the past they have had
a nervous

REVIEW

1. Application forms
Personnel records
for
reevance
accuraey

breakdown, been treated for nerves or whateverit
was,
in our view is a quite unsatisfactory state of affairs.
That case was originally heard and dismissed by anindus
trial
tribunal.It has been taken upto the Employment
Appeals
Tribunal, and we do not yet know the results. But
whatever

timeliness

2. Employeeaccess

the results of that case, it will have majorimplica
tions for
a large number of employees. Clearly, if
Mr. O Brien s

entire record

complaint is upheld it will have major implications
for

factual record
assessmentforms
references

personnelpolicy and record keeping.

Theother problem with irrelevant informatio
n comes with

3. Use of blacklists

Job application forms. I am sure that
your being large

4. Use ofsurveillance devices/photographs. etc.

organisations, this problem does not occur
. I hope that
it does not. But the kind of application form
that weget

worried about is one from a finance
company which

includes such questions as Describe what you
do each
evening ofa typical week.
In what respect, if any, do you

lack confidence in yourability?

We

He said, Yes. Ten

What things have caused

you most humiliation or sense of failure?
In regard
to your problems, were your parents sympa
thetic and
understanding?
Which of your parents was most understanding? andso on.

I want to suggest some considerations which would
form

part of a managementreview of employeeprivacy. I
think

that there are three reasons for conducting this
kind of

review. Oneis thatitis fair to your employees, andclea
rly
fairness to your employees is part of good industrial

relations; secondly, that this kind of exercise improv
es the

quality of the information and the records that you
keep;
andthirdly, that the new Data Protection Actwill certain
ly
cover those firms which keep computerised employment

A whole lot of information, clearly
from an amateur

records and may indeed be extended to cover
others.

psychologist, which as far as one could see
would be quite
useless, but which one would have thought
quite irrelevant
to the job in question. A lot of other infor
mation, which is
much

more commonlyused than that kind of thing
, mayalso
notnecessarily be relevant to the actua
l processoffilling the

job with the best person available. Marital
status I sometimes
wonderabout. Address can be used in funn
y ways. We had a
complaint the other day from someone who
hadgiven her
address when she applied for a job and was
turned down,

It is fair to say that the law andthe kind of standards

which the Data Protection Authority sets will be
based

to a large extent on best practice within existing firms.

Whether you wantto be the basis for the new law,
or to

be dragged, kicking and screaming, into compliance with
it, is a decision for you. I think I know which one I would

choose.

rather like the Post Office used to turn
people down for
telephones, simply because some people in
the same street
as her were squatters and they did not
want to employ
any squatters. The fact that she was not
a squatter was quite

It seems to me that within that kind of review you need

to look at application forms and records; for relevan
ce,
the kinds of things that I have already mentioned;
for

accuracy
I would suggest that a good policy would
involve factual information on a personal record being

irrelevant. Shelived in the wrongstreet and she did
notget
the job.

signed and dated by the person who entered it,
and
checked andsignedat least annually by the individ
ual
subject. It involves a check for timeliness, and
thatis

Details about drug taking, which appears to
me an invitation

to somebodyto incriminate themselves in an illegal
act,
I would not have thought were relevant to the
information

important about the dating of the information;

which a personnel manager needs abouta job.
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destruction of unsuccessful applicants application
forms;
reviewingit for spent convictions and so on.

Secondly, the problem of employeeaccess. I believe that
there are a few firms whoallow their employees to see
the entire file. That is clearly one possibility, although
alot of managers arguethat it is then impossible to be
frank in your assessment of people. My own quite strong

feeling is that it is preferable to try to encourage honesty

on the part of the people who are making the assessment

of the individual workers. That is something for which

you do notset standardsinlegislation, but it is something
to which managers need to direct their attention.
You can open up simply the factual record, which is a
very good way of ensuring its accuracy. You should as
part of a goodindustrial relationspolicy, if not open up
assessment forms, at least conduct a review of the
employee s assessment and allow the employeeto register

as part of their induction. Risk analysis is performed

regularly, supported by attempts to penetrate
security by specialist organisations.

Thatis the kind of detailed policy, specifically in relation
to employmentrecords which I think needs to form part
of a policy on the more general issue of employeeprivacy.
T have gone into that in some detail because I think that

it is a good, specific example of the kind of exercise that

will need to be undertaken when wegetprivacy legislation
in this country.

Privacy Principles:

Government White Paper

his objections, if any, to the kind of assessment which has
been made by his immediate superior. References. There
are a few firms, not many, who allow employeesto see
references on them. We are very strongly in favour of
open references, precisely because of the kind of case
that I mentioned earlier, but again we are well aware of
the problemsthat causes.

Third party access is another problem where you need to
consider both the standards of confidentiality observed

by the staff maintaining the records and the actual

physical and technical security of the records themselves,
however they are kept. Various formsof surveillance and
the use of blacklists to which, for reasons that I need not
go into in any detail now, we are opposed, must also form

part of a review of managementpractice on employee
privacy. I would simply say that photographingof people,
identity cards, bugging devices within the workplace and

that kind of thing causes, if nothing else, enormous

damage to working relationships within an organisation.
Ourgeneral principle on that is that if any kind of video
camera, bugging device or whateveris going to be used as
part of a security policy, people should knowthatit is
being used. They should know that they are under
surveillance, because that in itself will reduce crime at
least in the places where those notices and where those
machines are being used, and I think thatit is only fair to
the people involved.

Existence and purpose ofall data banks

2.

People should know the use to which

3.

Information givenJor onepurpose should
not be used foranother without subject

4.

Information should be : necessary, relevant,

5.

Statistics must not be published ina way

should be known,

information will be put.

consent or other authority.
and timely

which could reveal individuals identity

There is a set of privacy principles taken from the

Government s White Paper. Those principles are not in

fact adhered to by the Governmentitself in every respect.
Thefirst one is broken for national security databanks
andit is fairly clear that those at least will be exempted
from the new law. Thesecondoneis really not observed.

I think that very few people know, and they are certainly
not told by the Government, that the information which

weall, as drivers of cars, supply to Swanseais also made
available to the Inland Revenue, to the HomeOffice, to
local authorities; it is transferred to the police national
computer and it is given to every other government
department which wants it. Our viewis that that principle
is best observed by having on a form whichis requesting
information a red box of the kind that is now onhire

In endingthis section, I should like to quote from a

letter concerning a review which was conducted by a
large organisation, about 100,000 employees,of their
employeerecords.

purchase forms whichsay, This informationis required
for the following purposes. It is compulsory to give it
underthe following Act, or It is voluntary to giveit.
Tt will be stored in the following methodandit will be
madeavailable to the following sets of people. I think

The items on the masterfile are dated at every time
that they are last changed. The data items are the
minimum necessary for the defined purpose.
Irrelevant archives are purged, or only kept on
archive. Every access to thefile as well as every
update is logged.

that if that were done, people would have a muchbetter
idea of the extent of government information gathering
in particular.

Certainly within other kinds ofrecord, that kind oflog
may well form part of the individual subject s access to
the contents of the record.

Thethird pointis that information given for one purpose
should not be used for another without the subject s
consent or other authority. The Government manages
to observe that principle only because of the phrase
other authority . With Swansea,for instance, all the

Accesses are analysed for possible violation. Clear
policies are in place for segregation of both medical

and managementopinion, which you may well want
to keep confidential, from factual. information
which is signed off by the employee each year.
All employees receive a lecture on record policy

1

transfers of data are authorised by legislation or by
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Minister, they are none of them authorised by subject
consent.

The fourth oneis that information should be necessary,
relevant to which I would add accurate
andtimely.
Again I do not think that the Government entirely sticks
to that, butthe principleitself is quite correct.

towards the computer.I think that will be oneofthe battlegrounds whenthe actual Data Protection Bill comesbefore
Parliament.
The duties of the Data Protection Authority may include

licensing, although that looks increasingly unlikely, will
certainly include registration, although I understand thatitis
possible that there will be different registration standards
and requirements for databanks in the public sector and
those in the private sector, with compulsory registration
for the public sector databanks and a narrower procedure
for the private sector ones.

Thefifth oneis that statistics must not be published in a
way which could reveal individuals identity. There are

problems there with Governmentstatistical databanks,
particularly in the medical field. It is suggested that those
principles in the White Paper will not be directly enforceable by law. They will be contained in the new Data
Protection Act, but they will simply form the basis under

which the Data Protection Authority acts, but they will
not themselves be directly enforceable.

It will deal with individual complaints about the databanks
andit will be responsible for supervising them. I gather,

Data Protection Authority

although the report of the Committee has not been
published, that the detailed supervision and the detailed
standards for informationprivacy will be left to guidelines

Termsofreference will include :
Government andprivatesector
Private agencies
Computerised data banks

issued by the Data Protection Authority, possibly given the
force of legislation by Statutory Instrument but not
specifically contained in the legislation.

?? non-computerised data banks

Privacy Principles 2:

Duties will include :

Dept: of Health, Education and Welfare. W.sA.

??licensing

1. The existence of every personal data record

Registration
Individual complaints
Supervision

system must be known.

2. Individuals must be able to find out what
information esStared andhow itis used

3. Information obtained for onepurpose must
not be used or made available Joranother
purpose without subject consent

The Data Protection Authority itself which this Govern
ment
is committed to establishing... just one point there.
I

do not think that a possible change of governmentwill
alter the likelihoodofprivacy legislation or, in particular,
the establishment of the Data Protection Authority. I think
that there is so much pressure on this country from the
OECD,from the Common Market, from the Council of

4. Individuals must beable to correct oramend
information in their records.

5.

Europe which is now preparing an international convention

on data processing abroad andtransfer of data between
countries, that the United Kingdom, which has lagged

very far behind on privacy legislation, will be foreed

if the Governmentdoes not want it

to catch up.

even

personally tdentifiable dete is responsible for
feliability ofdata andfor preventing misuse.

I think thatit is interesting to compare that
with whatis
happening abroad. Those are the principles which
wereset

The Data Protection Authority s terms ofreference will

out by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare

include both government andtheprivate sector, in contrast
to the Younger Committee which could only look at the
private sector. It will include computerised databanks and
possibly a slightly wider definition. The Data Protection
Committee has been having difficulty coming up with a

in the United States, which has conducted
the most detailed

surveyofthis. The existence of every personal
data record
system must be known. They go beyond our Gover
nment
here. Individuals must be able to find out whati
nformation

is stored and howit is used. Again, a more
specific and

definition of a computer, but clearly it will cover various

tightly drawn principle than that in the White Paper.
Information obtained for one purpose must not be
used or
madeavailable for another purpose without subjec
t consent;

forms of mechanical processing of personal information.
Question whetherit will include the non-computerised
databanks, the simple manual collections of personal
information. It looks as though the Data Protection
Authority s brief will be restricted to the mechanical and
the computerised system. The present Home Secretary at
least has said that hewill look at the possibility of parallel
legislation for the non-computerised system. Both the
NCCLand, more importantly, the bulk of the computer

industry have strongly taken the view that legislation should
be directed towards information privacy andnotspecifically

The organisation maintaining, using or disseminating

in other wordsthey have not acceptedthe let
out that this
Government has,of other authorisation for secon
dary uses

of data.

Individuals must be able to correct or amend inform
ation

in their records. We would say that is the most import
ant
omission of the Government s White Paper which
and I
believe this is backed up by the Data Protection
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Committee

regards individual access as simply a way of

4S. : Information PrivacyStandards

ensuring accuracy but nota right which, in fairness, the

individual should have. Finally, the organisation maintaining

Information on individuals must be:

personally identifiable data is responsible both for its
reliability and for preventing misuse. Something very similar
to thatis likely to be in ourlegislation.

aecutate
relevant

timely

USA. : PRIVACY ACT

APPLIES TO:

Federal Government andagencies

PROVIDESFOR:

FederalRegistofrecord systems
Right of access and amendment
Moratorivm on use ofsocial security number

hecessalsYy

NO information may be held on:

Computerised and manual systems

Exercise of First Amendment rights, ic.

holding information on individuals

CIA and some FBIfiles

Some law enforcementfiles

Some testing and investigatory material
used in employment andpromotion
decisions

Those principles, more orless, were translated in the United
States into the Privacy Act which applies to Federal Government and agencies with both computerised and manual
systems holding information on individuals; in other words,
they do not cover firms or small partnerships, individuals
only. It is interesting that in France, which has just passed
a new Privacy Act, there was a considerable battle about
the original proposal which was that the law should apply to
all firms as well as to individuals. Apparently when IBM
realised that this would mean that all their competitors
could get to the files which IBM hold on them, they kicked
up an enormousfuss and that was deleted from the French
law, which now again only applies to individuals.

One of the jobs of that Act was to set standards for

information keeping, of the kind which I was trying to
describe earlier in specific relation to employee records:
accurate, relevant, timely, complete, and necessary. Then
there is a specific bar on what the Americanscall First

Amendment information, that is information aboutreligious
or political beliefs, activities or associations unless it is

volunteered by the subject. I thought that was the only

country which had a law protecting the collection and
storage of that kind of information, but I see that in fact

the French law prohibits the collection or storage of

information onracialorigin, politics, religion or philosophy
trust the French to put in philosophy
or trade union
membership. So Franceclearly has set as tough a standard

in somecases I would say too tough

as the United States.

Australia: Information Privacy Standards
Diatt guidelines by New South Wales Frivac
Committee

DHA

It provides for a Federal Register of record systems, which
is something that we certainly want to see in this country
specifically in relation to governmentrecords. It provides

an individual right of access and amendment in enforce-

ment of the Health, Education and Welfare principles.
It provides for a moratorium onthe useof the social security

Data bank mustbeforsocially acceptable purpose

Information mustbe relevantto decision being made

Minimum secessary data
Faircollection methods
Appropriate sources

Data bank holder must ensure data integrity and
security

a]

Individual access and amendment
8. Public knowledgeofdata systems

number, which was becominga universal personal identifier

9. Aecess to data must be :

in the States and clearly posed a threat because it was the
methodby which a whole series ofdifferent files could be
linked.

consistent with socially acceptable uses

by subject consent
by authority of law

The exemptions were the states and local government;
private organisations
the law in the United Statesstill
covers only the Government; the CIA and some FBIfiles,
although fewer than you might expect because most people
can actually have access to at least part of their file if not
the whole; some law enforcementfiles
clearly if you are
about to take a criminal to court you do not disclose your
file to him; and finally some testing material used in
employment and promotion decisions. But all of those
exemptionsare quite narrowly drawn, andthe law is clearly

In Australia the New South Wales Privacy Committee has

enunciated fairly similar principles. Interestingly enough,
they have worked almost entirely on a voluntary basis,
without criminal orcivil sanctions to back them up; and
they have been remarkably successful. The one interesting
difference betweenthis set of principles and the other ones

that we have been looking at is Number4 fair collection
methods.It is about the one area of the law which quite

much stronger than that which is being suggested for this
country.

beliefs

activities
political associations
unless voluntarilygiven bysubject.

SN

States and local government
Private organisations

religious

wWNH

EXEMPTIONS:

complete
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specifically has brought the law relating to how youcollect
information into the controls about privacy of that
information.

The next country whichis interestingto lookatis Sweden,
where the basic premise has always been that public
informationis open, and under the Freedom of the Press Act
you can get information about your neighbour s tax files,
and privacy has been a very recent development, growing
out of a complete, almosttotal availability of information,
much of which we would regard as actually private. They

I think that the most famouscase in this connection was
the Readers Digest one, where the Data Inspection Board
refused registration to Readers Digest who proposed
precisely to build up an entire populationfile.

Nowa few conclusions. Therewill be a new Data Protection
Act and a Data Protection Authority within the next two

have a new Data Act which, perhapsa little surprisingly,

or three years. It may take little time to appointthe
Authority. It will cover all large private organisations, and
specifically all private organisations holding computerised

applies only to computers, but again covers both the public
andtheprivate sector. They provide for registration by the

Data Inspection Board, which has a duty to register a
databank unless it knows that there will be undue encroach-

databanks; and it will cover computerised or mechanised

databanks in the public sector. It will provide at least for the
registration of sensitive databanks, and probably ofall

menton privacy. They registered about 15,000 databanks

of which 80% were quite routine registrations.

databanks in the public sector. It will probably not include
actual licensing of databanks. In other words, you will be
required to register with the DPA the fact that you maintain

They havespecial higher standards for any databanks which
include medical orpolitical information. They have a legal

a databank ofcertain specified parameters, but you will not
haveto get permission to operate that databank. The DPA
will then be responsible for issuing guidelines for the

provision for access every 12 monthsbytheindividual to his

orherfile, again with a very few exemptions, and correction
ofthe file. The Data Inspection Board has produced a series
of much more detailed guidelines on processing of personal

detailed control over databanks holding different kinds of

personal information, and criminal andcivil sanctionswill
probably comeinto play only when those guidelines have
been given statutory force and become binding on specific

information, on the ways in which you should inform
the

subject that you actually have information about him.

databanks,

Sweden has pioneered legal controls over transborder data

flows. You haveto get special permission in Sweden if you

The new Actis likely to include some kind ofcontrol over
transborder data flowsin anticipation of the new Council
of Europe Convention. It seems possible that at some point
the Data Protection Authority will have to take on board the
question of harmonising our laws with those of other
member countries of the EEC, which will be an extremely
difficult job because, in striking contrast to France which

are going to transfer data abroad, and the Board will give

permission only if the country to which you are proposing

to transfer the data or where you are proposing to process
it

has legal standards which match upto those in Sweden.

This is somethingofgreat importanceto the multinational

companies because, as you can see just from the few

examples thatI have given, the standards andthe details
of
legislation on privacy vary enormously from country
to
country; and on a couple of occasions Sweden has refused
permission to companies based in Sweden to transfer
or

has a very tough law, West Germany has recently introduced
an extremely bureaucratic and apparently highly ineffective
law.

process data in this country because we have no legal

On a more generallevel, I think thatthere is an increasing
awareness of the way in which the computer has made

standards whatsoever.

possible control over personal information and widespr
ead

They back uptheir law with criminal penalties for data
trespass, that is unauthorised access, or unauthorised
alteration or use of the information; and they also provide

use of personal information in a way that would not have

seemed possible a decade ago. But at the same timeas
that,
andin a sense contrary toit, the public have an impress
ion

for civil compensationfor incorrect information which has
been used against an individual. It is interesting that the
French law provides extremely tough criminal penalties.
They appear to have a provision which says: Prison

of computers as really a rather inefficient, bumbling,
Heath
Robinson affair, which for me is epitomised by the
media

attacks on Swansea. Swansea has become the epitome
of
the bureaucratic, computerised state, and to that extent
has
contributed to an actual underestimate of the problem
s and
the dangers.

sentencesof upto five years and/ora fine of up to £200,0
00
for maintaining an unlicensed databank or maintaining
personal information beyond its statutory time limit.
Soif you are worried about the costs and sanctions of
legislation in this country, I suggest that you have a look

I think thatlegislation of the kind thatis being propose
dwill
mean greater public confidence in the kinds of record
s that

at France because I do not think that we will get

anything as toughas that.

are held, but that probably will not become
immediately

obvious because whatit will dofirst is to increase
public

awareness about the extent and the problem ofinfo
rmation

Sweden has also pioneered quite a tough approach
on

gathering. At least to begin with, I think that one can
expect

commercial organisations. They are permitted to keep
records on their actual customers, their employees and
their members. They are not allowed to build up market
research or mailinglist files for potential customers, because
the Data Inspection Board discovered that this would mean

a flow of complaints as people discover whati
s going on.
We may have known it for some years, buta lotof
the public

have not.

virtually every large commercial organisation keeping
its

own entire population bankfile; and whatthey are moving
towards
which I am notentirely happy about
is a
single population bankfile, a single accurate, up to date
name and address list which will then becomeavailable
to the commercial organisation.

If we look at the example of the Consumer Credit Act
and
the credit reference agencies, there is no doubtatall
that
the position has improved enormously in the last six or
seven years, and that the numberof requests foraccess to
those files, and indeed the numberofcorrectionsis a very

small percentage of the total held, and the number of
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complaints that come into bodieslike ours are by now very
few indeed.
Thefinal point that I want to makeis that privacy problems

in employment, which include the specific problem of
employmentrecords, will only be tangentially affected by

the new Data Protection Act, simply becauseit is confined
to the computerised systems. I would hopethatthereis a
responsibility on managementin big firms to consider
employee privacy, quite regardless of the obligationsthat will
be placed upon you by the new law,aspart of a policy for

goodindustrial relations.
COX:
floor.

We have time for one or two questions from the

QUESTION: Will there be a big problem for organisations

such as mine which have large payroll and employee and

credit reference files in allowing the data processing staff

access to test files where youare testing out the application
of privacy legislation and standards?
HEWITT: I think that there is an enormous problem
and I do not know whether the Data Protection Committee
has considered it in any detail
about the standards and

the integrity of data processing staff. One unexpected

problem which has been created in the United States has
been that every credit reference agency now has fairly
large department which is responsible for correcting the
files, following a law which gave people access and the
right of correction. Those departments have become a
new source of corruption and crime; because you can now
buy yourself a glowing credit reference by corrupting a
memberof the correction department so that youfile an
entirely mendacious correction request which is filed as
if it was an accurate one. So someone with an absolutely
gruesome credit reference ends up with an absolutely glowing
one. There is a fairly major series of prosecutions resulting
from that.
So it seems to methat, yes, there is a potential problem
both onthatlevel and of giving data processing staff access
to individual records. I do not have a solution for that.
I think that is a problem for you. It is a problem which you
will presumably need to meet by choosing very carefully the

staff whowill be involved in that kind oftest file process.
It is presumably something which, if the Data Protection

Committee has not considered, the Data Protection
Authority will have to give very careful thoughtto. But I
assumethat in the newlaw therewill at least be criminal
sanctions for a deliberate passing on of confidential
information to someone whois not authorised to haveit,

whetherornot thatis done for gain; there will have to be

certain kinds of criminal standards which would become
applicable to your employeesin thesituation that you have
described.
QUESTION: In view of the fact that thereis legislation
which means that you have to disclose your chairman s
salary, are salaries an item which oughtto be keptsecret?
HEWITT: I must say that I have never regarded salaries
as one of the mostsensitive items of information. Thatis a
personal view, and I know that there are a lot of people

whoregardit as highly sensitive and do not wantit revealed.

I think that in that case it is something where I would come
downontheside of allowing individuals
back to my basic
principle that individuals ought to be able to control personal
information about themselves
to decide for themselves

whetheror not to make that information available. In other
words, it should not be a legal requirement that companies
publish that kind of information, but clearly if you or I
wishto disclose information about our ownsalaries, thatis
up to us.
QUESTION:

Doesthat include the chairman?

HEWITT: SometimesI think that chairmen ssalaries are so
large that they barely come within the definition ofa salary.

I suppose that is personal prejudice. That is a borderline case
and I am notsure that it matters very much on whichside
you come down.
QUESTION:

it mean?

HEWITT:

You used the phrase

Yes, I m sorry

spent . What does

spent records under the

Rehabilitation of Offenders Act. There is a very complicated
table which says roughly that if you were sentenced to
three months imprisonment, X years after you have served

that sentence of imprisonment it becomes a spent
conviction. If you go for a job and you are asked if you have
any criminal convictions, you can honestly say no; and it
cannotbeheld against you that you havefailed to disclose a
spent conviction. It is wiped off the record, at least for
certain purposes. If you are an insurance agent ora social
worker, that does not apply.

COX:

Doesthat put your mindat rest? It is quite clear

that we could go ondiscussing this subject for some time.
However I must end the session now, and would like to

thank Patricia Hewitt fora very informative and stimulating
presentation on a subject with which we, in management
services, must cometogrips in the near future.
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DEVELOPMENTSIN
OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
B. Cartwright
Post Office Telecommunications

|

Brian Cartwright is a member of the Long Range Studies Divisio
n of Post Office Telecommunications, |
responsible for studies concerned with the demand for new
services. .He is also Chairman of the CEPT
Group. Previously he worked for the Royal Mail for eight
years where he was concerned with studies on
the future of the postal service, including the impact of teleconferen
cing and electronic mail.
COX: We now cometo our next session
of the day. As
manyofyouwill be aware, when Butler Cox and
Partners

Although a lot of peoplerefer to this question of new
services to replace postal and telex services as electronic

was formed wedefined thearea ofour interest as
being the

mail , I preferred to call this presentation Developments
in Office Communications Systems . I chose this title
because

area of information technology which is conce
rned with

computers, telecommunications and office automation
.
To many people at the time the first two were
obvious

it seems to merather more appropriate asit emphasises the
link between the choice of communication system and
what
is actually going oninside theoffice.

areas of interest, areas between which there
was obvious

and very strong convergence. But they said,

Office

automation? What exactly are you talkin
g about there?

When oneis analysing communication services, there
is a

It really doesn tfit into the same high technology
pattern.

great danger, particularly if you work in a teleco
mmunications business, of focusing narrowly on the transm
ission
switching aspects rather than on the wider, end
to end
communication process. We have foundin several
areas that
the pressure or need for a new telecommunications
service

I think that since we have been in existence
moves in that
direction have shown why our interest
is so strong.
Progressive integration of our communicat
ions systems, our
data processing systems with the every
day work of the

is less due to the inadequacy or high cost of the
existing
service than to the inadequaciesofthe office or the
need for
improvement in someof the activities which are suppor
ted
by the existing services. Thus weoften find a crucial
factor
in the choice of a communicationsservice in the
future
is likely to be the office technology thatis being
used.

office is becoming more and more apparent.
It is an area

which weneed to monitorand track very
carefully over the
next few years.

So to bring us up to date and give us some views
on what

is happening andcertain directions whichare
being taken we

have invited along this aftemoon Brian Cartwright,
from the
Post Office Long Range Planning Division at Cambr
idge.
Mr. Cartwright.
CARTWRIGHT:

This is not really news. A lot of you
are familiar with
computing, and there is evidence of a
strong link between
communications and office technolo
gy in the history of

MayI correct you? I am not Planning,

the computer itself over the last decad
e.It is the application
of the computer to clerical offic
e activities which has
stimulated and driven the growth
of data communications.
Thus the focus of this presentati
on will be on choices about
office

Tam Studies; there is quite a big difference.

Perhaps I should begin by explaining that my
Division
within the Post Office is concerned with trying
to understand
users communication requirements and in using
that

technology as the computer expandsin
to hitherto
untouched areas of office activities
and the implications

knowledge to identify promising new telec
ommunications

that this will have for the use
and management of
communicationservices.

services. WhatI shouldlike to do this afternoonis to
briefly
describe someoftheresults and implications of
some work

that we did on the probable pattern of use
of various
advanced message communication services
by business
customers in the comingera of cheap compu
ting and data
communications.

As I come fromthe part of the Post
Office that is concerned
with user requirements, I must of cour
se begin by discussing
the office environment and the user
requirements where
some of these new technologies are
likely to be introduced.

OFFICE
COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

Whatare the key problemsthat need to
be tackled in the
office today? Much to the surprise of some
of mypostal

colleagues, the cost and performance
of mail services in the
UKare not in general seen by most
people as the key

problems. Of much greatersignificance
are the scale, cost
and
poor productivity ofoffice activities,
and also whatis
often referred to as the information explo
sion , thatis the
need to talk to more people about an incre
asing volume of
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new information.

TODAYS
KEY OFFICE PROBLEMS

Stale, cost and productivity of
office activities

Need to cope with an increasing

low ofinformation

CAUSES OF INCREASING FLOW
OF INFORMATION

How aboutthescale ofoffice activities? As I am sure you

must have heard by now,certain OECD studies and work

done in the USA have shown that in most countries,
certainly in the UK,office information processing activities
are now accounting for about half of our Gross Domestic
Product. Also, this particular area has a poor productivity
and poor investment record. The average office worker
has an investment per capita of about £500 compared to
£5,000 in production industry. The last one about the
increasing proportion of business costs comes from some
work that was done in the USArather than the UK.If you

look at the US situation the proportion of business costs

there is even higher than it is here. So one can expect that,
unless something is done aboutit, this will become an even

moresignificant area of cost in the UK thanitis already.

BREAKDOWN OF
AR OFFICE STAFF COSTS

rapid rate of technical change

seale ofmodern business

Secretaries and typists

impacts of change

worker participation pressuregroups

creation ofspecialistfunctions

Let us look at each of those in more detail. First, the causes
of the increasing flow of information. There is an
increasingly rapid rate of technical change which means
more research and development, more new products, more

market research. There is the scale of modern business which
meansthat there are more people involved in each decision.

The impacts of change within business. There are more
people whoare impacted by any changes introduced; more
people to agree, more people to inform. Also, in the area
that I am particularly talking about, there is more impact on
the social climate. The Govermentis very interested andis
demanding more information.

This is one of the things that is not generally realised about
office costs. I must confess that I did notbelieve it myself
whenI sawit, so I checkedit out on the Post Office and
it really is true. When youlook atoffice costs, that is the
sort of breakdown that you get. Clerical activities about

32%, secretaries and typists about 8%, and managers and

Weare seeing the growth of workerparticipation, pressure
groups, consumergroups, whoall want to be involved in
decision making processes and need to be involved in this

professionals
whichcertainly in the Post Office example
included everybody except first line supervisors on the
managementside, professional engineers, software people,

flow of information. To cope with the increasing flow of

researchers like myself was about 50% to 60% of the
total office or desk space, or office cost.

information one sees the creation of lots of specialist

functions: industrial relations, public relations, all of whom
need to be linked into whatis going on inside the modern

OFFICE ACTIVITIES

Until now, most of the effort in improving productivity

has goneinto clerical activities. This is one of the traditional
areas of the application of computing. Currently, oneis
seeing a lot of discussion andactivity in the area oftypists
and secretaries. However, the real problem andthereal

accounts for half of UR GDP

challenge are in this area (managers and professionals).
How does one increase managerial and professional

productivity? This is vital not only to reducing costs, but

poor productivity record
accountsfor increasing

proportion ofbusiness costs
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it is vital to the success of your firm. If your managers spend
more time thinking about how to make the business
successful rather than worrying about their paper work or
their IN tray, then you are likely to become a more
successful company, assuming that you have good managers,
which I am sure you have.

THE COMMUNICATING
WORDPROCESSOR

IMPLICATIONS

Business needs improved tools to:

MEE seduce office costs

EB serve managers, notjust

Display

C>

secretaries

EE improve offectiveness
ofcommunication

Keyboard

Memory

| Processor

ene

Printer

Let us begin with the communicating word processor (CWP).
It is essentially a device that combinesthe typewriter with

a telex terminal, but with all the benefits of a computer

Just to summarise, what business seemsto needis improved
tools to reduceoffice costs, serve the managers notjust the

processor which enables you to do editing, correcting of
the text, and also allows you to use rather cheaper and
higher speed data.communications.

secretaries and clerks, and improve the effectiveness of

communication to cope with this increasing information

flow.

The CWPseemslikely to become a key element of new

There are a lot of solutions that I could talk about. As

I was originally asked to talk about electronic mail I
have
chosen two thatfit into that area. However,there are things
like teleconferencing,information storage andretrieval,
store
and forward voice messages which all have a very importa
nt
part to play.

message or asynchronous communications services. The

reasonforthisliesin its ability to justify one of the more
significant elements of the cost
the terminal cost
by
improvements in office productivity.

/mpact on

SOLUTIONS

preparation costs - 1986

Original

Wordprocessing and
electronic mail

a

doe

een

b

Computer based

Ge

message services

degre!
452)

Traditional

ypewriter

Eaten

Ll000 cwr

If we lookat the cost of creating an A4pageoft
ext, the
left-hand block showsthe cost of typing and
correcting

But the twothat I will briefly talk aboutthis afternoon
are first, word processing and theinfluencethatit will have

the original draft. The right-hand block shows the
cost
of re-creating that text, assuming that you change
about

on electronic mail. My definition of electronic mail is person

12% to 20% ofit. It has to be re-typed with traditi
onal
technology. If we lookat the costs of creating this typewritten page in 1986, when the £1000 communicating

to person asynchronous messageservices. I have never found
two people yet whoagree on a definition of electronic mail,

but that is mine. The second onethat I want to talk about

word processor should be widely available and, I
suspect,
widely used, wewill find that the provision of a termin
al

is the computer based message services whichI will define
more precisely later, as an example of how you can begin
to introduce the manager to someof the new tools which

is justified for most secretaries in large businesses, purely

are becoming available for him andtheprofessionals to use.
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on the groundsof the productivity improvement thatit
makespossible.

Why is the CWP
$0 important?

MB Keystrokes capture information
in processable form

EB /nformation transmitted in

However, at the moment the word processoris not really
able to providethe basis for a public communicationsservice

because of the lack of compatibility between the existing
terminals. Discussions are going on within CCITT to establish
the necessary standards for a public communications
typewriter service. Keen interest is being shown in this
not only by the PTTs but also by the key computer
manufacturers.

TELETEX

processable form

Communicating TypewriterService

BE Allows evolution to computer-based

CCITT Standard

storage andretrieval systems

Text-editing facilities in basic terminal

Interworking with Telex

Simultaneous local mode and Teception

The CWP is also important because, by capturing the
information in a computer processable form and also

Lower case characters

allowing it to be transmitted in that form, it allows you

Transmission af up to 2400 bps

to evolve towards computer based storage and retrieval or
advancedoffice systems.

Network storage

Com Nson Oo

transmission costs
One A4page - London » Birmingham
Sop

Lae
4

TELEX

(50bps)

POST

Use of PON and PSIN

CwPr

(2400bps)

Theseries of pluses continues when we start looking at
transmission costs. Transmission cost is quite complex
becauseit all depends on what you are sending where, at
what time of the day, and how muchofit there is. But I

think that this slide gives you a flavour of the savings that

Unfortunately, the service is known as Teletex which is
rather confusingfor us British, because evenif the guy on
the platform knows whether he means Teletext with the

T or without the

T , the audience generally does not.

However, I promise not to use Teletex with the

T this

afternoon so that you will not be confused. Let us quickly

run through what Teletexis. It is a CCITT standard, which
meansthat it is usable anywhere in Europe but probably

notin the United States. However, if you wantto talk to
the United States, Bell s Advanced Communication System
will probably sort that out for you, at a price of course.
There will be text editing facilities in the basic terminal,
but the whole thing is being organised in such a way that

you canhavea virtual terminal so that if you havea fairly
complex system of your own, you do notnecessarily need

to buy in to the PTTterminal, unless they insist that you

do. Interworking with Telex is almost mandatory, because
as you know new communicationsservices always suffer

from this snowball problem if there are no compatible

same day. Post is cheaper but you only get overnight

terminals out there. The first person who buys a Teletex
terminal should be able to talk to every Telex terminal in
the world. There will be simultaneous local mode and
reception, That meansthat you can usethebasic terminal
as a typewriter andalso receive messages at the same time.

will emerge.

It has lower case as well as upper case characters. It will
also probably have a very wide ranging international
alphabet, which means that you can actually sendletters
to France in French, with the accents andso on.

are possible. Telex is very expensive, but of course it goes the
delivery. But the CWP, because you have justified a terminal
cost, is very cheap; 8p and you havegotrid of one A4 sheet.
Of course, if you are doing it over a private network the
costs will look very different, but the samesort of picture

Obviously the attraction of the CWP to individual firms

will depend on their volume of typing and the type of
mail that they are sending. Super telex systems cannot
cope with all kinds of mail. So it will depend on the

Transmission at up to 2.4 kilobits on existing networks.

characteristics of an individual firm. A recent market analysis

suggests that there is a very large market indeed for these

kinds of devices, even if the preparation economies which are
the mostsignificant thing are ignored.
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The speeds may be lower, they will probably vary from
country to country. There are also optionsfor using public
data networks and public switched telephone networks,
again varying from country to country throughout Europe.
There will also be somefacilities for network storage and

the possibility of intelligence in the network. This is one
of the as yet unresolved areas, the debate about whether
these terminals should be acting back to back, or whether
oneshould use a store and forward or mail box type concept.
I think that what is likely to happen here is that a whole
variety of things will emerge, because it seems inevitable
that, in addition to there being Teletex, there will also
probably be Videotex terminals which may not be
compatible and may not be capable of automatic reception.
So there will be a need for someintelligence in the network
for these storage, forwarding and code conversionfunctions,
even within Europe.

one problem but youstill have to get them outinto the
field in large numbers. Another disadvantage is that the
information is not transmitted in a processable form. You
can handle it in a computer but you cannotsearchit and
pull out key wordsandthingslike that. It has higher trans-

mission and storage costs than the dense code of CWPs.
In somecases it does not actually cost more to transmit,
but you can always transmit more for the same money with

a CWP than with fast facsimile.

There has been a lot of debate about the competition
between facsimile and communicating word processors.

Thatis quite an interesting discussion, butit is one thatis

It is hoped that the Teletex standard will be agreed by
1980. However, there are a few unresolved problems. But
myfeeling is that, because ofthe interest of several PTTs,
somesort ofservice is likely to emerge in the early 80s;

becomingless and less important. Let us say that the

facsimile market as an independent service has a limited
life with the suppliers. In fact the potential for facsimile
is actually increased by word processing rather than reduced.

even if the Teletex standard is not actually agreed, some

countriesare likely to goit alone.

Someof you may besurprised that I have managed to get
15 to 20 minutesinto this presentation without mentioning
the word facsimile . That is my record, I have never
managed that before. This is really because, although
facsimile has a number of advantages whichgiveit very
good prospects for growth in the short term,it also has
several disadvantages which limit its potential market, at
least in my view, although not everybody agrees with me
aboutthis. So facsimile seems to metobelikely to do very
well out of special applications, but not really to become a

INTEGRATION OF FACSIMILE
FACSIMILE

LISTING
euelS

substitute for conventional mail on a largescale.

And WORDPROCESSING
ee

Stanner
Printer

Communications

COMMURICATING
WORPPROCESSOR

[Display
Processor
Storage
Printer

Communications

FACSIMILE

FUTURE

PRODUCTS

ADVANTAGES

existence ofstandards

compatibility with todays office

Display

Processor

Storage
Communicatas
SOFT-COPY

TERMINAL

can handle pictures, graphies

DISADVANTAGES

Stanner

Pinter

eee
Commumiates
HARD-COPY

TERMINAL

At the moment we have two terminals which have these

not compatible with Telex

elements and theyare isolated from each other. Howeve
r,

the communicating word processor needs a printer. Facsimile

nformation ts not transmitted inprocessable
fom
higher transmission costs than CWPs

also has a printer. So by combining the two we can produce
a soft-copy terminal which has the display, the processo
r,

the storage and the communications, which allows you to do

text entry, editing and retrieval of the information; and
also

a hard-copy terminal. With these two things we have the

opportunity for sending both facsimile and word
processing

type documents, and also merging the two so that we
can
send a document which is a combination offacsimile
for
the letter heading, perhaps the pictures and the graphics,
and the signature if you wantit, plus the text encoded in the
traditional Telex type way.

Let us look at someof the advantages and disadvantages
of facsimile. First, the standards are already there, you do

nothave to wait two orthree years for them. Itis compatible
with today s office, so you do not find severe labour
problemsif youtry to introduce it. It can handle Pictures,

graphics, and handwriting, which the communicating word

This integration can go further. If the slide had beenlarger
I could also have put on there the photocopier and
probably
the OCR device, so the hard-copy terminal s scanneris not

processor, in its first generation at least, will not be able

to handle.

only used for facsimile but it can also be used for local
photocopying if you wantit. Similarly, the scanner can also

However, it also has a numberof disadvantages. It is not
compatible with Telex, so it suffers from the snowball

be used as input to a microprocessor to encode the text that

problem. Somebody needs to be out there whoactually

has just been scanned. There is already a product on the

has a terminal that you can talk to. Compatibility solves
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market in America which does that.

THE OFFICE OFTHEFUTURE- Phase 2

The CCITT discussions on this kind of hybrid text and
graphics service have already in part begun, but thereis

still quite a long way to go in deciding howto organise and
a couple of papers already from one large computer
manufacturer on the subject.

PABX

MAIL
ROOM

(Telephone
and Data)

THE office NOW

{

PHYSICAL
MAIL

PSTN.

handle these kinds of mixed messages. There have been

LING

DHA
PROCESS| STogAcE|

Physical Mit

A PSTN.

PIFic = Hard copy device
(for printing,facsimile

SECRETARIES

@

Intiy

Ga copying)

EXECUTIVES

MAK ROOM

At the next stage onestarts to provide more of the whole

system that is necessary, so the PABX now has integrated
in it or attached on to it the data processing and storage
functions that are necessary to support the word processor,

give it the information storage andretrieval functions, and
also provide the storage and forwarding of messages. At this
stage a lot of the mail is now beginning to get transferred

EXECUTIVES

In this first slide I have shown the office today: the
telephone and information flowing through on paper, some

of it coming through to remote terminals, the Telex or
facsimile terminal in the mail room, and then becoming part
of the paper flow to the secretary and the manager. Let us

just look at what the word processor and then integrated

text andgraphics are likely to do to that.

Physical

PABX

; |z

MAIL ROOM
CWP: Communicating

Word Processor

,

Sg

at all. He may begetting his mail through little faster.
That just meansthat his IN trayis likely to be piling up
even faster than it was before. All the internal mail within
the building, which is by far the bulk of it in large
of word processing and combined facsimile and word
processing systems,

THE OFFICE OF THEFUTURE- Phase 3

PSTN. with

Telex interface

A

SECRETARIES)
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slide assuming that this guy has a secretary. If he has not had
a secretary, he is probably not noticing that much difference

:
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EXECUTIVES.

EXECUTIVES

Thefirst thing that will probably happenis that the type-

writer will be replaced by a CWP andyouwill get rid of the
Telex terminal. However, the PABXisstill as it was and you
are probably going out into the PSTN directly. Atthis stage
it will probably not have much effect on the mail volumes,
but will initially be used for urgent communication.

Physical
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ll ory,

Uptill now, the poor executive has beenlargely unaffected
by what is going on outside his office. I have drawn this

companies, has not been affected at all by this development

THE OFFICE OFTHEFUTURE- Phase 1

pstw.

over, where that is possible.

To make a serious impact on the majority of managers and

professional staff, you must get some sort of work station
located on the professional or executive desk. Someof the
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elements of this work station are shownonthis nextslide.

MULTI-FUNCTION WORKSTATION

Greater accessibility in the files. A lot of paper, onceit
goesin filing system, is often dead, because once you have

forgotten that it is there you are unlikely to beable to find

it. At the moment youare tied to your desk. With this sort
of system you can access your desk in your office from

DISPLAY
TORA

ee

wherever you happen tobe, as long as either you carry
the terminal with you or you have acquired a viewdata

SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS

KEYBOARD

HANDSET

proceso

MMMMEATIONS

WNTEREACE

terminal in your home.I had to get viewdata in somewhere;
it is mandatory on Post Office staff at the moment!

If, like me, you knowa lot of Americans and Canadians

Communications
pee

who comeover from the States, who play around with
these kinds of systems, they are able to stay away from

|

The work station is likely to cover far more than the area

that I am talking about this afternoon. It will probably

have a handset or desk top loudspeaking telephone functions

built into it. It could well be a small computer oraccess
a timesharing computer. It could also have a voice storage
device built into it. However, through this kind of device

it is possible for a large number of people to become
relatively independent oftheclerical and secretarial support

their offices for weeks on end and keep in close touch with
what is going on, simply by being able to log in on a
computer terminal wheneverthey get the chance, see what
messages are being sent to them, and then respond to the
incoming communication. Anotheradvantageis thatitis also
possible to start reducing the intrusion of the telephone
and the face to face encounters
yoursubordinate who,

on the day that you aren t in the office, just has to see you
to talk about something. He can send you a message and you

can lookatit at homeandreply to it the same day,rather
than his having to wait perhaps a couple of weeksbefore

staff, if you supply the kind of networks and data processing

you turn up again.

their own typing,but it seems to me that people need some
subset of these functions which will depend on what they

The systems may be there and they may have advantages,
but there are some obstacles in the way of people using
them. Thefirst one is acceptance, both bythestaff affected

capabilities that are necessary to support this kind of

terminal. I am not suggesting that everybodywill do all

are actually doing. The managing director who spends most

or displaced by the use of such systems, and also the

of his timetalking to people will be far more interested in

managers and professionals who have to use them. Not every-

the conferencing aspects than in the ability to type his

body, I am amazed tolearn, likes the idea of doing some

own messages. However, the more junior guy who does not
have a secretary of his ownwill perhaps be more interested
in the clerical and secretarial support functions which can
be provided bythis sort of work station.

of their keyboarding. Apparently this is particularly true
of female executives. Their status symbol is not having to

type. Yousuggest to them that they may have to typeagain!

You are not too worried aboutthe reactions of certain
male executives.

USER ADVANTAGES

The other problem when westart talking about high
penetration of terminals is cost justification. These systems
at the momentare expensive. They mayget cheaperin the

future, but they will still cost you quite a lot of money.

WB List and title ofmessages

If anybodytells you that you will reduce your communicationsbill, don t believe it. We would not be interested

in it if you would! The message cost may be going down,
but we have great hopesthat this will do more foroffice

ME Greateraccessibility offiles

communications than the photocopier. When it comes to
the bottom line cost, how will you convince your managementthatit is worth spendinga lot of time and money
in persuading the managerorthe professional to use these
kinds of systems.

HE Remote access from home, abroad...

BE Less intrusion by telephone

FINANCIAL JUSTIFICATION

ES How co we measure

managerial productivity

Let us look at some of the advantages that users might
get out of using these kinds of systemsfor text communi-

cations. First, take the IN tray. Instead of being presented
with a pile of unopened envelopes,the system can give you
a list of all the messages that you havereceived since you
last looked in your mail box, and also title for each

MB (itibank solution -

increased span ofcontrol

message. You can then select for yourselves the highest

priority items without having to open them all.
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A good exampleis provided by a uniquetrial that is going

productivity? The thing that you can actually put a number
to is the span of control, how many people you have

messages; and most messages on these things are quite brief,
they are not used for report creation or report sending,
except where they have been integrated with the word
processing system. It offers storage and retrieval documents
or messages. This means that when the supervisor tells
somebody to do something he knows when he has the

Citibank have 40,000 staff and 8,000 managers. The average

ata

on at the moment in America. Citibank are playing around
with rather expensive systems which include executive
terminals. Their approach is: how do we measure managerial
reporting to you.I will give you some figures about Citibank

because I think that they are quite striking.

span of control at the momentis 6 to 1, and they aim to
increase it with their system to 7 to 1. This increase in

the span of control they estimate would save

well, they

say save but what they actually mean is avoid increased

expenditure because I do not think they intend to sack
would avoid the expenditure
anybody because of this
of $35 million in 1986. Their estimate of the system cost
for 1986 is $23 million. In addition to saving or avoiding

reply back. That is a very effective way of controlling people.
The problemis that to do it without these systemsis rather
time consuming and expensive and you alwaysforget to do
You get mail box delivery of the messages. This means
that to deliver the message you do not need the person
to be online. He logs in, the computer tells him what has
been delivered and he takes the messages in the order that
he wants. Thereis also security by password access.

SYSTEM USES

managerial costs, they also expect to save about $15 to

$20 million onclerical costs and also mail costs, because
in the USA they have to avoid the postal system andit

Information distribution

costs them quite a lot of money to do that.

Status reports

The consequenceofthis is that, last year, Citibank spent
$1 million on managerial or office communication systems.
I think that the Citibank solution is actually rather

Meeting agendas and minules

expensive. Certainly this is a direction in which to go,
but I do notthinkthat it is the way tostart. I think that
one has to get the manager and the professional using some
of these systems and begin to make them aware of what

Inquiry[response

Informaldiscussion ofissues

is possible. I think that at the moment more of them are

aware of the disadvantages than theyare of the advantages.
So whereis there a cheap entry providing the manager
with someofthese tools so that he can learn and also so
that the guy makingthe decisions about these systems can
begin to learn whatis in it for the company?

COMPUTER MESSAGE SERVICE

Mini-computer based message system

The sort of things that these are being used for are things
like information distribution, status reports, meeting agendas
and minutes, simple enquiry and response which cannot be
doneon the telephone,and informal discussion of issues
the so-called computer conferencing application which

started this whole computer message service off on the
ARPANET,five or six years ago.

Simple user language
On-line editing

At present, there does not seem to be much experimentation
with that kind of system for managers in the UK,especially
when compared with the USA where notonly are the
computerfreaks in the universities using it on ARPANET,

Mail-box delivery ofmessages

computer companies like DEC and IBM, companieslike Shell
Canada and a whole host of non-computer, non-data
processing companies, which are beginning to experiment

Storage and retrieval

but there are now also 20 to 30 leading edge companies,

Password access

with this sort of system in order to try to find out whatits
value to them mightbe.

Having given you flavour of some of the communications
services that are coming along, I should now like to look

One possible route which fits in nicely with the approach

briefly at some of the implications for yourselves as data
processing, communications, or office management. I hope
that it is clear from what I have said that the selection, introduction andjustification of the new office communications
systems
be they word processing, facsimile, computer

that seemsto be emerging for word processing is to go to
what is called a computer message service. Examples are

things like PLANET and SCRAPBOOK.Essentially, this is

a sophisticated message switch. It is mini-computer based;
however, it provides a lot of additional intelligence and
simple English
storage. There is a simple user language
commandsonthe best of them so that a non-expert can
rapidly acquire a working knowledge of the system. There
is on-line editing so that people can input their own brief

messageservices, or offices of the future, for managers or
secretaries
will create a lot of new problems for you.
Oneof the key ones comes from thefact that it will not be
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quite clear who is responsible forit.

breakdown of

in software, in coping with increasingly complex and non-

traditional boundaries

routine functions.

RESPONSES
CHALLENGE OF OS

Communications
Management

Creation of C8 Function

Office

Representation at high level

management

Beller understanding ofusers
Evolutionary approach

For example, is the word processing terminal the responsibility of the office manager who currently buys the
typewriters, or the communications manager who at the

momentis dealing with the Telex and message transmission

side of things? Similarly, some data processing functions

Someof the ways in which one might deal with these kinds
of problems with this phenomenon of the convergence of

are performed perhaps inside the PABXitself, or indeed
with intelligence within the network. Whowill be responsible
for the design and management of that network? Which of
these three people?

office computer and communications technology are,
first,

the creation of an office communications function. That

means that you mustintegrate communications, office
managementanddata processing under one person,
so that

joint decisions can be made and the whole thing can be
organised in a sensible systems way. You avoid the problem
s
of incompatible systems and equipmentthat can talk
to

GREATER COMPLEXITY
IN SYSTEMS DESIGN
Routine

Stparate

SYSTEMS

each other only by the provision of very expensi
ve and
specialised black boxes.

Secondly, we are talking about spending large
amounts

of money and impactingareas of the organisation
which
mightprefer to be left alone. That means that you
need
representation at high level because they will be affecte
d
as well. If your senior management do not want anythi
ng

Integrated

to do with the systems, do not approve of them,
and do
not use them, you mayas well not bother because
it is
then a status symbol not to have a terminal, so
that everybody spends his time not getting greater intell
igence on

APPLICATIONS.
Nonroutine

his desk butin getting less. So you must be repres
ented
at high level.

tomorrow

You must have a better understanding of the user,
what
he wants and whathe will do, because in the future
youwill
not be dealing with a clerk whowill do what he
is told,

you will be dealing with a manager who,i
f he does not
like the system,will pull the plug out and throwi
t through

Anotherproblemis the greater complexity in systems design

and systems choice. Things that were once separate and

the window.

could be dealt with on an individual basis will become
integrated and you will have to make choices abouttotal

systems which allow those bits, if you buyit in bits rather

Lastly, oneis in what one could rightly call
a revolutionary

than a package, to be integrated.

I have not talked about the software at all, which is

unfortunate, because when the terminal has arrived on

nearly everybody s desk andheis usingit for his simple

message communications, there are also then opportunities
for using it in a rather more imaginative way to support

his real job. That will create a whole new set of problems

situation. However, I think thatif one adopts a revolu
tionary
approach, disaster awaits. What you will probably
succeed
in doingis destroying whatsocial fabric is still
left in your

offices. One has to move forward in a sensible, evolu
tionary
wayso that the users understand whatis going on at
each
stage, and you test and prove the systems befor
e you make
your whole organisation dependent upon an
inadequate
system.
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How NOT 10
INTRODUCE OCS

Don't tellsenior management
Ignore the user

Avoid flexibility
Minimize training and support

Avoid experienced consultants

Tongue in cheek, I will leave you with a few suggestions

about how you should not introduce an office communicationsservice. First, don t tell senior management aboutthe

high costs or the benefits. Surprise them they will enjoyit.
Secondly, ignore the user. He does not know what he wants
anyway and you, unlike us, can always make him use the

system by taking away his secretary and his IN tray, Thirdly,
avoid flexibility. It costs a lot of money, and I am sure
that youare all so good at your jobs that you can be sure
that you will get it right first time. Minimise training and

support. If you make the system simple to use, I am sure

that the users will be able to learn it on the job in a matter
of minutes or hours. Lastly , avoid experienced consultants or
anybody else who can give you unbiased advice about what

to do and howto doit. Rely on yourfriendly local equipment manufacturer to send you in the right direction.

COX: Thankyou, Brian. Questions from the floorplease.

BUTLER:

Aren t you selling facsimile short? You

mentioned it as being unable to handle processable

information, yet there are devices available in America
which doprecisely that.
CARTWRIGHT: Yes, perhaps in a sense I am selling
facsimile short, but I am actually talking about unintelligent
standard facsimile devices which are merely remote photocopiers. The device that you describe is getting very close to
one element of the hybrid text graphics service, and thatis
certainly the direction in which facsimile ought to go and
will go. As a consequence, it will be integrated with the
word processingrevolution. I think that weare just talking
about namesrather than disagreeing about whatis likely to
happen.
QUESTION:

Would you care to commenton theidea that

the workstation will reduce the IN tray?
CARTWRIGHT:

No, I don t think it will reduce it. It

will makeit easier for him to getrid of the things that he
does not wantto read. I think that one problem that people
have is who to send documents to. When somebodygets
them,he has to openit and decide whether or not he wants
to readit. I think that with some of the systems that I was
describing, it makes it very cheap and easy to send people

documents,for them to look at whatit is and, if they do
not wantit, they can get rid of it immediately. You have

notincurredall the costs of photocopying and transmitting

it and the paper, merely for them to throwit in the waste

paper bin. So I think that it makes it easier to cope with
a larger IN tray rather than reducing the existing one.
COX: Ishouldlike to thank Brian very much indeed for
his presentation. Although Brian has come along as an
individual speaker, giving a personal view, he speaks from

a wealth of accumulated material and corporate experience
which resides in the Post Office unit in Cambridge. I am
extremely grateful to him on behalf of youall for giving

that very authoritative view of the way that the whole scene
is going. Thank you very much indeed, Brian.
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ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
THE OFFICE TELEPHONE OF THE 1980s
J. H. Stoffer

Delphi Communications Corporation

Jay Stoffer received his BBA in Economics from Up. sala College in New Jersey.
His career in the compute

r
industry began when he joined IBM in 1961 where he represented
the Data Processing Division to the

Communications Industry dealing Principally with New York Telepho
ne, Western Union and ITT. After
seven years with IBM Mr Stoffer joined Scientific Data Systems as Manage
r of Market Planning. In 1972
he founded Delphi Communications Corporation and made key contrib
utions to the development of the
business and productstrategies for this corporation.
COX: Gentlemen, it is quite clear when we look at future
developments in information systemsthat the telephone and

developmentsin the telephonesystem will play an enormous

part in enhanced voice communications andvarious forms
of
data communications. So one of the things that we have
been
doing in Butler Coxis monitoring a number of develop
ments
worldwide, seeing someof the advances and new uses
made

of the telephone system.

We cameacross a very interesting new busine
ss operated

in the San Francisco area, by the Delphi Communicat
ions
Corporation whichis an affiliate of Exxon. As you
are

probably aware, Exxonrepresents a major new force
moving
into the field of information systems and commun
ications.

We thought that it would be most interesting if we
could

bring along a representative of that company
to describe

whatis taking place.

ADVANCED

COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

Advanced Communications Systems is the topic of the

discussion. It is not the name of something.I did not borrow
it from our colleagues at AT&T, and thatis not the subject

that I am goingto talk about. I am going to talk on the
general topic of advanced communications systems.It
is

rather a presumptuous topicbecause it is all-encompassi
ng.
In fact we at Delphi have developed a system that covers

an extremely broad range of those things communications
.

In fact almost every topic that has been covere
d here today

Weare very privileged that we have been able to
get Jay
Stoffer, who is the founder of Delphi Communicat
ions,

is within the compass of that system. I cannot Possibl
y

cover that in the timeallotted, so I will try to limit
it toa
little bit. I will also limit the commercial message.

to comeacross to our Conference and descri
be whatis

going on. Mr.Stoffer.

I spent the weekend in London. I went to HydePark,to

Speakers Corner
a delightful experience which I have
never had before. I listened to that and it occurred to me
that in the process of this talk there was one part of the

STOFFER: I should warn you in advancethat I though
t
that I would be able to communicate in this forum
with

no difficulty at all, because my mother was born
in London
and lived manyyears in this country. I was born
and brough

art of communications and the system of communicatio
ns
that I had not addressed: that is to make sure
that the

t

up on the East Coast of the United States, in an area
called
New Jersey. You may be familiar with the film On The
Waterfront , in which Marlon Brando popularised the speech

content is relative, relevant, and meaningful. What I heard
there, in the words of one of your countrymen, was full
of sound and fury, signifying nothing . So thatis part

of that territory with guttural sounds Passing for
speech

of the problem of communications systems we have
not

and communication. I was unique in that area becaus
e

dealt with, at least not very effectively.

no onecould figure out what part of the countr
y I came
from. Then some ten years ago I moved to the West
Coast,
to California, the land of sunshine. I moved out to
the

Wild West, and find sitting in this forum today that my
speech obviously has deteriorated. I did not think that

Anotherthing that has happened thatis very fortunate,
and gives me a beautiful lead in to something that I
want
to say, which has beensaid here in a slightly different way

call it, with which I am totally unfamiliar. I am sure
that
in the course of mytalk I will move off into areas
that do
similar things.

However, if you removethe S from the front of the
way
that it is spelt in the programme, it comes out Toffler
.
You may well rememberthat there was an authorof
a

this morning. There is a slight mis-spelling of my name,

paucity of vocabulary was a problem that I would have,
but

a typographical error; it has no L in the spelling ofit.

I have heard words, phrases, sets of alphabet soup, as we
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bookby the nameof Alvin Toffler, and the nameof that

DELPHI

book was Future Shock . The theme of that bookis, as
has been expressed today very effectively, an accelerating

rate of change. But I do not think that any ofus have real
feel for the amountof change that weare going to find in
communications systems.

Manyofthe things which I have heard discussed here today
have been discussed in the terms of evolution of whatis.
I believe that we can get there through a process of

evolution, but I think that the rate of the changesthat will

hit us will find us absolutely and totally unprepared. The

reason forit is that we have borrowed substantially from
computer technology. We at Delphi are not using
conventional computers to do what we are doing, butall
of us in the communications industry have borrowed

substantially from the technology of computers.Asa result,
we will be on a muchsteeperpart of the technology curve
than would normally happen in a changing process. I think
that should becomea little clearer as I go throughit.

Mr. Blackaby this morning also took part of my speech.
T have beensitting on the back bench

I have been a back-

bencherall my life and throwing outthe slides that have
already been given. Mr. Blackaby pointed out extremely
well, much better than I could, that there will be a shift
from the area of goodsto services, and that in this shift it

becomes that much more important for us to increase the
productivity with which we perform those services in order
to move someofthosebars, on the charts that he showedus,
in opposite directions, Sitting back there, I concluded that

oneof the ways that I could solve the United States balance
of trade was to quadruple the price of the system that I am
talking about andsell it to the oil sheiks, and dispose of the
problem in that way.

MANAGEMENTPRIORITY
FOR THE 1980'S
e@ MAINTAIN COMPETITIVE POSITION
@ MANAGE CHANGE

It is also to the topic of this Conference that within the
context of that rapidity of change it will be incumbent
on each and every one of you, those of you who provide
services to the public and those of you whoprovide services
in-house to your ownorganisations, to maintain a
competitive posture within this fast-moving atmosphere,
to enable your overall organisations with a greater
dependence onservices to maintain a competitive position
and potentially improve that competitive position. The
difficulty facing you in the near term, and in particular

in the first half of the 80s, will be to manage to establish
the base for those changes and then to manage the introduction of those changes, and dothatintelligently.

COMMUNICATIONS
A little plug for the mother company. Delphi
Communications was formed in 1972. None of you has heard

of us, and that is very deliberate. In fact when the

representative from Butler Cox cametovisit, he told us

that he had heard something from one of the major

communications companies in the United States, that there
was a companyin California, some place, they did not know
where, which was doing something very exciting; and that
if he could get to see them they would nottalk to anybody.
In fact Roger Camrass was so charming on the phonethat
we metat eight o clock at night and went on until two
o clock in the morning, talking about a wide variety of
subjects, some of which wecantalk about at the moment.

But the name

Delphi

came from the Delphi Rand

developed technique, whichis an iterative process for taking
people of multi disciplines and having those multi disciplines
in this iterative process forecast what the future of
technology will be in a set of given areas. We have taken that
nameforourselves since 1972. That is relevant only because

in 1972 I can tell you that none of the technology that
is implemented in the operating system that is in San
Francisco at the moment, operating in a commercial
environment for the past two years, was at that time
available. It was a duck-hunting process having to figure
what would be available. In fact the system has been
designed so that it can adjust to those changes without
massive upheaval in the process.

We were unable to find a general purpose computer system
on the market place at that time, nor would we beable
to find one now that met the requirements that we
established for a real communications system. This is not
a general purpose computer that has been adapted to that
purpose with black boxes hungarounditin all the traditional
ways, to makeit think thatit is a communications system;

it was designedforthat to start with. Because of the amount
of time andeffort that it has taken, it reminds me of the
Labours of Hercules. Even with his limited intelligence, he
realised that in spite of his prodigious strength a shovel
was going to be the wrong tool with which to keep up with

the outputofthe large stock of the stables that he was given

to clean. So he used the old tool, the shovel, to build a
conduit from a river which, in turn, cleaned out thestables.
Gentlemen, it may be necessary for you to discard some
of the old tools in coming up with whatis a real communications system.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

RELIABILITY/AVAILABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY
HIGH BANDWIDTH
EXPANSION TO ULTRA-LARGE SCALE
MAXIMIZE PROCESSING POWER UTILIZATION
ADD UNIDENTIFIED APPLICATIONS
ADAPT TO CHANGESIN TRAFFIC MIX
INCORPORATE NEW TECHNOLOGY

Let us take a look at the requirements that we laid on

a communications system in 1972. Recognise that our
objective in building this system was not only to,as it is
crudely called on occasions, peddle iron in the market
place
sell this system to other people. That was one
of our objectives. A secondary objective is for us to use
that system in our own communications systems that will
be wholly owned byus, providingservice to the general
public. One takes a rather different approach in building
a piece of equipment where a majorportion of yourlong-

term livelihood is going to be involvedin the process.

These words have become hackneyed: reliability, availab
ility,
maintainability; but I am talking about a 24 hours
a day,
seven days a weekoperation, providing services to emerg
ency
organisations, dispatching doctors, ambulances, fire
trucks,
in addition to plumbers, TV repairmen, lawyers and
other

such people. We felt that it was absolutely
necessary to

be able to deal not only with the storage andretrieva
l of
data and to be able to have people talk to each other
in a
normal switching mechanism, but to be able
to store the

going to happen at somepointin time, particularly when
governments get involved.It is absolutely necessary to

be able to adapt to changesin traffic mix, that is at one

period of time you are dealing with facsimile, another

with data, another with voice, another with video; and the

system needsto beable to deal with all of those. They
can be changing ona slow, evolutionary basis; they can be
changing dynamically; or they can be changing minute by
minute. In terms of this future shocksituation that we

have seen coming downthe path for some time now,bec
ause

of borrowing from computer technology wefelt that it

was absolutely necessary to be able to incorporate
new

technology. At the moment, weare going to the 16K chips

from the 4K chips, and are expecting to go ahead into

the 64Kchips or the 256 when those come down the pipe,
as they undoubtedly will, given that the laws of physics
do not change in the meantime.

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

spoken word, retrieve it on a random basis,
with all of the

security and privacy that I think Patricia Hewitt
would

be happy with; also to be able to store data
in conventional
forms on random access bases, and facsimi
le and video.

Wewere looking not for a single facet of the commu
nications
industry, butall facets ofit.

Tt was necessary to be able to go from an inter
mediate
sized system, because communications load does
not stay
static as you all know, to ultra large scale, and be
able to
do that without taking the system off the
air, without

stoppingit, either for maintaining it or any other
purpose.

@ HIGH VOLUME TRANSACTIONS

@
@
@
@

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
SIGNAL PROCESSING
MULTI-MEDIA MESSAGE SWITCH
OFFICE AUTOMATION

Someof the system applications, and here I
will finish

Tt needed just to be able to grow, assimi
late; throw away

your thoughts of SYSGEN, you plug in a piece
ofthis

with the system. I love this system

I guess you can get

the feeling for that
and I would love to spend three or
four hours going into the architecture of what
makesthis

system andit generates its own tables automa
tically, knows

it has a new resource andusesit immediately.

go because, as muchas I hate the words becaus
e they have
become hackneyed and over-used, it is an
elegant solution

We also wanted to do something that I am
calling by a

to a problem in a fashion that I have been wantin
g to see
used on systems for an awfully long time, and
so have a

very positive term here, because once upon
a time I used to

be a salesman and I was told to do everything
positively.
What that says is minimise the overhead .
I operated in
the IBM framework for a number of years.
I was around
during the 360 and 370 era. I had the honou
r of destroying
the Model 67 as a productbecause it could never
reach
the objectives that it was set; then I had to go
around and

lot of other architects. There just was
nevera reason for
doingit before in quite this way. I did not
do it; 1am not

hearly intelligent enough to do this.

System applications cover a broad range of things
like

tell people why I did it, including the chair
man of the
board, whowasratherinterested in what
was happening to

this. We have heard lot about office
automation here

today. I view the office as a system. I do notse
e it as a bunch
of unrelated black boxes that somehow communicat
e with
each other. Some day we will get to the situat
ion where

those hundredsof millions of dollars that had
been thrown
down the tube. That one was a particularly bad
example
of overhead functions. But in terms of overh
ead I have
seen operating systems in the past where, in an
interactive
communications environment, the system has spent
75%
to 80% ofits time in its housekeeping, in decid
ing what

we do haveall kinds of interesting text
review terminals

sitting on our desks, but that is the subject
of another
talk.

it is, whoit is, what it has to control, and
all of the rest of

TELEPHONE ANSWERING

the things that it has to do, and 15% to 20% ofits
time
in doingreal processing work towards getting an appli
cation
done. Someof those problems have been solved
in the
meantime, but we certainly were not going to desig
n a

(FIRST APPLICATION)

system that madethat happen.

Wealso knowthatin the realm of communicat
ion systems
you will have to add unidentified applications
at some

@ SERVICE TO PUBLIC

all of us in this room havefailed to see somet
hing that was

@ IN-HOUSE

period of time, because as clear as mycrystal ball
has been
over the years even I have made mistakes. I am
sure that
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What I am going to devote mytime to todayis discussing

one tiny aspect of advanced communications because that
is all that time will allow. I am going to discuss the

application that we are doing up in San Francisco at the
moment.It is telephone answering. That soundsvery simple.
It looks like using an elephantgunto kill flies. Why would

one spend six years in developing a completely new
computer architecture in order to be able to answer a phone?
People do it all the time. In the United States, at least
in service to the public, telephone answering service has

been going on for 50 years. It is a very profitable industry,
but everybody hates it. It is terrible. We have roughly a
million subscriber accounts in the United States who have
their phones answered off-premises, and that is just one

interesting aspect of it. However, you will notice below

that the same problemsexist in-house, and some reference

was madeto that in one ofthe earlier talks this morning.
I will make a lot more reference toit.

Let me take off on that subject for a few moments. The
study to which I am referring has numbers that are very
similar. They are slightly different so I presume that they
came from a different source. Stanford Research
International made a presentation at Kyoto, Japan, some

time in the past 30 days, and a gentleman by the name of
Jim Bear was talking about computerised mail in much
the same way as Mr. Cartwright did today. He usedslightly
different numbers. I am very familiar with the project
that Mr. Cartwright was talking about. He left out a couple
of the more esoteric aspects of it in that they developed

at Stanford something called the Mouse by which one

directs data on a screen. You have toseeit to believe it,
I could not describeit if I tried; but it is an interesting
input/output device and selection device rather than making
menuselections. But sometimes universities get carried away

and dothings like that. I could not for thelife of me see
the usein it.

The telephonein itself is a marvellous invention. It is
absolutely magnificent. Without a telephone I do not think

that I could function as a businessman. If you were to
take a week out of your time and decided to operate without

a telephone, I submit that you would not beable to
function. It is a superb invention. What is wrong with it is the
way that we useit. I make a telephonecall. I pick up the

U.S. BUSINESS LABOUR COSTS

telephone. It rings and continuesto ring. Myfirst reaction

is that I misdialled. I hang up andI dial again. It rings again
and I get no answer.So I figure that the other party may not
be at home. I call again little later, if I remember. This
time I get a busy signal. So I put it down on piece of paper
to say that I am going to call again. This process keeps going

@ SECRETARY TYPIST
(TYPING TIME

on.

e@ NON-CLERICAL

The next thing that happensis that I get an answer and
it is from a switchboard message desk.I ask for the gentleman that I want to talk to, and she says, Well, I don t

6%
20%)

66%

know, I m at the switchboard. I don t know whether he s
in, but I think his secretary goes to lunch from one to two.

Why don t youtry then? So I figure I will give her time
for a second Martini at lunch and I call back at 2.30. She
gets back andsays, Well, he s been here all the time but
he was in a meeting. I say, Will you please have him
call me back? Hecalls me back and, unfortunately, when
he does I am in a meeting. We have now both of us spent
an inordinate amount of time in a communication which
has gone absolutely no place.

But in the US, business labour costs that I think were being
referred to are slightly different. Mr. Bear quoted secretary/

Mypeople at the repair desk at the operating telephone

interested in readingit I am sure that I can get some copies

companiestell me that they get telephonesthat areliterally
ripped outof the wall; they are thrown in the trash heap;
they are drowned in bath tubs; they come backtotally

melted into onepiece, obviously part of some pagan fire
ritual. This is the frustration that weall feel about one
of the most marvellous inventions that has ever been

typist time as being 6% in thearticle that I read. This was

in the October issue of Computerworld . If you are

for you. Of that 6%, he said that 20% ofit was typing time.
Those figures are fairly close, I think that Mr. Cartwright
used the 8% figure for secretary/typist time. The number
that was used in the article was 66% for non-clerical time.

delivered to man. It wastes an inordinate amount of our

I was going to give you my own numbers which are not

time because of the way weuse it.

muchdifferent, but getting some outside expert to give
you the numbers lends weight and credibility and I do
not have to defend the numbers at all. They now come
from two sources and I am delighted by that. He goes one
place further, which was not mentioned today, although

There was a mention made today by Mr. Cartwright in a

study aboutoffice communications.

SRI INTERNATIONAL
@ COMPUTERIZED MAIL

the two solutions that both men were talking about are

identical. 28% of the phonecalls in a very large population
study donein the United States connect with the called
party. That frustration scene that I was talking aboutis
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not apocryphal: 72% of the calls do notget through.

IBM

INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS BENEFITS

IBM recently wenta little further. Since Mr. Cartwright
has covered the area of the difficulty of introducing the
concept of typing to the general office operation, IBM

@ 28% PHONE CALLS CONNECT TO
CALLED PARTY

did an interesting thing, on 2n experimental basis, for the
past couple of years, and with some success.It is called the

Speech Filing System. This has also been written up in
someofthe journals and talked about at some ofthe recent

@ MESSAGE QUEUEING ELIMINATES
INTERRUPTIONS

shows.

It takes the nter-office memo . It is not universally useful.
It is not a panacea in thatit can be used forall kinds of

@ AUTOMATION OF ROUTINE
FUNCTIONS
@ REDUCE MEDIA TRANSFORMATIONS

communication. But there are types of memos where there

is no reason in the world to write them, to have them typed
up, sentto the mail room, delivered to 40 people, andall
you are doingis reminding everybody that there is a meetin
g
at such and sucha time.It is an extraordinary waste
of

Myfriends at AT&Ttell me that Centrex makes that even
worse. There is a corporate executive at Exxon whois

money. IBM has gonesignificantly further. Thelast experimentwith which I am familiar was at the Watson Research

particularly frustrated by that. He comes to Europe

Laboratories, where they had about 100 professional
s who

frequently andtries to get somebody back in New York.

had access to the machine. They used touchtoneas their
control device because it was simpler to do. These gentle
men
would be able to dictate inter-office communications on
a given subject, mail box them to individual people who
could then get access to those recordings. I did not

He knowsthat the manis there but he cannot get through

because the switchboard is closed down. Heis looking for

a solution to that particular problem.

These are what are called in that article shadow functio
ns ,
taking messages, getting busy signals, trying to decide
to
call back again. The second aspect which was touched
on
today but from the opposite direction is Message queueing.

participate in that experiment, they threw meout
of that

company 12 years ago; but it is my understanding, from
friends that I have there, that wherever the experiments
have been done they have been extremely successful.
They

When anyone ofus is working on something that takes

have had good user acceptance and they have
been very

thought, concentration, creativity, the last thing
I want
to dois to have somebodycall me up and ask me if
Iam

useful.

free for lunch. Butthat is what happens. Invariably when
I want to work on something useful, something that is

This is for data that does not have a long life.
Let me not

suggest that this be used for everything,it is not that
kind
of a solution, But for temporary kinds of datait
is very

creative, I call the office and tell them that I am staying

at home. By the way, Mr. Cartwright s idea of my taking
a terminal with meto find out whether I have any messages
if it is important they will find me, they know where I am.
Tam notgoing to look for trouble!

useful, because the dise storage is there and it
can be used

very effectively. I am sure that they will not offer
this as

a product becauseofits cost, but on an experi
mental basis

they hooked together an IBM System 7, a Model
168 with

an enormous amountof core memory on
it, several multi

The third item is automation of routine functions which

hundred megabyte drives of one kind or anothe
r, and some

I thought was very important. This is the addressing,
routing
function that takes part in any kind of communicatio
n

special analogue to digital conversion and
switching gear
that went withit.

system, hard copy or any other. Thefourth oneis the
reduction of media transformations. I think that we do

I think that they are on the right track. They
are thinking
about this and theyfreely admit it for office
automation

not give this nearly enough credit in the process. I have
a
tendency to write things out, write an outline of what

I wantto do.I will then potentially flush that out or dictate

it; or dictate it to a secretary and have her doa rough draft,

get it back, correct her mis-spellings which are invariably
there despite the fact that she is a very good secreta
ry

going through that whole process of media transformation.

I always lose something in the process. After I have read
it in hard copy it never says what I wantit to say anyhow,
and I have to doit again. That was oneofthe other items

that he was talking about.

SPEECH FILING SYSTEM

in the office of the future. I am not on
commission for IBM,
butI think thatit is an interesting devel
opment. My guess

at the momentfrom the time that I was inside
is thatit will
probably run somethinglike four,five or
six years before
a productlike that comes to market. I am not
suggesting that

you wait, because obviously the reason
that I am here is

because an infinitely superior productis availa
ble now.

CALL INTERCEPT
ee

Co

Mr. Bear s premise, like Mr. Cartwright s, was to train us
to do things with typewriters and to learn how to keyboard.
Once upona timeI could play a piano. I don t do that
very well any more either. But I doubt very much whether
I will be interested in dedicating a lot of time to learning

TELEPHONE COMPANY
CENTRAL OFFICE
(SWITCHING CENTRE)

eG
CALLER

SRS

howto type 60 wordsper minute, to becomean effective

typist. It is not my vision of myself.It is not the way I see
myjob. I am obviously a verbal person; I do not write well
at all.
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SUBSCRIBER

PBX
(SWITCHBOARD)

I am goingto lookat the services side of this business at
the moment because that is exactly what we are doing,

CALLER
2

BO

and the translation to the in-house application ofthis is
not at all difficult. Within the United States a subscriber to

C2553

S

an answering service which is a private company has his

subscriber telephone connected to his telephone company s
central office (local exchange). He attaches to that through

UNIT

wires is attached to another physical pair of wires, which
acts as an off-premises extension which goes out to a

DATA BANK
© SUBSCRIBER
FILES
© OPERATOR TIME
SHEETS
@ ACCOUNTING
RECORDS
je OPERATING STATS.

switchboard. It has a termination at one of approximately
100 to 120 positions on that switchboard, where there is

a young lady sitting at that switchboard and she can
interceptthatcall as if she is on the physical premises of the

TAS OPERATIONS

TELCO CENTRAL OFFICE

CONCENTRATOR
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anormal pair of wires. When callercalls up that pair of

subscriber to the primary station. There are about a million
such activities in the United States at the moment. God
knows why butit is a profitable business. They normally
operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

DELPHI TAS

Se

VOICE COMMAND ]
RECOGNITION UNIT|
VOICE BANK
@ MESSAGES

for about 50 years. She then takes the same kind of slip

that your secretary does, writes down the nameof the
caller, your name, the telephone numberofthecaller,
and a cryptic message which could not be deciphered by
anybody because she handwritesit. I am sure we go through
that whole process every day. It has all. of the normal
problems of the handwritten message. You get the transposition of numbers; you get a wrong name; you get a wrong
spelling of a name. In addition, she putsit into that mail box
slot; she frequently puts it in the wrong one and you get

It has redundant data paths comingoutof it. When line
rings, it identifies the line thatis ringing, sends a data stream
to the centralised system, which is the one that I described to
you before. That centralised system takesa lookat thatline,

pullsits line record outof the databank and says, Should

I answer this phone?If so, on whatring should I answer the

phone? What kind ofan operator shouldI give it to? and
some other things about the class of service which would
take us little bit of time to get into forthis day of the

week, orthis time of the day, oris it a holiday and so
forth
so we can makeanintelligent decision as to when to

answerthecall.

On the assumption that it has to, it sends a message back
to the concentrator. A voice connection is made overhigh
activity voice trunks, thereby reducing the amountoftraffic
coming out of this central office to the main system, and
creates a voice path between the system and that
concentrator. It then searches out from any number of
operators, who are all seated at CRTs, an operator who

somebodyelse s messages.

is qualified to handle the particular call that is coming
in. She has the materials at her work station,or by training
she has been taught to handle that kind of a customer's

The worstpart ofit is that the switchboard acts as a single
server queue, so while the girl at this switchboardis handling
seven or eight transactions at the same time because of
normal queueingtheory, thegirl sitting right next to her

call.

can befiling her nails and doing nothing, which does not do
an awful lot for productivity. This is multiplied an
astronomic numberoftimes within the office environment

When that happens, a tone goes on in her ear. The screen
with subscriber data comes up on the screen, giving an
infinite amount of information about that particular
customer.

itself. But this is a laboratory place where you can study
it close up and see what you cannotsee in yourlarge
thousand, two thousand, three thousand man organisation.
That is efficient compared to the way that phones are
answered in any large organisation. Your secretary goes away

Recognise that in the answering service business at the

moment we are dealing with 2,000 separate organisations,

with an average of 2% personnel per organisation. You have
an operator sitting here in an automatic call distribution

for a cup ofcoffee.It is incredible. At this point I wonder
that we ever get any calls through; I think that 28% is
probably an overstated number.

|

|

I

|
|

built a piece of equipment whichis called the concentrator.
It is not a unique namebutit is a unique box. It will connect
up to 640 subscriber individual lines to that one box. We
built that some years ago. We nowsell it to PT&T, Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph, which is the California arm of
dozen installed in the San Francisco area at the moment.
That concentratorhas a ring detector for each one
of those lines. It has all the normalthings that you would
expect: redundant processors, redundant powersupplies and
so on. Wewill not bother goinginto the technology at the
moment.

An answeringservice in an idealised form has three or four

|

Let mego to the Delphi solution for just a moment. We

AT&T, the operating company. They have those installed
in their central offices in San Francisco. There are half a

switchboardsin it. Each one of those telephones comesinto
a given position switch. She has a one-inch card there which
gives her the name and telephone numberof the person
whose telephoneshe is answering. It has beenlike this

|

mode, who needs tobe able to talk intelligently to the
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caller on almost any subject to any one of those 5,000
people. Thatis a small system operating at the moment.
They will go up to somethinglike 8,000 accounts in that
particular operation. So she needs to have a very logical
construction of the information that is on this screen.

is out ofthe office at the moment. Would youlike to leave
a message? You are familiar with the Codaphone machine
and so on.It will record that message andit will go into the
same stream with the other messages, although they can be

two options at that point and thatis account dependent.

down, in terms of telephone communications,the secretary

prioritised, and you can putthat portion of the information
in there. So since we have a lot more communication peer

You can see that she has a full keyboard here. She has

to peer than we do from the outside world or from top

She can typein the information and the message is stored in
the system for future retrieval by any oneofthe operators

can be eliminated in a large numberof cases.

who gets called up with an account with a properID; or,

Since I fully intend to keep you herelate tonight, you

more appropriately, as she is holding the conversation with
the caller, both sides of that conversation are being recorded

will not have an opportunity to call your office. You
probably have a stack of messagessitting on your desk. I

in a voice bank.It is not taped; it is a random access disc;
the speechis digitised onits wayin. Wesegregate logically

know do, but I don t care. But that stack of messagesis
nowinaccessible to you until such time as the young lady

the portions of the conversation which are the operator-

whowill be at that desk tomorrow morning chooses to read

generated portions and the caller-generated portions.
We

them back to you thatis, if she is not in the middle of

can also take, of those caller-generated portions, those
which contain information which are on her message infor-

tea break. With a system like this, you have absolute access

mation checklist, the questions she was supposed to
get

answered, flag only those, and theyare all recorded in a
single stream, but they can clearly be picked off randomly,
selectively. It can be just the message segments that were
flagged. It can bejust the caller segments, all of them, flagged
and non-flagged; or both sides, which can be done
immediately, no rewind time and no special waiting.

to those messages at any time of the day, 24 hours day,
seven days a week. The important thing though, gentlemen,

is that the time thatit takes to puta message into the voice
bank is significantly less than the time that it takestohand-

write it, with all the rest of the advantages that we are talking

about.

|

Thecallercalls in to retrieve his messages. Hecalls in ona
standard telephoneline. In orderto retrieve his messag
es

he speaks a four-digit code, 1, 2, 3, 4. The system
says,

Good morning, you have three messages. You will notice
that I say the system , there is no operator involved in
the process. You have three messages. Here is messag
e
Number 1. It camein at . . . and it time stamps the messag
e
andgives you a verbal date andtime if the date was different
from today s date, otherwiseit just gives you the time. Then

it plays back, according to your code,just the segmen
t that

you want played back, the information segments are the
normal methodof replay.

Thecaller calling in to retrieve his message has the ability
to use six control words as well. He says the word stop

That is what the old, conventional answering service looked

in between segments so that he can write down any
information, and the system stops. He says go and it
will go ahead. He says back andit will replay the
segment
that it just played. He says skip and it jumps to
the

like

beginning of the next message
because you had call
from your mother-in-law and you do not want to listen
to the rest of that anyhow. He says begin andit will

go back to thefirst message, with no rewind time at
all

andstart the entire process again. Orfall-back position,
you can call the word operator andit will route you to
the next available operator and handle whatever special
request you have.

pill

andthat is a good one.

I think you now havea feeling for how that goes. I wish
that we had more timeto dig into some ofthe interesting
parts of it. But let me point out one thing. Within an in-

house organisation substitute that word concentrator in the

central office for a computer-controlled PBX, and not only
can all of those functions be replicated, but they can be
improved upon; because I can make a determination within
an organisation that the call is coming in-house. It is not
coming from an executive, it is coming from two intermediate level people. I need not put an operator in that

booth atall. I can have a recording thatsays, Jay Stoffer
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That is what our operation in San Francisco looks
like,
There are some 30 terminals like that, operating
in
soundproof compartments, so that the operators
are dealing
in a very quiet calm instead ofthe boiler factor
y that is
happening in that other operation.

DELTA BENEFITS

@ ANSWER ON SPECIFIED RING
@ MESSAGE INTEGRITY
e@ CONVENIENT ACCESS

@ REDUCED LABOUR COSTS

e TAS/AM

@ DICTATION

The information that I said would be on the screen. I am
able to do private addressing of messages for a department.
Each individual in that department can have private mail

boxes, shared mail boxes, or any combination of the above.
We can talk about the mail box concept another time. I

e VOICEGRAM

want to type in a message. This is the message information
checklist. She simply selects from the list on a number
pad on theright, determining what the segment is and the

As a matter of fact, Pacific Telephone Corporation s own

to that list. If she wants to read something back, she gets

how to answer the phone.I kid you not! These are some of
the details of it. There are a couple of buzz words up there

piece of information that is in that segment corresponding

temporary information about the person s whereabouts
that will normally turn up in here. I can classify calls, and
classify them by emergency routine and their disposition
will automatically be taken into account, based upon how
the operator classified that call. It may be an automatic
call at three o clock in the morning, I have got to get somebody at home. It may be a broadcastcall to 14 different
people because of the nature of the call.

headquarters are now having their phones answered by that
system whose picture I just put up on the board, because
they have come to the conclusion that they do not know

TAS and TAM. TASis with an operator, TAM is without
an operator. Dictation
all I have timetosayis thatit is
absolutely superb; it is all you have ever wanted on dictation.

Youroperator can control thereplay of that dictation using

voice commands, no pedals, no hands, keeping her hands on
the typing line. It is what dictation should be. Voicegrams
supposeI have a telephonecall that I wantto place to Los
Angeles, say at 12 noon today when wetooka break,telling
them when I am coming home. Anybody that I know in Los
Angeles who would have takena call from meat that hour
in the morning probably would have ripped myheadoff.
WhatI could have done was to place that call, determine

what time I wantedit placed, dictate the message andhave it
delivered automatically at a specified time, saying, I will
be homeonsuch and sucha flight. Please be good enough
to pick me up.

SUMMARY

CHANGE/GRACEFUL EVOLUTION
COST EFFECTIVE

Do you mind little bit of commercial? These four units
in the middle comprise the system built by Delphi. Every
circuit board andevery chip in there was put in with loving

ACCEPTANCE/USER BENEFIT
APPLICATION EXTENSIONS

care. These are air conditioners and tape drives, and the

rest ofit is almost irrelevant.

Becauseof the shortness of time, first, since his critique on
the human engineering of the ADAM system was so

e DICTATION

e TEXT EDITING

devastating, I would like to ask Mr. Fox to come over and do

the human engineering for us for the operator interface.

e ELECTRONIC MAIL

Wethink that it works reasonably well. She cannot make

up her own nounsorverbs, I ll tell you that. In fact I should
like to invite all of you to come to San Francisco. It is a

@ FILE SYSTEM
® FACSIMILE

lovely place, I can attest to that. I should like to extend
an invitation for you to comeand seeit in action, taste it and

see whatit is really all about.Itis real.

@ MESSAGE SWITCH
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In summary, in terms of office automation which is one of
the things that we have beentalking about today, it is
change. It is rapid change, butit is a graceful evolution.
You are notforcing people to change significantly the work
environment or how they dothings. It is cost effective,
although I cannotgointothe details in the timeleft. Most

importantly, there is acceptance because the user gets his

user benefit on a moment to momentbasis. He gets the
gratification from it, because it does something for him
personally. Learning how to type mayor maynotdothat.
Taking the word processing pool and removing it from
him maynot do that. This gives him day to daysatisfaction.
Then there are the application extensions. I wish that we
had time to get into some more of them, but I am afraid
that I must stop at this point. Thank you very much,
gentlemen.

Processor system, with a couple ofdisc drives on it. So

when I say that it is expandable it covers a fairly broad
range.

QUESTION: I meant how manyinstruments, telephone
connections will it handle?
STOFFER: Thatis simply a function of how many ofthose

concentrators we hook uptoit. I can put 25 physical
concentrators of 640 lines each on the system. Thatis its

maximum capacity at the moment, butitis a fictitious

|

capacity. It is possible to have 1500 simplex voice contacts
at one time within the contextof the system in a maximum
configuration. I have not found a particular need for that

yet.

Weare notbuilding a PBX, I want to make that abundantly

COX: Wehave time for one or two quick questions from
the floor.

clear. It has all the functions of a PBX,but thatis not

its main purpose. It is going in many otherdirections.

QUESTION: Howbig is the system?

COX:

STOFFER: Thesystem at the moment has the capacity
for operating 32 independent processors, each operating
at 7% million instructions per second, for an aggregate
of approximately 250 million instructions per second. The
software, the operating system that goes with that will
enable us, when we can handle the speed of light problems
that exist, to go up to about 128 independent processors
of that or greater speed. It could handle 20 pairs of 300
megabyte drives. It can skinny down to an eight or ten

At that point I am afraid that we must close the

session and, if you have further questions, leave you to

discuss them tonight over dinner with day. I might say
that our own research team in the States were very
enthusiastic about what they saw.It is real. It has many
of the advantages claimedforit. I think that manyof the
implications are very important to the way that we regard
this whole question of telephone communications. Jay,
very many thanks for coming across and giving us that

most exciting look at your system.
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MAINFRAME PROCESSORS
NEW OPTIONS FOR THE USER
C. G. Amdahl

Magnuson Systems Corporation

Carl Amdahl is Executive Vice President of Magnuson Systems Corporation. He previously worked for

Advanced Memory Systems (now Intersil), E M & M, Fujitsu Limited and several other companies. At W M
Brobeck & Associates he was responsible for the final development of a point of sale system, subsequently
produced by another company, for McDonald's restaurant chain.

Mr. Amdahl graduated from the University of California at Berkeley with a BS in Computer Science and
has completed UC s course requirements for a PhD.
COX: In field controlled, moved and driven by such forces

as IBM, AT&T and Exxon, it is very reassuring that westill
get our equivalents of the Freddie Lakers and wecanstill
get individuals making a big impact. No namebrings this
home more in the computer business than that of Amdahl,

with Gene Amdahl offering new machines which compete

with the largest computer companies, at the high end oftheir
range; and at the opposite end of the market, Carl Amdahl s
company, Magnuson.
Weare very pleased and privileged that Carl Amdahl has
come across to talk to us today on what his products are
and what his companyis offering. I might say thatthis is
thefirst time that he has been induced to cometo Europe,
to describe his plans and products. It gives me great pleasure

to welcome Carl Amdahl.

compatible business, I should like to talk briefly about the
market place and about the current environment in which

weoperate. Plug compatible manufacturers loosely shortened
to PCMs, generally market against new IBM machines,
primarily the 370 and 30XXseries machines, the used 370s
and the used 360s. Assuch, it is a rather volatile market,
going up and down as new products are introduced and new
developments occur.

The market place for 360s and 370sis a vast one. In fact

their performanceranges that we typically have to deal with
are on the order of 50 times from the smallest machine to

the largest machines currently offered. As a result, there

is a great demandfor products of varying natures,capacities,
performance and so on. Thepricing of these products follows
roughly the performance which they offer.

The installed base of these 360 and 370 machines, if one

includes both software and hardware, is an indeterminate
sum, but obviously in a range of manybillions of dollars.
No onecan really put a precise figure on it. I have heard
numbers like $200 billion, I am not sure whetherthatis
correct, but it is certainly a larger amount than I would
everlike to shell out of my own pocket.
One of the main features that we offer on our plug
compatible machineis a better price/performanceratio than

that of IBM andonethat is generally competitive with that

of the machines available on the used machine market. This

is the primary selling point of any of the plug compatible
manufacturers. Other features include added performance,
added function, remote diagnostics and thingslike this
features that are nice things that the customer would like

AMDAHL: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. My
name is Carl Amdahl. I am the Executive Vice President

to see.

of Magnuson Systems Corporation, which is based in Santa
Clara, California. This afternoonI shouldlike to talk about

Briefly, there are a numberof choices available in today s
market place that one might consideras an alternative to an
IBM processorif one does not wish to leave the IBM fold of
software products. These companies include IBMitself,
that is always around.Itel is marketing whatit calls its
Advanced Series, which ranges from approximately that of

the plug compatible manufacturing business, specifically
that of replacing the IBM compatible machines; about my
company, Magnuson Systems, in particular; and end with a
short conclusion talking about some of the impact that
we expect to have on IBM andthe impact that we expect
them to have on us.

First, for those of you whoare not familiar with the plug
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1.5 times the 370/138 performance upto their AS/6 line
which is somewhat more powerful than a 168 or a 3032

machine. There is National Semiconductor whichis currently

not offering products of its own on retail basis. They
generally market to Itel Corporation. They produce the

AS/4, the AS/3 and the AS/5 machinesthat Itel, in turn,
markets.

Control Data Corporation has its system. There is Amdahl,
my dad s company,whichis primarily goingafter the high

be 360/370 compatible and would gain us some measure

ofviability as a producerof central processors. We had to
do this because the costs ofactually building a prototype
model that we could produceeffectively and sell were well
beyond what we wereableinitially to get together.

Westarted in January onthis prototype and we completed
it in October of that same year. In fact what we had built
was a 360 compatible machine which wasfully operational
at the end ofthe nine or ten month period.It is being
utilised today, running approximately 15 3270 CRT
terminals under the IBM OS/TSO operating system. We

end of the 370 market, offering a V5, 6, 7, and now the

newly introduced V8 models. There is TwoPi, a relative
newcomerin the industry, which is primarily going after
the low end of the machines, generally the 138 class and
below. Finally, there is Magnuson Systems, which I
represent. We are currently marketing 138 and 148 class

haveused it ever since wegotit runningas an in-house data

machines.

Processing system and, until recently, it has supported

all of the internal DPactivities.

Weare currently delivering two 370 compatible machines

the M80 Model3 and the M80 Model4, each of whichoffers

approximately 1.2 to 2 times the performance of the
competing IBM models, the 138 and 148.

Ourobjective at Magnuson is to become a major supplier
of computer systems. Weare not interested in becoming

an OEM manufacturer. The purpose of our company was
really beyond that of just making money. We wanted to
prove that someone could do an IBM compatible machine

in a very different way from that which IBM has used.
Wesaw that there were a number of very large gaps in
the market place. For example, the industry has got to

This is a view of Magnuson Systemsjust to show you that

we really do exist. We really do have a building in Santa
Clara.

a point where, when you need to expand yoursystem,

you generally replace the machine that you havein-house.
The whole offering of computers goes along these lines,
that leasing companies can provide you short-ter
m

alternatives to buying a new machine all ofthe problems
associated with having to buy and sell, replace, and

temporarily lease machines, in order to trap the growth
or demands that you place on your computer system.
It

is a very difficult problem.

Ser
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Westarted out with what I would call
rather modest
objectives from a technical standpoint
, trying to build
a 125 to 135 class machine. This machinesh
ould be upgrade-

Oe

pe re
McCullough

able somewhat, maybe to a factor
of 2; so that we could
first build a small machine and then,
as our customers

grew up, we would offer them an enhancem
ent. But they
would never have to replace the machine
that they had
originally purchased. It would become an
investment that
they could keep and add onto as time wento
n.

We were founded in January 1977, so we are a relatively

young company. The four major founders were Paul

Magnuson, the president; myself; Ray Williams; and Bob

McCullough.

Well, as we gotinto it, as all engineers know
, your dreams

We were financed through a combination oftheoriginal
founders, then joined in by some venturecapitalists and,

get a little larger. As you get a little more
money youget
some new engineers whoall have their
own goodideas.

finally and most recently, through Thurtell Camera and
Instrument, which currently owns approximately one-third
of our company.

Whatweeventually ended up with was a 148
class machine

Work began on a prototype system in January 1977. This
was an engineering prototype. We built this to prove to

a major supplier of machines and to become indep
endent

that we had to tune down and market
as a 138 in one

alternative, and marketit straight across as a
148 on the
other hand. At any event, our objective was
to become

investors that in fact we could build a machine that would
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in our own right in the United States, marke
ting and
servicing the machines that we produced.

|
|

Ourphilosophyhere is to modularise the existing technology
and to provide users with economical, open-ended solutions.
By this, we mean that we are not going to puta lot of
constraints on you. If you buy the machine it comes with
the amount of memory that youtell us that you want; we

do notsay, You can only have 2 megabytes of main store
with this machine. We have resources in this machine to

provide you with as much memory as a 370 can support,
and that is 16 megabytes. The same thing with channels;
we can supply you with from oneto 16 channels in an IBM
compatible mode.

Simplicity of design and manufacture was required to ensure
the highest reliability and serviceability. Basically, what
we are saying is that anyone can make a machine complex,
over-engineered and clumsy. That was not what we wanted
to have in our product, we had seen that enough in the
market place. We wanted to comeup with a simple solution.
A lot of people talk about simple solutions; they seem to be
more difficult to come up with than complex ones.I don t
know whythat should be so, but it seems to be some kind
of natural law. Finally, we wanted to ensure the long-term
non-obsolescence by overcoming such artificial limitations.
Bythis, we are saying that we do not know whatwill come

in the future. Wereally do not have a good idea of what
will be required two years, five years, let alone ten years

from now; so what we want to provide is a machine that
is engineered to adapt to new solutions as they comealong,
new technologies, new ways of doing things. We want to
provide a machine which in a sense, like a chameleon, can
change its colour. A number of people have attempted

The solution that we came up with was the machine that
we called the M80, which was 100% hardware and software

compatible with the System 360, 370 and 30XXseries

machines. The machineis right there with the guys operating

it. It looks like a console but that is in fact the entire

machine. Thatis a 148 class processor; that was our engineering prototype. Thatis the background anda view ofthe data

centre at Santa Clara.

One of the objectives also in this business is to provide
a family of machines,notjust one. I can outline the reason
for doing this. It is because customers, no matter who
they are, generally change their needs and requirements
as time goes on. Nothingstays static long enough for a
customerto ever be 100% satisfied with what he owns. So
our approachhas been to provide more than just a product
a family of products; muchlike the Series 360 and 370
were a family of machines. I believe that that approach
of saying that one provides a spectrum of machines, with
varying features and capabilities, has a lot to do with the
success of that productline. I think that any plug compatible
manufacturer attempting to compete in this field has to be
aware that what heis providingis nota box,it is a solution
to the computing problem; which meansthat it has to be
growable; it has to beflexible; it has to tuneitself to the
users needs. That is what we are attempting to do.
This is what wecall the shoppinglist. It tells all the standard
features that we offer, which IBM offers as well.

Magnuson M80
Standard Features

to do this. I am sure that many of them will survive and
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manywill not.

What we developed to provide these features was what we

called strategic architecture. It is an interesting term. I
am notsure exactly what it means! It was developed by our
marketing group.It allows the open-ended development of

processor products. I think that what theyare trying to get
across here is that we have something thatis little bit
larger than a box.It is an architecture. It is a way of putting

things together. An architecture really defines the way that

pieces fit together rather than whatthe pieces are themselves.

I think that has been the primary goal in the development
of this machine

to really work out howtheportions of

a machineshould fit together and provide a computing
resource. What do those interfaces look like? How should

they be done so as to provide an upgradeable machine with
the least inconvenience or expense to the customer, and

to ourselves?
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512K or 1 Megabyte of Main Storage
Advanced Control Program Support
Byte-oriented Operand

3 or 5 Channels Microcode Configurable
256 Unshared UCWs per Channel

Channel Command Retry

Channel Indirect Addressing
Clock Comparator and CPU Timer

Console File

Control Registers
Dynamic Address Translation

Error Checking and Correction (Main Storage)
Extended Control Mode
Extended Precision Floating Point

Interval Timer
Machine Check Handler
Program Even Recording
Storage Protection (Store and Fetch)
System/370 Universal Instruction Set
Time of Day Clock
Doubleword Buffer
16K (Bytes) Control! Storage

The M80 offers what we would call unprecedented

performance. There are machinesthatgo faster, but I think

aeseas

that for this category of machine it does out-perform a
148. The execution time is from 20% to 100% faster than
the comparable 370. Let me qualify this statement by

saying that any performance measure is based on programs
that are being executed, and generally speaking we do

best on COBOL computational or I/O bound instructions.

This is a block diagram of the M80 system, showing the
major sub-systems involved in our processor. Ontheleft

top you see the main storage sub-system with error check
and correction. Below that you see the 360/370 compatible

channels connected to peripheral devices. In the right lower
corner you have the console sub-system with the 3250
and 3270 emulator, whichis really a very intelligent sub-

system;it is one of the most powerful consolesavailable on a

to thet of a 370/158 and beyond

370 compatible machine today, having smart emergency
power off controls for the peripheral devices, thermal
monitors throughout the system to check for overheating

The M80is field upgradeable. This is an importantfeature

conditions, voltage monitors to make sure that all the
voltages in the system are in correct tolerance, a local and
remote console and consoleprinters. We also have a remote
diagnostic facility in which mode we can transfer over

because it means that, as a customer of Magnuson, you
do not have to be in the business of re-marketing your
machine. Once you putit in place it stays there. On top
is shown the smallest machine. I cannot tell whether that

phonelines all of the normal functions of the operator s
console. So we can, from Sunnyvale (the Magnuson head-

is a Model 3 or Model4, Let us say thatit is a Model 3,
188 class processor, to a 158 and beyond. Weare currently
delivering 138s and 148 class machines. The 158 isstill

quarters), operate the machine and do things such as measure

temperatures, measure power; we can power down the

an unannounced product, but will be announcedshortly.

peripherals from Sunnyvale on any remote site, as long
as the customer lets us by dialling up the Sunnyvale office.
Finally, in the upper right comeris the central processor.

One of the unique aspects of the M80 is structural

modularity. It means thatall the functions of the system
are really categorised into sub-systems. We have taken
the time to separate out the central processor from the
I/O sub-system, from the main store system, from the

Each ofthese pieces is tied together with what we call
the M80 system bus. It is a universal exchange for
information between these major sub-systems. There is no
discretionary wiring or extra cables between any of these
pieces. What wereally have is a single, integrated back
panelandall of the cards fit on this back panel and are

console function. We try to divide these up into a logical

set of functions so that we can then define a general interface
to connect them all together to provide a total machine.

tied together via this system bus. So if one wanted
to replace
the central processor, one would merely unplug the
cards
and plug them backin. One can add to the central process
or
by merely adding in more cards, since there is no speciali
sed
wiring tying them all together.

It makesit easy to add new modules or replace old modules

to take advantage of technological advances.This is generally
a fall out from this busstructured conceptin that each of
the cards are sub-systemsin the machine,since it conforms

Magnuson M80

Weegee sheet ttre
From 512 K to
:
16 Megabytes

to an interface that is predefined, and can be implemented

at any pointin time with a new ordifferent technology as
long as one adheresto that interface, as long as one generally

specifies the way in whichthat sub-system should communicate or converse with the rest of the system.

Finally, we overcometheartificial limitations and permit

an open-end expandability. By adding new features as

time goes on

features which we identify as being key

or important to the customer base

we can keep his

machine going. We can keepit viable. We can add new
features as time goes on. These can bein the form of
hardware, firmware or software.
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This is a view of one of the M80 memory boards which
utilises the standard 16K technology available quite readily
today. That single printed circuit card holds 4 megabyte
of main store with error correct. So we can build a full-blown
148 class system with four storage cards, having a full
2 megabytesof mainstore.

The console that I talked aboutearlier is similar to a 158

there are some thumbwheel switches which allow us to
relocate that card in terms of memory spacethatit requires.
If a memory componentfails, this allows us to dial that
section off; which is very important to the customers because

machine, roughly in our performance category which we
chose to be a 158. It operates under our own dual microprocessor operating system. The console is implemented with

Again it is expansible. On the right-hand centre section

memory failures are one of the more commonthings that
wesee in thefield andit can bring an entire system down.
You do not want to have to power down your system

just because a single chip has gone out in your memory
sub-system. So this allows us to reorganise main store
without causing an outage.

sis: tet
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console in termsof the functions that are performed. This
is particularly important to the user, because re-training one s

DPpeopleis a rather expensive chore. Even in the 370 field

there are a number of differences in the way that the
machine is presented to the operator: switches are in
different locations and they have different meanings. So we

chose to standardise somewhat around an available 370
a pair of Motorola microprocessors so that if one should
go out the other can take over, and in normal modeof
operation when they are both functional they share the
processing load of the console.

The console itself downloads the machine in termsof its
microcode from floppy dises, so that one can exchange
microcode sets for emulating different instruction sets
or adding features, merely by changing that floppy disc from
the console.
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Our channel is 370 compatible. For those of you who

are familiar with the 370, there are three modesof operation
of a channel which connects the central processor to the
peripheral. Thefirst is the block mode. Then there is a

selector mode; andfinally, the byte multiplexor mode.

This is a view of the back panel of our machine. This back
panelis where all of the processor exists. The processor,
the channels and mainstore, and an interface for the console,

though notthe console processoritself, are all resident in this
chassis. It is rather small. In fact that one box will hold 4

megabytes of main store, eight channels and a 158 class

IBM market a 2880 channel whichis a self-contained, stand-

central processor.

channel on the right, implemented on single processor

The organisation of the machine roughly follows the
structure of the boxitself. On the lefthand side we have
the section for I/O channel. In the centre we havea section
for main store, and on the right hand wehave section
for the central processor. You cansee each ofthese sections

alone processor which emulates a 370 channel. Asit is shown
on theleft, each of those baysis 5 to 6 feettall. There are
several swing out bays for one 2880 channel. That is our
card in standard TTL technology. It does all of the

functional things that a 2880 channel would, at approximately the same speed.
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is delineated somewhat by differences in the

interconnections between the various sections, though
youwill notice also that down the centre we have one
single bus which winds betweenthe various pins on the back
panel.
This is the physical system bus whichties each of the major
sections together andall data and controlis passed across
this central bus. In each of the three major sections one
can physically remove the cards, shuffle them and put them
back in without affecting the performance of the machine.
It keeps running. Thecards do not care which slot they are
in, as long as they are in the propersection. Oneof the
reasons that we are able to do thatis because all the wires
on the back panel are straight. Pin 13 of this card is

connected to pin 13 of that card: 13 to 13 to 13 to 13.
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There is no cross wiring on the back panel whatsoever.

This is one of the key features of our machine because,
as long as one has a back panel that defines what cards

to the rest of the cards which the engineeris allowed to
define in order to produce a machine of someparticular

shouldbein it, and you have set a constraint on what that
machine can be, You have predefined what those wirings

type in our case a 370/148.So this being the arithmetic
card in the system wehave a register array for holding some
temporary data within the machine. We have some loop
control units for doing DO loopsand an interactive structure;

have to be. So our machine is probably the truest of the
bus structured machines available today. If the central

Processoritself is implemented in the same fashion, each

BCD andbinary arithmetic logic sections; condition code

of the PC cards that make upthe central processoris tied
together with a pair of buses, internal to the central
processor. All of the cards in the central processor have
this interface that ties them together and they are all
identical in that interface. So the central processor as well

unit for generating 370 condition code; then some
conversion look up tables for converting various formats
ofdata.

available.

Because of this approach weare able to diagnose problems
at the individual card level. We can run routines in the

As I said, our console is extremely powerful in whatit

as the majorsections in the machine adheres to this bus
structure concept. This is one of the things that allows us
to upgrade the machine overtime, as new things become

can do.It is not tied to the system via a set of hard wires

orcables, it merely plugs into the system bus and communicates to the central processorin a relatively soft fashion.

console processor that will communicate with the rest of the
system andindicate to us if errors occur and hopefully
isolate them to the failing sub-system. For main store we

From this picture you can see every major cable in the
system. This ties to an auxiliary chassis which we are

currently using in this particular box. There is one cable
at the top which takes you overto the otherside of the
console and thusgets you to the microprocessors that run

do fault diagnosis to thechiplevel.

the CRT. Then we have power supplies here; there are two
powersupplies in the system and somefansupat the top.
All of the connections for I/O, which are not shown here,
are merely little cables that plug on to these pins, each

one of these slots representing a single IBM channel.

Ontheother side of the chassis, if we were to openit up,
you wouldfind that there are no cables on the other sides
of the printed circuit cards, so one can exchange a card

merely by openingthe back door,pulling a card out, putting
it backin. It takes about 15 seconds.
Since we communicate with the central processor in a fairly

soft fashion, we also havethe ability to get information
in and out of that central processor for diagnostic checks.

This is anotheroneof thepictures of an actual display on a
machine. This oneis checking the processor itself and shows

someofthestatus in the machine. If there is a parity error
it showsthe last micro-instruction that you executed before

you stoppedand, if you hadfailed at some point, it provides
you with someindication of what went wrong.

Dibaba!
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This is a picture of one ofthe cardsin the central processor.
This is the arithmetic logic unit which we took out. We have
the edge connectors with the pins that I showed on the
previous slide which makesall the interconnections between
the central processorcards. All these pins makeall external
connections. We have what wecall the standard interface,
whichis a set of chips on each card, identically replicated
from card to card internal to the central processor. This

set of logic in fact determines the architecture of the central
processorbecause it defines certain bit fields and the control
words that are assumed to be present on eachcard in the

Several of the goals that we had in doing this machine

system. It then provides the timing and control interface
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were to provide a machine which had minimum constraints
on power,cooling and space, because these seem to be things
that comein short supply and manytimes are reasons why

|

a customeris forced to exchange machines. They are just

taking up too much spacefor the processing power that they

provide.

We used T2 technology rather than ECL, whichis the choice
of most other machines generally because it is fast and

line which we expect to see with their newest announcements; the Itel series; the CDC Omegaseries; and our
machines down here. Obviously this is showing that you
should buy from us.

you wanta little more flexibility in the way you do things

to achieve a particular performance level. But because of
the technology that we chose we were able to implement
a machine that had a far better powerin terms of thermal

RDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
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dissipation to performanceratio. I believe that they are
comparing a 148 versus the M80. I guessthis is a 138 and
that is a 148.

MODULARIZED EXISTING TECHNOLOGY TO PROVIDE
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Finally, our machine is compatible with the 370. We have
proved this. We have a machine installed which has
performed well. We have run virtually every operating

system that IBM has out, connected to virtually every
peripheral that IBM has out. We have had a few problems
which we have corrected, and right now weare going great
guns. Our execution times are better than IBM s for the
competitive machine. We can modularise, that is we can
Again, because wetry to be efficient we can justify to
the customer that he will save money. It is not some pie

in the sky thing. These calculations may not be relevant
in England; in the United States they are pretty close.
In general, for the 148 the average customer can expect

about $6,000 to $7,000 savings per year just in energy
bills because it uses so muchless power.

Finally, performance, something in which everybodyis
interested. It is difficult to market a machine which does

not compete with IBM. Generally, you want to gofaster
or at least as good. So we provide a machine whichbasically
will marginally to greatly outperform the IBM counterpart.

upgrade a 138 to a 148. We can downgrade as well. We
have overcomethe artificial limitations that IBM has given

its customers. You can only have 2 megabytes on a 148,
no more. On our Model 4 you can have 16.
We have tried to simplify the entire concept of what a
machineis. We have tried to do away with these twisted
pairs and cables running everywhere. Those are sources
of problems. Who needs problems? Wehavetried to reduce
the physical constraints on a machine
the energy, the

cooling andall that. That can all be simplified.

Downthe road we have a few otherthings up oursleeves,

whichI will tell you about now. Oneofthethingsis that

replicating processors for error checking is an important
feature whichis, as of today, only beinginitially explored.
We have tandem computers with their multiple non-stop
processors. All that stuff is really nice, and I am sure there
are a lot of markets for it. But one has torealise that the
370 software, the impactofit, there is just so much software
that you cannotignore that when you are making decisions
about machines. Customers who already have 370s in place

That is what we have in the Model 3 to Model 4.
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are not likely to want to change. So what can we do for them
in terms of redundancy? What can we do for them in terms
of non-stop computing?
Oursolution followsthe line of the bus structured concept,
whichsaysthatif all the signals that tie the machine together
are available on one back panel, it is a simple matter to

Fo Fleet

replicate cards that are identical and have onein a dummy

mode comparing all of his generated results against his active

counterpart, actually voting every minorstep of the machine.
Did that other card that is the same as meget the sameresult
as I did? If not, stop the machine and we ll go into recovery
mode.

This curve primarily shows the relationship in terms of
currentselling prices, which are always in flux, of how
oursystem fits in with someof the other plug compatible

vendors available today. We have the new IBM pricing

The M80architecture supports up to four copies of each
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central processor card, so one can truly have four copies
of each card co-resident in the system, dynamically voting

things. What are you going to do if IBM lowers prices?
We will go through a few scenarios now before I close.

their results. If there is a miscompare generated, the console

can dynamically effect reconfiguration of the machine
to swap outthe failing card.

Lowering prices. Yes, IBM can really lower prices. They
have very goodratios of manufacturingcostto sellingprice.

Another thing that our machine has is the capability of
adding hardware and leavingit in the box so thatit is not

They make money, there is no doubt aboutit. They are

also very consciousof the bottom line. IBM is a company
run primarily by financial types and I imagine that they are
not going to worry a wholelot about savingface if they
are making their return ontheir dollar. But again they

currently active. Picture if one were runninga shop with a

Univac machine, and they wanted to migrate to the IBM

class machine. But they did not wantto doit, bang, today;

they wanted to convert, phase in new programs,slowly, and
not makea lot of havoc in a DP shop. Wecan offer a solution

may want to compete. So what will they do? We guess

that IBM will probably do somerebundlingoftheir profit

to that as soon as we come up with our other emulators

which weare currently working on in the development

centres. Hardware prices will drop; software prices will

go up. So IBM can play the shell game; they take the
profit. The profit is always the same, it is just who is paying
for what.

phase, so we are not committed to any particular one. We
provide hardware for emulating the other machines, as

opposed to theclassical solution whichis, Well, we ll just
give you new microcode. We ll send our programmers away
for a month and they'll comeback with a Univac emulator.
It does not really work that way.

That is great for IBM. We can compete in that arena as

well. Our machinecosts so little to produce; I ll be frank

with you: it doesn t cost as much as wesell it for! We are
going to stay in business. If you look at the things that

If one looks at the way one builds emulators, there always

IBM can do with pricing,it is rather like you push down
here and something else pops up. IBM will push down
hardware; the software prices will go up; so we will see

will be a hardware/firmware trade off in any machinedesign,
because there are somethings that are done that are done
better in hardware and somethings that are done better

some more software firms sprouting out that offer some
more software products to what IBM has available. If they

in firmware, and also there are some things that are done
better in software. What our machinereally allowsis to make
that trade off constantly, constantly to be able to announce

lower the prices enough and they push downtheir leasing

dates, they are going to mess things up. They will keep
things roughly the same, that s myguess.

new hardware that can integrate with yourexisting system,

that allows you to movethatline. So if I wanted a Univac
I do nothaveto go out anddoit all in microcode, I can
say, You've got to buy these five cards that will plug into

I think the incremental changeis the nameof the game
for IBM in the next few years. Prices will erode but they
will not plummet. Especially when one looks at the prices
that the user is paying for his computer power,if one
includes the hardware and the software, that price will

the existing system and use new microcode. But that
machinewill be as efficient at doingits job as the Univac

machine you used to have. You do not suffer in

performance. That is our philosophy on emulating other
machines, andI believe that it will be a very viable one.

be eroding but not dramatically. A factor of twois not
unreasonable. I would notcall that dramatic.

I think thatit will be a lot more viable in the market place
than straight microcode emulators.

Oneof the things that we can expect to see from IBM is
incremental additions to their firmware instruction set.
Really what theyare sayingis, You guys have got a 370.
I ve got this great new feature which you can plug into

Finally, microcodeitself, which is something thatall of
us are hearing about, listening to the new IBM announcements. What will we do about microcode? Thestructure
that we have adopted in our machineis very simple. We

your machine and makeit the newest, best. No oneelse

havetried to makeit as understandable, as close to a mini
in terms of programming at the microlevel as possible, so
that in response to IBM s announcements we can quickly

can compete with this because they don t have it
themselves. They will just keep peddling new features,
and they will make them essentially free.

comeup with oursolution. Webelieve that we have the most

easily microprogrammable machine around. We have brought

I suspect that what theywill try to do is to provide the plug

programmers on board, had them studying for about a
month, and then actually writing instructions in microcode
for the emulation of IBM instructions. They have been
very useful.

compatible manufacturers with a moving target. They
do not give you enoughtimeto look at the specs to come

up with your own thing before they hit you with a new
announcement. That is a very viable way of competing;

it always keeps the competition offtheir feet.

Now should like to talk about IBM as a competitorin

the market place. IBM is a very good competitor and very
adept. They have set up a market place where they really
do dictate the terms of competition. They haveset up their

There is no good answerto that. If IBM is dictating the
compatibility level, they have thereins. It is foolish for

any plug compatible manufacturerto say, Hey, you guys,

no problem: we ve got the latest and the greatest too,
because they will always be behind. How far behind is an
important question. Howlongwill it take each company to
react to the new announcements? Howcritical is it for the
customer to have the latest and greatest? Can he afford

own standards and every competitoris virtually forced
to competein the same wayas they do. Onehas to havea

service organisation which basically looks like IBM service.
Onehas to market the way that IBM markets. The machines
have to be compatible.

The question that is most often asked of me, and I am sure
of most of the other people in the PCM business,is, What
are you going to do if . . . ? There are always a lot of

to last a year without this newest feature? I believe that

manycan. I believe thatit is primarily a marketing ploy of
IBMto tell the customer,
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You cannotsurvive withoutthis

part. Just wait till next year. You d better have it or else

you can t take advantage ofour latest machine. It is a
viable approach.
Magnuson s answer

andI thinkit is the answer that some

other manufacturers will eventually come up with

is to

provide a machine which is so simple to program at the

and ground. Wedoall of our printed circuit card layout

with an internally designed automated PC layout system

which we have developed for ourselves.

QUESTION: Howisit that just fifteen of you are capable
of building a machinein nine months which is comparable

micro level and so easy to add hardware to that you can

with the products of the giant

place that IBM defines.

AMDAHL: Yes. Things have changed,there is no doubt.
I think that in any process of design and development,

attempt to track the moving target. You will always be
behind, but you can keep up to a point where you are
viable, where you can sell your machines in that market

IBM? Something radical

must have changed in the technology to makethis possibk.

even though technology itself changes, new things become
more feasible and easier to do, and so there are more paths
to explore. There are more ways that one can go in
implementing any particular machine. I think that one of the
great things that I have found in working with the group
of people that I do is that if one can throw away one s
preconceived notions about what a machine should be, one
can explore paths which make things simpler. If one says
that one does not wantto gothe traditional route and do
the machinein a traditional fashion but that oneis willing
to explore new waysin whichit can be done.If one chooses
to do thingsin a routine fashion, to look at what IBM has
done and do them incrementally better, that is certainly
an engineering task althoughit is not the task of an architect.
I think that is what we have got together to do at Magnuson,
to provide a new architecture. The time that we spent up

front was a very creative period. It is not clear to me that
every company where they could do a 370 compatible

I should like to introduce Magnuson s entry into Europe

which is Magnuson ATC (Air Transport Computer).
Wehave chosento limit the scope of our marketing in

Europe. We are a young company. We are not over-anxious
at this point to take the big jump and tosell to everyone.

We think that would bea little too much, too soon. Soif

any of you are interested in getting a Magnuson machine
and you donotfly airplanes, I guess you will just have to
waita little while.

Are there any questions?

COX: Perhaps I might ask a question whichis on the lips
of a lot of people here: can you give us some idea of your

market impact to date, what the growth of your installation

base has been and how muchofa dent you have madein the

US scene?

AMDAHL: We have not made any dentatall, except for
two machines. You cannot put that in percentages,it is
,
too small; which is one of the reasons that we are in business

because we can market a hundred machines and not make a

big dent, which is nice. We are relatively new, although we
s,
have delivered and customers have paid us for our machine
whichis a nice position to be in. We are young, we make
job.
no bones about it. But we think we can do a better

machine would wantto invest in a fair amount of nonproductive time upfront, or take therisks that we took in
our approach to building a 370. It seems to methat in
manyrespects the pay off can equal what youputinto it.
It is not clear to me that everyone will make the same
decisions that we made.I think thatis one of the reasons
why we wereable to doit so fast, because ofthe talented

people we had on board.

QUESTION: have one question and a presumption. You

talked about multiple copies of the same board, but you
did nottalk about multiple processors working concurrently.
T assume that you could do that .

Secondly, what happens when IBM brings out radically
changed equipment, for example, a new hierarchical storage
sub-system which you have to attach? Can you attach

that sort of thing to your machine?
AMDAHL:

have multiple processors. One of the problemsin using a

multiple processor voting schemeis that the interface is
extremely complex, when oneis doing it at processorlevel

in termsof I/O activity and main store activity. We were

not looking at this machine as being primarily three
independent processors each doing separate, useful work
and at some point checkpointing, we were actually looking
at the complete, step by step redundancy approach. I believe
that there is a place for both in variousapplications.

Software for a multiple processor system where they each

STOFFER: Whatis the dimension of the processor card?
How manylayers are in it?

AMDAHL: believe that the processor card don t quote
is 14 x 16 inches. It is
me too strongly on this
implemented in 6-layer PC cards, of which two are power

In answer tothefirst question, yes, we can
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perform useful work is a very complex business, andit is not
clear that the things that IBM has out now to support that
kind of environment work very well. So we chose the
approach that would minimise the impact of the customer
on software, which is at somelevel internal to the machine
and not at the processoror 370 level. That interface is just

too difficult to maintain. That is why we took the approach
that we did, so in fact our busis able to support upto eight
central processors and a console can talk to up to eight
central processors independently.

I have a feeling that we have a few years to market the
product that we currently have, to build up enough cash

reserve and cash flow to support whatever developments we

will then need. Oneofthe reasons for taking that approach
is that one ofthe majorareas in which weare marketingis
the used 370 area. That will remain a fairly stable market

In answer to the second question, what will we do if IBM

announces a new storage sub-system,I do not know.It will

through new IBM announcements. Theprofit margins

probably depend on what the storage sub-system looks like.
Wehave talks going on currently with a number of
companiesin the storage business tape, disc, whatever
that are looking into that area, because that is primarily

may go up, depending upon what IBM announces and how
radically it departs from the traditional 370 compatibility.

COX: Onthat note I am afraid we must draw the day
to a close. I shouldlike to thank Carlfora very stimulating
presentation. It has been an interesting day and he has
ended on very high note. I should like to thank him on
behalf of all of us and to wish his venture every success.

their bread and butter. I presume that what we would come

up with would look something like what they would have.
I am notsure if at this point weare willing to make an
investment of that magnitude to develop such a product.
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BREWER:

Let me welcome youto the second day of

the Butler Cox Foundation Conference. My nameis Tony
Brewer. I normally work on the consulting side of Butler
Cox, but I have been invited to chair this session.

Like the poor, the banks are always with us. After

yesterday s sessions I was wondering whether the machines
that we were told about will take us over altogether and,
instead of having the cashless society that we haveall heard
about, maybe we will move into the moneyless society
where the communicating word processors will keep a tally
of our efforts and automatically credit our bank accounts
so that when we buyourbread and butter they can be auto-

matically debited. I hope not.

Here to put our mindsat rest is Ron Clark.

electronic form. That covers just about everything I can
think of. I do not want to end up in somesort of quibble
about the definition. I think some banking purists, for
instance, would claim that the SWIFT system is not
electronic funds transfer because it does not transfer funds,
it purely sends instructions asking other people to transfer

funds. But that debateis sterile. I think this definition covers
everything I wantto talk about today.

It is not really a subject in its own right. It is a question
of techniquesrelating to automation in banking, and what
we should really be talking about is developments in
paymentsystemsbecause that is what the developmentreally
is. Automation comes under a numberof hats and in a
numberof different places, and there is not one cohesive
subject that you could call electronic funds transfer.
From a customer point of view what electronic funds
transfer will do is to provide a diversity of service and a
flexibility of service which is not currently available. The
other thing about EFT is that the comments I makeare
mainly specific to the UK, but I think you can extrapolate
them to any developed country. There are national
differences, but with respect to the sorts of things I want
to talk about here they are not very significant. We have
potentially somesort of mid-Atlantic culture now in terms
of payment requirements
certainly in terms ofcooperative
payment requirements where the logical developments in
one country will tend to be very similar to the logical
developments in other countries. I want to use examples
mainly from the UK,but I do not think there is any problem

CLARK: Good morning. I have come to speak to you
about electronic funds transfer. It seems to be a very
fashionable subject in that, whenever anything to do with
technology or telecommunications development is
mentioned, electronic funds transfer seems to creep in
somehow.I continually read forecasts that in a few years
cash will have disappeared and the sorts of scenarios that
were painted a minute ago will have happened. I want to
show youthereasons why that will not be so.
Most of the forecasts are essentially technology driven.
They seem to be based on the argumentthat if these things
are technically possible that is the beginning and end of
it, and that these things will therefore happen. I do not
think this is the case, and I wantto try to show you why.

about saying that they do extrapolate to other countries.

MONEY TRANSMISSION
BUSINESSES

ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
is the storage , processing,

transportation and transmission
offinancial information

cashflow, costs, charges

in electronicform

new business opportunities

Thefirst thing is to start off with some sort of definition.

new markets forsuppliers

Thereis no real definition of electronic fundstransfer so I

have made oneup. This is chosen sothatit is sufficiently
broad. Electronic funds transfer is the storage, processing,
transportation and transmission of financial informaticn in
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WhatI think I needto dois to ask: whyis it of any relevance

A numberof organisations are looking at payment as a

to business at all? Historically, methods of making and

means not so much ofhelping the customerto pay, but
of actually getting them into your premises. You may have
heard that Tesco is looking at issuing its own card. Marks
and Spencer have an arrangement with Citibank. Citibank
provides a special cheque book which has Marks and
Spencer stamped on every line where the payee s name has

and collecting payments that customers accepted, and there
was nogreat benefit in worrying aboutit; there were other
major business problems to worry about. What EFT doesis

as well. This involves those organisations in considerable
extra cost which is only justified becauseit gets people into
their store. As you get more flexibility you get opportunities

collecting payments have been rather like the drains
something that you must have, something that you must
deal with. It costs you money but you do not look too
closely at it. Historically, I think that is a reasonable posture
because there was not a great deal of choice. You tended
to have cheques, particular methods of making payments
to provide a much wider range of options. Businesses will
have to start to think about how they make payments and,
more specifically, management services and DP people

in companies will have to start to think about payments,
because electronic funds transfer means just that.
If it is electronic it will tend to involve computing,it will
tend to involve conversion to electronic media, transmission

between systems and developments of that sort.

If we lookatthefirst line, traditonally it has always been

charges that companies have tended to worry aboutfirst.

Negotiate a goodrate with your bank. Try to get the bank

charges downasfar as possible. These sorts of things do not

tend to involve DP people too much. It tends to be the

to be and which gives you somesort of credit facilities

to increase business just by payment development.

Thelast one is that EFT involves a great deal ofcapital
investment, a great deal of equipmentand a great deal of
telecommunications. I think anybody whois in the business
of supplying that sort of equipment needs to be aware of

developments andto beparticipating in them at a very early
stage. Payment systems developments have a certain
commonality across countries, so we are talking about

a world market as well. We are not talking about something

where you need a separate development programme for

the UK and separate onefor the US. It will be a very large
market. Thefigures are difficult to quote because you can
choose any forecast from 50,000 terminals up to as big a

of that sort whodeals with charges. EFT means that charges

figure as you are happy with. Butthere will be very large
capital investment involved, and therefore fairly large new
opportunities for suppliers.

moneycan now besavedis on these two other items:

I think that the case for businesses being interested in money

treasurer s department, the financial director or somebody

are less significant. Hopefully, it means more effective money
transmission and more effective payment systems. Where the
processing costs, particularly exception processing which
seems to be where most of the moneygoes.If you could
have a payment system where, when you are getting in
moneyyouget it on the due date, you get enough reference
information to know exactly whoit is from and why he has
paid it, and you know that you do not need elaborate

transmission takes longer to make than that, but I think
there is a strong case.

FLOWS OFPAYMENTS IN UR

procedures for chasing up money, that minimises the

processing costs. Usually they are hidden. In my experience,
in most companiesthose costs are not explicit, but they
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are significant and they are there. Cash flow as well.
Payments do make a difference. If you have a choice you
can makesignificant differences to cash flow. A lot of work
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often goesin chasing upcreditors, looking at credit extended
to creditors, looking at how we can leave our payments
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as well.
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longer to debtors; but the float inherent in payment systems
is often ignored. Again, EFT will give you more choice
and therefore I think youshould lookatthat sort of angle
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The other two I will touch on very quickly. There are

business opportunities, and companies are finding new

business opportunities in new methods of payment or
paymentrelated activities. If you are a business whichis
dealing with the public, you want your customers to be able
to pay in as many different ways as possible. You do not
want them tobe reliant on the fact that when they come

in and,say, want to buy a hi-fi, they have enough cash in
their pocket.If they bring in £100 and they suddenly decide
that they want to spend £150, you do not want them to have
to go away and come back on Monday, you want them to be
able to buy then. This is one of the reasonsthatI feel credit
cards have been so successful, because they are really the

only acceptable way of making payments over the current
cheque guarantee card limit, where the funds are guaranteed
to theretailer and it is very easy for the customer to make
the payment.
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I want to move onto the otherside of the coin. The

significance of this is that businesses are the key to EFT

developments as well. This is from businesses to all other

parties. If we exclude payments between businesses and

individuals we end up with a figure which showsthat 84%

of payments are either to businesses or from businesses.
These are non-cash payments. To some extent, that is not
an unexpected result. There are not too many payments

between individuals. Youwill notice that the figures for
central and local governmentare fairly low. That is because
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there are still an enormous numberof order books, pension
books, and other means by which principally government
makes paymentto people.

|\

|

|

But businesses are the key. Because they are involved in
the vast majority of payment, if businesses do not accept
new payment systems development then customers cannot

are only two possibilities. So EFT comes up in a variety

of places. Youget all sorts of terminals, but they tendall

use them. The cheque book or cheque guarantee card is

to resolve to this sort of simple division. Most EFT is
treated the credit transfer way. The customer authorises
the person who holds his account to push the money to

form, again has to be acceptable to business. Individual

of electronic authorisation that goes to the payee, who
then has to use it to collect money. It is mucheasierif I
communicate with my bank and tell them to pay money
to somebodyelse. So virtually all EFT developments are
ofthe credit transfer sort.

useless to you unless you know that you can go into a
shop, virtually any shop, and it will be acceptable. It is the
same with credit cards. Any sort of payment development
tends to be of this sort. Any sort of system which enables
businesses to make payments better, or in a more convenient
customers create the demand,but businesses have this almost

passive growth. They have got to be prepared to acceptit.

They must see the benefits, otherwise you can do absolutely

nothing atall.

Banks cannot propose payment systems developments.

lam sure that, as in all organisations, there are people who
feel they can and would like to. It s for their own good,
we'll make it happen . But that is completely wrong. The
first key to any developmentis business acceptance.

somebodyelse, because technically that is much easier.
You haveall sorts of problemsif you must have somesort

There is one problem. I tell my bank, Pay the money to
him. The money goes to him, but how does he know about
it? There has to be a link. There has to be some mechanism
to let the payee know. The moneyis nouseto him until he
knows that he has it. So you have an information

requirement in that link. It must be good information;
not only that you have £10 or £1 million, but whoitis
from, why hesent it and any sort of reference number.

So that is often a major problem in any EFT development.

TYPES OF PAYMENT

Money transmission
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120,000 staff
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Thepointthat I want to makeis this: there are only two

ways that you can make payments. Whateversortoffrills

you putonthere are only two ways: all payments start with
the person who is making the payment. The key to any
paymentis that the payer has to authorise money to come
outof his account, one way or the other. He has only the

two variations: he can tell the person who holdsthe payer s
accountdirectly, Pay money to somebodyelse. Thatis
a credit transfer. I call it blowing money out of the account.
You push it out to somebody. Or you can doit the cheque
way. You write down somesort of authorisation and you
give it to the person to whom you owe the money, and he

uses it to pull the money out of your account

2000 million non-cash payments

to suck

the moneyoutof your account.There really are only two
ways, because in the end you want money to move from
one accountto another.

Oneof the most commonfrills is to say, It s ridiculous

my having to send an authorisation every month whenthe
paymentis the same. So the two basic forms are that
you can give your bank a multiple authorisation, which
is a standing order; or you can give the payee a multiple
authorisation, whichis the direct debit system. Again, there

Let me move on andlook atthe situation from the banks
point of view; a few basic facts and figures about money
transmission in the UK.Itis a fairly large business because
about 60% ofthestaff of the UK clearing banks
and the

UKclearing banks are by far the predominant providers
of paymentservices in the UK
are involved in money
transmission, not in the banks otheractivities. You have a
fairly large capital investment, fairly large annual operating

costs and a very large number of payments. Weare talking
in the UK in termsofsix, seven,eight million cheques every

day; and that does not include credit transfers, standing
orders and all the other types of payments. There are
millions of payments every day and the organisational
problems become very large. These operating costs are
principally staff costs.

It is a fairly significant, and to some extent parasitical

business. There is no product.It is providing the oil to allow
businesses to operate, and without a payments system very
little can operate. Cash has suchsevere limitations, certainly
for businesses, that without an efficient payments system
youreally are finished.
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Demandfor
MONEY TRANSMISSION

7% growth peryear

unlimited amounts ofcapital. Those sorts of developments

would obviously take a great deal of time.

So we are stuck with this sort of situation for a long time.

Scenarios which say that cash will disappear, wewill all have

non-cashpayments

plastic cards and there will be instant debiting andcrediting

5%

for everything, do not make economic sense and are a

very long way from thecurrentposition.

cash
payments
95%

The Problemsof

MONEY TRANSMISSIONS

BE charges dont cover costs

HEB payments dont create deposits

If you look at non-cash payments onthefigure, there is 7%
compoundgrowth year.It is very steady. It seems to
dependonvirtually nothing;it just goes on and on and on.
Part ofit is new accounts but there are limits there. You
are reading a situation in most developed countries where

MB current systems have limits

BRB customers are more sophisticated

you can see saturation coming. That does not mean that
everybody will have a bank account, but everybody who
could conceivably want a bank account will have one.

SSS

A lot of people, for a variety of very good reasons, are
unlikely ever to want a bank account. You can go on a
little beyond that. You can have the two-car syndrome
where people tend to develop a numberof accounts. They
have a budget account; they have an ordinary current
account. The wife may have a separate account for the
housekeeping. But thereare limits here. You have a growth

Whywill EFT happen?I think that this slide saysit. I find
that if you start to say that banks haveall sorts of problems
with money transmission, not only in the UK but in most
developed countries, people say, Tell us another funny
story. Banks make enormousprofits. Banks keep my money
and they don t give me anyinterest on it. How can they
possibly be so incompetent that they don t make money?
It does not seem to be a question of competence because

in the numberof payments that each person makesas well.
People just write more and more cheques every year as

it becomesacceptable.

the situation seems to be the same in most developed

countries. The competitive element and the way that the

I want to turn your attention now to the predominant

banking system is structured varies in those countries, but

thing in theslide, which is this triangle. People find it
surprising that the vast majority of payments are still made

\
|

see why.

|

in cash,in this country and every other developed country,
evenin the States. Thefigures in the States are slightly less,

individual in thestreet, a profitable business. Itis becoming
less profitable and if we quickly look atthis slide you can

and youstill have these sorts of figures. Non-cash payments

given illustrate that very well: 2000 million payments a year.
?
£800 million a year operating costs. The current charge
for a cheque is something like 10p. So in revenue, in bank
charges, even if you are paying bank charges anda lot of

buttheyare still well over 80%. In these figures I have
deliberately excludedall payments under 50p, to get rid of
the trivia
the newspaper purchasesandthings like that;

Chargesdo not covercosts. The facts and figures that I have

are just the tip of the pyramid, thetip of the iceberg. This
7% growth tends to be as much because, as non-cash
payments becomeacceptable, this line moves down very

gently. The key here is that it shows how very far away we
are from any sort of picture of the cashless society.

people are not

cash disappears.It is still overwhelmingly the predominant
influence.

does not apply any more. People are tending to leave in their
current accountonly just enough moneytooffset payments,

If we lookat these figures, they are for the 5%. If you had

there is no real surplusat all. That sum is fairly small. We do

100% and you made the assumption, whichis perhaps
a dubious assumption, that there was no increase in

not really have enough money to make enormous profits
by putting the money on the money market. So youstill
have the problem that you have covered some of your

productivity in banks, then the calculations show that you
need about2 million extra staff, about £19 billion in extra

£600 million deficit but not necessarily all that much.

investment, and running annual operating costs of about

£16 billion. The assumptionis a little dubious because you
would get increases in productivity, but not sufficient to
make those figures any less frightening. Banks, like most

companies, have capital liquidity problems; they do not have

then you cannot recover more than

£200 million of that £800 million, so you havea big deficit
there. What aboutall this free money? It used to be so,
thatlittle old ladies with large sumsin their current accounts
funded the average customer. Some people kept very large
sumsin their current account. Some companies did. That

In any developed country it will be a very long time before

You also need EFT because current systems have limits.

Thatis not to say that the current payment mechanismsare
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nobodyas far as I am awarehas been able to make money
transmission, providing paymentservices, particularly to the

creaking at the seams and that they are just about to

|

\

|
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collapse, but you have got to the situation where you have
diseconomies of scale. There is a common misconception
that banks have large branch networks, and people feel that

The point is, however and this is where the technology
forecasts fall down we already have the technology to do

payment function in there. But what happens if there are

provide paymentservices, but because they want to buy
things in particular places at a particular time. You do
not have a great deal of control over that. The payment
systems available to people may change them little. But
essentially if you want to buy a car you wantto be able to
go along to the showroom,or send a chequein the post;
if you want to buy a newspaper, your payment behaviour
is nothing to do with banks,it is the structure of yourlife,
the way you behaveandthe things that you wantto buy.

in some way these networksare primarily associated with
processing cheques or something similar. There is a large
two people in a small town, and onepaysthe other with a

cheque? Say they have their accounts at different banks.
That cheque will go to the bank of the person who has
received the cheque; it will be processed there; it will be

transported all the way to London; it will go through that
bank s chequeclearing centre; it will come out as part of
a very large batch of cheques which moves to the other
bank s clearing centre in London; andit will be shipped all

the way back again. The two people may live next door and
the banks may be across the road from each other, but
the technology and thelogistics require this paper-paper
movement. So we have the situation that every night the
motorwaysare filled with Securicor vans, to get all those
cheques to London. Thatis also one of the reasons whyit
takes three daysto clear a cheque, becauseof the physical

transportation problems. Those sort of systems havelimits
and when weare talking about millions of cheques a day,
those limits are visible. It is not that the systems will
collapse but you no longer have economiesof scale, you

have diseconomies of scale. Problems become more

difficult to resolve; errors become more difficult to avoid;
you need more and morestaff to support the system. There

is definitely a tendency to look for some better means of

doing things. There are major problems in doing that, but
there is a strong pressure to look for some different way

of doingit.

Customers are becoming more sophisticated. What they

wantis more diversity in paymentsystems.It was explained
to me that the chequereally is a very simple instrument.

It has grown upand it has been the same for hundreds of
years. It is used for a wide variety of purposes by companies
and individuals. The nearest analogy is the statement by
Henry Ford that customers can have any colour of car
as longas it is black. Chequesare little bit like that. They

are madeto do a lotof different functions andit is necessary

to develop payment systems which cater more specifically

for individual customer requirements.

So there are problems in money transmission and there
is a need to change. I think that need is to makethe business
viable. The developmentin all developed countries tends to

go alongsimilar lines. The key has to be automation and
technology.

just about any developmentthat you can think of. In EFT

you do not have an infinite number of developments that
you can think of. People make payments not because banks

Most of the technology already exists, there is not a major

problem there. Things like public data networks and cheaper
electronics will have an impact; they increase the pressure.

But I do not think that banks have to wait for those developments to make EFT happen.

WhenI say that technology is the only answer, again we
are not talking about complete replacement of what exists
now. You just cannot do that. What we are talking about
is an increase in productivity of existing staff. Money
transmission may notbe a particularly good business to
be in, butit is certainly a growth business; andit looks as
if it will continue to be a growth business. So you want
to makesure that yourunit costs, your costs per payment
come down.
Suppose I had a complete brainstorm and invented the ideal

payment system, the one that everybody wantedto use. I
rushed along to a group of senior bankers and said, I ve
cracked it. This is exactly the thing that everyone will

want to use. It s obvious. Thefirst thing they would say
is, At least you ve proved one reason why we ve been
paying yoursalary all these years. But the question that
they should askis,

Are you sure this paymentservice will

be cost-effective in its own right? because if you did get

people to move from cash to non-cash, using this marvellous
payment system, you had better makesure thatit isa good
economic proposition because you have an enormous
reservoir and unless a particular payment system is costeffective, unless it is something that the bank really wants
to provide, then you are in dead trouble. Even the smallest
loss multiplied by the enormoushidden reservoiris a major
problem. So we have a situation where payment
developments
andthis is a personal opinion
have to
be looked at as cost-effective in their own right; and that
limits what you can do.

SPEED OF
EFT DEVELOPMENT

TECHNOLOGY and
MONEY TRANSMISSION

customerinertia

The technology already exists

need for cooperation

fo increaseproductivity

scale of development

to improve current services

marginal attractiveness

fo create new services
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investmentin existing systems

I keep saying that EFT developmentwill be slow and will

not happen just because the technology is there. I want
to try to explain why. Oneofthe majorreasonsis customer
inertia. Payments are not a major problem for most people.
They grumble about them, they mumble about them, but

they would not be prepared to pay a lot of money to change.

They would not be prepared to put a lot of effort into
change. That is true of individuals and companies. There
is not a lot of interest or a strong motivation to change.

I think the motivation comes from banks, from the financial
institutions, which need the change.
The need for co-operation is often overlooked. It comes
back to businesses again in which 84% are involved. A

payment system is absolutely no use to a business if you
can only get money from customers who have an account

with a particular bank,particularly in the UK where there
are a small numberof large banks. A payment system which
works for only 25% of your market probably is not worth
the candle. You need something which collects money from
any customer who wants to pay you money, regardless of

who he banks with. Similarly, when you are paying money
the samelogic applies. It is absolutely no use having

something where I can payall my employeesas long as they
bank with Lloyds, or Midland, or any other bank you happen

to choose. The trade unions and the employeeswill say, No.
T ve got a bank account but I don t like that particular
bank. You have got to be able to pay money out to people,
regardless of where they bank. So if you want to provide
paymentservices you must co-operate. There is no way

round that. To make the services acceptable there has to
be co-operation.

There is a great deal of talk of cartels between banks.

Obviously there is a lot of co-operation for a variety of

reasons, but one reason whichis very valid is that cheques

would be ofvery little value unless banks co-operated. Any
new EFT development, any new payment system develop-

mentwill need this co-operationas well.

As an aside here, I think that EFT will happen a lot faster
in Europe for this very reason. In the States you have a

very highly competitive, very fragmented banking market
where co-operation is almost impossible to achieve. There
is no history of co-operation; there is no mechanism for
it; there is no willingness forit. In the UK there is somesort
of mechanism for co-operation, as in a lot of European

make payments. You have to talk about national coverage
and, depending on how far down the marketyou go, whether

you can include small corner shops,etc, you come up with a
figure in tens of thousands of terminals. A figure from theair
is about 50,000, which would probably be a reasonable
figure; and that is a major development, particularly when

you think that the banks branch networksare considered
fairly large and they in total have only 12,000 to 14,000
terminals. That is one particular type of EFT.It is a large
developmentthat takes a great deal of time. Unless you have
a very large numberofpeopleinvolved,it will take 10 to 15
years to get those terminalsin. It is not somethingthat can
happen in twoorthree years, it is something whichwill
happen in a gradual way and overa fairly long period of
time.

People are not prepared to spenda lot of moneyspecifically
to make payments. You see the phenomenon in bank

charges. Whatever bank chargesare, people do notlike them.

I do not like them. It is a natural reaction. Companies do
not like bank charges. If you went along to a company and
said, Why don t you buy this computer so that you can
have this super new payment system? you would get a
raspberry, quite rightly. You need to have a marginal

argument. Electronic payment systems involving companies

have got to use existing equipment. In my view, the key

here is the development of public data networks, because

EFTwill involve a lot of communications. Virtually all the

developments that are talked about are on-line authorisation

of somesort, a link through to the customer s bankto get
somesort of authorisation saying,

We can guarantee the funds.

Yes, the funds are good.

So there are a lot of

communicationsinvolved. I cannot see how that communi-

cation will be built up except in a numberoffairly specific
cases, unless you already have public data networks and
you have companiesusing them. Then it becomes a marginal
cost to have some sort of call through to the bank s
computer centre, go through an identification procedure,

and make payments orreceive payments. Until that happens
I cansee nocost justification. I cannot see any way in which

it can be justified.

Myview is that, certainly in the UK,a viable public data
network system is still a number of years away. So a lot of
potentially attractive EFT developments just will not happen
until this infrastructureis there.

countries. The pressures are the same on the US banks, but
I think that the developments are liable to happenfirst in

Thelast point is the usual argument. The investmentin

I think the application of technology is a rather unusual
case. The experimentation may happen in the States,
but large-scale, meaningful developments
andthis is
a personal opinion will happenfirst in Europe.

All these put together mean that EFT developments will take

Europe.

I have mentioned before the scale of development. If you
are going to install a payment system it must cover the
country. It is no use if it applies only to somesmallregion.
People move abouta lot. If you had a cheque book that

existing systems is massive. You cannot throw it away

overnight. You certainly cannot justify a whole new wave
of investment overnight. So another drag, anotherinertia.
quite a long time. They will be very noticeable, even on

a fairly small scale, people notice terminals in shops; but
before there is a massive impact and it changes the way
that people behave and make payments,I think we have to

be talking in 10, 15, 20 years time, not in the almost

instantaneous terms that any technology driven forecast
would tend to suggest.

you could use only in somerestricted geographical area,

Letus look at specific EFT. People talk of EFT as something
that will happen, something that is about to happen, but
there is already lot ofit about. In the UK,there are the

it would be of very little value to you. So weare talking
about national developments.

Let me take a specific example. Suppose we consider putting
somesort of financial terminals in shops, where you can
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banks branch networks. They are fairly extensive, fairly
stable now, and fairly well developed. We have BACS
Bankers Automated Clearing Services). It is a common

|
|

CURRENT EFT

House Automated Payments Systems). That is the domestic

BACS.

bank receives instant notification. It replaces an existing

Branch networks

Cash dispenses
SWIFT
CHAPS

service provided by the banks to enable businesses to make
payments. They provide one magnetic tape, send it to
BACS,which sorts out which payments go to which bank,

equivalent of SWIFT. It connects banks in the UK and
enables them to make payments between each other on an
instantaneous funds basis. You enter the payment; you get
it authorised at one bank; press the button; and the other
system of messengers or bankers

probably a couple ofyears.

So we have already quite a lot of EFT. What I want to
lookat briefly is: where next?

FUTURE EFT

reconciles the whole thing and makessure thatit all matches

ofsale
Customer operated int

up. The establishment of something like BACSis an

terminals

acceptance of this co-operative philosophy. Companies will
not provide four or five different tapes, different formats

for different banks. They need onepoint, post it in and the
financial system sorts it all out.

teller terminals

viewdala terminals

system to system links

be the development of cash dispensers in the UK.

Bank EFT

Interestingly, there was a fear when they werefirst installed
very happy with these sorts of machines. The experience

ro io tellers

Business EFT << tnformation services

Most of youwill be familiar with cash dispensers. They are
still being installed at a fairly fast rate in the UK. All the
banks are involved.It looks as though there will continue to
that people do not like machines, particularly banking
customers. Theylike personal service and they would not be

payments which are

essentially bankers cheques, and a very manual-intensive,
fairly clumsy system. That system is under development
andwill be in operation within the next year or 18 months,

.

settlement systems

extensions to CHAPS

and SWIET

has been completely different in that people prefer machines.

I have said before that there are not too many different

that, but you can get the situation where in a branch you
havea teller position and a cash dispenser, and you can
get a queue at the cash dispenser and nobodyattheteller

categories: customer EFT, business EFT and bank EFT.
Customer EFT meansplastic cards, bits of plastic with a
magnetic stripe on the back, identification number, and the
customer being able to make payments, initiate financial
activity ofall sorts in a variety of different places. The
ultimate is that you have terminals everywhere through
which people may make payments
the point of transaction

I do not know quite what conclusions you can draw from

flavours that you can have. They comein these three main

position. Theteller may be an attractive young woman,

it does not seem to make great dealof difference, people
still prefer the machine. In banking that has been a very
surprising conclusion.

principle. People make payments in shops, garages, hotels;

Someof the latest cash dispensers enable you to ask for your
balance. There again, people would muchprefer to be told

theystill make some in bank branches; they make them at
home. The instances that I have listed here cover those
situations.

that they are overdrawn by a cash dispenser than by

somebodyin the bank. They feel that if the cash dispenser
tells them it is a secret, and the bank won t findout.It is

There are already pointof sale financial terminals in

shops. There was a recent press announcementthat the
UKclearing banks, which include the TSB, the Co-op

that sort of logic. I can assure them thatit is not true, but

if that is what makes them happy.. .

Bank and the Scottish banks, have a full-time project

The SWIFT system now connects banks in a number of
and enables
about 500 banks
different countries
paymentinstructions to pass between banks. That system is

team whichis looking atthefeasibility of pointof sale

development. There is a considerable amountof interest.

It is a developmentwhich I personally think will happen.

now operational and the volumes are building upfairly
rapidly. There is excellent evidence that banks are developing

It is a development which I would suggest andthisis
very much a personal forecast
we will see some evidence

good confidencein the system andthey are using it for

of in the early 80s, but it will probably bethelate 80s

meaningful payment. They are quite happy to put in a
paymentfor £10 million to some bankin another country,
and not worry too much aboutit: That is confidence because
it really matters if that sort of payment goes wrong.

before there is any sort of major development, again

because of the size of the operation, the time thatit

takes, the probiems of customer acceptance, and the

problemsofretailer acceptance.

There was a suggestion I am sureit was slanderous that
in theinitial stages banks put through only small payments
from customers they did not like very much because they did

Auto-tellers are just a logical extension of cash dispensers.

Once you have a machine that provides one banking

not care whetherthey gotlost. But that certainly is not the

case now. Lastly, we have the CHAPS system (Clearing

Zi

service, you extend it. These already exist. You can ask
for your balance. You can order a cheque book. You can
order a statement. In some you can make deposits.

There is no systems reason why thosesort of functions
could not be extended asfar as you can thinkof. If you
can find an extension that is cost-effective then it can
be done.

terminals in the early 1980s. The logic suggests that they
will start to appear. The widespread deployment of them
will probably take the best part of 10 or 15 years.

Credit cards on viewdata terminals

details over the telephone. Logically there is not a great
deal of difference, and that will happenfairly quickly.
More extensive paymentservices in viewdata I see as
being quite a long wayoff.

or whethera standing order has been changed, she cannot
do that. She has to trot roundto the back ofthe office.

She will be away forfive minutes andthere is a big queue
behind you. Teller terminals are a means of providing

So we have business EFT, system to system links, which
meansbank system to customersystem. I think we have
to develop confidence both in the banks and in the
commercial companies that this sort of connection will
work,It does not have major security problems. I think
these sort of links will come because companies need
faster and moreeffective payment systems. You do need
somesort ofdirectlink if you are going to pass a lot of
control information, if you want moneytobe transferred
that day, whenthe current system tends to be very
clumsy. You mayhave to go to yourlocal bank branch,
whichtelephones a branch in the City, which arranges for
the transfer. Once you havestarted the process you have
very little idea of whetherornotit is happening. In my

her with the informationshe needs. But again card based,
because the first difficulty she has, particularly with
privacy problems, is: who are you? Should shetell you
this information? Everybody can quote examples where
people have rungup and obtaineddetails of other people s
account. It should not happen. In a system whichis

so diverse as the clearing banks system it always will
happen. Teller terminals help you with that sort of

problem. The card identifies the individual and enables
you to provide terminals.

Thad to mention viewdata. As Brian Cartwright said

yesterday, if you do not mention viewdata everybody

thinks that there must be some funny reason why you
missed it out. Viewdata is the only mechanism that I can
see by which home payments could be made. I do not
think they will be made, except in one specific case,

experiencethis is a major problem of customers who want

moneytransferred. Once a bank starts the process and
anotherbankis involved, it is very difficult for them to
find out howfar they have got down thepipe, whereit
is, and whenexactly the moneywill get there. You need
somesort of system link to enable that to happen, but I
think the development will be slow,partly becauseit is

whichis payments associated with credit cards. It is for
the co-operation reason that I mentioned before. If

you make a payment anduse credit card, the credit

card companyhas both ends ofthetransaction. It has a
relationship with theretailer and a relationship with you.

not in the main cost saving stream for financial
institutions and I do notthink there are manybusinesses

It is a private operation ofthecredit card companyand it

which would be prepared to standthe costs of such a

is something with which they can deal. They can decide
whatrisks to take in authorisation and what sort or

system to system link. So I would see that as a develop-

ment to be seen some time probably in the 1980s, but

service they are going to provide.

fairly late.

If you talk about payments from one account to another,
then youhaveall the problemsof co-operation. To make
the service viable, all possible participating financial
institutions have to come to some agreement about
security, about procedure, about how they are going to
transfer money, when theyare going to pay over the
money. That is a major undertakingand, given the current
status of the viewdata project
and again this is a
personal opinion
it is one that banks would be very

There are two sorts of information services. Oneis letting

companies knowthestatus of their accountbetter. This
is something that has already arrived in the US, of the
terminal in the treasurer s office in a company. It comes

back to myinitial diagram about the two types of
Payment systems, where there is a need to tell people
when moneyarrives in their account. The more EFT
you get the bigger the problem. You may have the money

in your account,but until you know aboutit you cannot

silly to undertake. If we hada situation where viewdata

do anything with it. So pressure develops for better

information services to companies about what is

terminals were widely installed andused, it might become

viable. But we have a chicken and eggsituation because
if you, as a mail order company, want to display your
wares to people with viewdata terminals, as soon as they
see something they like you want them to be able to pay
for it. So I think there will be a pressure for payment
systems, but it is a major undertaking, andit is purely
this co-operation point of view that makes it a major

happening in their account, particularly as treasurers

departments in companies become more sophisticated.
They want to knowif the moneyis there. They want to
get it out. They want to get it placed somewhere

overnight. As customers get more sophisticated and as

EFT develops, those sort of things will happen. Thatis

oneside of corporate information services.

undertaking.

I think all these things will happen. I have given rough
dates for pointofsale. I think the UK and Europewill
lead the USin this sort of thing because of the need
for co-operation. I was predicting that we will see
something like point of sale in the 1980s. We already
have auto-tellers. I think we will definitely see teller

wheneveryou like.

There is no great problem.It is conceptually the same as
the current system where youcan give yourcredit card

The rationale behind teller terminals on the branch
counteris that the human teller is often unable to provide
instantaneously the service that you want. If you want
to know whethera particular payment has been made

Theother is that a paymentbyitselfis of very little value.
You need aninvoice, reference information, details about
the customer. If banks are providing EFT services then you

can develop a concept whichis very muchlike the value
added concept in telecommunications. You can have value
added paymentservices where the bankwill take over some
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of the information flows which are not strictly payments,

but whichare certainly associated with particular payments.
The development of these services is more advanced in

the US, possibly because of a slightly more aggressive
commercial attitude and because these sort of services quite

but we will not see the completion or the widespread

EFT ISSUES

acceptance of them until the 1990s, right up to the end of

often do not require a great deal of co-operation between
banks. The basic payment mechanism you must have; the

value added ones you do notnecessarily need to have.

privacy

I think they will come. I think commercial pressure will
make them happenin the UK,but I would notlike to predict

Security

when they will happen.

competition and choice

Settlement systems.If there are a lot of payments between

discrimination

a certain number of commercial organisations in a short

period, it is mad to make individual payments. A lot of
people still do. I think that you will get netting off between
companies. If companies have to stand the real cost of

money transmission services, I think they will look for
other ways of reducing those costs. That has already
happened with the Stock Exchange, which is probably the
prime example, where yousettle off between the commercial
participants in some particular grouping and then the only
bank payments are the net result. The conceptis already
enshrined in that statements are effectively that sort of
mechanism
statements as opposed to invoices for
particular payments. But you cancarry that logic a great deal
further. I have no idea whenthis will happen, because I
do not know to what extent paymentcosts will become a

significant thing to companies.

Thefinal point is bank EFT, the CHAPS domestic service.
There is a similar one called CHIPS, in New York. CHIPS

camefirst and there had to be a name for the UK equivalent

of CHIPS. It struck me that CHAPS was a very English
title to be the UK equivalent of CHIPS. You already have
these inter-bank domestic systems. You have SWIFT
providing the international links. I think we will see the
development and merging of those. Again, the main
constraint may be one of security, because it frightens

the traditional bankersilly

quite rightly. If you consider

a situation where a bank branch network is connected
directly to a computer centre, that computer centre has a

direct link into CHAPS andthere are also links to SWIFT.

The nightmare is that somelittle clerk in a branch cracks
the system, starts transferring large sums of money through
his terminal connection, out through CHAPS and SWIFT,
and ends up with several million pounds in the Bahamas
or the CaymanIslands. He is off to Heathrow and away.

Hehas laundered that money; hehas got it out and moved
it about a bit more; and he has madethe chainsufficiently

complicated that you will never catch up with him.
He has spent it, moved it on, orlost it long before you

can evercatch up with him. So thereis that sort of security
nightmare. I do not thinkit is a real problem, it is one that

is manageable and can be dealt with. But there is a
confidence barrier there before you get emerging a great

national policy

Oneor two final comments onthesorts of issues that are
usually discussed when EFT comes up. Privacy. Yesterday

weheard from Patricia Hewitt, who is very much concerned

with privacy questions. I think the party line, which I tend
to support, is that EFT will not greatly change the privacy
problems that currently exist in banks. Banks have a

reasonably good reputation for being worried about privacy
matters. I think the concern is there and will continue to be

there. I think thereal risk with privacy and the one thatis

often quoted, is the privacy in a cashless society problem.

It is a frightening thought that if all payments were

electronic and there was information about them recorded
centrally, if I knewall the payments that any one of you
madeI could tell just about everything that I wanted to
know aboutyou.I could tell where you had been; I could
have a very good idea of why you had beenthere; I could

find outall sorts of things about yourprivate life that you

certainly would not want me to know.I could makelots
of commercial judgments about you. Welive in a money
society. If I know how much moneyyou have and how you
use it exactly, I think I would know,by inference atleast,

just about everything I wanted to know.

Coming back to the point. It is a real concern and one

that will progressively be tackled, but we are a very long way
from that, because cash is anonymous. As an aside, banks
issue cash and you would expect most of that cash to come
back into the banking system. People use it for making
payments, the business aggregates it and brings it back to
the branch. It does not happen. The banksissue cash and a
lot of it never comesback. It is the back pocket to back
pocket syndrome. This is because cash is anonymous. I
think there has been a publicly quoted figure of something
like £150 to £200for every family in the UK, of cash which
is out there circulating in a purely private economy. The
only reason thatit is circulating that way is because of

moonlighting, because of tax avoidance, and a lot of other
reasons which are perhaps more reputable. But as long as

cash exists the privacy dangerwill only occur whenit gets
to the situation wherecashis disreputable; where you only
have a residue of cash so that if you use cash, people say,
Ooh, why does he use cash? What s he got to hide?

elaboration of these sort of systems. These things will happen
gradually, there is no time scale for them. I think they will

happenin the 80s. Confidence is developing. If you use a
thing every day and it does not go wrong, you stop

Weare a long way from that. Butit is a real problem and

remembering aboutthe security risk. I think that tends to be
humannature.
I think those are the sort of developments that we will
see in EFT. Wewill see a start of alot of them in the 1980s,

one whichhas to betackled.

I have mentioned the security already. EFT provides a

whole mine of new fraud opportunities, which have to be
dealt with. Bankers are conservative. They have got to be
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BREWER: Weare runninga little over time but I am sure
that you would not want meto let Mr. Clark go without
giving you the opportunity to ask one or two quick

happy that they understand whattherisks are and they

have somesort of reasonable protection before they will
have these EFT developments. Again, a lot of the work has

questions.

been done,It is clear that the problems are soluble, but they
will take time.
In the US perhaps more than in the UK we have the next two
items: competition and choice, and discrimination. If we
have this co-operation we have one terminal in shops which
is ownedjointly by all the banks, where is the competition?

Weend up with one paymentsystem. It becomes more and
more integrated. I think the essential thing is the idea of
value added services where the basic infrastructure may
be common, but the paymentservices that you offer the
customers will vary. There is a great deal of room for
competition in terms of packagingofservices. Wewill give

CLARK: Yes, what we are talking aboutis the triangle
showing the demand for money transmission. You cannot
really relate cash distribution costs to paymentcosts because
the banks issue the cash and it movesaboutin a variety of
cycles after that. Cash distribution costs are a major cost to

banks.It is very difficult to see any commercial benefit from

you joblot,all yourfinancial services at a reducedprice.

it. To some extentit is a public service. In a lot of countries
cash distribution is part of the central bank s function, it

Wewill give you cheap paymentservices because you have
someother business that we want. There may be quite a
lot of difference in views on whatsort oftariffs should be
charged forservices. There is a big difference between shared
costs and tariffs charged to customers.So I think there will
be competition, but the co-operation is inevitable. The
argument that says that banks should not be allowed to
co-operate because theyare all just a big cartel does not
hold water. You just cannot have that argument and have

is not done by commercial banksatall. Historically it has
been done by commercial banks in the UK and I can see no
reason or any way that the UK bankscould stop that.

I think they see it as a major problem. I always put the
cautionary note about the 95% figure. There are an awfullot
of payments caused bythe act of distributing cash, and to

try to encourage EFT as a means of reducing your cash
distribution costs might be a very dangerous game indeed,
because you would end up possibly with non-cash payments
which, if they were not totally cost-effective, would cost
you a great deal more thanthe cash distribution costs. So
it is something that does cost a lot of money. I cannotgive
you any figures, but it is something that I see as a public
role that the clearing banks have taken upon themselves and
which they will have to continue to provide.

good paymentsystemsas well.

Discrimination is the cash is dirty argument which says
that you have EFT to an extent where cash becomes

something that people do not want to use, because it has

connotationsof evasionorillegality of somesort. I tend to
dismiss that. It is a long way away. I do not think it will
happen in mylifetime, but current trends lead towards that
sort of thing. I have no answerin the longer term, other than
that we have quite a long time to think aboutit.

It is a fairly woolly answerandI apologise for that. I cannot
really make it any more explicit.

Thefinal point is national policy. First, you must have

QUESTION: Howwill businesses be persuaded to use EFT?
EFTtends to mean faster payments and therefore businesses
lose float.

good payment systems. You cannot operate a modern
economy without them. The needsin different countries
are similar. This means that the first country to develop an
effective payment system will tend to set de facto standards.

CLARK: think it depends what sort of business you are.
If you are a business where most of your customers are the
general public, EFT must help you because the float will
tend to operate in your direction. You will get faster

This has large implications for suppliers in that country.

Thesuppliers in that country will tend to have been involved
in those system developments more than suppliers overseas.
Theywill have first hand experience. They will already have

someproduction capability of equipment whichis saleable

payments and guaranteed funds, You will get cheaper
payments as well.

in other countries. So there is a national policy aspect which

says that EFT developments in anyparticular country should
be developed. It may help public data networks; it may help
suppliers. This is something completely outside banking.It is
a national policy issue, but there does seem to be a
reasonable argument which says that suppliers in those

I think the othersituation where companies are paying out

sums of money, the sumstend to be very much larger and
the float is something which you can certainly set off against
the processing costs of the payment.So there is a trade-off
there. If the sumsare large and the numberof payments

countries whichare first with EFT development will have an

small, the float question occurs. But EFT does not

advantage in a very large market.

necessarily mean that companieslose float. I think thatis a

matter for negotiation between the financial institutions
which will provide this service and the companies. And unless
the companiesacceptthe service you just cannotstart. So
it may bea necessary part of any paymentsystem, that you

I think I have covered just about everything that I wanted to.

Thope I have made somesort ofcase to show that the things

steering EFT, that are deciding when it will happen and
where it will happen, do not have a great deal to do with

technology. We are not waiting for the microprocessor
revolution. There are reasons whyit will be fairly slow. I
think there are goodreasons whyit will happen in Europe
first, and I think there are very good reasons whyall those
concerned in business should take a more active interest in
paymentsystems than they have doneinthe past.

QUESTION: Youdid notreally give a picture of how much

the lower part of the triangle (Slide: Demand for Money
Transmission) corresponds to cash distribution costs. In
order to makea case for going to EFT you must have a view
of whatit costs.

build in the sort of float that companies are prepared to
accept, which maybethe sort of float that the company
gets.
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BREWER: Wehave heard a most interesting and down to
earth talk this morning. I am sure that on your behalf you
would like me to thank Mr. Clark very muchindeed.

THE FUTURE OF IMAGE PROCESSING

D. Butler

Rank Xerox (UK) Limited
David Butler is currently the Manager of the Special Businesses Division of Rank Xerox (UK) Limited. After

qualifying as a chartered accountant he undertook a number of management consultancy projects before
joining Rank Xerox. He has held management posts in finance, administration, marketing and was also the
National Sales Manager for communication products before creating and developing his new division.
RAY: Yesterday we had oneview offuture office systems
and office communication systems from Brian Cartwright,
which was essentially a technical view of what is going to
happen. This morning we have a second view from a major
equipment supplier in the field, Rank Xerox, which will

focus on the lessons which they havelearnt in this country,

both from using the equipment within their own organisation
andas suppliers to people like yourselves.

We have the Manager of the Special Businesses Division of
Rank Xerox, David Butler
David Butler the younger,
as someone said at coffee break!

BUTLER: Good morning.I have been askedtoillustrate
one major supplier s strategy to advance into what is often

hitherto conservative environment upon which we are now

encroaching. In order to implementthe electronic office
with successful results and also to maintain good personnel
relations with your staff and your managers, you must
have an absolute understanding of the human needs and
fears in that environment. I believe that this must be a
priority of managers accountable for implementing such

changes in the 1980s. I believe that the lack of such

understanding will lead to organised resistance against
some of the radical changes or advances that we are
projecting at this conference. Those resistances are already
manifesting themselves in our industry right now,
particularly in the governmentarea.

HISTORICALLY BUSINESS BASED (TS EMPHASIS
ON MANUFACTURING THEOFFICEWAS
PERIPHERAL

termed the office of the future .

OFFICE OF THE FUTURE
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Let us look historically at where we are coming from. In
the UK,the office in less complex times, 50 or 60 years
ago, was a small part of the business and the majoreffort

Before I go into that I should like to explore briefly the

history of the office, where we are coming from; to probe
the reasons for the current growth in emphasis onoffice

was in the manufacturing area. The efforts to automate

manufacturing and reduce its costs occupied the majority

automation; to identify some shortfalls that we have
currently in the office; to look at media trends; and then
to lay out our particular direction to take us into the

electronic office era.

of the creative business thinking. The office really has
not changedin structure over the last 50 or 60 years, but
it is now central and not supplementary to the main
purpose of the business.

knowledge, based on a number of probes that we have
done in the United States, and also some of our own

We feel that office automation can only take place very
slowly. We have a large number of people to train and
educate, not least the managers as well as the operators

Throughout the presentation I think that one theme will
becomenoticeable, and that is the emphasis that we put
on the human needs and the attitudes to change in a

an office all we have achieved is electric typewriters, very

The strategy that I am putting forward has been one that
has changed over the last four tofive years, to my own

of the future equipment. The unchanged environment that
is the office, say for the last 50 or 60 years, if applied to
manufacturing would almost certainly be a recipe for
bankruptcy in the majority of businesses. If you look into

experience in Europe and in the UK.
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few word processors, copiers and perhaps some dictation
equipment. Very little change has occurred. You are going
into an area where changewill be resisted.

Behind the humourofthis slide, I do believe that when we
look back, in ten years time, to this period in business

involvement, we will see the changing status of women in
business as being very importantin the structure of business
itself. The attitude of young women nowtocareers in

People who workin those offices tend to look a long way
into the future, in the planning departments andthe research

industry is changing. No longer do you havethe younggirl

departments; but when they do,it depends on what sort of

out of school, rushing to a secretarial college, because the

people they are as to what they see as a developmentinto the
electronic office.

pinnacle of hercareeris to be a secretary. It isn t any longer.
If you look in your own companiesoverthelast ten years,
how many women managers did you have on your staff ten
years ago, or even supervisors? Now youlook and they are
up around the board roomlevel and throughout the business,
They have new opportunities, different opportunities;
andthe office fodder coming from thesecretarial colleges is
nolongerfuelling the office needs. That lack of supply will
tend to push costs of good secretarial and professional
staff support up higher and will lead to looking for
alternative methods. I believe that the costs and the lack
of good support people are pushing the emphasis on tooffice
automation.

The technocrat would see this sort of screen, console, dials.
Thada tenderin very recently which I am sure derived from
this slide. The only thing that it omitted was the man
specification to runit!

Tf we look at a slide of how the office population is split

currently, throughout Europe one-third of the working
population workin offices. If youlook at education trends,

they are showinga substantial swing towards the academic

rather than the manual courses. Statistically, therefore,
we

see a declining production element and an increasing
administration and management element. Whetherthis is
healthy I leave to your own conjecture.
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Whywill there be such a growth, and a continued growth,
in the office? Again if we lookhistorically to the position

where you had principal or a family running a business,
their main preoccupation was manufacturing. They did not
need marketingstaff, legal staff, or taxation staff. They
could run

pull the strings of

the whole business.

Now we do need the legal experts, the taxation staff, the

market research people, the planning for the next ten years.
We need those sort of people, professional people. Those

professional people need support.

If we define what theofficeis, it is a policy-making, control

and administrative centre. It does not matter what sort of
business you are in, the office is a communicationscentre.
You communicate with your customers on the goods and
deliveries. It is a place also where ideas are communicated
to other people and youreceive the feedback.It is an
interactive centre between all parts of the business, from

the customers to the staff to the directors.

WHY WILL THERE BE SUCH GROWTH
IN THE OFFICE?

*

MORE BUSINESSES

*

LARGER BUSINESSES

*

GREATER RESPONSIBILITY

VALUE OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

MORE COMPLEX
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MEDIA

$200 BILLION

FOR STAFF

TO CUSTOMER

60%
12%
18%
10%

TO GOVERNMENT
FOR ENVIRONMENT
*

EXPENDITURE

MORE COMPLEX EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY

SPECIALISATION

1990
$690 BILLION

PAPER
ELECTRONICS
TELEPHONE
FACE TO FACE

48%
24%
12%
16%

THESE TRENDS WILL INCREASE IN THE FUTURE

THESE TRENDS WILL INCREASE IN THE FUTURE
Let us define what we mean bytheofficeitself. Let us look

at the growth ofthe office. Whyis it growing? Statistically,

of course, there are more businesses, if you take all the
subsidiaries of the larger companies as separate entities. The
growth of the these multinational companies is yet another
phenomenon.
There is also the need for companies to take on more
responsibility or, more likely, to have the cloak of
responsibility placed upon them by government. They have a
greater responsibility for the staff, through legislation;

to their customers, through the Office of Fair Trading Acts.
There is a whole host of legislation that can encumber

I now move to the expenditure on the business
communication media. Incidentally, the majority of the
statistics that I am showing here came from a combination
of information from the Henley Forecasting Centre where we
sponsored a study into the year 2002, and also from our
own extensive research both in America and in Europe and
the UK. Currently, we are spending in Europe about
$200 billion on the communications media. One of the
points that I need to emphasise here is that we feel that
paperwill still be predominant, even in 1990, on thebasis
that it is economic; it is good quality; it is legible. Hard
copyis alwaysthebest evidence. Itis still the best display
screen that we have invented.

businesses. People now need to understand, interpret and
implementthat legislation within businesses.

The whole of business is becoming more complex, and we
believe that the trends will increase in the future, regardless

of the colour of the governmentin power.
*

WHATIS THE OFFICE?

THE OFFICE IS THE POLICY, CONTROL &

CENTRE OF ANY BUSINESS, WHETHER IT BE
COMMERCIAL
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Berd

GOVERNMENT DEPT.

ie

IT IS ABOVE ALL A COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE

*
*
*

In order to explain the previouschart little more clearly
weneed to lookat the costs ahd the underlying assumptions

LINKING
*

for those costs between now and 1990. The cost of

CUSTOMERS NEEDS TO SERVICES & GOODS

electronics will certainly decline spectacularly between

POLICY & DECISIONS TO ACTION
IDEAS AND FEEDBACK TO DECISIONS

now and 1990, but travel costs

andthis is projected on

the basis of massive increases in fuel costs
will rise
dramatically. We are projecting here that it will be probably

AN INTERACTIVE CENTRE WHICH BECOMES
MORE COMPLEX AS THE BUSINESS GROWS

ee
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three or four times greater by 1990 than it is today,

oaee
DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION

If we look at the use, you saw electronics doublingin
expenditure, but because of the drop in the cost of
electronics the actual growth ofusage will be stupendous.

Again, the use oftravel dropping quite dramatically purely
because of the cost of travel. This has great implications
within the office for such technologies as Confravision,
whichI will mentionlater.

If we look at the current office and the problems that
are presented to us, usually the informationbeing sentto all
of us look through your mail when youget backto the
office, there will probably be quite a pile waiting for you
is very muchtoogeneral. It is possibly obscure and a lot of

|

the ability to access just what you require, therefore people
put outa distribution list for people who just might need

|

it is late comingto you. It is general because you do nothave|

This is a generalised study of the total business communication functions, including computers. In order to identify

that information.

the areas of prime need which the office of the future will
have to attack to be acceptable to business, you break down

the seven basic functions of the business communication.
If you look at creation, storage andretrieval, and updating,
it represents two-thirds ofthe total cost. It is not difficult,
therefore, to identify where theelectronicoffice really has
to make its mark.

|

|
:

||

66% OF ALL COSTS ARE
LABOUR
:

The isolated use of automationin the majority of businesses
has resulted in an uneven work flow, where you have
batching bottlenecks created not by the computer itself

AND LABOUR COSTS ARE
CURRENTLYRISING

Ofthose costs, two-thirds are labour. Again, it is not

surprising that labouris a predominant cost throughout when

youlookagain at how we have developedtheoffice over the
last 40 or 50 years. Very,very little has gone into that area

to makeit more effective.

Wecan also see from this slide that in countries where the
labour rates are very high, the concept of the electronic

|

because that can produce endless amounts of information
but by the front end systems to get into the computer.

This has led in manycases to a lack of credibility in
electronicsin theoffice.

In the heydayof the 60s, computers promisedall. I think
that everybody will agree that they gave ratherless than that.
Also they left a legacy of inflexibility with the major
systems, the large computers, that were putin at that time.
The burdenof that inflexibility has often fallen upon the
managers and the office support staff to whom we are now
trying to introduce a new eraofelectronics.

So what do we wantfrom that future office? We are looking
for information thatis concise, pertinent, butalso available
in a waythatis urgent,selective, and at hand only when you

office is much more acceptable because it can be based on
a very viable financial standpoint. That is particularly
relevant in the United States and Germany.
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actually needit.
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Communication paths are really at the heart of the office
of the future since without them, no matter how powerful
the individual devices are, the office will revert to isolated
pockets of automation with terminals

and I will change the

terminology here to one that you have already heard today,

which is multi-functional work stations. Mr. Cartwright
mentioned that yesterday. We need a device for creating and
presenting information, exchanging it with others, and also

obtaining feedback from those people.

HE FUTURE TECHNOLOGY
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In order to provide these advanced features the office of

the future must offer technology that gives more advanced
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EXCHANGE, ANDMODIFICATION OF
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communications plus much better human interfaces.

What do I mean by human interfaces? What I am talking

about here really is friendly equipment. You do not want
the piece of equipmentto frighten people because it looks

like the control board of the Star Trek ship. You also want
the functions that this equipment is undertaking to be
familiar to the people using it. If it is familiar it is much more
acceptable.

Wealso require a memory, but a memory whichis under the

control of the individual managers. We have heard a lot

about security and privacy of information. The privacy

of information applies to managers in offices as well as to

individuals in their homes. You require some privacy. You

need the privacy of your information on yourstaff, their

This implies a network of interactive devices which is
designed to make information more quickly available, more
rapidly transmittable and, above all, it has to be understand-

able

appraisals, their salary reviews, your own budgets of your
departments. Here weare projecting that the technology will
enable vast memory banks to be available at the point of
need; therefore you are not looking to massive databanks
and the problems that occur with those databanks in terms
of control and security. I believe that there is a need to
satisfy here in terms of being in control of your own
information.

understandable in terms of the information being

presented and understandable in the way in which the

equipmenthas to be used.

FICE OF THE FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

I mentioned paper earlier. Certainly there will be a
requirement for printers, because not everyone will be on
a totally electronic system. Here I am talking up until 1990.

There will still be a vast amount of information that will

need to go to small suppliers, small customers whoare not
advancedin these systems.I certainly hopethat there will be

printers around in 1990. Also, onthelast slide there were

scanners. Those scanners can beseento bedigital facsimile

equipment which could carry out that function of taking
information from outside of an electronic network and
putting it into a form that could be used within the
electronic office.

What does it mean in terms of technology? Any potential

for office automation must eventually be referred back to
the capabilities of human beings, because they are the

ultimate users of that information which is being communi-

cated to them. Thusit is useless to design even cost-effective
devices which are difficult for human beings to use and

understand. They are only a small set of functions that a
human being requires and which must form the basis of

any integrated office system, communications being one of
the most importanthere.
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ofglass fibre, beams and waves. We will be developing these
before we actually see the products coming into the market

Howdo weintend to grow towardsthe office of the future?
Our direction is that at present we are in the scanning

business with facsimile equipment, in the memory business

place.

we are in the copier and duplicator area, and in word

We do notfeel, even with advances in telecommunications

with the Diablo electronic memory systems, obviously

systems, that the ordinary public switched network system
will be capable of carrying sufficient amounts of information
and at the speeds that we wantto carry that information via
the ordinary telephonelines, therefore we are putting a
network in. But to connectto the network weare talking
here of going through a gateway which will be currently the
PABXs and the PEBXs,the electronic branch exchanges
of the future.

processing in shared logic and with our 800 and 850 systems.

Tam nottalking theory here. I have personally used these

systems. For any of you whowill be travelling on the Butler
Cox American trip, I have no doubt that youwill see one of

Whatweare looking forhere is to combine andelectronically
link those familiar functions within youroffice. It is a

very simple strategy of merely linking what is familiar in
the office; and this method of electronically linking the
machines that are used currently in an office, we feel is an

our systems whichis already in the White House. We signed
all sorts of confidential agreements with the White House,
knowing that we would get quite a lot of publicity from
it knowingtheir security systems! They actually broke our
security system there by a very shapely blonde, who seemed
to override all the confidential agreements that we signed

up there.

If I can elaborate further on the practicality of using this

system, I sat at a secretarial station, with a keyboard and a
screen; tapped in the manager s electronic post code

acceptable and simple approachtotheintegrated electronic

was in El Segundo

office.

this

and through the public switched

network went to the PABXin Palo Alto, 500 miles away,
accessed the communications computer which is connected

HE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AND OUTSIDE

to the system, andread the guy s mail. When I wantedparts
of that mail, I seanned someofit, and parts I did not want
we merely destroyed. Other parts that needed reading or

updating I put on to his private electronic file which was
onhis desk. Thento ensure that I used the whole system I
dialled a copier in El Segundo and got copies of the
information.

I did not know
and did not need to know
that the
computer was 500 miles away,or that the copier was three

floors below me. I did not have to knowthat, I just had

to understand the consequences ofthe actions that I was

taking on screen in front of me. That screen was used
equallyby the secretary and the manager. Incidentally, that

We see many terminals, again multi-functional work stations,
here, andother invisible devices because operators need
not know that they are there. For instance, a communicating
copier. She does not have to knowthatit is there, all she
needs to know, all the manager needs to know,is the

is a different environment because it was a research
environment and people were encouraged to use the

equipmentand understand the changes that were necessary,
asking managers tosit in front of a screen oruse a terminal.

In the UKI think that we might find just a little more
difficulty.

consequencesofactionsto bring that copier or a facsimile

piece of equipmentinto action.

A network. Here weare at considerable divergence with
our major competitors. Here we are talking of a network

think of it in the simplest of terms as being a coaxial cable
connecting every office that you have in a particular

building. That network does not have a control centre. It

is not a computerised system. It is not controlled by a

computer. It is a communication route into which you can
add additional capability, additional work stations,
additional copiers, and additional facsimile equipment, plug

minicomputers and connect into your normal computer

systems. But it is a communication route rather than a

computer controlled office system. Again, we see any
numberofthese particular loops in a complex. I mentioned

coaxial cable, but there are other developments in terms
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Centralised computing has been in existence for almost 20

organisations and their ability to reorganise the business

installations, has now moreor less ceased; but there is much
of the office thatstill is not affected at all by the computer.
When you do need to interface with the computer you

yesterday.

years and during that time the growth in the industry has
been immense, but the explosive growth, certainly in major

often need skilled people to do so. The revolution in microelectronics means that now vastly more powerful equipment

can be brought to the individual user. We are suggesting here
that those small microelectronic processors and computers
can be connected directly into the network, and every one
of the stations has the power of however powerful the
computeris that is connected to the network.
THE COMPUT
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environment. Wealso see the PEBXs as giving the capability
for the electronic mail that Mr. Cartwright talked about
Confravision. At the moment only a numberof experiments
are occurring with Confravision, but with the projected
cost of travel we believe that Confravision will bein all
major companies within the nextfive to ten years, depending

upon the experiments that the Post Office and also the
Governmentare carrying out. If you combine the Confra-

vision studios with the ability of high speed facsimile equipment so that you can have a conference here and a

conference in Germany, and have hard data going backwards
and forwards,literally in seconds,it really does obviate the
need and the cost of travelling to negotiate in other
countries.

You have heard a great deal about security and I will

mentionit briefly here. It is a fear of management that they
will lose control of the information that they have and

they will lose the privacy of their sensitive business information. This is something that, when weare looking at major
systems, almost invariably comes from the managers who
are concerned and not from the designers of the systems.
It is a fear that they have, and I believe that we should
be aware that managers do wish to have control over their
owndata.

As we progress towards the electronic office we see all
the isolated offices that are currently not connected
being gradually connected into a major system. The transfer
of the information over the network from one multifunctional work station to another really means that you
have a full electronic internal mail system. You also have
the ability, through the PABXs, to have an external mail
system, and a very effective one.

It seems to be mandatory to have viewdata ona slide.
I think that is because the capability being made available
through viewdata, at a relatively low cost and even right
in our homesas a business tool, could create the ultimate

in decentralisation of offices. About the acceptability of
carrying out your business functions within your home
well, I leave that to you and yourwife.

What we are creating is a decentralised office system

and a communications route connecting all of the staff

and all of the functions together.
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significant effect on organisation of business. High speed
communications could be carried out easily between any

If I may conclude on a personal view of where the electronic

office will be and how wewill get there, I think that

everywhere wewill have some form ofthis electronic office.
It may notbethefull, integrated system, but you will have
parts of it in the organisation. Again, I think that the area
to beware of is the isolated electronic pockets of
information, not connected together.

two establishments, regardless of where they are.

The PEBXs, which I mentioned in the early part of the

presentation,will also make a considerable difference to
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Again, emphasising the need forindividual files and the
controlof those files, the technology will push you toward
having your own control of your data, because of the
immense local storage that will be available. If you look at

curve ofthe effects of these changes, andalso to begin an

educational process in every part of your company.

I would also suggest that you lookat identifying particular

problem areas in the office: high overtime; absence levels;

just the last two years in word processing, where you have

unsupported middle management; and pick on applications

changed from cards to tapes and now goneonto discs, that

within those particular departments that will show, in a

increases twentyfold the storage that is available instantly.

fairly short period of time, some obvious benefits, because

from there you gain credibility and acceptance of these

Atthe heart of the office is the network; a communications

route, everywhere, but invisible. Voice recognition, on which
we are doing a great deal of work, we see as the greatest
opportunity, but also a considerable technological challenge.

I have left it out until 1990, because I really do not see

developments at sufficiently low cost to enable such devices
to be put on to the market place. I am also sceptical as
to whether managers will use such equipment; in other
words, they would have a microphoneinto which they would
dictate and it would come up on screenin front of them.

systems. From thatpoint, I would then suggest that you
begin to develop a strategy within yourorganisation to
eventually aim for the goal of the integrated office in
whatever format youare projecting it.
I would also suggest at the outset not to change your

organisation immediately, because one department having

had that change, you will comeacross resistance everywhere

else you try to put in the system. I say that from some

This is what is projected. You also have a keyboard for any
particular parts of vocabulary that are not recognised by the
machine. I have notputthat in until 1990. I really do not
think thatit is a viable proposition before that period in

quite bitter experience, with our own organisation
incidentally, where we do try to take our own medicine

Of great importance with any of these systems is that we
must not promote the use of human beings asrobots in
this electronicera.I really do feel that the electronics in an

majority of companies. One particular local council put

by using our ownsystems and installing them in the fullest
possible way.

time.

There is also the very delicate issue of head countin the

together a proposition for what they termed their own
electronicoffice, and the primejustification was a reduction

office should take away the mundanetasks and release

in secretaries
23 to beprecise. Immediately the unions
resisted and successfully stopped the whole of that
installation from going on. You need at the outset to look

humanbeings to do what they are goodat: to think; to
identify problems; implementsolutions. In that way we
feel that labour will have somedignity in an office and

at and understand that productivity with these systems
takes time and that the work flows must develop around the
systems to make them operate in the most effective way.

not be degraded by the mundane functions that occur
currently.

Let me end on the same note on which I began: human

I would also say do not be too ambitious or too sophisticated

attitudes to change, particularly in implementing the first
stages of this revolution, whichis usually word processing.
When you propose such changes you need to understand

in an area that has not seen changefor such a long period

of time. Do not makea vast technological jumpin one go.
Keepit as simple and as straightforward as possible in the

that you are embroiled immediately in status issues of

early stages. If you can, pick a department which will
encourage trend setting, may build an image for you, and
also, because they are encouraging you, accept someof the
inherent teething problems in putting these systems in.
Again I have had some unpleasant experience because a
department has been picked by a director for the
implementation of systems when the departmental managers

managers
and secretaries. Secretaries have a pecking
order within yourorganisation, even if you may notdirectly

recognise it by grades. There is scepticism of the projected
benefits of electronics in the office, particularly with

managers whoare long in the tooth and can remember the

promises of computers. There is a fear of productivity and
effective use of the machines inoffices creating more and

have not beeninvolved, and therefore have not co-operated
in making the system work.

more unemployment. There is a great deal being written

currently in union circles concerning this effect on the
office.

There is a resistance to change

Also involve the operators in the choice of the equipment.
You would not like somebodyin your company to choose
your car for you. Then why would you wish to choose a

andit is not just a resistance

at the operator level; it is a resistance right to the top of the
company.It is fine for a director to say, Yes, I d like to
go ahead withthe electronic office provided that another
director does that in his division, not in mine. You very

machine you would notbeoperating either? Give them some

involvement and somechoice.

Yesterday, Mr. Cartwright emphasised that our objective
is productivity of the professional staff and the management.

often get thatattitude.

I totally agree with him. But if the people operating and
using the systems, managers as well as staff, are not
committed and notsold on the need to change, any systems
man willtell you that it is much easier to block and destroy

In the UKthere is a different attitude from that which
exists in the United States or Germany. In the US they

decide to have a try at new technology; and the UK > we
decide to have a committee to think about it. That
epitomises the difference.

a system than it is to put the effort in to make it work.

From experience, may I be bold enough to advise on
proceeding slowly with these changes
but do proceed,

effectiveness of our managers and the working environment
ofouroffices, but we must be cognisantofthe sensitivity

because there is a need to get into a considerable learning

I believe that we have an opportunity to improve the
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of the issues when attempting to grasp these opportunities.

RAY: Gentlemen, do you have any questions?

In termsofprice, if I may I ll duck that one.

QUESTION: Yesterday, somebody mentioned a £1000
communicating word processor. It would help business
greatly if we could achievethat sort of price level for some of
the equipment that is being suggested and would certainly

QUESTION: find it rather difficult to reconcile your
concept of the invisible network with no central control.

staff savings to justify this equipment. Could you give us

in.

save us the awkward problemsofhaving to seek quite clear

some indication of how youthinkprices are likely to come

down in the next four orfive years?

BUTLER: I have suggested that you should not at the
outset look for head count reductions as a major objective.
If the system is put in correctly, you will in fact achieve
those through naturalattrition. This is what we have found
in a numberof systems. This is more acceptable than at the

outset saying that-you are going to make 23 people

redundant. It is the way in which you implement and the

way in which you approachit. I believe that the endresult
will be the reduction of people.

You were looking at the price levels and a £1000 word

processing communicator. At the moment,if you look at

the market place andI believe that it is a matter of supply
and demand here in the UKthere are only about 12,000
word processing units. In Americathere is nearly one-third
of a million. So there is not a vast market that we are

currently dealing in. Also, although you are looking at
the hardware costs of electronics reducing, the major cost
in the profit and loss account of a word processing company
is in the support necessary in termsof training schools,
follow up support and the application and development

within the customer s premises. Soit is not just hardware.
But I do see the reduction in hardware costs perhaps
dropping 30% to 40% over the nextfive years. That is the

sort of figure that we are projecting. But within that
hardware cost youstill have a very high degree of customer
support, particularly when you move away from the fixed
function systems into soft load systems, where you are

virtually developing an individual machinefor an individual

customer. There you are getting into software support.
It is not necessarily the hardware that in fact is the majority

of the cost, it is the support levels.

QUESTION: Youhave drawn attention to the possibilities
for a combined piece of equipmentfor facsimile transmission
and also photocopying, perhaps also with documentcapture

capabilities whereby original documents are read and

digitised. Can yousay little more about whenthese designs
will be available in the UK and how muchtheywill cost?

BUTLER:

Surely although the control may not bevisibly central,
as you begin to connect many workstations together, there

will be many control functions that will have to be brought

BUTLER: Yes, there will be. Somewhere in the network
you have to feed in the reference numbers of the work
stations, the changes necessary. But that does not mean to
say that the individual work station should not update, say,
their own directory on an accessible file. You do not need
a central control for that; nor do you for accounting.If
you wish, you can break these networks down so that you
know whattraffic you have on a particularly small network,
or a large network. A network can be a department; it can
be part of a department; it can be a division. We have not
found it necessary to build in those sort of controls. In fact
wetry to avoid them if we can becauseit adds considerable
complication and sophistication to the equipment, which

is not what weare trying to do.
QUESTION:

In the scenario that you painted, you made

no mention of microfilm or microfiche techniques. Is that
because you see them asirrelevant, or they ve died a death,

or what?

BUTLER: Wehave not considered microfilm or microfiche
in any of our projections, we are looking straight at
electronics rather than that side. We really feel that is an
outdated technology now. Do you disagree with that?

QUESTION: Iam not convinced that it is outdated. There
are certainly some archival systemsforstoring and retrieving
information, where microfiche seems to be not a bad way
of doingthis. I do not see how webridgethat gap of getting
into those sort of archives and feeding it into the sort of
system that you have been describing.
BUTLER: can see the need in a numberof industries like
engineering, where a great number of plans and drawings
simply could notbe fed into this system, although we have
a graphics capability. I can see the need for microfilm or
microfiche in that area. But it has not been felt necessary
within the office environment to feed that information
into the system. I see no way in which it could be done
currently
other than bringing it back to hard copy and
scanningit into the system.
QUESTION:

Every time onehears a presentation on the

office of the future one is told that there will be some

How much I am afraid I couldn t answer. Not

that I don t want to, but I don t have that information.

savings. I am somewhatsceptical aboutthis. I will give you
a case in point.

by my owndivision as a probe, early next year. Full systems
of the type that I was talking about, the type that are in EL

There is a large organisation in the United States that I have
beentracking for someyears. They said, Forget the office

Thefirst communicating copiers in the UK will be launched
Segundo andPalo Alto and the White House, will in fact be
in Europein the sametime scale, again as probes; because

of the future, we ll go for telephone conference hook-ups.
This will cut down thetransport bill. It has not. All that

happensis that they spend an awfullotof timetalking to

I do believe that we need to do considerable work on probes
in major companies before we understand how to implement.
Again, it is not the technology. You can go down Silicon
Valley and buyall this technology, it is not difficult, and
solderit all together. The difficulty is in understanding the

people on the phonein Cleveland, Ohio, butthey still spend
just as muchtimetravelling to San Francisco.

BUTLER: Isympathise with their view. We have not done

skills needed to implement the systems and to market the
systems.
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any studies on the saving in transport. When youare looking

the Confravision market; yet it has definitely quadrupled the

at what I projected, which was an internal mail system, the

only transport that you are saving thereis literally someone
walking round the building. We have not really gone into
the transport saving. I would not consider that you would
save that amount on transport. Again, you are back to
human needs, People like to travel. They like to go and

mileage allowance that you pay to yourexecutive.

BUTLER:

think that one ofthe problemsis that it does

not have an image.It needs to be marketed as an up market
facility that all major companies should have, the way that
computers were marketed in the early 60s. Everyone ought

meet people face to face, not talk to them overa telephone.

to have one. That was the proviso to the way in which it

QUESTION: This is not a question but a comment. I
do notbelieve the statement on Confravision, for the same

was projected.

occasions on projects which show quite good cash savings

consisting of a coaxial cable. Does this impose finite limit
on the capacity of the network?

reasens. I have been involved on about four different

QUESTION:

ona Confravision system, but people will not use it. There

are a variety of reasons. One of themis thatit is a business

image. There is no image factorin sitting in a television

BUTLER:

studio, whereas thereis quite an interesting imagein getting
on a jet plane and going somewhere.

There is the out of the office for a while feeling, which

QUESTION:

like this.

You put an emphasis on selling the system in

to avoid labourreaction. Do you not think that increasingly
youwill get the samereaction to job destruction, without
necessarily personal redundancy, that you have had in the
past to individual redundancy?

The costs are marginal and there are quite difficult
limitations on working a Confravision system practically.

The other aspect is the social aspect of television in those
sort of circumstances anyway. Professor Cherry, Imperial
College, whose workis in the communications area, believes
thatit is socially unacceptable andthat thingslike television

BUTLER:

Iam notsure that I understand your question.

QUESTION:

The union concem which in the past has

centred on no redundancies and wehaveevidenceof this
ourselves in areas of high unemployment on Merseyside

increase people s use oflibraries and record libraries, when
the idea that you wouldbe abletoseeall this on television
would stop that sort of thing.

says that natural wastage is now no longer acceptable, that
you are reducing employmentpossibilities in society.

BUTLER: I do notthink that would necessarily happen,
John, if the cost of travel, as was projected by the Henley

people, quadrupled. You may wellstill travel, but maybe
not with the same frequency. You maystill want to get out

BUTLER: Yes. The answerthatI gave onthelocal council
would then not be acceptable. They would be asked to
recruit back up to a particular level. I have comeacross that
twice. It does normally happen outside of very strict union

of the office
I would agree with that. But if you are
bringing down the cost of Confravision and also adding

to the capability with very high speed facsimile devices,

environments that you do havea considerable attrition after
you haveput in a system, which then enables youto gain

it would be morepractical then to use Confravision. In spite
of the cost oftravel and the time elementinvolved time
being a considerable cost when you are talking about

the productivity benefits through fewer people, with
machinery. But particularly in governmentat the present

I think there willstill be a human

time, those sort of negotiations are, as you have pointed out,

needto travel about and get out of the office, but I really
think that Confravision will begin to be a more useful

fairly unacceptable. In both cases they were government

installations, local government and central, where we hit the
problem.

business tool than it is currently.

QUESTION:

Yes,there is a constraint in terms of the amount

of equipmentand the amountoftraffic that can be taken
on a coaxial cable. One way of obviating that restrictionis
simply to cut downthesize of the networks.

I think that most people need.I mean that quite seriously,
to get away fromit, to get time to think and do things

expensive executives

Youdescribed your network system as

Whenyouthink about the petrol costs in the

RAY: Thank you very much, David, for a very interesting

last three years, it has not madetheslightest difference to

presentation.
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RAY: Gentlemen, we now havethefirst of two sessions,
this one and the one immediately after lunch, which are

concerned with two different aspects of publicly available

English languageitself. In theairline industry, as you know,
all pilots, no matter where they are flying, speak English.

In the United States today, commercial databases are quite

It is the worldwide language ofairline pilots. English is
also the language of the database industry. The worldwide
language, more and more, is English. Over 75% ofexisting
databases today are in the English language, and that
percentage is growing. That is why the Germans and the
Spanish
and I have just been downin Spain looking at

available information services. The market in Europeis
now beginning to emerge with the development of
EURONETandalso viewdata. Indeed, as you are probably
all aware, on-line information retrieval services are the
subject of our next Foundation report.

LINK has completed the study Martin mentioned. We

information. This first session looks at the opportunities

and the outlook for both users and suppliers in the database
industry.

big business andI believe that there are over 300 publicly

We have with us this morning Haines Gaffner, whois the

President of LINK, an organisation based in New York which
has just completed a major study of this market. I think
that Haines is particularly well placed to tell us how the
market can be expected to grow over the next few years.

GAFFNER: Good morning.AsI havelistened to a number
ofthe sessionsoverthe last day and a half, I have noticed
particularly the numerous American examples, such as
America
this advanced case example , and America
has 89,000of this whereas there are only 22,000 here , etc.
Whenwelookat the on-line database industry, I think we

their industry
are way behind, and they do not yet know
how to catch up. Theuse of the English language gives you a
great advantage, and I hope that youtake the opportunity
to seize hold ofthis industry.
have about 40 American clients and 10 British and European
ones who havehelpedto finance the study, and mostof the
comments that I will be making today are based on this

major multi-client study, the results of which are being

released this month. However, I am very proud to have
participated in a second study with Butler Cox which has

given LINKandourstaff a close involvement with and an
understanding of viewdata. In this study we have done a

six-month analysis of the potential impact in the US of
viewdata and the opportunities in the infant viewdata
industry in the US. In the US viewdata hardly existsat all,

and youare four orfive years ahead of the US.

have something good to report in the UK.I think that

This study has enabled us to gain somerealinsights into
how viewdata interacts with the on-line database industry.

leaders in this rapidly-growing industry. I know, of course,

Wehave heard lot over the last day and a half about the

Britain over the next five years has the opportunity, if
gentlemen like yourselves seize it, to become the world

new technologies.It is hard to decide which technology to

that you are behind the US today. But no matter how
sceptical you may be about the pace at which viewdata
will grow, viewdata systems around the world will catch on
rapidly over the next five years. A viewdata system is merely
a dissemination channel for on-line databases. You have
to re-format them and they are somewhat more simple,
but viewdata has considerable potential.

follow, and very difficult to make decisions on what to buy

and install, and which device to have and which system to

build. But I am sure that all of us here would agree that
the technologies when they are properly applied, can bring
fantastic, cost-effective results.

Historical fact bears this out. In the days of Martin Luther

In the US, database searching mechanisms are rather

there were very many reformers in what is now Europe.

But most of them are now forgotten, except for Martin
Luther. Living in Luther s home town at the same time was

complex and as a result there is a lead group of people
whoare using these databases. But Britain is going to lead

the world as far as the mass market is concerned. I think
that that is a major advantage.
In Britain you have another major advantage andthatis the

a man named Johann Gutenberg who invented movable

printing types. Luther was fortunate. He learned ofthis

invention and he used Gutenberg s technology to spread his
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opinions and doctrines far and wide.

Database producers and online

Today, still, many people think of Gutenberg when they
think of printing, and today many people think of the
on-line database industry as the new alternative in electronic
publishing, the new medium in print. I do not think that
the on-line database will replace print, butit will certainly
becomea new wayof disseminating knowledge.

services play leading roles

fn online database industry

MB 7. /ndustry consists ofsource and
reference databases

Miz Online services provide database

THE ONLINE
DATABASE INDUSTRY

distribution channels

| Users are theprimary focusorthe industry

ms Planners mustdevelop specific strategies

Dpportunities andoutlook

or broaden
broadeneded data.
database usage andip)precise
entry and growthgoals.

Jor usersandsuppliers

A database, as you know,is a collection of information that

is put togetherin a structured form. When the database
is put on-line, obviously it can then be used by a user,

anywhere in the world, with any type of terminal. There
are several hundred users here in the UK whoare using
USdatabasesfor several hours every day.

The information industry, of which the on-line database
industry is a major growth sector today, is important for
several reasons that some of the other speakers have
mentioned. Thereis the fast change, the technical advancement, the future shock. Strategic planning is becoming
important in companies worldwide. Most companies are
nowthinking on an international scale. This requires fast
decision making, and the ability to obtain the right

The majorparticipants in the industry are the database

producers. They are the ones who put together these

databases. In the UK database producers break down into

two majorsectors: source databases and reference databases.

The source databases include primarily numeric databases,

which represent a rather overlooked areathat is growing

fast, and is making considerable amounts of moneyfor

information rapidly when it is needed. And that is just
what the on-line database industry can produceforusers.

the people who are mounting them. Even so, numeric
databases are not being used nearly as much as they should

be in most organisations both here andin theStates. Another

Let me remind you that I am talking entirely about external

typeof source database is a reference database which leads
the user to some expert, or some technology, or some place

information that you bring into your companies, not
the
internal information that you use in running your compan
ies.

where he can get the desired information. The user of a
source database obtains the information whichhe can then
immediately use for decision making. The companies in the

Iam talking about those collections of external information

that many of your companies are now putting togethe
r, and
which might provide your companies with an opport
unity
to enter the database industry. As executives in the manage
mentservices function you are obviously interested
in this
industry, because you are goingto be usingit more
and more
as users. And, as users, you will have to devise and organis
e
ways of providing a service to the various functions
and
executives throughout your whole company.

States that are making the most moneyin the database
business today are those whoare in the numeric and the
source database area, because their databases help users in
organisations to make decisions more rapidly.

In the UK,Datastream is an example of a companythatis
growingrather nicely. I understand that BOCis a major
investor in Datastream. They handlestatistical information
about companies, companyfinancial information, and stock

You will begin to see that there are ways that
you can
participate in, also enter, this industry as a new area
for
diversification. Someof you, I have learned since I have
been

marketactivity. Another example is the Extel organisation

with its EXSTATdatabase.

here, are already doingthis.

Extel have entered the US market over the past year. I
think that the EXSTAT databaseis now available on three
different timesharing companies in the USA.

The database industry is a child of the three areas that
Butler Cox monitors: computers, communications and, as
George said yesterday, the growing area of office
automation. We have heard a great deal about this and I
think that whatreally excites people as they learn aboutitis

Reference databases take information from all types of

sources and provide the user with an abstract and the user
then searches these databases. Reference databases are not

the concept of the office of the future. Terminals are
cropping up everywhere on the desks of secretaries and

manipulable like the numeric databases are. The user pulls
information out from them very rapidly, and often obtains
enough information on that abstract to tell him what he

managers, but I have seen no mention in the charts that

we haveseen here that those same terminals
despite all
the other applications that we hear about will be able to be
used to access these worldwide databases, wherever they
are located, in dozens and dozensofsubjects that I will talk

wants to know.It might have 89 abstracts on energy and

about in a moment.
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Abu Dhabi, and these come out sorted in chronological
order. The user can use these reference databases if he wishes
to do so to ascertain where he can obtain the full documents.

Let me give you three examples of reference type databases
that you now have in the UK. The Commonwealth
Agriculture Bureau has twoor three of the databases that are
widely used both in the US and throughoutthe world. Also,
the INSPEC database produced by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers is one of the world s leading databases

today. The Thomson Organisation have databases which
they very wisely acquired a few years ago, the Derwent
databases, which cover patents in all parts of the world.

Derwenthave virtually created a monopolyin this market.
Theystarted some 20 years ago abstracting and categorising
all the chemical patents, and they then went into mechanical
andelectrical patents. Now, they have a family of about six
databases that coverall the patent information in the world.
These are bibliographic databases. They are widely used
and are growing in popularity almost daily.

The chemical properties database is another type of source
database, and this represents a small specialised sector.

There are also full-text databases, which are mainly in the

legal field, although Dow Jones who produce the Wall Street
Journal now run the Dow Jones News Retrieval Service,

whichis one of the most rapidly growing full-text databases.
With this database Dow Jones have their own specialised
terminal, but users can use any type of terminal and pull
out by industry, by company, articles that have appeared
in the Wall Street Journal. Dow Jonesfirst started by

abstracting from the Journal, but they soon found that
executives really wanted to get the informationin full text.

As a result, they decided to put the complete text whole
article in the database, and now users can get instantaneous
access to any full-text articles that have appeared in the
Wall Street Journal during the previous three months.

is the exciting new area represented by what are called the
end users. These are the people in your planning
departments, your market research departments, your
research and development departments, etc.
The emphasis in the on-line database industry is now shifting

to the endusers. The industry is trying to build more and
more access, and is looking at the office of the future.

In other words, the industry is putting considerable effort

into developing this market. There is, of course, much to be
done in teaching the end users about databases and in
training them howto use them. Butthis is inevitable with
any new developmentof this kind. So far as you people
in managementservices here are concerned, you need to be

planning for the advent of these users throughout your

companies, because in due time they will be demanding more
and more access to databases.
For instance, in the US there is now an association which

has about 300 members. Some of these come from the

library world but some of them come from the management
service function in organisations. The association is
conducting a programmefor these members andits objective
is to produce a cadre of people who will become managers

of information in their organisations, This will represent

a new career for these people and they will manage the
external information resource for their organisations. This
new developmenthas largely been brought about because
of the rapid growth of on-line databases and the unique
problems that managing databases inside organisationswill
bring.
Whenusers take on a database, they usually have to pay an
annual fixed fee. Then the use of the database has to be
promoted to the various departments and the potential users

Another major segmentof the on-line database industry, and
it is one in which some of yourorganisations could play a
role, is the on-line service area. On-line services encompass
a large numberof different organisations covering on-line
retrieval services, on-line vendors, timesharing companies,
and many other organisations that are involved in the
distribution of the databases.

in the departments have to be made aware of theservice
and facilities they can obtain from the database.

The use of databases raises one large question that is the
subject of much discussion in the US at the moment.It
relates particularly to certain large organisations, such as
Plessey and Shell in this country which some of you
gentlemen represent. The question is whether the databases
should be kept at a control place with questions being fed
into them bylead searchers, or whether the databases should
be distributed amongst the appropriate end user
departments. Discussions on this question will probably
range over the nextfive years, and so someof you here today
will be involved in them.

In the UK, BLAISE is an example of an on-lineservice.

They haveseveral databases up, some of whichare in the UK
and somein the US. Info-Line, which is due to come into

service soon, is another example in the UK. Derwentis
part of Info-Line and INSPEC and a couple of Government
agencies haveinvested to put together Info-Line.

Timesharing companies such as IDC (Interactive Data
Corporation), General Electric, Computer Science

Corporation and ADP, are all on-line services. Only a small

As Martin mentioned, there are about 300 on-line databases

part of their total business comes from on-line databases,

publicly available in the US today, and these are produced

but generally about 2% to 5% of the timesharing companies

by 172 different database producers. I should like to give

revenues come from on-line databases.

you a little more information about thespecifics of this
industry, and particularly, about some of the databases
so that you can get an idea of the subjects they cover.

The Lockheed DIALOGService, which is an on-line service

The 172 database producers are in five major category

which is widely used here and in Europe, has about 75
databases up on it. SDC s ORBIT has about 50 databases.

areas, and about 27% of them are producingscientific and
technical databases. About 50% are producing business,

economic and legal databases, about 13% arein thesocial

Theusers, of course, are the primary focusfor the industry.

sciences and humanities, and about 6% are multi-disciplinary.

These users are primarily executives in your companies
and in companies like yours. They are also in universities
and governmentoffices. Users can be categorised into two

Now a wordor two about the database producers themselves.

majorsectors. First, there are the libraries and information
centres, where people spend their whole lives searching
databases and searching for information. But second,there
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About 50% of the companies are commercial, entrepreneurialtype, privately owned organisations, both large and small,
ranging from McGraw Hill down to $1 million companies.

Of the database producers, about 26% are non-profit
organisations. I would say that the bulk of database
production in the UK todayis in non-profit organisations
such as PERA, the Commonwealth Agriculture Bureau,

State department, who are the people whoare interested in

that area. Then there is the giant database which is funded

by the US Government called ERIC, which is in the
education field. There are a numberof general business ones
which abstract information of interest to people in
management services, to people in public affairs, to peoplein:
marketresearch. It is possible to dig that kind ofinformation:
out from these databases.

INSPEC, and the IEE. I would expect, however, that fairly
soon more and more commercial companies such as Derwent

and Datastream will be entering this field of activity. In the
US about 10% of the databases are Federal Government
databases. About 14% ofthe databases available in the US
are produced by international and multinational
organisations. Those are the kind of organisations that are

In the economicsfield there are PREDICAST, VALUELINE

and COMPUSTAT. COMPUSTATis the McGraw Hill

putting databases together.

database which is comparable to the EXSTAT database of
Extel. The economics field represents one of the most

I should like now totell you about a few specific databases.
EXGERPTA MEDICAis a famous one out of Amsterdam

rapidly growing areas and Data ResourcesInc. is the best
known companyin thatfield.

which covers the world s literature in medicine. It competes
heavily with the one financed by the US National Library

In the legal field, LEXIS is the largest database. Some of
you will have heard of the New York Times information
bank. It came out about eight years ago and has been
something ofa disaster. For a start the software system was
wrong. Instead of trying to do anyfull-text manipulation of

of Medicine called MEDLINE, whichis one of the main ones

that is up on the BLAISE network. MEDLINEis available
to all users in the US at $15 a connecthour, the cost being

subsidised by the US Government. By contrast, the average
cost per connect hour for using reference type databases

it, or to use computer photo composition typesetting to

is between about $40 and $60. So MEDLINE is a giant
database. It is distributed over several on-line services,

feed into the databases, they took everything and rewrote
the abstract from scratch. So the cost of putting together
the New York Times databank has been exceedingly high.
They are continuing to market on a worldwide basis, and so |
far they have sunk about $12 million intoit.

andit also distributes itself.

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTSis another database that has
been built in the States overthe last 30 years, has been
heavily financed by the Government, andis now run bya

It is, of course, possible to profit from the mistakes that

non-profit society. It is now available over many systems

some ofthe pioneers have made.If you look back at some
of the unsuccessful operationsas, I imagine, someof youwill

here in the UK.

A very interesting one that has been put together by Control

do later, you can analyse the mistakes that were made and
profit from them.

interested in any given technology with people who happen

Anothergiant database that is quite well known in the US
is the NTIS one of the Government. This takes all the
documents of planning studies done in the US for the
Governmentandin otherparts of the world, and puts them
in the form ofabstracts. This database is one of the most
used databases here and around the world.

Data is oneofBill Norris s pet projects inside the company.

It is losing a lot of money at the moment, but Bill thinks that
it is on the right track. It is called TECHNOTECH.
TECHNOTECHis an attempt to link people who are

to have that technology availableforlicensing.It is available
over the CYBERNET network, and theoretically it is
marketed by Control Data s sales people But frankly, they
mispriced it and they did not have a good marketing plan
or an adequate training programmefor users. As a result,
sales have fallen short of expectation and the operation is
just ticking over. Whattheyare really doing is cutting out

Many database producers will take
4 more aggressive posture as the
industry gains momentum

the advertiser and creating a new commercial market. There

is no reason that you could notdo the samething that they
are doing with this database for used cars, for women s
lingerie, or anything else. They are really creating a

1. Non-cxelusive arrangements and moreparticipation
in usage revenues will be in vogue.

commercial market. We categorise all this as product

information, and a lot more product information type of
databaseswill be built.

2 Marketing, training and customerservice
Will be improved

3 Online databases generate more revenues for

In Florida, Dr. Davorkovitz has produceda similar database
to TECHNOTECH. However, unlike Control Data, who
charge an hourly rate for usage anda fee for putting the

integrated andsourceproducers thanfor
Teference producers

user s technology in (I believe they charge $100 a shot to

4

are science and technology databases.

5. Spinoff of inhouse databases willgrow.

put your technology in), Davorkovitz charges his users a
finders fee. His users pay to use his system andthen, if they
go ahead with a venture, they pay him. Both these databases
In the social science and humanities there are psychological

abstracts which take the world of psychological information

and makeit available. There is a public affairs information
service that services the peoplein the diplomatic corps and

Migration by users romprint to online &s
notyet a stampede

So let us look at the database producers, now that I
have

given youanidea ofthe variety of databases that
now exist.

Theindustry really got going when more and more publish
ers
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of directories, texts, reference services and information
services of all types started storing their information in
computer form to publish their print volumes. It was just

an incremental step for them to be able to create from that

an on-line database. At about the same time, SDC, Lockheed,
and some ofthe timesharing companiesstarted to go into the
business of putting their database up. Out of this a new
industry was started as a spin off from printing. Most of

the databases that I have mentionedare still making 60% to
80% of their revenues from the printing side of their
business. Many of them are in the experimental stages of
having their databases put up and they are trying to leam

as much as they can about whatis a very complex industry.
That is where I think viewdata is a very good opportunity for
you in this country. It provides a base that people in this
country can learn from.

There are 300 on-line databases, but there are also thousands

of databases that are still in batch form, which are being

used in various places in the Government and in companies.
For example, Dun and Bradstreet have a $300 million
database ofcredit files. They have computerised it, but they
still refuse to put this database up on-line because they are

afraid that it might have an adverse effect on the revenues
of their print service. I am sure that their printserviceis in
the form that most of you haveit here. And so you will be
able to appreciate from this example that the on-line

database industry can be quite a difficult one to venture into.
Our study indicates that if somebody starts from scratch,

the database production side has the advantage that infor-

mation represents power. Those who control the database
and the information (andthis will apply even moreas the
industry becomes better known)are in a better position than
the on-line service sector of the business. So the people who

own the databases now will have greater influence in the
future. In the past, the on-line services would be able to
say,

Come in with us and go on an exclusive basis, and

we'll promote for you . That was the situation when there
were only about 20 databases on-line. But, now that

Lockheed have about 76 databases they do not even know

whatis in most of them. So it has been proved now that the

database producers get very little support from the on-line

services, and they will have to take more of the marketing
into their own hands. Consequently, they are now signing up

on non-exclusive arrangements, andthis is the definite trend
in the industry.

Furthermore, the database producers are now demanding
more participation in usage revenues. Instead ofjustselling
the information by the hour, they wantto participate in the
computerresource units, and in the amount of money that

is being spent. They realise now that they must adopt

marketing and training programmes and work with
companies like yours to help you in promoting your
databases and to help you in making people in your company
better aware of the value and advantages of your databases.
The integrated and the source producers are making more

revenues andthey represent the most worthwhile part of the
industry to be in at the moment. Integrated organisations

are oneslike the New York Times, Data Resources Inc.
the
ones that have created their database and have chosen to
have their own on-linedistribution of the database. Because
they have more control over their operation, they are
currently making more profits. The numeric types of
databases are those which allow the user to manipulate

the information. By users I mean peoplelike those in your
market research department, and your O.R. people etc.
These are the people who cantake the numeric databases,

combine them with in-house data (some of which is often
stored in the company s own computer), use an application
package from a timesharing service, combine it with two or
three other databases, and manipulate the resulting
information into whole new typesofreports, and services,
and information for management that could not possibly

have been producedtwoorthree years ago. Becauseof this

they are able to generate more revenue than the reference
types of databases. They are more actionable.

The migration issue is one that does not concern you too

much, but there is a lot of concern among publishers thatif

they put too muchoftheir information up on-line, people

will cancel their print subscriptions(irrespective of whether

the printing be of numeric informationor regular directories
etc.) and use, instead, the on-line information. But our
study showsthat although this is a matter of concern, there
is no stampede towards this new approach.
Talking to some of you yesterday evening I was delighted
to learn that some companiesrepresented in this room are
more involved in this country than I realised a few months

ago. ICI Plastics is now taking a database and offering it

first of all in Britain, although it seemslikely to me that they
will very soon offer it also in the United States and
worldwide. I am not quite sure of the dimensionsofit

because I learned about it only during the last month.

This database was one that they built in-house for use by
their plastics engineers. They felt that they needed it over
the years. There are also several similar examples in the
States
for example, du Pont has spun out databases in the
same way. In Frankfurt, Hoechst, the German chemical
company, is taking oneof its databases now,is spinningit
out, and is makingit available on-line.
In this country thereis the interesting case example of RHM,
whohave spun out and now created an internal timesharing

service, in the same wayas, in the States, Boeing, Grumman
and McDonnell Douglas created an internal timesharing

service. Then RHM decidedto offer their service to external
customers in just the same way, as we heard yesterday,
Unilever are doing with their managementconsulting service.
As it turned out, one of RHM sfirst outside customers

was the BLAISE network. RHM now have some 300users

here and their move is a most interesting one. RHM will be

very mucha part ofthis industry as BLAISE continues to
grow. If BLAISE should go on some federally-financed
network, I am sure that RHM will find other ways to

participate in the industry, because they have learned a great
deal about it through the BLAISE experience and will

obviously learn a lot more aboutit in the future. BOC is
into the timesharing area andalso in the database area
through Datastream.

Althoughit is not as unique a move, Extel and the Financial

Times joined together to form FINTEL,whichis one of the

major database producers for the new viewdata systemshere.

Youwill appreciate from all I have said that this is a growing
area.
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Whenwein LINKstarted our study a year ago we were not
at all aware of how farthe timesharing industry was involved

Timesharing

firms are the

that are in viewdata. In this country there are already over
200 information providers experimenting in various ways
to put text information up on viewdata. If you yourselves
have an understanding of viewdata industry you will be
able to make the right decisions in the future for your
companies to participate in this broader, on-line database

dominant force among online
Service organizations

1 Online database industry revenues

industry.

2. End user departments will becomethe action

internally-created system to feed the Lockheed Aircraft
Company which wasso effective that they decided eight or

approaching $200 million in USA.

On-line services are also spin-offs. Lockheed had an

nine years ago to spin it out to form an on-lineservice.
The same applies with SDC, which was part of System

area.

3.

Online services will move toward more
vertical and horizontal integration

Development Corporation.

I should nowlike to give you some details andstatistics
which maybe helpfulto youif youare planningto go into
this area. I will give you some details about how much

it costs, and whattype of arrangements are made, between

in the database industry. They do not promote it too much.
They have mainly beeninvolvedin the sale of raw computer

the database producers and on-line service organisations.

power. You people knowall of the various reasons why the

One of the reasons that we started this study a year ago
is that this whole area had been kept secret. Lockheed
would not tell anybody what they charged and the
timesharing companies kept it secret. Nobody knew what
type of arrangements there were. Therefore, the people who
owned the databases were entering into any typeofagreement because they could not talk to anybodyelse. This then

salesmen call on you, although I have heard that the
timesharing industry is far more active in the States than
here. Nevertheless, it is growing in Europe. But during the
past six months we have foundan intense interest among

timesharing companiesbecause of the threat posed to them
by minicomputers, distributed processing, and various other

developments. As a result, they now see on-line databases
as one way of helping them to keep their existing customers
and to obtain new customers. They are lookingat the various

wasoneofthe reasons why weset out to ascertain what was
really happening in this emerging industry.

text and numeric databases and trying to determine how

they can get them on-line.

There are four major ways in which the person who owns a

database puts it up on an on-line service, such as, for
.
instance, the BLAISEservice or the Lockheedservice. The

As so, the timesharingindustry, even thoughit is not nearly
as well known as Lockheed, BLAISE, SDC and someof the
other major participants,still forms the biggest part of this
$200 million industry as it stands today in the USA.

first is that the on-line service purchases the tapes. It

purchases them for a year, it puts them into its computer,

and then it makes them available. The tapeswill sell for

anything from about $1000a year for the Department of

The on-line services are now focusing on end user
departments andthis will be an area of increasingactivity.
As I mentioned before, informationis power. The on-line
services have to try to get morecontrol overtheir databases

Agriculture tapes up to about $50,000 a year for the
MEDLINEtapes. Butthere is no usage participation, and the

on-line service can charge whateverit likes forits service once
it has paid the fee for the tapes.

andthis will mean that much more vertical and horizontal

integration will take place. For instance, one of your small

The second way that the on-line service pays an up-front fee
plus a royalty, for example, NTIS and engineering index of
INSPECsell for $5,000 a year plus $6 per connect hour.

database producing organisations (Economic Models Ltd.)

was taken over by Computer Science Corporation of the

USA, a few months ago. Economic Models Ltd. has a
DIADEMdatabase which has been up on the G.E. network

That is what the database producer takes as his royalty.

for some time, and I consider that this takeover was

The third way is for the database producer to supply the
tapes at no cost and to receive royalties. This is the way

unfortunate. I hope that we shall see examples of British
companies buying up American databases, because there
are just not enough database companiesaround. This takeover of Economic Models is an example of Computer
Science s huge, worldwide INFONET timesharing group
making a move to give them morecontrol.It is an example
of vertical integration
a database company.

that is probably most commonly used in the States today
andit is the way that most commercial companies work
that are in the reference database sector. Then the database

producer generally takes something like $30 per hour from

the on-line service for every connect hourthat users clock up
by the month. Oralternatively the database producer takes,
say, 50% of the connect time.

a timesharing group taking over

Horizontal integration will take place where the timesharing
companies (which so far have been almost entirely in
numeric type databases and source databases) will begin
to go into the text databases. They will form alliances (such
as the joint venture with the New York Times and Dow
Jones) and begin to put up text information. Even so, they
are behind in the race, and they will stay behind. The leaders
in the supply of text information will be those companies

Thefourth is a very interesting wayandit is the way that

RHMare doingit. This is the contractual way, where the

on-line service signs a contract with the database producer
to use the on-line service. The on-line service does the
invoicing and the database producer providesthestatistics
of how muchthe usageis, but the on-line service handles
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everything with the end user. More and more database
producers have learned now that the on-line service does

|

not give them any marketing support, so they go ahead
and sign an agreement with the on-line service to payall
their costs plus a profit. The database producers then go out,
do their ownselling, and make the arrangements with the

customers themselves. The numeric databases are rather
different, largely because the database producersare dealing

with the timesharing companies which work onthebasis of
a computerresource unit.

The way that this latter normally worksis that the database
producer (for example, COMPUSTAT, EXSTATor Data-

stream) negotiate and sign agreements with the users for
example COMPUSTATcharges $25,000 a year for a user
to be a memberof the club . And sotheuserjoins and gets
a lot of usage. The timesharing companies then put the
databases up on-line, and they collect all of the fees for
the usage, while the database producer has collected the
fixed fee. That is very commonpracticein the States at the
moment.

year. Overthelast two years their sales have been growingat

the rate of 40% a year. Buttheirreally significant successlies
in the fact that for the last twoyearstheir profits have been
going up at the rate of 70% a year, andit looksasif this rate

will be maintained this year. That is because these databases
can be exploited with advantage. Once they have been built
and the correct method of operation has been devised, it
costs comparatively little to add on an extra user, and the
really big returns can be achieved.

Data Resources have also succeeded partly because of the

very interesting pricing schemesthey haveevolved.I realise,
in making these comments, that in some cases your
companies might be users of Data Resources. My comments
on their operation may, therefore, be helpful to you in
guiding your own buying decisions as you begin to deal with
more and more database vendors. Data Resources have been

able to build continuously, through excellent training

Let me give you a few examples of the fees charged, because
there are so many different structures. These exampleswill,

programmes and good promotional tools, and good usage
tools. As a result, the average revenue per customer has
risen from $16,000 in 1971 (when they had 111 customers)
to $50,000 per customer on average, in 1978, when they

into this business yourself. One example is a $25,000 annual
user fee plus no usage participation. Another example
is a $500 annual user fee plus a royalty based on CRU
premium charges. And the final example, a $6,000 annual

by building more and more useful applications and by
training the people on how to use those applications. When
you think of your owncosts of timesharing you will agree
that $50,000 per year, per customer, amounts to a lot of

T hope, be useful to you as a guide if you decide to go

subscription fee plus half of $56 per terminal connect hour
and half of the 42% per CRU rate. Those are examples of
the types ofrates.

When EXSTAT wentto the US, they offered it to the
American businessman at different rates. They offered no
minimum peritem access charge, unlimited usage at $700 a
month, or unlimited usage at $6,500 a year. Most people
took it on the basis of no minimum charge and just paid
an access charge whenever they used theservice.

Specific case studies reveal
diversity of approaches and
altitudes to this growth industry
1. Data Resources puts it alt together

to become the worlds most
successful online database company

2 OCLC achieves 75% annualgrowth
rate to dominate online library
services business

You may be wondering whetherthere is money to be made

in this industry. There are two organisations that I know are
doing very well indeed. Data Resources Ine. is in the
econometric database area. The company was founded ten

years ago by Dr. Otto Eckstein who was a leading economist
at Harvard. He teamed up with a Wall Street man who had
a good idea. From 1969, whenthey started, their revenues
have soared to $5 million in 1973, and to $35 million this

nowhave 550 customers. They have achieved their success

revenue.

There is another company, OCLC, whichis a non-profit
organisation dedicated to the library field. They bought a
beehive terminal, designed it to their own specification,
and they have nowinstalled it in 2,500 libraries around the
US. They have grown in the last four years at the rate of
75% a year in growth, to $20 million in annual revenues,
with $3 million profit. For a non-profit organisation, that
is not at all bad, as 1 am sure you will agree. Now they
are heavy users of our viewdata study, because they are now
producing plans for using those same techniques to move
viewdata-type information into the home. They provide
a numberofessential services to libraries, which saves the
libraries a lot of cost because they do not have to provide
these services for themselves.

Related services and products offer

diversification opportunities foronline

database o1ganizations, and exciting

new information services for users
1. Custom information services fill a void
between users and online services

2 Stored reusable searches andpackaged
searches help users.

3. Users demand improvement in documentprovision services

There are also side areas in the on-line database industry.
Maybe you do not want to becomean on-line service or
to becomea database producer, but I am sure that youwill

be a user. You already are, in one way or another. But

there are lots of other aspects to this business. For instance,

TELENET and TYMNETare the vendors whooffer the
packet-switching services to the industry. With these

services, searches are stored and every month they can be
run offin certain subject areas. There are package searches
which outside organisations such as, say, the Times of
London, or the Financial Times, will put together and

publish. There are customerinformation services where the
user does not do the searching himself but uses you people
to phoneinto these services and they do the searching

for him. For example, FIND/SVP in the United States
has 100 different databases now, andsince a lot ofusers
are not yet trained to use these databases, they phone in and
FIND/SVPdoesthe searching for them.

Let me now mention another example. Proctor and Gamble
could be like any of your companies. They have taken
their in-house information centre (which has become very

good at searchinga lot of these databases) and they are now
offering that service out around Cincinatti and around the
country. So that becomesa spin-offarea.

Intensive survey of users of online

databases provide valuable feedback

necessary for product improvements

1. Userexpenditure on numeric databases dramatically outweighs textual database expenditures.

2. Users indicate thatprice increases of 15-30percent

would not affect usage much

3 Broad system capabilities andgetting there
fist are important.

4 Users report careful evaluation of, print-versusonline tssue, requiring database producers to
creatively respond to changing usage patterns

various databasesare. For instance, we found in our study
that there is one called BLOODSTOCK where all of the
various thoroughbreds are listed. Every time a new horse

is born its details go into this on-line database, whichis run
out of Lexington, Kentucky. There, one of the things they

dois to find out what nameis availabletofit this type of

horse so that they do not have the same names.

There are definite advantages in getting the users as early
as possible. Then, oncea userstarts searching a certain
system with certain software and gets used to that because
thereis very little standardisationin this industry as yet
that user will tend to continue to use that oneservice.

Let me tell you now what the users say they use the
databases for. For you gentlemen with your responsibilities
I think this might be of someinterest. They rank seven areas
where they are using databases in their companies.
To providegeneral support to research and
development.
To help one or more individuals stay abreast of
developmentin a particular area.

To help an individual write a paper or give a speech.

To help in decision making, that is to solve an
immediate problem. (This area was ranked the
highest.)
To provide general support to planning and

evaluation.

To provide general support to operational activities.

To provide general support to marketing.

Of not too much importance, because it is more of a US
problem because the dominantpart ofthe industry in the US

is commercial, but they do worry about the Government
coming in and runningthese various on-line services like
MEDLINE.

As part of our study we did anintensive survey of 4,000
current users of on-line databases, both in Europe and in
the USA, with about 85% of the users being in the US.
We found that those users are spending a lot more on
numeric databases than on text databases. The average
expenditure per month of those users on numeric databases

When they hadit up on the SDC system at $60 an hour
and pulledit off, putting their own money behind it at $15
an hour for the goodof the general public. This is in the
health field so you cannotreally argue with it, but it did
hurt the on-line service.

So far as usage is concerned, we found that the text database
users are using anywhere from oneto ten different on-line

1 Government and private-sector relations

is running at about $3,800, while on text databasesit is

running at about $800 per month.

services to which they have passwords, with an average of
three; and every month theyare searching at least seven
different databases. With the numeric databases, users are
using anywhere from onetoeight on-line services, and the

average user spends his time searching and manipulating three

ofthose databases.

Our study also showed that dropping the price does not

increase the usage very much. Raising the price, even from,

say, 15% to 30% does not seem to reduce the usage. This
confirms that the demandis there, but there is a need for

increased training and increased awareness of what the

Special issues and trends in the
online database industry

2 Examples ofvarious government -based online
database activities

3.

Government as an operator ofonline

4.

Government as a databaseproducer

6

fotentialfor integration and crossover

5.

7

database services

Other aspects of thefuture

among industrygroups
Standardization within the online database

industry

There is a huge energy database subsidised by the US

Government. As we learned yesterday, America keeps

spending on energy and they also spend on creatinglarge
numbers of databases on energy. I do not know whereit will
end, but they will have all these thousands of databases on
energy.

does notget the royalties. This is an example of a problem

which exists because of the advancing technology in the

industry.

European online scene

The big questionis: will they make those databases available
to the commercial services or will they key them to earn
revenue for themselves? Or will they subsidise them?

1. Alternatives for database producers in Europe

2. The European hosts and their databases

We talked about the integration that is taking place.

3. EURONETand the PITs

Standardisation is a big problem in the future, and it does
not seem to be happeningvery fast.

4. The problem of transtorder dataflows

5. European users

Technology advancements

6. Multilingualism

affecting the industry

7. National, multinational, and international

seenes

1. Curent trends

2 1200-Baud access

3, Microcomputers

4. Study views on technological
advancements

5, Study views on intelligent

terminals andsmall computers

In the technology areas we found five major technology

8. Viewdata- the new online age?
I should like to end with a few comments on the European
scene. We did not study Europe intensively, but we did a

bit of research in Europe. Europe presents a very complex
situation, mainly because there is a lot of nationalism.
EURONETis unfolding, and each country wants to have its

own database industry . It is very difficult for a database

producerto decide which networksor on-lineservices to go

with. You have SCANNET, TRANSPAC and the PTT

networks. You have the whole EURONET development,
which some peoplestill say does not have a chance of

working, although others are fervent about how EURONET
will pull it all together.

areas that are of importanceto this industry. The declining
costs of the mainframes, storage and communicationswill
obviously be of benefit to the industry. On-line database

On the EURONETnetworks you have various European
hosts who, country by country, are storing databases and

making them available through EURONET.That is where
BLAISE and INFOLINEare participating. There is
Telesystems in France, and a very large one, DIMDI, in
Germany. The leading one in Europe today is the one in
Frascati, Italy, outside Rome, mounted by the European

services will be cheaper; the connect hourprices will come

down and the CRUprices will come down. The system

architecture innovations will make it easier for people to
put their databases up. Distributed processing and mini
computers will make on-line database services morereadily

Space Agency, now called IRS (Information Retrieval
Service). EURONETis going to try to pull all these together

available to the end user departments. Two developments

into one gigantic network. The problem is that there are
competing PTTsin the different countries, and they all have

that cause some concern, depending on where you are
in the industry, are the 1200-baud access whichis growing
rapidly in the US. When information can be pulled out

different tariff rates that they want established, and so on.

much faster than at 300-baud, the user is not connected
as long andtherefore the rates will go down tothe on-line
services. So they are a little wary of the trend toward
installing 1200-baud terminals.

The transborder data flow problem is there andwill not
go away easily. I am sure that you are all aware of the
TYMNETsituation versus the PTTs in Europe and how that
situation has been resolved. But the nationalism that exists
whentrying to puttariffs on and whentrying to get some

Furthermore, they also worry about the piracy that can

take place. After all, the database purchaser has created a

control raises issues of privacy. All these aspects come

together in this transborder data flow problem and they

database that is proprietary and he has invested a lot of
moneyin it. He is naturally worried about the copyright
aspects of the information on his database. If a user can pull
it off at 1200-baud,store it on a minicomputer in-house and
do all the manipulation there, he is taking money away from

are causing considerable concern on the otherside of the
Atlantic.
The British and the Dutch are by far and awaythebiggest
users of on-line databases today in Europe, followed by the
French and the Scandinavian. The Germansare quite a way

the on-line service that he formerly used to manipulate the
information for him. I am afraid that I am giving you people
someideas, but this is the way that things are developing.
If a user can pull information off and run it on a
minicomputer, it means also that the database producer

Overview of the current

behind. I shall be in Germany next week, looking at their

viewdata industry, to see exactly why they are so far behind.
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But I suspectthat it is largely the problem of language plus

This is why this organisation that I mentioned, called
Program for Information Managers, has emerged. If a
managementservices executive in a department dwells
only on the handlingof internal information, zapping that

the fact that they did not get in there as early as the French.

The language problem is very difficult but, as I told you
earlier, because you have that English language you have an
advantage over other people because thatwill be the ongoing
language of the database world. You invented viewdata
and it is growing here. It is supported by the BPO

around in a multinational corporation, and overlooks or

neglects the external information that will be comingin,

and

you have a real opportunity at least for a couple ofyears (as

the chances are that managementservices will lose control
of this area. However,if they set out now to understand at

long as the BPO continuesits financial support) to get
involvedin this industry at a very low cost.

this early stage, they can capture it and makeit an important
part of the service that they give to the entire company.
They can then help to control the expansion into the end
user departmentareas in the same wayin which they have
controlled many aspects of the usage of the internal
computerservices by the end user departments. This would
just be another area where managementservices could have

No matter in what way you may choose to participate

whetheras a user, as a spin-offservice, as a produceror as

an on-line service, I think thatit is important that youraise
yourlevel of consciousness onthis on-line database industry,

that you try to move forward quickly, and that you takefull

control, with the market research, the corporate planning

advantage of what Britain can do to be a world leaderin this
industry.

department, and so on. I am sure that most of you have
programmes in your department for controlling the usage
of timesharing. I can see a similar operational control

QUESTION: These databasesare available via a variety of
networks and using a whole range of terminal equipment.

emerging in your departments over on-line information.

This would seem toraise all sorts of compatibility issues
howare these resolved?

BUTLER: (Butler Cox): Can youtell us how theissues
relating to copyright and royalty fees are handled?

GAFFNER: First let me deal with terminals. It was a
concern two or three years ago. By now in the States

and I cannot comment on the UK

GAFFNER:
It is being solved by entrepreneurial
organisations, and by the US Government,setting up
documentprovision programs. This has all happened in the

most of the databases

and on-line services have established themselvesso that they

can be compatible with almost any terminal. TRW have a

last year. They have formed a copyrightclearance centre to

new credit database that they are avidly marketing. Their
sales people carry along with them a directory that has

avoid this problem thatif you do one-off copyingit is OK
forfulfilling, just as long as you are not doing mass copying,

terminal
because the main resistance from the credit
manager has always been, I don t have a terminal. I

on your terminal that shows you 89 references. Then you
pick, say, numbers 2, 12, 29 and 76, feed that information
in, and it goes to the database producer. He keepsa store
since he generally will have this full-text information on
hand. It might be a magazinearticle or a journalarticle,
or some typeof study that was done in the past. The
database producerwill then make and sendthat out. It can

48 different types of terminalsin it. Before a salesman goes
to see the credit manager to makethesale, he finds a nearby

and it does not avoid copyright. Someof the on-line services
now haveelectronic mail drops where youget a search out

don t wantto start runninga terminal to use yourservice .
So the salesman learns howto use this nearby terminal,
goes in, takes the credit manager to theterminal, andkills
thatsales resistance. That really helps him to makea sale.

By now, that problem has faded away in the States.

be sent out by express service for delivery within 24 to

Protocols continue to be a problem. It is part of the

48 hours. But obviously there are fees involved, and the

whole area of documentprovision will be a major problem.

standardisation issue that I mentioned. That is why the
soonerthat onegets in there andgets users signed on and
accustomed to using their protocol andtheir system, the
better. Because everybody is trying to move forward as
fast as they can, there does not seem to be any willingness
to try to bring about any compatibility in that direction.

RAY:

Haines, may I ask a question? You mentioned

that one can expect the suppliers to sell directly to end users
rather than to managementservices people. You were saying

that the action will be with end users. What steps should
people in managementservices be taking to prepare the

organisation for this, since clearly they have an important
part to play in all the issues that are concernedin the area?

GAFFNER: In the States that has been more a concern
of the libraries and information centres which are now using
many of the databases. I see managementservices as having
the opportunity to becomevery involved. Alternatively, if
they neglect it, other parts of the companywill step in and
fill the void.

Hereit will be moreso, because ofall the different languages
andall the translation problems when EURONET becomes

operational. It will be an area of opportunity for various
peopleto go into.

I would say that the problem has been minimised in the

States because of the way in which users have responded.

Mostofthe timetheabstractis written so that it can handle,

say, 85% of theretrieval use, especially where the searches
are made by the businessman or the marketing man. The

problem exists only when you get down tothescientist or,

say, the people in R & D whoare workingon long-term

projects. But we have found thatthescientist is not the type
of decision-maker whohas to movethat rapidly. In the past,
he has had to wait a monthfor certain articles, and now he
can get them in two weeks.So there tend to be more things
like the Dow Jones NewsRetrieval Service that I described,
to try to put enough into that abstract so that it solves

85% ofthe needsof the users.
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TV-BASED SERVICES
R. Woolfe
Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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from Imperial:College and is a Member of the Institute of Production Engineers. Recently he has written

reports on Display Word Processors and on viewdataitself. He was projectdirector in charge of the Butler Cox

study on viewdata in the USA.
BUTLER:

Forthe past three years there has been a steady

crescendoofinterest in viewdata systemsin Britain, which

culminated last February in the announcementby theBritish
Post Office of the launch of a national viewdataservice, to
begin next year. During that time a good deal has been
written and spoken about viewdata. It was noticeable during
the earlier stages of the Conference how almost every speaker
felt it obligatory to include on oneor otherof his slides the

word viewdata , making as it were ritual obeisance towards
Finsbury Circus.

However,viewdata and, in particular, the British Post Office
implementation of viewdata which we shall have to learn

to call by the unlovely nameof

Prestel , is not the only

instance of a TV-based system.It is the purposeof this next
session to takea slightly wider look at such systems, what
they offer and what the problemsare.
WOOLFE:

In recent months the prospects of an imminent

revolution in hometelevision have received a good deal of
publicity, not only in the UK but in Europe, North America
and Japan. For example, in Newsweek for July thereis a

longarticle on thetelevision of tomorrow.

Lionel Van Deerlin, chairman of the US s house subcommittee on communications, predicts that the new video
options

As evidenceofthe reality of the revolution in the UK, we

now haveentire periodicals devoted to the subjectof using
rather than viewing television. Look at these, for example:

Viewdata and TV user , which has just come out, issue No.1.

Teletext and viewdata magazine , issue No. 1, October.
Here are the first two issues of the Prestel Users Guide;

the first one came outin July, and the second in October.
Andthere will be others.

Well, despite the publicity and the predictions, there is
of courselittle real evidence that the expected revolution
will take off, and if it does, that it will be as significant

as its protagonists proclaim. I say of course not in any

critical sense: I mean that no true innovation really meets
a marketneed, it creates one.
Nowit is my intention to talk briefly about the nature
of some new TVservices which are being experimented with
in several countries to provide an overview of whatis going
on, trying to look for any clues about what really might
happen. My focus will be on home T'V services. After a
brief summary of TV enhancements which are aimed
primarily at the entertainment market, I will go on te pay
particular attention to informationservices.

New home [V- basedservices

will transform not only the face of broadcasting but

cosmetics

the lives of Americans as profoundly as the Industrial

Revolution of the 19th century.

games

Alex Reid, Director of the UK s Post Office viewdata,says:

VCRs

Ouraim is to provide, in Prestel, a universal system of
electronic publishing, that provides goodvalue to user

Slides

and information provideralike, that bolsters the open
systems of communication on which a free society
depends, and which benefits both the British
communications industry and the UK economy as a

home movies

big screens

whole.

videodises

Futurist Alvin Toffler says:

We're going to move from a few imagesdistributed

widely to many imagesdistributed narrowly: it will be
narrowcasting rather than broadcasting.

A quick review now of what entertainment-oriented TV
add ons are becomingavailable, as portrayed here. First,
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cosmetics. By this I mean goodies like screen within a

$3000; General Electric s 4 ft Widescreen for about $2800.

sereen to show two channels at once; pre-programmed
channelselection; even audio channel identification. Games,
which weall know about. Recently, programmable games

Sonyis also about to enter the big screen market.

have come on the market, such as the offering from Atari,

Finally, videodises. There have been annual promises of
a launch ofthis kind of device on the domestic market, but
one has yet to be announced. Videodiscs will look like
regular LPs, except that they will include both video and
audio, and be designed to show prerecorded material more
cheaply than with video tape. The technological problems
are considerable though.

the division of Warner. In the US, $185 will now buy you

1300 cassette tape games.

VCRs (Video Cassette Recorders); there are three prime
contenders on the UK scene now creating a good deal of
publicity: Philips, Sony with its Betamax, and JVC withits
VHSsystem. They offer now typically two to three hours of

Videodiscs must deliver a signal with over 200 times the

colour video and sound on cassette.

bandwidth ofhi-fi, for example, by spinning at 1800 rpm

The purpose of these VCRsis twofold: first, to record
off-air programmes, either on an alternative channel to
the one that you are watching, or by preselecting up to
several days ahead, a particular programme that you want
to see. The second purpose is to show prerecorded tapes of
popular programmeslike M.A.S.H., though the choice at

and modulating the grooves at four times the fineness of
LPs.

Devices are under development by Philips/MCA, Magnavox,
Warner, CBS, and JVC amongst others. The Philips device
will have a platinum surface and a laser reader. Industry
observers are predicting a price of around $500 for the
player, and perhaps between $6 and $15 fora disc. RCA s
device will supposedly be less expensive and will use a
mechanical reader. They have certainly been able to
demonstrate a videodisc system in the laboratory, but the
problem persists of reproducing the laboratory devices as
production itemsat a realistic price.

presentis really rather restricted.

Sales have been frankly disappointing to the industry.
For example, in the US about this time last year the
predictions for 1978 were for a minimum of % million

devices to be sold and some predictions were well over
one million; in my estimation the actual sales in the US

will be unlikely to achieve 400,000 by the endofthis year,
and that allows for the Christmas rush. Europe and Japan
have beensimilarly disappointing.

Videodiscs will be unable to record, so people already
having VCRs may find discs unattractive. On the other
hand, if they turn out to besignificantly less expensive

Could the reason for the low sales be that there simply
is not really a great deal on TV which people want to record?

than cassette tape and the prerecorded material is good,
they could be very successful.

The consequence in the UShas beenfierce price cutting,
down to about $700; compare that with £700 in the UK.
The systems are incompatible and each manufactureris
anxious to establish his as a standard.If it turns out that the
more important purpose of VCRs is for recording
programmes, perhaps a standard is not that important.

Home IV-based information services
1-way teletextsystems

Ceefax/Oracle

Let us move onto slides. 35mm colourslides, of which
there are billions in the world, can now betransferred on

Antiope/DIDAN

to video cassettes for showing onthe TV screen via a VCR.
A representative price for the US Fotomat processis $7 for

/nfotext

80 slides, each slide to dissolve on the screen after a ten

Teledata

second interval, though you can specify the interval yourself.

Line 21

Home movies. These can be prepared in two ways: first,

by converting your super 8 cinefilm to video cassette.
Devices are available, for example, from Nordmende in

Germany, and from Fotomatin the US, wherea typical
price is 60 minutes for $15. Therationale here is viewing

Let us now take a look at informationservices as opposed

to entertainmentservices. This slide is about one-way
teletext systems. Teletext is a one-way broadcast information

convenience, and no needfor a projector, screen and so

forth.

service, allowing viewers with modified televisions to display

selected

of information on their screens. The

transmitter, and transmitted piggybacked on to theregular

making yourown videofilms with a portable video camera,
now available with sound and colour for around £1000,

Picture signal. In fact the data is encoded into one or more

of the spare scan lines in whatis called the Vertical Blanking

excluding editing devices, with tapes at around £5 an hour.

Interval, which occurs as the picture generating beam returns

In the US, where the price of the equipment is around
$1200, some 50% of VCR owners are expected eventually

from the bottom comerofthe screen to the top.

to purchase a video camera.

The first system noted here is Ceefax/Oracle. In the UK
a teletext standard was agreed in 1974. All three channels

Big screens. They are now firmly entrenched in the US

market, There are several models; for example, the Advent
6 ft Videobeam screen which you can have for around

pages

informationis stored digitally on a computerfile at the

The second way that home movies can be prepared is by

now havea service: Ceefax 1, Ceefax 2, and Oracle. A
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selection of roughly 100 information pages, each with text

and simple graphics in up to seven colours,is available on
each channel. Viewers select a page of their choice using a

keypad, and have to wait an average of around 12 seconds
for the information to be broadcast, decodedin theset,
stored (a page of information takes about a quarter of a

second to be transmitted and built up in the 1000-character

memory) and then displayed.

DPeefar
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Sub-index......120
CEEFAX on Show. 121
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Engineering....123
Exchange Rates. 124
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CEEFAX GOES AHEAD

The Home Office has authorised the
continued transmission of the BBC's
CEEFAX service of nevs and information.
The announcement ends the tuo-year
experimental period and allous the
service to continue until the end of
the current

BSC Cherter in July 1979,

subject to any decisions which follou
the report of Lord Annan's Committee
on the Future of Broadcasting.

The B8C hes alr

told the Committee

that 4t vould iskauts develop
nationally,

system under development by the CCETT,thejoint research

centre run by the French PTT and the TDF Broadcasting
Authority, at Rennes, in Brittany. It is similar to Ceefax/

Oracle but gives rather greater flexibility at the expense of a
more complex decoder and character generator, a larger

memory, and a higher transmission load.

Didon is a broadeast packet system designed to transmit
telex, fax, and teletext. It can be transmitted onany orall
of the lines in the regular TV picture signal.

Since May 1977 the Paris Bourse (the Stock Exchange)

has been using it to transmit stock prices to 250 sets in

stockbrokers offices in Paris and Lyons.

Next, Info-text. Micro TV of Philadelphia have been
demonstrating their Info-text system this summer. It is
designed for both broadcast and cable transmission. One
customer is Canadian Cable which plannedto install 25

terminals starting this autumn, and to show information
including news, local news, sports results, consumer

HG eS

PeRI®

Wehave beentalking about Ceefax/Oracle, butit is not the
only teletext system. The next one that I havehere is
Antiope/Didon. Antiopeis the French decodinganddisplay

regionally and

CEEFAK

locally.

These photographs show examples of the Ceefax index page,

and newspage. At present the services themselvesare free,
but the set adaptors are expensive. New sets with teletext are

up about 50% on the regular price. External plug-in adaptors
which you can get for existing sets cost about £250. So
although most of the 20 million sets in the UK already
receive the teletext signals, only a few around 10,000
can decode them. But the potential for decoder price
reduction with volumeis high: just an extra 10% on theprice
ofa regularset.

TV manufacturers in the UK have been disappointed with

the market response to teletext so far, but recently there
have beensigns of faster growth. In fact it is becoming
increasingly commontoseeteletext sets in TV retail shop
windows and departmentstores.

Teletext in the UK is arguably the world s first up to the
minute mass information service. Within a few years it
could become the world s most widely read magazine,

achieving a readership of ten million from around three
million TVs that is 15% ofthetotal.

association reports, TV guide,air arrival and departure times,

movie guide, lottery guide, shopping basket, weather, recipes
and so on.

Teledata. This has been developed by KSL, part of

Bonneville International Corporation, of Salt Lake City

with assistance from the BBC.It is based on Ceefax. KSL has
also been getting assistance from Texas Instruments, who
have been supplying expertise and decoder components.

Line 21 is another American system. The Public Broadcasting
Service of Washington has been developing its Line 21
system
so called because it uses the last scan line, No.21,
in the Vertical Blanking Interval
to provide programme
captions and additional information for the deaf. At present

it is experimental to a handful ofreceivers, but a fuller

service is expected to start towards the end of next year.
Besides these teletext systems there are others which are in

various stages of development, in Germany, Sweden,

Denmark, and Japan, just to name four other countries.

Home IV-based information services
Z-way viewdata systems
restel
Bildschirmtext
Antiope/TITAN
DOC Videotex

Captains
VRS

Green Thumb
This slide is about two-way viewdata systems. Like teletext,
viewdata systems allow viewers with modified TVs to

About 1600 televisions will be involved in the Presteltest,
distributed to selected domestic and business users. Around

display selected pages of information on their screens, but
unlike teletext they are two-way using the telephone or
cable. The two-way capability opens the door to improved,
and wider, services: for example, more information pages,
because users can search their way through the choices
interactively, using a keypad; ordering from the home,
because users can request information for display, make a
selection, and place an order. Thirdly, by entering their
credit card number they can effect a purchase transaction
onthe spot. Signatureless credit card transactionsare already
widely used in the US, for example for telephoneordering,
and are already being used overhere.

150 information providers are supplying pages, of which

about 20,000 are nowin place. All the UK set manufacturers
are involved, and the Post Office is allowing modemsto be
built into sets so that they can be connected to standard

telephonejacks.

The public service is planned tostart at the endof thefirst
quarter of 1979. The intention is to open a numberof Prestel
centres across the land, at first each holding identical
databases updated simultaneously from the centre, which
will be in London, and each with a capacity of around
250,000 information pages. Later the centres will hold
different databases containing a mix ofnational andlocal
data.

Next, messages between users; also calculations; and quizzes
and games. There are several viewdata services under
development throughout the world. The first one to discuss

is the UK system, Prestel. The UK service developed by

Let us move on to Bildschirmtext. Germany purchased

the Post Office is now starting its test service, which will

the Prestel software and know how in August 1977 and
demonstrated it at the 1977 Funkausstellung, which is the

continue until the end of 1979.

Berlin radio andtelevision exhibition. There are now around
forty information providers and a public service is planned

aBC Rail Guide

to start in 1982.
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Because Prestel s display standardis very similar to Ceefax/
Oracle, but Ceefax/Oracle is not the same as Antiope as we
have already seen, Prestel is necessarily different from
Antiope/Titan. In fact the Antiopespecification is not yet
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Next the French System, Antiope/Titan. Titan is the French
equivalent to Prestel, using their Antiope display system.
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1510 1620
1540 1706

firm, so comparisons between the twoare at this stage still

1805

a little premature.

1710 1821

-continued Ckey 8)

The French have tended to emphasise also that Titan is
designed to use Transpac
their packet switching service
for inter-computer communication. This is not really a

Key O for Waterloo + Southampton
Key

1

to

return

to

index of

stations

significant compatibility issue vis-a-vis Prestel because Prestel
could, if necessary, do just the same. A major field trial

This is typical Prestel information, from ABC s rail timetable,

showing quite detailed information for Waterloo to

of Antiope/Titan is planned for 1980 with 3000 residential

Southampton. I will come backto thatlater.
WH Smith

receivers. Talks are already under way with twelve

information providers, and computer hardware is being
evaluated. There is no theoretical reason why the Prestel
hardware should not be chosen for that, though there may
be practical reasons why it will not be chosen.
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APPLICATION FORM

accept my erp! ication and enrol
me as 8 me
r of
ie Ancient Histor
Book Club and send me
three books the
numbers of which are,

Piease

KEY BOOK NUMBERS ...8
KEY

1

to

release

your

...8

name

&

DOC Videotex. Canada s Department of Communication s
Videotex service is designed to use either phoneorcable.

It differs from Prestel/Titan in that data is not stored in the

...8

computer in a form ready for mappingdirectly on to the
terminal display, but as a set of descriptive language

address

You will charge me £1 pius 80p touards
post and packing.

statements using the IGPL language (Interactive Graphic
Programming Language).

1¢ I am not satisfied I may return the
books within 10 days
membership uil!
be cancelled and I shal! ove nothing

I will

KEY 0
KEY 1

chose

4 books

Any terminal able to decode the language can present a
display and the display resolution becomes a function of
the set s resolution capability and not ofthe data, thereby
opening the door to any future changes to TV set resolution

in the first year

to cance! your application
to confirm your application

without jeopardising the database. In other words it uses
a virtual terminal approach.

That is an example of a W. H. Smith form page. If you had
that on your screen, you could complete it yourself using
a keypad to enter information. As a result a message would
go through to the information provider
in this case
W. H. Smith
whowill respond. It happens to be an order

form for a W. H. Smith book club.

Japan s Captains telephone viewdata system has just started
its public trials, planned to involve 1000 households in
Tokyo. Each page shows eight rows of 15 Japanese
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characters each. Like Prestel, it can display text and simple
graphics in up to seven colours. Thetest service will provide
users access to news, stock market data, weather reports,

TELETEXT

sports results, theatre and exhibition schedules, shopping
guides and so on.

Lopical information ofgeneral interest

VRSis Japan s Video Response System. Captains is under
development by the Ministry of Postal Services in

available now

conjunction with Nippon Electric, Hitachi and Matsushita,
and uses regular phone lines. But VRS is being developed

no phone connection

by Nippon Telegraph & Telephone andcan displaystill

100% user loading

and movingvideo as well as audio using a special telephone

line with repeaters to achieve a bandwidth of 4.5 MHz.
Users use their regular phonesfitted with special keypads,

Cheaper to buy and run

or use the normal push-button dial, to request services from
the centre.

limited capacity

The VRS centre contains various kinds of equipment
including a microfiche retriever, videodisc equipment, a

1 way information only

graphic character generator, a 16 mm cinemafilm projector
and audio and video output equipment. One oftheservices

is a still video and text service

service.

in other words a viewdata

My next example is Green Thumb, another American system.
Green Thumbis a telephone viewdata system proposed by

the National Weather Service in the US to provide highly
specific information at low cost to farmers.
It connects a standard television via a Green Thumb
telephoneinterface box, with an integral keypad, to the
telephone. It is interesting because it relies on a dump and

disconnect mode of operation

Teletext, which wehave already defined, is appropriate for

topical informationof general interest.It is available now,in
the UK.It involves no phone connection. It can handle

100% userloading,just like television. From the user s point

of view, compared with viewdatait is cheaper to buy and to

run. Butit has a limited capacity andit is a one-way only
information system.

receiving a burst of

information and disconnecting for subsequent retrieval
of the information from a 4K memory inside the box.

ViEWDATA

For this well defined application it is a suitable approach.
It minimises the numberof ports needed at the database
and the time-metered connection.

vast capacity ofspecific information

Green Thumb was demonstrated publicly about two weeks

Z.way services

ago on October 24, and although I was notthere I believe

that it was used to show detailed area weather forecasts,
agricultural data including pest management,irrigation and
harvesting; and cash crop and livestock marketprices.

commercial leverage

available soon

more to buy

We have described several different teletext and viewdata

systems to indicate that there are in fact a number of
developments going on
andI certainly have not attempted

phone connection

to cover themall.

usage billing

An important pointis that the standards of these systems
in terms of whatis stored at the computer, transmission

standards and display standards
do differ, and not only
because the TV set industry has different standards in
different parts of the world.

Viewdata, on the other hand, can hold a vast capacity

of specific information. It is a two-way service. It offers
information providers significant commercial leverage. It

It will be interesting to observe the development of

international standards for viewdata and teletext. In the
UK weare in the fortunate position of having a virtually

will be available soon. From theuser s point of view it
costs more to buy. It also involves a telephone connection
when a user wants to makeuse ofit, and also initially a

identical standard for viewdata and teletext, leading to

a potential for component cost reductions and an

certain amountofhassle in the household has to take place

expectation that most viewdata users will also be able to
display teletext.
This is a good moment to summarise the differences between
the two systems.

to connect the TV set to the telephone. Usage billing is also

involved, as we shall see shortly. Before we go on to that,

I should just like to draw yourattention to some other home
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TVservices.

Home TV-based services
Other services

Apple - Dow Jones

/nfocast
Qube

Ki-Ovis

Town. It is called the CCIS system and uses conventional

coaxial cable. Recently, a two year test phase was completed

involving 500 households. There were ten experimental
services, all of which were monitored. The experiment is

being continued in a second phase, but with the number of
services reducedto six.
The four that have been dropped are paytelevision; facsimile

newspaper; auxilliary television, with a black and white
monitor that was dedicated to alert services such as
catastrophes; and broadcast and response, a two-way
information exchange service.

The viewdata service, though it was the least popular of
the remainder, is being kept on.

TV-basedservices:

This slide shows four systems which I think are particularly
interesting. Thefirst is an American system, the Apple-Dow

The Driving forces

Jones system, which illustrates the convergence of personal
computer and viewdata systems.

Programme serviceprofit

In this case the users of an Apple II personal computer
can plug into the TV anduse it as a video display, and

Terminal product sales

can also connect over the telephone with a database
in this case the DJS (Dow Jones NewsRetrieval Service)
via Tymnet, a US packet network with a distanceindependenttariff. Users can get two kinds of information

Users desires

Social benefits

at the moment: financial news and a quotationservice.

Business information economies

The second example is Infocast. This is proposed by DBC
(Digital Broadcasting Corporation) of McLean, Virginia

as a multi-point message delivery system using, at present,
sidebandradio and radio printers. It could be developed as a
viewdata-like message service using television sets.
The third example is Qube. This is Warner s much publicised

two-way cable television service now being received by
over 20,000 subscribers in Columbus, Ohio. It has received

a considerable amount of press coverage world wide. It was
featured on an ITV news programme about two months

ago, whenthelast five minutes of the News at Ten was
devoted to it. The 20 channels offer some degree of

Whatare the driving forces behind these experiments and
the planned new public services? There are several. The
first one is programmeservice profit. Let us take Prestel
as an example, now that the public service tariffs have
been announced.

Each dual computer centre will cost £600,000 per annum

to run, says the Post Office, but the Post Office will recover

participation; viewers can use a 5-button keypad to respond
to questions, quiz shows and paneldiscussions; they can
participate in auctions, education tests and so on.

that from its user connect time charge of 2p per minute,
which was agreed with the information providers just a few

Butit is not a viewdata system because it does not offer
information, only entertainment. However thefirst Qube

The Post Office plans to profit from its storage charges

will not bethe last, and I expect Warner to develop a Qube 2
in a different location, probably with a 10-digit keypad and
possibly with a viewdata capability.

weeks ago. Thatis additional to the phone charge whichis at
normalrates.
on IPs which should amountto over £1 million per annum

from ten Prestel centres: and that disregards the extra

The final example here is the Japanese Hi-OVIS system,

telephone revenuethatwill accrue to the Post Office. The
TPs themselves expect a gross revenue of around £600,000
per annum from each Prestel centre, or £30 per frame
on average, duplicated at ten centres.

of the optical fibres allows two-way video. The homes

£150 each or thereabouts, the depreciated cost will be

Higashi Ikoma s two-way optical fibre system, to which
nearly 200 homesare now connected. The high bandwidth

participating in the test service are fitted with cameras as
well as television sets. As with VRS, the TVs are connected
to a centre equipped with a wide range of devices so that
users can call upstill and moving video pictures, and also
viewdata information.
Hi-OVIS is a rather more ambitious experiment than one
which has been similarly evolved by the Living-Visual
Information System Development Association , at Tama New

Next, terminal productsales. At first when TV adaptors cost

£50 each per year. That is equivalent to what the average

domestic Prestel user is expected to spend on telephone
and access charges. At that stage some 50% ofthe Prestel

business will be in terminals. This is very interesting to the
semiconductorindustry and the TV manufacturers, as well

as to the manufacturers of traditional VDUs.

In fact the UK TVindustry, at roughly 1% million units

per annum output, is running well below capacity, andis
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deeply interested in new products to revitalise the market.
The difficulty is that it is a low profit business with few
funds to invest, so the question is: of the enhancements
which we have already discussed, including viewdata and
teletext, which is the best one to back?

While the industry ponders the options, it is aware of the
threat from other quarters: the Japanese industry, which

is pushing VCRs very hard, but conducting experiments with

On the other hand, progress is being made with machineindependent software. Already in the UKthepotential for
mass distribution of packaged softwarevia Prestel has been

demonstrated using Microcobol. A computer program can

be called up from the viewdatabase via the regular telephone

link, loaded into an intelligent viewdata TV with an
attached microprocessor, and used for processing

informationalso received from the viewdatabase.

all the other alternatives including some that we have not
discussed this afternoon; and secondly, the big semiconductor, computer terminal and office equipment

manufacturers.

ITT s recent move into the market with Apple II systems

ABC

is a clear indication of the company s intentions. IBM has

Rail

Guide

Waterloo + Southampton

been rumoured for sometimeto be lookingclosely at the
market, Exxonis well placed following its moves into micros,
storage devices and low cost office equipment. Texas
Instruments will be ready to launch its first home computer
productearly in 1979 according to industry sources, and will
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It will be sold off-the-shelf by retailers and business equipment dealers and will probably operate with plug-in software
modules.
Whatimplications will the fast growing market for personal

computing have for viewdata? The answeris that the

implications will be considerable because the two systems
will converge.
Personal computers, with keyboard, storage, processing
power, and the TV as a display, will require data and

software to be useful. Data, for example in the form of

homeor business accounting information, can be entered

through the keyboard. The software, for example to perform
a tax calculation, can be entered through an exchangeable
plug-in module.

But the ability to communicate over the telephone network

will greatly enhance the personal computer s capabilities
by permitting access to external information databases,

and external software sources.

This sort of communicating personal computer will be
virtually identical to a smart viewdata terminal, with
built-in processing power, receiving telesoftware distributed
through the telephone network.

The major practical problemsassociated with this description

lie in the difficulties of providing truly portable software

The applications demonstrated have included keyword

searching on ABC srailway timetable which wesawearlier.
The demonstration to which I refer took placelast Friday.
It was designed to show how a not untypical information
provider s database, which can be a little complex to work
through using the regular tree structure, can be manipulated
using keyword indexing by using an index program that can
be taken off the viewdatabase and used in conjunction with
local storage in the way that I have just described.
Let us move ontothe thirdin thelist of driving forces

users desires. The big problem with television information
services is that there is no established user need whichis
only to be expected when the service has never existed
before. I suppose that it is inevitable that the results of

tests so far are somewhatinconclusive. We will come back
to that in a moment.

Social benefits. These include education, which could be
coupled with normal video; medicare, like self-diagnosis;
entitlements; fire and burglar services and so on.
Business information economies. Both cable teletext and
cable or phone viewdata can be competitive with established

standards in the personal computer market'are unlikely to

business services using conventional computer terminals.
Ido not want to gointo this becauseI said at the beginning

form, could become the meansforresolving that problem.

area.

to a range of non-standardised devices. The fact is that

beestablished within the next few years, although viewdata,

if it were widely implemented quickly enoughin a standard

that we would talk about home, not business,TV services.
If I go into business it will just raise another huge subject
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For example, the Consumers Association performeda series
of tests with over 100 people and concluded amongst other
things that people welcomed the convenience of potted
information like best buy on their screens.
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Consider the four Consumers Association example pages
here, about selecting an electric kettle. The viewer is led
on throughthe tree structure, being fed information at each
stage rather than being given routing pages with an end page
containing the information at the end.

Thatis the sort of thing that CA demonstratedlast year in
a series of consumertests. The participants agreed that a
service of that sort, both on their home TVs and also

possibly on public coin-operated TVs, would be very helpful.
They said that they would be prepared to pay up to 30p
for good, timely information of the right sort; and that

£50 for an adaptor was acceptable. Anotherinteresting
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pointis that C1C2s were more enthusiastic than ABs, who
tended to see themselves as already well informed.

that it would be great for banking; and the newsletter

public tariffs have been announced, the minimum charge

The US IRD report on the hometerminal, published a few
monthsago, asserts that

will be 5p for one minute. That is 3p for the phonecall
which is the minimum unit, and 2p for the connect time.
That assumes the pages to be free. For two minutes the

the trend of integration is moving toward a home

Integrated Video Terminal
IVT
which will perform
the functions of telephoning, TV display, VCR storage,
hard copy printing and home computing.It will be

minimum charge will be 7p; that is 3p plus twice 2p. The
minimum charge for a representative two-minute session,

assuming access to eight pages at 15 seconds a page at 1p

headquartered in the kitchen and will be an operating

each, will be 15p. Those are someearly pointers from the

tool of the housewife in the administration of the
house, its appliances, environment, bookkeeping,

UK.

In Germany, based on 1600 responses to questionnaires
about Bildschirmtext, the conclusions were that 5DM a
monthas a basic charge was fairly acceptable. The preferred
application sequence was: first, topical information, news,

sport, what s on; next, information on goodsandservices,
tests results, market prices, and special offers; next, home

education; next, games; and next, domestic information,

including hobbies, recipes, and encyclopaedic information.
In the US, the advent of TV information services based
on two-waycable has been discussed for years. Cable reaches

17% of US TV households and the penetration is still
growing.

Since the late 60s there have been a number of two-way
experiments but they have been characterised by low capital
investment and somewhatinconclusive results. The problem
of the classic chicken and egg situation
the need for
high capital investment in a risk venture
has persisted.
But the interest is certainly continuing, and at least one

Bien and control.

It will be the primary tool for a whole host of things: entertainment; publishing access; home environmentscheduling;
administration; home appliance control; self education;
correspondenceandso on.
In conclusion, we are at a stage where someinteresting,
even exciting, experiments are taking place, the results
of which are by no meanspredictable. Theera of low cost
multiple information systems into the home based on
developments of today s TV might be about to burst upon
us but we cannotbe certain.
Forall the speculation the experts remain confused about
the impact of this new generation TV. Perhaps they are
really just as blinkered as their predecessors wereoriginally,

over TV as we know it today. After witnessing a

demonstration of the invention at the 1939 World Fair,
a New York Times reporter commented sourly:
The problem with TV is that the people mustsit and
keep their eyes glued on a screen; the average American

major UScable operatoris actively planning a viewdata

system which will be oriented towards shopping from the

family hasn t time forit...
TVwill never be a serious competitor ofradio.

home. That has not yet been announced and I cannotreveal
the name of the company.

Meanwhile, Insac s agreement with the UK Post Office,
whichgivesit exclusive rights to the sale of Prestel software

[1eRA

and know howinthe US, has further catalysed interest in

EASTEL

viewdata systems in general, and telephone viewdata in
particular.
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In the US werecently completed tests with a representative
cross section of potential viewdata users using Prestel. We
discovered that over 90% of the respondeesliked it and
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What will users have to pay? With Prestel, now that the

publishers agreed that it was just right for education.
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would use it, at the realistic prices which we quoted and

which oughtto be achievable.

Their main concerns, in order of priority, were: first, the

BH Although you may not full
understandroverutei ne at the moment
you will find things net so auddied
as they appear. You have a littie vay
to go till you appreciate this.

nature of the information, which they were very worried
about; next, the price, including theprice structure; thirdly,

the difficulty of launching the service, marketing it and

educating people to use it; and next, fears of invasion of

privacy.
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We demonstrated viewdata and interviewed around one
hundred experts from different industries in the Us
all of which were in a position either to be threatened or

benefited by viewdata s advent. Their responses varied

very widely. One of the manyinteresting things that we
learned was thatvirtually all of them whocould seea future
for viewdata saw it in an industry other than their own!
For example, the classified advertising people thought

Tam also one of the confused, though happily there is hope

yet. Iam a Scorpio, andI tookthis off Prestel quite recently.
It says:
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Although you may notfully understand everything
at the moment youwill find things not so muddled as
they appear. You have a little way to go till you
appreciate this.

QUESTION: In yourresearch in the States have you talked

to people who havereally looked at the viewdata terminal,
television set, whatever you like to call it, and considered
developing it as a communications centre for everything else?

Have you found any evidence of any schemes for taking

any of the elementary terminals we have now muchfurther?

WOOLFE: think that frankly, the honest answer to
that one is no. I think that if we had we wouldstill be
there, and be there for a long time. Werestricted the study

that I happen to have been involved with recently in the US

to the Prestel service pretty much as it stands at the moment

with regard to testing the reaction of a wide range of people.
Although we did discuss to a limited extent with a small

number of experts the possibilities for taking viewdata

a few steps further downtheline, this was not our prime

aim. I m sorry I can t answer your question morefully.

Perhaps oneof Prestel s great strengthsis that it is pretty

simple and limited at this stage. To take the exampleofthe

French competing system to which I alluded briefly and

which does have rather greater capabilities, one ofits
problemsis that not only is it potentially more expensive

butit also is not in place. You can go on improving things ad
infinitum, can t you, but what remains to be doneis to
establish a basic market for a cheap basic device. That has

not been done yet. My own opinionis that it will be difficult
enoughto do that without looking aheadto the nextstages.
BUTLER: Gentlemen, may I on your behalf thank Roger
for a rapid, but very orderly and well structured review of
the services which are comingalong.It is almost as if one sees
a tidal wave coming over the horizon and somebodysays,

Just exactly howtall is it going to be? I don t think we
can answerthat. I think that what we cansay is thatit is
coming, and if you have any meansof preparing for it then
you hadbetter do so. Roger, thank you very much.
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SATELLITES

IS EUROPE MISSING OUT ?

G. R. Engel

Satellite Business Systems

Gerard Engel is Director of Tariffs and Economic Analysis for Satellite Business Systems where he is
responsible for managing rate and tariff development, competitive analyses and system economic analyses.

Prior to joining SBS, Mr. Engel was Director of Economic and Regulatory Planning at COMSAT, where he had
similar responsibilities and appeared before Federal regulatory agencies as an expert witness on pricing,
economic and marketing policies.
BUTLER: Gentlemen, welcometo this, the last formal
session of our conference. Thelist of inventions or concepts
which were originated either in this country or bycitizens
of this country only to be developed elsewhere, to the

inestimable cost of this country, is depressingly long. It

was an Englishman, in fact a man born notso very far from
where we now sit, Arthur Clark, who first formulated the
concept of a geosynchronous communicationssatellite.
In the next hour I hope that we will be able to shed some
light on whetherthis is a British turkey that has been sold to

the United States, or whether it is another item to be added
to that list of inventions coming from this country but
profitably developed elsewhere.

Well, let me tell you about Satellite Business Systems.
Let me tell you about them in a waythat I hopewill allow
you to draw the appropriate parallels to your own requirements, and you can draw your own conclusions as to
whether thesatellite system is of benefit to Europe.

David has already indicated that Satellite Business Systems

is owned by Aetna,whichis the largest financial institution
in the United States; COMSAT General Corporation, which

is a wholly-owned subsidiary of COMSAT (Communications
Satellite Corporation) which has for many years managed the
INTELSAT organisation (International Communications
Satellite Organisation); and of course IBM.

SS ETes

I think thatit is true to say that the attitude of the European
PTTs towards satellites in the past has broadly been that

ls

mostor all of the requirements of users can be met by
terrestrial communication, and that there is therefore no
case for a costly investment in widespread use of communication satellites. We shall hear what arguments and what
industrial and economic logic exist to challenge that
viewpoint.

PRVATE-UNE CIRCUIT

Bethatas it may, we are delighted andprivileged to have
with us today a memberof the top managementofSatellite
Business Systems Inc., to tell us about the plans of his
company, Gerry Engel.

ENGEL:

Thetitle of the talk that I am to give this

afternoonis Satellites

Is Europe Missing Out? I believe

that I can get to the point of that question immediately,
without wasting anybody s time, by saying that I have

absolutely no idea! I have lot of time left. Are there any
questions?
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introduction to anyone in this room; one is COMSAT
General, a satellite company; and oneis Aetna, the insurance
COMSATis to put up thesatellites; the business of the
insurance companyis to put up the money; and the business
of IBMis to put uptheprices.

@ VERY HIGH CAMTAL REQUIREMENTS
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are to hear this afternoon. One is IBM, which needs no

company.It has been said that there is a profound logic in
the choice of these three partners, because the business of
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In order to give you some background and some way of

judging the key parameters of a satellite system, I should

like to indicate to you that we have gone through for many
years various feasibility studies, looking at numerous
markets, and finally come to the conclusions that I will
be talking to you about in some detail. The first market
that we looked at is the pointto point, private line market.
The key elements that we have to look at with respect to
a satellite system are the designofthesatellite, the design
of the ground stations, and at the terrestrial requirements
that exist in order to provide service to a particular market
place.
The pointto point private line market is a very large market

in the United States. It also is very economicalin price.
So in orderfor a satellite system to be competitive in that
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market place we mustput upa very large satellite, one that
demonstrates significant economies of scale. We must put
up relatively large earth stations in order to derive the
maximum amountof capacity from thesatellite. That
immediately implies that you have a limited numberof earth

Be6ad

stations, so you have a geographic limitation. They tend to
put up those earth stations in the key population centres,
and therefore have a very heavy reliance onterrestrial lines
to get to the customers premises.

Thai, as the chart indicates, was not a business that seemed

attractive. The next thing that we looked at was rather
switched voice networks. There we found very
complex

much the same characteristics. It was priced quite
competitively, quite low; they were very efficient; and

the geographic requirements were very substantial. In other
words, the telephonesare all over, we must reach every

place in the United States; and the basic concept required

in order to make that cost competitive did not seem feasible

particularly because the major competitor to a system
like this would be the Bell System. The Bell System controls
the terrestrial interconnects, so the prices of those terrestrial
interconnects would have a very significant negative impact
on the potential competitiveness of that kind of service.

Welooked at high speed digital networks, the emerging

market. This gets to the theme that has been expressed
many times throughout this conference: that we are now
experiencing an information explosion; that we need to
increase corporate productivity; that the focus to that

increase in productivity should be on the professional and
managementsector of corporations. There is a need for a
tool to be placed in the hands of managementthatwill
help management to realise real productivity gains and
increase their profits.

The whole basic thrust of communications in the future

will be towards these high speed digital networks. This
wastherealisation of people who were behind Satellite
Business Systems, and was very much looked upon as the
future and providing great potential business.
However, the implementation ofsatellite systems for just

that particular kind of requirementis not feasible, because
there is not enoughofit in existence today. It is a future
thing which must be developed over time.
However, in looking at that we began to see a need for
a different kind ofsatellite system, one different from the

onethat I have described. There are no high speed terrestrial
interconnections available from the Bell System, or anyone

else. There began to be a needto find low cost earth stations
and place them next to the customer premises, where the
customerneeds this digital information. So we began to look
at a satellite that had a different frequency, 12 or
14 GHz. The reason that that frequency is picked is that
there would be no interference with terrestrial or other
satellite microwave systems. We began to design smaller and
less expensive earth stations that could be put on customers

premises.

Finally, the decision became obvious: that we must supply
virtually all of the private line requirements, those that exist
today, and provide the customer with a potential for

expandinginto the new, high speed, digital communications
requirements.

Out of those studies came certain objectives, which

resulted in satellite characteristics as shown on the chart.
We had to reduce the dependencieson terrestrial facilities
very important. Even though we were providing a switched
telephone service and high speed data, we decided that
we needed to get very close to the customer s premises.

That resulted in 12 or 14 GHz satellite design and small

earth stations, which we call
customer premise
earth stations , which have 5 metre antennae associated
with them and eventual unattended operation. The idea

was that the system would be designed in such a way
that we would not have to have maintenance individuals
at the premisesor theearth station.

One of the key problemsin all specialist commoncarriers
that are trying to compete with the Bell System or with the
existing telephone companies is that there is a limitation
to the geographic coverage that can be attained. Most of
the competitors now are competitors that are usingterrestrial
facilities, not satellites. The other satellite carriers that are
in existence or plan to be in existence are using systems

such as I explained with the large earth stations, and

therefore have very significant limitations as to their

terrestrial coverage. No matter where you put your earth

stations or where you grow your microwavefacilities, it
seems that the customer is someplace else. That inhibits
the ability to compete with Bell very significantly. Datran
wentout of business, and that was oneofthe key reasons;
they had to put in a huge amountof investment and they

had to pick a particular route, a high density customerroute,
and they just were not able to reach a significant portion
of the locations that each of their particular customers
wanted to reach.
There is another point thatis very significant with respect

to a satellite system, and thatis that, particularly when you

are implementing the system with smallearth stations, you
find that you can reconfigure a customer s network very

simply. When you have designed a customer s network with

a terrestrial facility, you are actually putting in place wires,
microwave towers, whatever other means there are of

communicating back and forth, thatare difficult to adapt,
that will not move if you move yourlocation. If you want
to extend, it is difficult. You have to re-route and

reconfigure the network, which is quite complex, whereas
with the satellite you just move the earth station. The
transmission vehicle is way up in the air and there is
absolutely no reason why it cannot see the earth station,
regardless of its location.
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Let us take a look at that service and howit applies to the
various applications that we will be discussing. I will talk
about voice and low speed data, whichis today thelargest

single application. Then I will talk about teleconferencing,

about mail facsimile, and about computer-to-computer
data transmission. I might make the point right up front
that as I go through these things, these are the simplest

applications that can be identified. We feel as though the user
will be identifying far more of these applications on his own

than we will, even though we do spendtimein looking at
them and trying to help the user through the
communications problem, to see how he can use this as a
managementtool.

So the basic offering that SBS came upwithis an all-digital
offering. It will provide switched voice, data, and image
transmission capability. It will allow variable data rates
at each CPES (Customer Premise Earth Station). That is
important. I will demonstrate as I go through here how a lot

ofthese features are used by a particular customer, but what
Tam sayinghere is that a customer would buycertain transmission capability, so much bandwidth. He would also lease

the earth stations at the various locations that he would
need. He could then, through the customer network control,

vary the bandwidth that he needs between or among any
of the locations in his network, depending upon the
magnitudeofthetraffic at any given time. That is important
notonly if you think about a voice network which has peak

The way that we go about this is that SBS sends in a team
of people to a potential user. The user agrees to share the

responsibility for the study that is undertaken. In other

words, we put in a few people; he putsin at least that many
people, and the moneythatis required in order to look

at the potential for this kind of system. As such, weget his

views as to how herunshis business and how he might best
implement applications to help him in his business. We

find that the applications that come out of an approachlike
that are very helpful to him and, of course, help tosell our
system more effectively than if we were totry to tell him
howto useit.

requirements at various times in the day and in the United
States there are time differences of three hours which I will

So

demonstrate
butit is important when it comes to thinking
aboutleasing a certain amount of bandwidth for, say, a basic
voice application and then using maybe 3 megabits or 6
megabits or some very high amount of bandwidth for a
teleconference. They can move the capacity that is required
amongthe earth stations to accommodate these kinds of
things.

{

/
.

I have spoken basically about assigned capacity that the
customerwill lease, and that is on a monthly basis. What we

are talking about in addition is providing an on-demand

capability. That meansthatif, at a peak time, he has a special

requirement to implement a teleconference or to implement
a high speed facsimile or a computer-to-computer
application, he can access a pool of capacity set aside for
this purpose, and pay for it on a demandbasis; in other

words, by the minute, by the half hour, or whatever point
is required.

Let us take a look at a typical customer, a hypothetic
customer, and how he might have been in 1970. This says
that he was small; he had oneprivate line between New York
and Atlanta; but basically he was using the switched

telephone network. WATSservice is a special discount

service provided to large users of the voice trunk network.

Roberts, Jones, Springer & Co.
1978
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However, as he grows between 1970 and 1978 hefinds

that it becomesless expensive and more efficient for him to
implement a private voice network, looking something like

that. It is a tandem network. In order to makecertain calls
you have to go through various switching points. Heis
always making compromises in termsofthe gradeofservice
that heis getting and thecost that he is incurring. He can get
an absolute non-blocking system if he connects upall the
nodes that you see there with every other node; but of
course that would be far too expensive. So he decides on the

Teleconferencing. As we began these studies with the
customers, teleconferencing was not oneofthehigh priority
applications. Virtually no one in the management of our
owning companiesbelieved that teleconferencing was a viable
application. But as we went into more and more companies,
it was the companies themselves that found very interesting
and rewarding applications for teleconferencing. Since

that time, teleconferencing has becomea very attractive
potential application for SBS.

grade ofservice that heis willing to live with and connects

it up in a fashion such as this, and that gives him a more
economical service than it would if he just used the public
telephone system.

By adding his data networks, wefind that he has a few

computers in his network. He begins to connect up these
computers with low speedlines. These are thelines that are

available today, basically up to 56 kilobits but that is not
available extensively. The key route for low speed data
coincides substantially with the routes on his voice network.

Wespenta significant amount of time with the users to
human engineer the conference room. In other words,
what we are doing here is making a conference room that
will as muchaspossible look like a conference room under
normal conditions and can be used as a conference room
even when youare notin the teleconferencing mode. You

can see that they have microphonesthat are hidden so that
you are not conscious of them. There are cameras that

focus on a chart that somebody is presenting. The main

picture is a picture of the remote conference room, so you
can be facing and seeing people at that particular location.
The other twotelevision sets are there to show the others;
in case there are more than two locations at a conference,
if there are three or four, it shows those.
If he were to put a satellite system in it would look like
that. Welook for his principal concentration points, put in
earth stations such that the number and length of the

terrestrial interconnections are minimised. You find that
there is an optimum solution. We run programs for just

voice and we can come up with an optimum solution for
a voice network thattells us exactly the numberof earth

stationsthat give him a miminumbill. As you move out and
get more earth stations (of course this depends onthepricing
of both the interconnections from the Bell system and the
pricing of the earth stations of SBS), the price starts to go
up again because the earth stations begin to become too
lightly loaded.
I might indicate that these concentration points become

economical for a customer whenthere is traffic amounting

to about the equivalent of 30 voice grade circuits per node.

Satellite Business Systems is looking at the Fortune 200
companies where that kindof thingis in evidence. As you
talk about high speed applications, thatis also relatively
simple to achieve. I might also show onthis picture how easy
it is to reconfigure a network. Thereis very little in the way

ofterrestrial interconnects that you have to worry about.
You just move these earth stations to add additional coverage

or move them to accommodate the needs of the customer.

In line with the conversation that took place here earlier,
nobodyis saying in this particular application that these

conferences will replace travel. There is no way that
that will happen. But there are applications. One particular
application was demonstrated in a project that we call
Project Prelude, where we actually implemented using an
advanced technology satellite and equipment of various
vendors. One of the companiesthat participated in it with

us was Montgomery Ward. They found a teleconferencing
application that was very useful to give sales demonstrations
to their salesmen. They introduced a new product,a tractor

or somethinglike that. They hadall their salesmen, all over

the country, stay in their home locations, in a conference
room similar to this. The new product was introduced at
a remote location, where the man actually sat on the tractor,

operated the tractor, pointed with his hands to the various
parts of the tractor, and showed everything that he would
have been able to show had theyall been transported to a
central place. The executives at Montgomery Ward were
particularly excited about this application. That was a

full motion teleconference.

There was another application

the Caterpillar tractor

that they were interested in. They say that they have some

very talented individuals that are virtually troubleshooters

in their plant. They say that they make more money by
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maintaining the products that they sell than they do by
the initial sales. When a particular productis in trouble,
many times they have to take these specialists and fly them
from here to there, all over the place, to find the problem
and fix it. They find that they do not have enough

specialists. They cannot make best use of these people s
time.

You can see what we are coming to. Wefind that they can
actually take the part, put it in front of a camera
this
would be fixed frame not full motion

and have the

drawingslaid out on a good quality facsimile. The individual
can begin to trouble shootthat part from his homelocation,

and any other part that might come upin that particular

day. So those are ways that companieshave identified that
amountto millions of dollars for them.

So the point of it is that we see a big void between
communications effectiveness of the facilities and capabilities
that are available today and the person-to-person meetings
that are represented by travelling from oneplace to another.
We believe that void can befilled with full motion,
interactive TV of the type that I described. Freeze frame TV.
Again, I gave an application in the high speed, high quality

facsimile engineering drawings. What weare talking about
is good quality transmission tofulfil very special applications
that have a high value to the user.

Document distribution. Here I will talk about a very simple

application. We have talked about the office of the future

and the fantastic things that lie ahead for facsimile.

We agree with all that. However, weare talking aboutgetting
into business in 1981, that is when we will first have our
system available. We are very anxious to have implemented
very fundamental applications, those things that we know
will not be held up because of the possible non-availability

of terminal equipment and other such things that could
hold up these applications. So webelieve that the simplest

application for documentdistributionis mail room to mail

room transmission. In the United States the mail is becoming
a problem. The price has been increasing and the service
has been declining.
There are all kinds of people looking to take advantage
of that, and this is one way that we cansee thatis a very
economical replacement for the mail. We found in our

studies that 20% of the mail originating in a particular

locationis a potential for satellite transmission. What we are
saying here is that there is a certain amount of mail that
goes inter-plant; then we look at how muchofit is private

and that is eliminated; and webegin tosay, OK, but there
are lots of mailings that can be transmitted inter-plant. This
kind of thing can be done overnight, and from mail room
to mail room, at a very economical cost.
There is a clock up there that says 6 p.m. What we are

talking about here is that they have, when they subscribe

to a voice network suchas I described earlier, the capacity
already in place. It is not being used at night and what
we are looking for here is no incremental cost. The
incremental cost would be just that which can beattributable
to the actual facsimile machine here. So that is extremely
economical. Thatis the originating location.

Here is the terminating location, San Jose, California.

That is a simple way to provide a mail service.
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Be 1

Computer

People have different types of data networks today. They

havecentralised networks, one computer, and people access
that computer via low speedlines from all over the country.
Others have distributed data networks, a number of
computer centres,all access regionally by low speed lines.

The only time that two computers can operate together

at the megabit speeds with which they are used to operating
is when they are in the same room, connected together

with a cable. We feel as though there are real advantages

to having this happen regardless of location; in other words,

what we want to do is make computer networks where
all the computers feel as though they are in the same room;
and we can do thatvia satellites.

What we are saying here is that, regardless of the location
of the computers, we can connect them very reliably with a
satellite capability in the high megabit range.

When welookatthis diagram of a conventional communications system with central offices (exchanges) all along the
route and various other equipment, we find that there are
all kinds of potential ways to introduceerrors into that data
stream. When you lookat satellite it just has one
microwave, a one microwavelink. It is very simple and the

potential for introduction of external errors is limited.

So wefeel that there are significant benefits to be achieved
by linking computers. But the key point of the chart is

improved management and control. We are looking to
provide to managementa tool that he can use
and he
knowsbest how
to improve the productivity and increase
the efficiency of his own business. We do not want him to
continue to look at communications as an overhead expense,
but to look at it as an opportunity to increase or to improve
the way that he doeshis current business.
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So what SBSis all about is to provide this very flexible,
very efficient communications transmission capability,
which will allow customers to implement all their

applications on one network. Obviously, from this
presentation wefind thatit is very important to the success

of this business that people who provide terminals, people
whoprovide software services, all the other connected and
ancillary functions, are very well tuned to the availability
of a system like this.

A Government-imposed condition of SBS being allowed
to be in business has been that they will makeall their
specifications, basically their interfaces, public. We hold

vendor conferences which are designed to encourage vendors

to see the opportunities afforded to them bythis particular

system. We want to feel comfortable that there will be the

kind of terminal equipmentand capability out there that is
required for customers to implementthis system. Wefeel

ee

=

We talk about the fact that the dollars we were showing
in the previous chart are the direct impactable dollars.

thinking about applications, customers will be thinking about

We have measured the amount oftravel from one place
to another for a particular application. We have measured
the change in the cost of mail. We have measuredall the

one that weare talking about.

to. But even more importantis the rest of the iceberg,

that is an additional benefit to us, because we will be
applications, and other vendors will be thinking about

applications

all hopefully to implement a system like the

various things that the people in these companieswill agree
the fact that there are huge savings in the way they would
do business that can come from an innovative
implementation of the Satellite Business Systems design.

BUTLER:

Gentlemen, we haveseveral minutesleft to pose

some questions to Gerry Engel.

QUESTION: You did not say anything about standby.
What happens when anythingfails in the system?
ENGEL: First ofall, the satellite is redundant. We put
up two, so they switch over from onesatellite to the other.
The earth stations are redundant too. That is why we go

into the big companiesfirst. It is a rather extensive design

with lots of redundancyin it. But in addition to that we have
on-site maintenance people for the first year or two, until
we get to the point where we can say that unattended
operationis feasible.

This slide refers to the customers that we have been working

with. These are numbers that we put in conjunction with the
customer. It does not do us any goodto go in and do a study

andsay,

In addition to that, under certain conditions the next nearest

This is what we think you re saving. If they do

not agree, those numbers are worthless.

So these are the numbersthat the people in the companies

calculate and show to their management. We implementthis
thing on what wecall a voice plus strategy. For the various
organisations we look at the benefit to them of implementing
a voice only situation. You can see that they are marginal

for the size of company that we are talking about here.

They have maybe $12 to $15 million in communications
bills a year, and basically on voice. So we are talking about
very marginal savings in voice.
What we say is that if you implement or change a voice
network, then what you haveis the opportunity to realise
the kinds ofsavings that show upthere, in the total advanced
applications subsystems column. You can see that that is
substantially more.
Again I might indicate that we are talking about anywhere

from a 4% to a 20% pre-tax increase per share in the

companies that we have lookedat. I think
andI believe
that our potential customers would agree
that we have
been conservative in that particular estimate.

earth station in a particular customer s network can be
connected terrestrially as a back up, so that we can get

traffic from oneto the otherin theevent ofa failure.

BUTLER: Gerry, may I pose a question? We have heard

a lot of figures both today and from other sources about

the reliability of satellites, and I think that in a sense that is
beyond doubt. This is a really dumb question, I m afraid.

Theonly direct experience that mostof us haveof using a
satellite channelis either using the Transatlantic telephone
channel or watchingdirect live TV broadcasts. In thefirst
case you often get very bad echo back; in the secondcase

the picture tends to break up far more often than it does

with a terrestrial link to the transmitting station. Why is

that?

ENGEL:

That s a good question, and a difficult one to

answer. I can answer the one by saying that COMSAT
provides those international satellite links for voice to

which yourefer. In terms of thestatistics involved the outage
is far better ona satellite thanit is on a transoceanic cable.
The echo meansthat they do not have the proper echo
cancellers in place. They just have not conditioned the lines
sufficiently to provide goodservice.
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The experience that we have hadintelevision, particularly
of the Olympics: in the United States they broadcast the
Olympicsvia satellite and it was a very heavily advertised
event. COMSATwas the carrier and were constantly on
television saying that COMSAT was providingall this. The
reception was good, except in a couple of instances when the
picture did go out. It turned out that it was Bell Systems
terrestrial link that went out.
BUTLER: Sabotage!

as well. Anybody can do that. You would have to knockout

more than onesatellite. If one is knocked out we can switch
to the other one. We will have three of them up in a
relatively short time. But there is nothing that I can say
aboutthe fact that if an enemy country wantedto interfere

or knock out a communications satellite that couldn t
be done.

QUESTION: I have heard that satellite communications
are affected by the weather. To what extentis this true?

ENGEL: The answeris that I can t. SBS is expected to be
in service in the United States in 1981. SBS has to get

ENGEL: Thatis a general question. I might as well go
right through them. At 4 and 6 GHz, whichare the lower
frequencies, that is not a significant item. It does not happen.
First, weather does not have any real impact; and, secondly,
the antennae are very large which again inhibits wear. At
12 and 14 GHzthere is a potential for rain outage. Very,
very heavy rain could impact the service. We cover that
in much the same way as I answered the question about
outages caused by faulty parts. There are a couple of ways.
First, they can shape the transmission beam from the satellite

the United States to provide servicestrictly in the 48 states
of the United States. We are not allowed to provide service

particular in the United States. So whenit rains heavily

ENGEL: Therein lies the fundamental policy of SBS to
avoid terrestrial interconnections and put in customer
premise earth stations to the maximum extent possible.
QUESTION:

Satellite services from SBS will be available

in 1982. Can you make any gut feel guess when similar
services might be available in Europe?

authority from the Federal Communications Commission in
any place else. So I do not know under what conditions

a similar satellite system would be available any place else
but the United States.

so that more poweris projected to those areas where the
heavy rainfall is expected, down in the south east in

they can call up extra powerand, unlessit is extreme, they

will not have any trouble. But in addition, in those particular
areas, we have earth stations that are located in two separate

by other organisations with an SBSsatellite?

places, relatively close together but connectedbyterrestrial
lines, so that in the event that something like that happens,
we can get outside that particular rain belt andstill have

ENGEL: First, it is an all-digital system, and it is time
division. So there is a certain amountof inherent security in
the system itself. It would take someone who knewthe exact
timing of the various messages to be able to get out
information that you were looking for. But secondly, and in

The only place where something like thatis significant
is, of course, voice, which happens to be a major part of
ourbusinessin the early stages; with voice you cannot afford
to have any outages like that. Running many data

QUESTION:

Whatare the possibilities of interference

direct answer to your question, we have an encryption

capability as an option. It is provided by IBM and is said
to be extremelyreliable in termsof not permitting people

access to confidential data.

BUTLER: That s the privacy aspect, Gerry, but what about
Bolshevik lasers and things like that? We have been hearing
a lot in the press in Britain recently about Russians
interfering with communications satellites by laser
transmissions.

ENGEL: You meanjust knocking out the communications?
BUTLER: Just zapping them outof the sky.

ENGEL: I don t think I have an answer to that. Obviously
that can be done. That can be doneto terrestrial network

transmission.

applications, for instance, and other things, a very short
outage might not be a problem.

BUTLER: And youhavethe corresponding advantage that
it is not possible for a navvy to put his shovel through a
satellite.
Gentlemen, the time has cometoclosethis session and to

turn over the meeting to my colleague, George Cox, whowill
attempt the unenviable task of summarising and drawing
out the messageofthis conference. I should like to thank
Gerry very much on yourbehalf for a most interesting and
exciting presentation. I believe that everybody here has
learned a great deal from it. I think that whatever our
commitments andinterests in various different systems, we
would all join together in thanking him and hopingthathis
bird flies and is a great success. Thank you, Gerry.
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CONFERENCE CLOSE

COX:

G. E. Cox
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Gentlemen, if you look at your agenda forthe

conference you will notice what I noticed when first
saw it: that we allowed five minutes at the start of the
conference for Conference Opening by David Butler;

at the end of the conference, Conference Close by George
Cox: half an hour. Perhaps that shows that these things are
much easier to start than to stop. It caused me some
trepidation.

We have covered a lot of ground overthe last two days.
Wehavecovered some diverse fields. What I should like to
do is to tie these together within an overall framework:

it is more than just a numberof random looksat subjects

ofpassinginterest. I think that the easiest way to do this is
to relate what we haveseen, and the question of policy in the
80s, to the company environment.
The companies in which we work operate in an environment
where there are a numberofpressures, pressures particularly

affecting our choice of systems.

Economic pressure. We opened the conference with an
examination of the economicscene in the industrial world.
If you look at these pressures there is the question of whatis

happeningto worldtrade,this terrible cycle of stagflation ,
going throughprice control, labour costs, reduced margins,
reduced investment, round thecycle again.

Wehavepressures in the form ofpeople and society. Quite
clearly there are problems in terms of employment. Many
of the systems that we are designing now affect people.
They affect the numberof jobs; they affect the type of jobs.
They affect job structure. One or two fascinating points
cameout in terms of what someof our technologies and our
new systems do to employeestatus. It had not actually
occurred to me before that for a girl working in a company
there is a status point at which she loses her typewriter.
It just had not struck me that way. The concept that you
might in the future reach a point as an executive where your
status is recognised by the absence of a VDU or a multifunction work terminal at your desk was quite fascinating.

The question of security. The questionofscarcity ofskills.
The question of productivity.

We have pressures coming from institutions which are
beginning to awake to someofthe things that are happening,
some ofthe effects of technology. The trade unions. The
union movementis, perhaps surprisingly, well aware of some

of the effects of the systems we are planning

affect other things like EURONET with standardsthat the

Post Office are developing, that the French are developing,
that IBM are developing, and so on. Pressures from pressure

groups, groups such as the National Council for Civil
Liberties

very aware.

In the past we have beenable to develop systems very much
free of legislation and remarkably free of union pressure:
I think that these days are disappearing.
Pressures, too, in termsof the search for efficiency. Part of
our role today. Looking at our planning and control; the
skills that we employ and the waythat these are changing;
better communications; questions of organisation and
motivation; questions concerned with our understanding
of information and how to useit; given the plethora of
information that is being created both from inside the
company and from without
the remarkable amount of
proprietory information which is being madeavailable on

the market that Haines Gaffner described this morning;

the variety of forms in which you canpresentit; a real
understanding of what information to present graphically
or in colour, on either a screen or in hard copy. Far
greater understanding will be demandedin terms of how we
use information.
Pressures from technology. We are aware of convergence:
the spread of computer technology into telecommunications,
the office automation area its majoreffects still to be felt.
The effects of competition; quite remarkable. I found

Carl Amdahl s presentation yesterday fascinating. It was
fascinating and I meanthis in the nicest sense
someoneactually acting out a fantasy.

Stoffer s operation in the United States came back very

impressed. It wasilluminating yesterday just to hear how
badly we use the telephone at present and how much we

take that for granted; how little we exploit it. The figure of

28% of calls which actually make contact with the person

you are after. I am sure thatis right, and I takeit for granted.
Aninefficiency, a problem of the system thatwelive with.

in many

Technology, too, in terms of the growth of the market:
the tremendousappetite that the market has incidentally

The Post Office. Government regulations. Much of what

harmonising the various standards that Roger Woolfe

mentioned; trying to bring together various standards that

to see

In the area of technology, too, I find thatit is interesting
the pressures that are coming about where wearestill
learning to use and live with technologies that we have
had for some time. Our research team that looked at Jay

cases more aware than managementin general. Regulations.
was said yesterday by Pat Hewitt was a revelation to me
personally. Pressures from harmonisers : for example the
European Commission, which is concerned about
harmonising the various national approaches to viewdata,

very articulate, very strong, and increasingly

an appetite which outgrowsthe associated implementation
skills to satisfy it.
Manyofthepressures in this area, concerned with applying

technology, really come round to understanding better how

people will use it: predicting how they will use it; the

question of peoplelearning to live with different devices.
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It is an area in which we as a company have grown more and
more aware ofthe need forskills.

I would stress that in every case we have gone outof our

way to get an authoritative speaker. Now I disagree with
a numberof the views put forwardatthis conference, a
numberof things where yousay, that s not so, or he s
missed that, or he s off the beam there. But I think
that they have all been opinions that were well worth

I was very pleased to see Tom Stewart calling in on us today.

Tom Stewart has a very fine reputation in this area. I am
delighted to say that he has acceptedan invitation to join our
staff from the start of next year, because this new skill is
needed actually assessing howpeople react and how they

hearing, and they haveall been based onreal experience,

use systems.

It is the purpose of the Foundation to track these
developments. Many ofthe areas that we have examined, we
will be returning to. Some of them wewill return to just to

If you look at some ofthefirst applications and trials of
word processing,it is quite clear that text processing will

keep ourselves abreast of what has happened
why
something has not takenplace, or whyit is goingoff in an
unexpected direction, or how it has moved down theline

become a commontool. But you can see some of the
problems. The problemsinitially with silent keyboards

and the effect this had on people. The problems relating
to peoplestill feeling accountable for their work.

that we were expecting. In other areas we will come back and

go into subjects in more depth.

This leads to anotherpressure: risk. Risk not in the terms

That leads me on to an important consideration. The

of the technology or the equipmentactually letting us down,
but ratherthe risk of putting in systems thatare ineffective

Foundationis intended to be an interactive body and very
flexible. The areas that we look at, the way we look at

or badly used. Wecould list many technologies and many
uncertainties in this area and say that these are all things
which are generating pressures on our systems decisions.

them, the reports we present, subjects covered at

conferences, how we organise our professional and technical
seminars, are decided by the people here; by the people

in Butler Cox and by the members. Therefore, it can be
re-directed to meet the perceived needs.

My ownviewis that overall the situation presents an exciting

picture
an exciting picture certainly for the peoplehere,
whoare at the heart of the changes to come. It clearly means
that there will be changes in administrative systems; changes
in communications generally. It will also take our systems

expertise into new areas. There are areas of business at
present of which we have fought shy, because the data

processing systems that we have hadin the past, with their
limitations
wanting codified, quantified information,

and mainly suited to systems which were already highly

structured
have notapplied. For example, moving systems
into the areas of product development and marketing will
present new opportunities to help the business.

Certainly we can look forward and we can see, in the fairly
near future, text processing being a common tool. We can

certainly look forward to more flexible, more reliable
voice

networks.I think that we can look forward to extensive use

of the television set as a device for communication,
education, entertainment, anda variety of new uses. I was

very glad that Roger Woolfe was able to come today and
talk to us, because the amount of work thatis going on

in that area, worldwide, is very exciting. A lotofit will rub
off not just on ourprivate lives, but on the way that we

communicate between businesses and with the public. It

will affect whole attitudes towards taking information off
screens. It will become commonplace.

What we have doneovertheselast two days, when we have
been examining someof theinfluences on policies in the
°80s with regard to our systems, is that we have looked
at aspects of that total picture. In some cases we have gone
for a summary where it stands now. The Post Office: an
authoritative summary ontheoffice of the future and where
they see it standing. An authoritative summary, too, from
Roger Woolfe on developments in the TVarea. In other

areas we have chosento illustrate what is happening by
looking at a particular development, asking someone whois

offering a particular product or service, to come along

and illustrate what is happening in that area. The area of
satellites. The area yesterday of Jay Stoffer s equipmentand

its effect on an existing telephone network.

We do not have a formal feedback system. There are no
formstofill in; no administrative meetings where we discuss

things and get bogged down in small points. But we are

looking for feedback from the members. I have heard

suggestions at this conference already that one or two of

the speakers would be worthy to bring back to oneof our
professional and technical seminars, where we could spend
a day going througha particular area in more depth. That
is something that we could certainly arrange. I think that
in the cases mentioned, the speakers would be delighted to

participate.

Wehave had othersuggestions for a slight change of
format
for future conferences. We have had suggestions
that at
least one of the topics would form a very good subjec
t for
a research report. We are looking to you for
feedback on
such things. Feedback is informal. We plan over
the next
couple of months tovisit, or invite to visit us,
each of the
members of the Foundation, to discus
s this question; to

discuss how they use the information coming
out of the
Foundation; how theycirculate reports; what
they would

like changed; what they would like more
of. But at any

time you will find that if you have any sugges
tions you

will get a very warm and rapid response
from us.If you want

to discuss it, we would be delighted to visit
you, or for you

to visit us. We would be delightedif,
after the conference,

you have any thoughts you would like to
drop us line.
I think that the success of the Foundation
depends on the
way that we build up this relationship and
our ability to
satisfy these demands.

It only remains for me to say on behal
f of the staff of

Butler Cox, and on behalf of David and
myself, that we
very

much hopethat you have enjoyed
the conference.
We certainly have. We have found the
whole event immensely

enjoyable. I should like to thank our speak
ers.I think that

we have had an exceptionally good
group of uniformly
interesting speakers at this conference
. We thank you very

much for yourparticipation and look forwa
rd to seeing

you at future events within the Found
ation.
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